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CHAPTER I 
“The creative process is like music which takes root with extraordinary force and rapidity.” 
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840-1893) 
PURPOSE AND SPECIFIC AIMS 
Despite ever-expanding knowledge of the underlying molecular basis of various 
pathologies, often many deadly diseases such as cancer are still clinically screened and gauged 
by x-rays reporting on tissue density or caliper-like measurements obtained via computed 
tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) as of 2014. 2-18F-fluoro-2-deoxy-D-
glucose (FDG) Positron Emission Tomography (PET) reporting on metabolic uptake of glucose 
and phosphorylation is used routinely in the clinical setting, and most advanced molecular 
imaging currently revolves around radioactive PET agents or magnetic resonance spectroscopy 
(MRS) in research applications. However, FDG reveals no further information on glucose 
metabolism pathways, and MRS reports only on the steady-state conditions for the metabolic 
profile of a tissue or organ with the inherently low signal-to-noise ratio of conventional MRI 
requiring lengthy examination times approaching tens of minutes. Clinical translation of 
advanced imaging modalities is therefore challenging as they often incur greater costs and reduce 
patient throughput. However, MRI of hyperpolarized contrast agent can enable real-time 
metabolic imaging of a number of metabolic pathways. The combination of low-field imaging 
and hyperpolarized contrast agents appears an especially promising means to enable low-cost 
MRI with high-resolution molecular imaging of non-radioactive and non-ionizing contrast 
media. Such imaging can also be high speed. Therefore, clinical translation of hyperpolarized 
MRI could significantly improve patient throughput and reduce costs, as well as increase the 
number of molecular pathways amenable for real-time molecular imaging. 
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Hyperpolarization is an emerging field in Magnetic Resonance (MR) with broad horizons 
of application endowed by the significantly enhanced signals. The potential applications of 
hyperpolarization and hyperpolarization instrumentation are in a state of incredibly rapid 
development. Challenges with this modality for biomedical applications involve producing a 
contrast agent with a high level of hyperpolarization and its rapid transfer and administration to 
the subject for subsequent imaging within a short period of time dictated by the relaxation rate of 
the induced hyperpolarized state. To date MR imaging and spectroscopy have been performed 
over a large range of magnetic field strengths and resonance detection frequencies, with 
intriguing levels of sensitivity being shown possible for hyperpolarized MRI at even low 
magnetic field strengths. Hyperpolarized MRI presents unique opportunities for detection as 
already realized from a wealth of experience with hyperpolarized noble gases such as 3He and 
129Xe. Due to the induced hyperpolarized state being independent of the readout field B0, 
detection at low magnetic field strengths is possible and even advantageous. Several benefits 
such as reduced magnetic susceptibility artifacts and specific absorption rates, deep tissue 
radiofrequency penetration, short imaging scan times, and long T2* have been described making 
it potentially favorable with comparison to high-field detection. However, despite systematic 
efforts to develop a theoretical SNR foundation for the MR experiment, maximizing detection 
sensitivity as a function of the detection magnetic field B0 or the corresponding frequency ω0 
continues to remain a challenge. Consequently, the B0 field-independent nature of 
hyperpolarization and its low-field detection have not yet been taken full advantage of. If low-
field detection of hyperpolarization can be optimized to a sufficiently high level of sensitivity, 
then low-field molecular MRI will be enabled broadly for pre-clinical research and clinical use 
for a wide range of hyperpolarization techniques and contrast agents. 
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Obtaining a hyperpolarized nuclear spin state for its use in hyperpolarized MRI requires 
specialized instruments for its production usually referred to as hyperpolarizers. There are 
several main hyperpolarization techniques: Brute-Force Orientation (BFO), magnetic field-
cycling (FC), Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE), dissolution Dynamic Nuclear Polarization 
(dDNP), Parahydrogen Induced Polarization (PHIP) using the Parahydrogen And Synthesis 
Allow Dramatically Enhanced Nuclear Alignment (PASADENA), Signal Amplification by 
Reversible Exchange (SABRE), and Spin-Exchange Optical Pumping (SEOP). With regards to 
hyperpolarization of noble gases and 129Xe in particular by SEOP, the instrumentation for 
production of 129Xe hyperpolarization can operate in either continuous-flow mode with typically 
low (<<100 Torr Xe) xenon gas density or in stopped-flow (batch) mode with high xenon gas 
density (>>100 Torr Xe). The latter is a newer technique than the more conventional continuous-
flow production method. Moreover, the limits of the interplay between production rates, laser 
power, xenon gas density, and hyperpolarization levels still little explored for clinical-scale 
hyperpolarizers to date. Besides these unknowns for optimal production of hyperpolarized 
contrast agent, batch-mode clinical-scale 129Xe hyperpolarizers currently lack the necessary 
automation for clinical imaging research. Automation is necessary in order to increase device 
safety by minimizing opportunities for human error, to increase work-flow/production rates, and 
to reduce costs with minimal human involvement for operation of the hyperpolarizer. 
Several low-field detection methods exist for detection of magnetic flux, which all 
involve conductors forming closed loops, including radiofrequency Faraday induction and 
ultrasensitive magnetometers. The latter may be divided further into the superconducting 
quantum interference device (SQUID) and the atomic magnetometer (AM). Regardless of the 
detection technique used, all involve optimized use of conductors in the context of a detection 
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coil. Thus, the applications of optimized coils are broad in scope. While magnetometers present 
intriguing possibilities for detection at low frequencies inherent in their high signal-to-noise 
ratio, radiofrequency Faraday induction coils coupled with electronic amplifiers will be pursued 
in this work. This combination for low frequency detection has the virtues of simplicity and 
feasibility, and the optimized coils developed can later be used with magnetometers, which have 
lower noise floors than electronic amplifiers. Furthermore, radiofrequency Faraday induction 
coils can be used without shielded rooms as will be demonstrated in this work, which represents 
both clear practical and cost advantages even in clinical and preclinical settings over SQUID 
detection. 
This research plan proposes to optimize radiofrequency (RF) Faraday induction coils for 
use at low frequencies to enable low-field molecular imaging high sensitivity of hyperpolarized 
contrast agents with high polarization, and to develop automation for a batch-mode 129Xe clinical 
hyperpolarizer. Specifically this work will: 
Specific Aim 1 
Develop low-field RF coils for sensitive spectroscopy in PHIP hyperpolarizers, and SEOP 
hyperpolarizer automation to assist in contrast agent production. 
§ Radiofrequency coils developed for low frequencies will test whether compensation of 
the frequency-related losses in the signal level of the Magnetic Resonance experiment 
by multi-turn Faraday induction attains frequency independence when detecting a fixed, 
non-equilibrium Boltzmann polarization level at high and low magnetic field strengths. 
The developed coils will be used to provide capability for in situ detection of and self-
referencing of nuclear spin polarization by hyperpolarizer instrumentation to enable in 
situ quality assurance and facilitate production of contrast agent hyperpolarization. 
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§ Automation will be developed for batch-mode xenon-129 hyperpolarizers to promote 
fast, consistent production of hyperpolarized contrast agents for clinical use. 
Specific Aim 2 
Optimize RF coil sensitivity for low-field imaging of hyperpolarized contrast agents. 
§ RF coil geometry and conductor selection will be optimized for murine-scale in vivo 
spectroscopy and imaging at a static magnetic field strength of 0.0475 T. 
§ The low-field sensitivity of the developed coils will be quantitatively assessed and 
compared to the sensitivity of high-field coils on the basis of the signal-to-noise ratio 
using molecular imaging phantoms with identical net magnetization and nuclear spin 
quantity and content at the time of detection (i.e. direct cross-comparison). 
Specific Aim 3 
Demonstrate low-field spectroscopy and imaging of hyperpolarized contrast agents. 
§ A transfer pathway will be designed and validated for transfer of hyperpolarized 
contrast media from the polarizing instrumentation to a low-field (and potentially other 
instrumentation) MRI scanner. 
§ Molecular imaging limits of detection for hyperpolarized contrast agents in low 
resonance frequency RF coils for murine-scale pre-clinical MRI will be ascertained. 
The imaging sensitivity of optimized radiofrequency coils will be assessed with 
hyperpolarized contrast agents. 
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CHAPTER II 
“There is nothing impossible to him who will try.” 
Alexander of Macedon (356-323 BC) 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This dissertation focuses on the preparation and MRI imaging of hyperpolarized contrast 
media with radiofrequency (RF) coils optimized for detection at low magnetic fields to 
potentially enable a low-cost, ultra-sensitive magnetic resonance imaging modality viable for 
clinical use. The potential application of hyperpolarized molecular imaging agents to the clinical 
assessment of cellular metabolism has sparked great enthusiasm in the magnetic resonance 
community. To date clinical MRI has been largely defined as an anatomical technique for 
exquisite soft tissue imaging based upon the approximately 102 M water proton concentration in 
the body. Since nuclei other than protons are simply lacking sensitivity, great ingenuity has been 
required to extract molecular information from the interactions with water— i.e. Chemical 
Exchange Saturation Transfer (CEST) and other indirect approaches. Compared to water 
protons, other nuclei have not only considerably lower equilibrium nuclear spin polarization, but 
also have lower natural abundance, both prime contributors to a significantly lower MRI signal. 
However, this very lack of signal is widely recognized as an opportunity for imaging of contrast 
agents artificially labeled to near 100% abundance and then ‘hyperpolarized’ to nuclear spin 
polarization levels far beyond the thermal equilibrium level of the readout magnetic field 
strength. The logical question arises as to how to optimally detect these agents. 
The ‘hyperpolarized’ state for nuclear spins can be generally defined as a temporary non-
equilibrium polarization level in excess of the Boltzmann thermal equilibrium level. Currently, 
numerous methods exist for achieving this state, such as Spin-Exchange Optical Pumping 
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(SEOP), field-cycling of the magnetic field, dynamic transfer of spin order from microwave-
pumped free electrons to the nucleus via the nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE), or chemically-
induced transfer of spin order from the singlet state of parahydrogen to a substrate molecule. 
Exploiting the hyperpolarized state has a long history. Field-cycling likely predates all other 
techniques. Enhanced nuclear polarization via the NOE has seen regular use in physics since 
Overhauser’s elucidation of the effect at 3 mT magnetic field in 1953. Generation of non-
equilibrium nuclear spin polarization in the context of optically pumped noble gases for 
biomedical use in the 1990s engendered discussion in the scientific literature of the potential 
benefits of moving to low-field detection of such spin states: (i) reduced magnetic susceptibility, 
(ii) lowered specific absorption rate of radiofrequency energy by tissue, and (iii) less stringent 
homogeneity requirements on the main magnetic field amongst other advantages. The foremost 
benefit, however, is that the nuclear spin polarization critical to imaging sensitivity is no longer 
dependent upon Zeeman energy level splitting being induced by the static magnetic field B0. It is 
in connection to this latter point that the advent of hyperpolarization technologies raises 
questions about whether the conventional MRI relations between the detector efficiency, the 
readout field strength, and imaging parameters still obtain. Such questions have only sparsely 
been addressed at low magnetic field strengths and frequencies. 
The production of this ‘hyperpolarization’ requires the use of a machine called, with a 
rather logical etymology, a ‘hyperpolarizer.’ Of the various current methods for engendering a 
hyperpolarized spin state, currently the most mature are dissolution Dynamic Nuclear 
Polarization (dDNP) of biomolecules and polarization of noble gas contrast agents via Spin 
Exchange Optical Pumping (SEOP). Other promising candidate methods involve chemical 
transfer of the spin order of parahydrogen via various mechanisms: Parahydrogen And Synthesis 
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Allow Dramatically Enhanced Nuclear Polarization (PASADENA), Adiabatic Longitudinal 
Transport After Dissociation Engenders Nuclear Alignment (ALTADENA), and Signal 
Amplification by Reversible Exchange (SABRE) at high and low magnetic fields. Commercial 
DNP polarizers can be purchased from Oxford Instruments (www.oxford-instruments.com). 
Likewise, xenon-129 gas hyperpolarizers may be leased from Xēmed (www.xemed.com) or 
purchased commercially from Polarean (www.polarean.com) and Toyoko Kagaku 
(www.toyokokagaku.co.jp). Parahydrogen Induced Polarization (PHIP) or SABRE effect 
hyperpolarizers are currently unavailable commercially, necessitating personal construction of a 
custom system for research purposes. 
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CHAPTER III 
“The scientific man does not aim at an immediate result. He does not expect that his advanced 
ideas will be readily taken up. His work is like that of the planter—for the future. His duty is to 
lay the foundation for those who are to come, and point the way. He lives and labors and 
hopes.” 
Nikola Tesla in “Radio Power Will Revolutionize the World,” Modern Mechanics and 
Inventions, July 1934 
BACKGROUND 
 
In the following body of informational background, every effort has been made to make 
the proper attributions. Specific discoveries and points have been cited where the reference is 
apparent. Excellent review articles on the various subjects of discussion are available and should 
be examined more closely for further details than the brief discussions presented here. Other 
information can be found in textbooks and is generally un-cited as known background 
knowledge for the field except for specific discussions where the presented information or 
desired point of contention closely follows the excellent elucidation presented in the cited source 
of information. 
 
Origins of Magnetic Resonance 
The splitting of an atomic emission spectral line due to the influence of a static magnetic 
field was described by Zeeman in 1897 (1). This observation adduced the point that a magnetic 
field influences the nuclear energy levels. The concept of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) 
was first put forth in 1924 by Pauli (2) when he suggested that a splitting of the atomic energy 
levels in the presence of an external magnetic field may occur for nuclei with the right properties 
of nuclear spin and magnetic moment. Experimental evidence for this hypothesis took decades of 
research culminating in 1946 with simultaneous proof of NMR by two independent laboratories. 
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The radar technology developed during World War II made many of the electronic aspects of the 
NMR spectrometer possible. With the newly developed hardware physicists and chemists began 
to apply the technology to chemistry and physics problems. Over the next 50 years NMR 
developed into the premier organic spectroscopy available to chemists to determine the detailed 
chemical structure of the chemicals they were synthesizing. Another well-known product of 
NMR technology has been magnetic resonance imaging, which is utilized extensively in the 
medical radiology field to obtain tomographic image slices of soft tissues in the human body. 
In greater detail, the roots of NMR can be traced back to the classical formulation of 
quantum theory (1913-1925) that pre-dated what is now regarded as modern quantum 
mechanics. During this time period of remarkable advances in the understanding of physics, the 
Stern-Gerlach experiment performed in 1921, which is deemed a precursor of all magnetic 
resonance experiments (3), provided unambiguous evidence confirming the quantization of 
angular momentum. The experiment performed spatial quantization of the orbital magnetic 
moments of a silver ion beam deflected by a magnetic field, and later experimental variants 
yielded the first reliable technique for determination of the nuclear magnetic moments, a key 
understanding in the future development of NMR. Introduction of the resonance method in 1938 
greatly improved the technique leading to ever more precise measurements of nuclear moments 
via atomic and molecular-beam magnetic resonance experiments, with Rabi et al. first 
demonstrating nuclear magnetic resonance in molecular beams in 1939 (4). However, not until 
1946 were nuclear magnetic resonances detected in bulk matter. It is remarkable that two 
independent groups in physics laboratories on opposite sides of the United States independently 
discovered NMR nearly simultaneously: Bloch, Hansen, and Packard (5) at Stanford University 
and Purcell, Torrey, and Pound (6) at Harvard University. The importance of their discovery lead 
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to the joint award of the 1952 Nobel Prize for Physics to the two leaders, Professor Felix Bloch 
and Professor Edward Purcell. In the decades since its discovery, NMR has developed into a 
broad field of science with applications ranging from chemical synthesis to medicine with the 
advent of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) in the late 1970s. Further information about the 
milestones in NMR may be found in various historical reviews (7). 
With the application of in vivo NMR to imaging, the second major application of the 
technique of nuclear magnetic resonance emerged from the original use for spectroscopy.  
Lauterbur (8) and Mansfield and Grannell (9) added spatially varying magnetic fields to the 
static magnetic field and from the resulting detected frequency dispersion were able to 
reconstruct the spatial distribution of the nuclear spins in the sample to form an image. For this 
work Lauterbur and Mansfield shared the 2003 Nobel Prize in Medicine. 
 
Some History of Isotopic Enrichment 
Two important developments were achieved at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) 
for which it will be interesting to see their ultimate historical significance. First was the 
development of the development of the atomic bomb as part of the Manhattan Project, which led 
eventually to the production of 3He later used in human lung imaging (10). The second point 
concerns the history of NMR-related isotopic enrichment at LANL, which gained much less 
public recognition, but enabled a broad range of applications in NMR spectroscopy, protein 
science, biomedical imaging, mass-spectrometry and other fields. In December of 1959, 
Robinson, McInteer, and Potter at Delta Prime Site (i.e. Technical Area 21, the site of chemical 
research for refining plutonium and plutonium metal production from 1945 to 1978) began 
production of oxygen-17 enriched to 1% abundance (11). Shortly thereafter, the oxygen 
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distillation column was modified for production of 15N-enriched nitrous oxide, expanding 
production to oxygen-17, oxygen-18, and nitrogen-15 isotopes. In 1967, Robinson hired Eiichi 
Fukushima for post-doctoral work to aid in development of NMR (11). Also in 1967, the first in 
vivo NMR observations of a rat were made by J.A. Jackson (11). Importantly, in 1969 a carbon-
13 distillation column was added to the LANL site. The production of this carbon-13 isotope at 
LANL was the genesis of all 13C-labeled compounds used today for molecular imaging studies. 
As related in a talk by Eiichi Fukushima at the 2013 54th Experimental Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance Conference in Pacific Grove, California, it will be interesting to see which 
development is weighted more heavily by history. The development of the atomic bomb? Or the 
development of carbon-13 enrichment? 
 
Magnetic Resonance Active Nuclei 
Whether a particular isotope of a nucleus is NMR active depends upon its possessing 
non-zero spin angular momentum. The NMR phenomenon is based upon the fact that the nuclei 
of atoms can have net magnetic properties. Many isotopes possess an overall positive charge 
rendering them NMR active. This quantum charge can be viewed classically, and it can be 
envisioned in a more readily understood Newtonian framework if the particles are viewed as 
spinning on their axes. Consequently in similar analogy to a flowing electric current, creates a 
minute magnetic field. Upon placement into an external magnetic field, these magnetic nuclei 
attempt to align with the vectorial direction of the applied field. The nuclei so placed undergo a 
splitting of their nuclear spin states into discrete energy levels (i.e. Zeeman splitting described 
later). The discrete energy levels pertaining to the nuclear spin system give rise to a 
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distinguishing ‘signature’ in the appearance of the NMR spectra when the spin state is detected 
through the application of RF energy. 
The nuclear property interacting with the external magnetic field specifically is the spin 
angular momentum I. An isotope’s quantum spin angular momentum arises from electrons, 
protons and neutrons albeit more fundamentally leptons, quarks, and gluons. In many atoms 
(such as 12C) these intra-nuclear spins form opposing pairs, such that the overall net spin of the 
nucleus of the atom is zero. However, in many isotopes (such as 1H and 13C) the nucleus does 
possess an overall spin. The rules for determining the net spin I of a nucleus are as follows (12): 
1. If the mass number A is odd, the nuclear spin is a half-integer (i.e. 1/2, 3/2, 5/2). 
2. If both the mass number A and the atomic number Z are even, then nuclear spin is zero. 
3. If the mass number A is even but the atomic number Z is odd, the nuclear spin is an 
integer (i.e. 1, 2, 3). 
Some examples of common isotopes are given in Table 1. Without isotopic enrichment of the 
NMR active spins, the relative sensitivity of the nuclei can be seen from the product of their 
natural abundance and gyromagnetic ratio, with protons being the most sensitive. 
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Table 1. Some selected common NMR active nuclei with their properties.* 
Nucleus 
Spin 
Number 
Natural 
Abundance 
Gyromagnetic 
ratio 
Frequency at B0 = 1 
Telsa 
  I (Percent) γ (107 rad T-1 s-1) (MHz) 
1H 1/2 99.9885 26.7522128 42.5775 
2H 1 0.015 4.10662791 6.5359 
3He 1/2 0.000137 -20.3801587 -32.4360 
13C 1/2 1.07 6.728284 10.7084 
15N 1/2 0.0368 -2.71261804 -4.3173 
17O 5/2 0.038 -3.62808 -5.7743 
19F 1/2 100 25.18148 40.0776 
23Na 3/2 100 7.0808493 11.2695 
29Si 1/2 4.6832 -5.3190 -8.4655 
31P 1/2 100 10.8394 17.2514 
35Cl 3/2 75.77 2.624198 4.1765 
83Kr 9/2 11.5 -1.03310 -1.6442 
87Rb 3/2 27.835 8.78640 13.9840 
129Xe 1/2 26.44 -7.452103 -11.8604 
131Xe 3/2 21.18 2.209076 3.5159 
* properties obtained from www.webelements.com with some gyromagnetic ratios differing 
from other sources 
 
Magnetic Resonance Signal: Zeeman Splitting, Spin Polarization, and Net Magnetization 
All NMR active nuclei (i.e. having spin angular momentum quantum number I ≠ 0) have 
a magnetic dipole moment µ collinear with the nucleus’s spin angular momentum I, and these 
quantities are related by the equation (13) 
 µ = γ !I  (3.1) 
where ħ is Planck’s constant divided by 2π (ħ = 1.055 × 10-34 J⋅s) and γ, which is constant for a 
given isotope of a nucleus, is the gyromagnetic ratio (examples given in Table 1) describing the 
rate of precession of the nuclear magnet for a given magnetic field strength. Upon insertion into 
an external magnetic field B0 (along the B0 z-component by convention), the previously 
arbitrarily oriented magnetic moments of the nuclei in the spin ensemble orient on average either 
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parallel to B0 (a more stable configuration) or antiparallel to B0 (a less stable configuration), with 
a very small statistical difference in spin populations between these two orientations. Due to the 
typically very large number of nuclear spins (Avogadro’s number) potentially involved, 
statistical treatment is required to describe the state of the spin ensemble, which follows 
Boltzmann population statistics. The afore-mentioned magnetic dipole moment µ and the 
magnetic field B0 couple with an energy of interaction that fulfills the Bohr relationship given by  
 E = −µB0 . (3.2) 
This nuclear coupling is known as the Zeeman coupling, and as can be seen from Eq. (3.2) has 
the property that the interaction energy of the nuclear magnet µ changes in proportion to the 
external magnetic field. 
The nucleus with its nuclear spin I has (2I+1)-fold Zeeman energy levels. In the absence 
of an external magnetic field (i.e. B0 = 0), each energy state is degenerate, meaning it has the 
same energy. Application of a magnetic field (B0 ≠ 0) breaks the degeneracy, resulting in a 
separation between the energy levels, which is called the nuclear Zeeman splitting, Figure 1. 
NMR spectroscopy and MRI observe these minute differences between energy levels arising 
from Zeeman splitting. Owing to the scaling of the energy gap between levels by the 
gyromagnetic ratio γ, a proton nucleus has a Zeeman splitting approximately four times greater 
than that of a 13C nucleus as shown in the right half of Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Zeeman splitting of nuclear spin states in a magnetic field. For B0 = 0, the energy 
eigenstates α and β are degenerate (no splitting). For B0 ≠ 0, a Zeeman energy level splitting is 
obtained with an energy gap ΔE proportional to the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus in 
question. 
 
For spin I = 1/2 nuclei there are two orientations which have distinct associated Zeeman 
energy levels (assigned eigenstates α and β), whose splitting energy ∆𝐸 = 𝛾ħ𝐵!  is found 
according to Eq. (3.2), where the energies of each orientation are denoted by convention |𝛼 = − 𝛾ħ𝐵! 2 or |𝛽 = 𝛾ħ𝐵! 2 for the parallel and antiparallel orientations respectively. As 
mentioned earlier, the number of nuclei parallel and anti-parallel to the static magnetic field B0 
follows the Boltzmann’s law for the population distribution at thermal equilibrium, so that the 
energy level population difference, or nuclear spin polarization P, is (14)  
 P = N
+ − N −
N + + N − =
1− exp −µB0 kT( )
1+ exp −µB0 kT( )
. (3.3) 
For a collection of spins at thermal equilibrium, the spins tend to prefer the lower energy state 
because entropy always wins. Because the energy gap 
 ∆𝐸 = ħ𝛾𝐵! = 𝜇𝐵! (3.4) 
is small compared to the average energy 𝐸 ∝ 𝑘𝑇 at room temperature, the population difference 
between the α and β states is similarly very small. If the probabilities for finding a spin in one of 
the two energy levels are calculated for all the spins in a sample, then the relative populations of 
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each energy level can be denoted Pα and Pβ, and these probabilities have the further property that 𝑃∝ + 𝑃! = 1. The magnitude of the population difference between the levels Pα and Pβ is 
determined by the energy gap according to Eq. (3.4). The population ratio between the higher 
and lower energy states at equilibrium (12) is written as  
 
𝑃! 𝑃! = 𝑒!∆! !" , (3.5) 
where k is the microscopic gas constant (Boltzmann’s constant k = 1.3806 × 10-23 J/K), T is the 
absolute temperature in kelvin (K), and ΔE is the energy gap, Eq. (3.4). Thus, for human body 
temperature and B0 on the order of several Tesla (the strongest FDA-approved magnetic field 
strength), and at clinical MRI scanner field strengths in particular, the argument of the 
exponential in Eq. (3.5) is very small (i.e. ∆𝐸/𝑘𝑇 ≪ 1). Hence the small angle approximation 
serves ( tanh x( ) ≈ x  for small x), permitting the first order expansion of Eq. (3.5) to be written as 
 
 
exp γ B0kT
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ≈1+
γ B0
kT  . (3.6) 
Consequently, the population difference between the two Zeeman energy levels for I = 1/2 
nuclei, also denoted the nuclear spin polarization P, may be approximated as  
 
 
P = Pα − Pβ =
γ B0
2kT  . (3.7) 
This excess of spins aligned with B0 (here the magnetic field vector) may be viewed 
phenomenologically as a net macroscopic vector M. This vector M is the net equilibrium nuclear 
magnetization of the bulk magnetic moments µ of the nuclear spins possessing an equilibrium 
position aligned with B0. Upon suitable perturbation of the system as by a RF pulse, M then 
precesses about B0. Classically, the precession of this bulk net magnetization is described by the 
cross product 
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 dMdt = γ M × B0  , (3.8) 
which indicates that M precesses about B0 at an angular frequency 
 ω 0 = γ B0  . (3.9) 
This frequency ω0, known as the Larmor frequency, indicates that the rate of precession of the 
nuclear spins is directly proportional to the strength of the nuclear magnet (i.e. its gyromagnetic 
ratio γ) and to the applied magnetic field strength B0. The scalar net magnetization per unit 
volume, or M0, of the spin ensemble (13) is written from Eqs. (3.1) and (3.7) as 
 M 0 = µ N + − N −( ) = µPN  , (3.10) 
where µ is the nuclear dipolar magnetic moment of a single nucleus, N = N + − N −  is the total 
number of nuclear spins per unit volume, and P is the nuclear spin polarization. Expansion of Eq. 
(3.10) yields the more comprehensive equation of  
 M0 =
Nγ 2!2B0
4kT  
,  (3.11) 
an expression of Curie law (i.e. 1/T proportionality) for nuclear spin I = 1/2. Extension of Eq. 
(3.11) to isotopes of arbitrary spin number I gives the commonly known expression for net 
magnetization induced by the static magnetic field of magnitude B0 of 
 
 
M 0 =
Nγ 22I I +1( )B0
3kT  . (3.12) 
Thus, the net magnetization M0 of a sample at thermal equilibrium is directly proportional to the 
number of spins (N), to the square of the nuclear magnetic strength (γ2), and to the static 
magnetic field (B0), and inversely proportional to the absolute sample temperature (T). Given 
that a larger net magnetization M0 depends upon a higher Larmor frequency (i.e. Eq. (3.9)) 
resulting in a more sensitive NMR experiment, much effort and expense has gone into the 
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development of bigger, stronger superconducting magnets with fields on the order of Tesla in 
order to obtain the largest possible net magnetization. 
As described in Reference (15), Felix Bloch soon after the experimental discovery of 
magnetic resonance phenomenologically described in 1946 (5) the behavior of the magnetization 
components of M with a system of coupled equations solving the differential equation 
(Reference (13), p. 45)  
 dMdt = γM ×H −
Mx
T2
i
!
−
My
T2
j
!
−
Mz −M0
T1
k
!
 , (3.13) 
where T1 and T2 are relaxation rate time constants. Bloch’s equations have since served a central 
role in elucidating the behavior of magnetic resonance experiments in response to radiofrequency 
pulses. An analytical solution to the coupled Bloch equations was first given by Torrey in 1949 
(16). In the work by Madhu et al. in 1997 (15) further insight into the development of the 
magnetization components and their interrelationships was yielded by new analytical solutions. 
A variety of other solutions in a number of publications are reviewed in their work. 
 
Magnetic Resonance Sensitivity Factors: the Three Evils (of Gyromagnetic Ratio Gamma) 
Compared to other techniques such as mass spectrometry (sensitivity to 10-9 grams) or 
optical detection methods (sensitivity to the single photon limit of detection), the NMR technique 
is conspicuously insensitive. NMR experiments typically require micrograms to milligrams (10-6 
to 10-3 grams) of material for small organic molecules. This insensitivity stems from the various 
ways the gyromagnetic ratio γ factors into the detected signal. There are three specific ways in 
which the NMR signal level (i.e. noise sources are ignored for this discussion) is affected by γ  
(12): 
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1. Only the nuclear spin population difference at thermal equilibrium between the Zeeman 
energy levels, or energy gap ΔE ∝γ B0 T , is NMR visible. This difference is quantified 
(by Eqs. (3.5) to (3.7)) as the nuclear spin polarization P. 
2. The NMR signal induced in a receiver coil is proportional to the magnitude of the 
precessing net magnetization M, which for a given number of nuclear spins increases 
with the strength of the rotating nuclear magnet— i.e. the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio γ. 
3. The magnetic flux from the precessing net magnetization M, which induces the signal in 
the receiver coil, increases with higher rates of nuclear precession, or the Larmor 
frequency ω0 = γ B0 . 
 
Consequently, for a spin I = 1/2 nucleus, the NMR sensitivity for N sample spins in view of the 
three gammas is proportional to (12) 
 Nγ B0T
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ × γ( )× γ B0( ) =
Nγ 3B02
T  . (3.14) 
Eq. (3.14) indicates why NMR of protons, which have the highest gyromagnetic ratio, is the 
most sensitive, and furthermore illustrates that with field dependency proportional to the square 
of the magnitude of the magnetic field strength when M0 is induced by B0 (5, 17), it is worth a lot 
of time and money to build more powerful magnets. 
 
The Standard Magnetic Resonance Experiment 
A typical NMR experiment involves the application of a pulsed magnetic field of 
amplitude B1 from the RF coil to tip the net magnetization vector giving rise to the observed free 
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induction decay (FID). With the net magnetization M0 of the sample collinear with the z-
direction of the static field B0 (Figure 2a), application at the Larmor frequency of an oscillating 
field B1cos(ω0t) tips M0 into the x-y plane (Figure 2b). The tipped magnetization precesses then 
about the z-axis at a precession frequency of ω0/2π Hz. During this precession the tipped 
magnetization vector undergoes two relaxation processes (5). First, M0 relaxes along the z-
direction back to its initial equilibrium value with a time constant T1 known as the longitudinal or 
spin-lattice relaxation rate. Second, the local magnetic field fluctuations produced by 
neighboring nuclear spins cause the spins to dephase due to induced variations in precessional 
rate, giving rise to a transverse or spin-spin relaxation rate time constant known as T2. 
Biologically, T1 and T2 values for tissues are typically in the range of tens of milliseconds to one 
second for protons (18). The time constant T2 also defines the observed NMR spectrum linewidth 
of ∆𝜐 = 1 𝜋𝑇!  Hz due to homogeneous broadening (i.e. spin-spin interactions only). 
Additionally, due to inhomogeneity in the static field B0, additional line broadening from spin 
precession at different rates owing to exposure to different local magnetic fields gives rise to a 
time constant T2′. The total effective transverse relaxation time constant, known as 𝑇!∗, is then 
given by  
 T2* =
1
T2
+ 1T2'
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
−1
 . (3.15) 
This inhomogeneous broadening can be addressed through application of π/2 refocusing pulses. 
Figure 2c and Figure 2d show the relaxation of the magnetization vector M0 and its components 
back to equilibrium. 
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Figure 2. The basic NMR experiment. A) Insertion of a sample into a magnetic field B0 aligns 
the nuclear magnetic moments giving rise to a bulk magnetization vector M collinear with the B0 
z-direction. B) A 90° RF excitation pulse tips M into the xy-plane. C) The magnetization vector 
relaxes back to alignment along z yielding the free induction decay (FID) signals in (D). The FID 
components of M are shown for longitudinal relaxation rate T1 = 600 ms, spin lattice relaxation 
rate T2, and 20 Hz offset from resonance. Figures produced with code derived from Brian 
Hargreaves’ MATLAB Bloch Equation Simulator, Stanford University. 
 
With the above generalities in mind, a standard NMR experiment pulse sequence is 
shown in Figure 3. A sample placed in the static magnetic field B0 reaches a level of thermal 
polarization level commensurate with the sample T1 and the relaxation delay d1 during which the 
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sample polarizes. Application of a RF excitation pulse of duration p results in the net 
magnetization being flipped by an angle α. For a gyromagnetic ratio γ, the radiofrequency field 
strength B1, and a pulse length p, α is given by  
 α = 360° / 2π( )γ B1 ⋅ p  . (3.16) 
Since the pulse duration p at a given power level is normally calibrated for the RF coil so that the 
pulse duration corresponding to α = 90° is known, it is easy to ascertain the flip angle for any 
given pulse duration (ignoring potential irregularities with the coil performance) via Eq. (3.16). 
Following the transmitted pulse, a pre-acquisition delay d2 prevents break-through of the 
transmitted pulse energy into the receiver. Following this delay, the receiver is turned on for 
acquisition of the free induction decay signal. 
 
 
Figure 3. The standard NMR pulse acquisition experiment. A RF square excitation pulse of 
duration p is applied to a sample in the magnetic field that has polarized for duration d1. After a 
pre-acquisition delay d2 following the transmitted pulse, the receiver is turned on for acquisition 
of the free induction decay signal for the time period Acq. 
 
Maxwell’s Equations and Conductors 
All conventional methods of detection of the net magnetization in Magnetic Resonance 
(MR) with RF coils involve the passage of magnetic flux through a conductive loop, which gives 
d1 p Acqd2
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rise to the NMR signal through Faraday induction. This induced signal is essentially an 
electromagnetic phenomenon. All macroscopic electromagnetic behavior is fundamentally 
described by Maxwell’s equations. These equations published between 1861 and 1862 by James 
Clerk Maxwell (19) are a set of partial differential equations that in combination with the 
Lorentz force law form the foundation of classical electrodynamics, classical optics, and 
importantly to this work, electric circuits. Thus, it would be remiss to not make mention of the 
fundamental description of electromagnetism. 
 
Maxwell’s equations 
The integral and derivative formulations of Maxwell’s equations may be found in 
textbooks on electromagnetics (20, 21) or antennas (22). According to Faraday’s law, a time-
varying magnetic field always accompanies a time-varying (induced) electric field, and vice-
versa. The fundamental relationships between these field quantities are expressed by Maxwell’s 
four equations in integral form: 
1. Faraday’s law of induction for a fixed contour: 
  E
C
!∫ ⋅dl = −
∂B
∂t ⋅dSS∫
  (3.17) 
2. Generalized Ampère’s law: 
  
 
H ⋅dl = J + ∂D
∂t
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ⋅dSS∫C!∫
 (3.18) 
3. Gauss’s law 
  D ⋅dS
C
!∫ = ρ dυ
υ
∫   (3.19) 
4. Law of conservation of magnetic flux (or Gauss’s law for magnetism): 
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B ⋅dS = 0
S
!∫  . (3.20) 
To the above four equations, the current continuity equation is added (law of conservation of 
electric charge), or 
  J ⋅dS = − ddt ρ dVV∫S∫
 . (3.21) 
Eq. (3.17) states that a time-varying magnetic field is a source of a time-varying electric field. 
Eq. (3.18) states that electric currents and time-varying electric fields are sources of a magnetic 
field. Eq. (3.19) states that free electric charges are the only source of nonzero flux through a 
closed surface of the electric displacement vector. Eq. (3.20) indicates that a magnetic field has 
no analogue of the free electric charge. From the preceding equations, it can be seen that there 
are four basic field vectors: E, H, D, and B. As is well known from any introductory text to 
electromagnetics (20), from Maxwell’s equations it is readily seen that inside a perfect conductor 
there can be no electric field (to avoid infinite current density). Also, as time-varying electric and 
magnetic fields are inseparable, similarly there can also be no time-varying magnetic field inside. 
Differential forms of Maxwell’s equations are obtained by application of Stokes’ theorem 
and the divergence theorem of vector analysis to the integral form equations above. Maxwell’s 
equations in differential form read: 
  ∇× E = − ∂B
∂t   (3.22) 
  ∇×H = J + ∂D
∂t   (3.23) 
  ∇⋅D = ρ   (3.24) 
  ∇⋅B = 0  . (3.25) 
with the current continuity equation in differential form being written as 
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  ∇⋅ J = − ∂ρ
∂t  
. (3.26) 
For both the integral and differential forms, the relationships between the field vectors are 
defined by constitutive relations between the electric and magnetic flux densities D, B to the 
related field intensities E,H (20, 22) according to 
 D = εE  (3.27) 
 B = µH  (3.28) 
 J = σE . (3.29) 
Given that all quantities vary in time sinusoidally in a linear medium, the variable of time can be 
eliminated from the equations leading to their simplification (20). 
 
Basic properties of conductors 
As seen from Eqs. (3.27) to (3.29) the electric and magnetic properties of materials are 
characterized by the material’s constitutive parameters which include the magnetic permeability 
µ, the electrical permittivity ε, and the conductivity σ. The magnetic permeability µ accounts the 
magnetization properties of a material. The magnetic permeability is defined as 
 𝜇 = 𝜇!𝜇! [Henries/meter] (3.30) 
where the magnetic permeability of free space 𝜇! ≅ 4𝜋×10!!  [H/m] is multiplied by the 
dimensionless quantity µr, the relative magnetic permeability. In air or vacuum µr ≈ 1. The 
majority of natural materials are nonmagnetic, meaning they exhibit magnetic permeability µ ≈ 
µ0. The electrical permittivity ε is another characteristic of a material, influencing the presence of 
electric fields. The permittivity ε is expressed as 
 𝜀 = 𝜀!𝜀! [Farads/meter] (3.31) 
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where the electrical permittivity of free space 𝜀! = 8.854×10!!" ≅ (1/36𝜋)×10!! [F/m] is 
multiplied by the relative permittivity or dielectric constant of the material. In vacuum 𝜀! = 1, 
for air 𝜀! = 1.0006, and for most metals 𝜀! ≈ 1. The third fundamental parameter defining a 
material is the conductivity σ [Siemens/m]. The conductivity defines the ease with which 
electrons (charges) can freely move in the material, where σ = 0 for a perfect dielectric and σ = 
∞ for a perfect conductor. Knowledge of a material’s electric and magnetic properties is quite 
useful. For example, given a conductor’s properties, the phase velocity (also called the 
propagation velocity) of a wave traveling through the conductor is defined by 𝑢! = 1 𝜇𝜀. 
Thus, in a vacuum where µr = εr = 1, the phase velocity of light (i.e. the speed of light c) is  
 c = up = 1 µ0ε0  . (3.32) 
 
Applications of Maxwell’s equations to conductors 
Optimization of a radiofrequency coil requires a basic understanding of the behavior of 
electric current within the conductors. The operating frequency is critical to understanding how 
the current flows. In direct current (DC) applications, the current flows with a uniform 
distribution throughout the total area of the conductor. However, in alternating current (AC) 
applications as is typical of NMR, the current flow within the conductor is restricted in its spatial 
distribution. Two important phenomena occurring in the context of AC current flow are 
described by application of Maxwell’s equations. These phenomena are the skin effect and the 
proximity effect, and both correspondingly increase in magnitude of effect with increase of the 
frequency of operation. These effects are responsible for the effective AC resistance of a 
conductor being in excess of its intrinsic DC resistance. 
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The earliest reported work on AC losses in conductors is likely that of Butterworth in the 
1920’s beginning in 1922 with a study of the eddy current losses in short solenoidal coils made 
from cylindrical conductors (23). In this work he presented a comprehensive theoretical 
description for losses caused by the proximity effect. The model was extended in 1925 to more 
accurately describe the losses found in closely wound coils (24). In a series of articles in 1926 
Butterworth further extended the proximity effect analysis to multilayer solenoids made with 
stranded conductors and also developed models for designing inductors with minimal AC losses 
for communication applications (25-28). Following Butterworth’s groundbreaking analysis of the 
proximity effect, in 1947 Medhurst tested (29) the theoretical predictions experimentally, 
tabulating an extensive database on the influence of the coil winding geometry on the high 
frequency resistance of a coil wound with many turns. A more legible reproduction of 
Medhurst’s table for the proximity effect was presented in 2001 work by Minard and Wind on 
solenoidal NMR microcoils (30). More recently, analytical formulas for the skin effect and 
proximity effect in multi-stranded wire bundles have been presented with carefully noted short-
comings of the proposed models given in References (31-34). Current work for analyzing coils 
for skin effect and proximity effect losses largely involves utilization of finite element analysis 
software in order to obtain numerical solutions to complex two- and three-dimensional field 
analyses of the AC losses. 
 
Skin effect 
One phenomenon causing nonuniform distribution of time-varying currents in a 
conductor is generally described as the skin effect, and is a direct consequence of electromagnetic 
induction. As an electromagnetic phenomenon, the skin effect is readily understood through 
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practical application of Maxwell’s equations. In general, a conductor placed in a time-varying 
magnetic field or time-varying electric field (which are linked per Maxwell’s equations) has by 
Ohm’s law (i.e. 𝐼 = 𝑉/𝑅) a time-varying conductor current. This current is proportional to the 
electromotive force (emf) induced in the conductor in accord with Faraday’s law of 
electromagnetic induction and Lenz’s law. According to Lenz’s law, or  
 ξ = −∂ΦB
∂t  , (3.33) 
the induced electromotive force in a conductor always gives rise to a current whose magnetic 
field opposes the original change in magnetic flux (i.e. the induced emf ξ and the change in 
magnetic flux ∂ΦB have opposite signs). Thus, by Lenz’s law the secondary time-varying 
magnetic fields from eddy currents corresponding to the induced emf produce a magnetic flux 
that reduces the total magnetic flux and hence time-varying current, Figure 4a. The magnitude of 
the flux reduction is related to the intrinsic properties of the conductor. Greater conductivity 
permits larger induced currents corresponding to larger flux reduction, and greater permeability 
similarly reduces the flux. In summary, either an external time-varying magnetic field or flow of 
time-varying current through a conductor results in reduction of the total time-varying magnetic 
field or induced current flow compared to the time-invariant case, 
With the above general understanding, the flow of current within a conductor can be 
more closely examined. The time-invariant current (i.e. DC current) in a homogeneous 
cylindrical conductor is uniformly distributed over the cross-sectional area. For noncylindrical 
cross sections, it is not uniformly distributed, tending instead to concentrate in regions of high 
curvature, but nevertheless existing in the entire conductor. In the case of a time-varying current 
(i.e. AC current), however, the current tends to concentrate near the conductor surface, Figure 
4b, due to the fact that the induced emf, also known as the back emf, is strongest at the center of 
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the conductor and forces the conducting electrons to the outside of the conductor. For very high 
frequencies, the current is restricted effectively to a very thin layer near the conductor surface. 
This extra concentration of current at the surface results in an effective increase in the resistance 
of the conductor compared to DC current resistance, and is known as the skin effect. 
 
 
Figure 4. Skin depth within a conductor. (A) The majority of alternating current (63%) flows 
within the skin depth δ of the conductor’s surface. (B) Circulating eddy currents IW due to an 
induced H field driven by the conductor current IC reinforce the current flow near the surface and 
oppose the current flow near the conductor center, thus giving rise to the skin depth. 
 
In particular, the existence of the skin effect confines the majority of the current density J 
in a conductor to within a distance d of the conductor’s surface where the maximum current 
density Js occurs, and is known as the skin depth δ, Figure 4b. This AC current density can be 
written as  
 J = JSe−d δ  . (3.34) 
The derivation of the skin depth equation from Maxwell’s equations may be found in textbooks 
such as (35), in the course of which it can be seen that the conductivity σ acts as a damping term 
δ
Ic
Iw H
A B
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for waves in conductors. The attenuation length for a wave in a conductor is the distance from 
the conductor surface at which the amplitude of the current density in the conductor decreases to 
1/e of its value at the boundary surface (or ~37%), and is known as the skin depth δ, which may 
be calculated according to the equation  
 δ = 2
µσω
  (3.35) 
where µ is the magnetic permeability of the conductor from Eq. (3.30), σ is the conductivity of 
the conductor, and ω is the frequency of the wave traveling in the conductor. Alternatively, as 
the resistivity of a conductor 𝜌 = 1 𝜎, Eq. (3.35) for the skin depth is often written as  
 δ = 2ρ
µω
 . (3.36) 
Importantly, Eqs. (3.35) and (3.36) are only valid for the case where the current distribution in 
the conductor has a skin depth much smaller than the radius of curvature of the conductor. 
Furthermore, a consequence of Eq. (3.35) is that high frequency waves are rapidly attenuated in 
good conductors leading to smaller skin depths with increasing frequency. In practical 
application, the skin depth can be used to find the proper RF shielding thickness to protect 
sensitive equipment against external sources of electromagnetic (EM) waves or the AC 
resistance of the conductor used, for example, in a RF coil. 
 
Proximity effect 
The term proximity effect denotes the influence of a time-varying current in one 
conductor upon the distribution of the current density in other nearby conductors. An 
understanding of the effect may be obtained through examining the simple case of two 
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conductors in parallel carrying a current I. For the case of the two conductors carrying the 
current I in opposite directions, Figure 5a, it may be seen that the separation distance between 
sections a1 and a2 of the respective conductor is minimal. Consequently, the magnetic flux 
linkage between them is similarly minimal compared to the other sections, with the result that the 
effective inductance (and reactance in particular) between them is minimal. Sections b1 and b2 
offer more inductance due to the larger separation distance. Similarly, the outmost sections c1 
and c2 offer the highest inductance owing to having the maximum flux linkage. Given that the 
degree of reactance corresponding to the value of the inductance proportionately opposes the 
flow of current, the sections with the least reactance therefore have the highest current density, 
Figure 5a. For the case where the direction of flow of the current is the same, Figure 5b, the areas 
of maximum current distribution are opposite. Due to the fact that the current flows through less 
cross-sectional area of the conductor compared to the DC case, the proximity effect results in an 
effective increase in the total resistance of the conductors. The degree of the effect depends 
directly on the separation distance between the conductors, with the closely wound condition (i.e. 
minimal separation) creating the greatest increase in effective resistance. 
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Figure 5. Current distribution due to the proximity effect in parallel conductors. A) The 
distribution of current in two conductors is shown for current flowing in opposite directions 
leading to greater current density in the inner sections of each conductor due to the magnetic flux 
linkage. B) Current flow in the same direction leads to greater current density in the outer 
sections of each conductor. 
 
Advanced Hyperpolarization Techniques 
Hyperpolarization may be defined generally as a non-equilibrium state of the nuclear spin 
polarization, usually greatly in excess of the thermal equilibrium nuclear spin polarization. A 
variety of methods exist to enhance nuclear spin polarization P to significant fractions of order 
unity, or P = 1 = 100%. Here, several common methods for hyperpolarization will be discussed 
briefly, with Figure 6 presenting an overview of the methods described. Other less biologically 
relevant methods for generating hyperpolarization may be found elsewhere (36). 
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Figure 6. Methods for generating hyperpolarization. 
 
Brute-Force Orientation (BFO) 
The ‘brute-force’ orientation (BFO) method for enhancing nuclear spin polarization 
involves simply adjusting the values of the variables in Boltzmann population statistics to 
promote a higher polarization P. From Eq. (3.7) it can be seen that Boltzmann thermal 
equilibrium polarization can be enhanced directly by increasing the magnetic field strength B0 
and decreasing the temperature T. The BFO technique was first suggested in 1934 when study of 
nuclear magnetic moments was initially undertaken, and has seen use since about 1970 with the 
development of suitable cryostats (37). The technique was applied for studying nuclear physics 
(37-41). A more in-depth discussion of the process of brute-force nuclear orientation may be 
found in reviews by Brewer et al. (37, 41). As noted by de Graff (42), a change in temperature 
from body temperature at 310 K to liquid helium at 4.2 K can enhance the proton polarization to 
approximately 0.3%, or a 75-fold increase. A plot of the temperature dependency of brute-force 
polarization for several species at 11.75 T is shown in Figure 7. 
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As can be seen from Figure 7, the significant increases in polarization are achieved near 
absolute zero. While liquid helium temperatures are trivially reached, going lower becomes 
increasingly difficult and costly. At 4.2 K and 11.75 T the nuclear spin polarizations attain values 
for protons of 0.286%, 13C of 0.072%, and 15N of 0.029%, with the decreased levels following 
the gyromagnetic ratios of the various nuclei. Owing to a gyromagnetic ratio 𝛾! = 658.23 ∙ 𝛾!, 
free electrons* at these conditions intriguingly reach a polarization level >95%, which fact is 
taken advantage of in the process of Dynamic Nuclear Polarization described later that produces 
far higher polarizations than BFO available for in vivo use. The utility of BFO for NMR 
spectroscopy is also limited (42) in that the T1 relaxation rates at milli Kelvin temperatures are 
exceedingly low: on the order of hours to weeks (43), leading to potentially lengthy polarization 
times. 
 
                                                
* http://nmrwiki.org lists the free electron gyromagnetic ratio at 2.80249536 × 104 MHz/T and protons at 42.576 
MHz/T. 
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Figure 7. Brute-force nuclear orientation. The nuclear spin polarization of free electrons and 1H, 
13C, and 15N nuclei are shown for a temperature range from 0.01 to 1000 K at a static magnetic 
field strength of 11.75 T. 
 
Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) 
The Nuclear Overhauser Effect involves transfer of nuclear spin polarization between 
nuclear spin populations via cross relaxation and is commonly performed in NMR spectroscopy. 
It was originated in 1953 when physicist Albert Overhauser proposed a new method to increase 
nuclear spin polarization, applicable only to metals, which involved the microwave irradiation of 
the conduction band electrons. Specifically, it was theorized that saturation of the conduction 
electron spin resonance with microwave radiation perpendicular to the static magnetic field 
would result in the metal nuclei being polarized to the same degree as if their gyromagnetic ratio 
were the same as that of the electron owing to hyperfine structure interaction between the nuclei 
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and the electrons through paramagnetic relaxation processes. This mechanism became known as 
the Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE). 
The NOE mechanism in metals (electron-to-nuclear spin interaction) was experimentally 
verified by T. R. Carver and C. P. Slichter in 1953 (44) in metallic lithium. A theoretical basis 
(the Solomon equations) and experimental observations involving the NOE between nuclear spin 
populations was reported by Ionel Solomon in 1955 (45). The Solomon equations predict that 
application of a weak RF field at the Larmor frequency of one of the spins over a sufficient time 
period has a strong effect on the longitudinal magnetization of the non-irradiated spins, such that 
it is possible to enhance the magnetization of those spins. This effect is formally known as the 
steady-state NOE. Another theoretical basis with experimental validation for the NOE with 
polarization transfer between nuclear spin populations, rather than electron to nuclear spins, was 
set forth by Anderson and Freeman in 1962 (46).  
In modern NMR the steady-state NOE is exploited primarily in heteronuclear spin 
systems where magnetization enhancement is extremely beneficial owing to the inherently lower 
detection sensitivities. The steady-state NOE in NMR spectroscopy provides unique benefits 
over the commonly exploited spin-spin couplings between chemically bound nuclei. The NOE 
occurs through space between nuclei in close physical proximity rather than between nuclei with 
chemical bonds. For the latter spin couplings are only NMR visible if the spins are connected 
through no more than 2-3 chemical bonds. The NOE spatial coupling, however, permits NMR 
measurement of inter-atomic distances, which enables ascertaining the three-dimensional 
structure of a molecule. Consequently, the NOE has proven to be of great utility in characterizing 
and refining the organic chemical structures through NMR spectroscopy (47). Furthermore, the 
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NOE was also instrumental to the development of the hyperpolarization method of Dynamic 
Nuclear Polarization (DNP). 
 
Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) 
The Dynamic Nuclear Polarization method for generating hyperpolarization (48-50) for 
biomedical applications transfers polarization from electrons spins to nuclear spins via the earlier 
described NOE and in particular through the solid effect. The electron spin alignment follows the 
Boltzmann thermal equilibrium distribution for a given temperature and magnetic field as 
described earlier for BFO (see Figure 7). Thus, DNP as typically implemented for biomedical 
applications with microwave irradiation of free radicals in the compound of interest utilizes the 
NOE after BFO. 
The production of in vivo contrast agent via the DNP method is typically based upon the 
‘solid effect’ originally discovered by Abragam and Proctor (49), and its description may be 
found readily in books (42). In this method the electron spin polarization in paramagnetic centers 
embedded in a glassy frozen solution is transferred to neighboring nuclear spins of the desired in 
vivo contrast agent through dipolar interactions. The requisite paramagnetic centers are provided 
by a homogeneous distribution of stable free radicals. The biomedical application of this method 
was enabled in 2003 by Ardenkjaer-Larsen and co-workers (51) with their establishment of the 
dissolution DNP (dDNP) procedure. It allows very rapid transformation of the polarized, frozen 
solution to a dilute ambient temperature solution, which can be injected in vivo. The dDNP 
method is alternatively enabled by creating free radicals in the frozen solution of in vivo contrast 
agent by exposure to ionizing radiation (52, 53). The efficiency of dDNP can be increased by 
Hartmann-Hahn cross polarization from protons to heteronuclei such as carbon-13, resulting in 
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higher nuclear spin polarization with substantially faster buildup times (54-56). The importance 
of utilizing a high efficiency RF coil to saturate the electron spins is particularly highlighted in 
Reference (56). The higher coil B1 efficiency achieves greater levels of polarization. 
 
Spin-Exchange Optical Pumping (SEOP) 
As described by Dyakonov (57) in his introduction to spin physics, the optical pumping 
(OP) method likely had its origins in the early 1920s. During 1923-1924, Wood and Ellett (58) 
discovered in their fluorescence experiments that the polarization of the mercury vapor 
resonantly excited by polarized light varied with the alignment of the polarization apparatus with 
respect to an externally applied magnetic field. This magnetic field dependence for polarization 
eventually became known as the Hanle effect in recognition of Hanle’s detailed studies and 
proper physical interpretation of the phenomenon (59). Optical pumping remained a curiosity in 
the literature until 1949 when Brossel and Kastler began a series of studies of optical pumping in 
atoms (60). The ideas and experimental techniques evolved in this work gave rise to the modern 
field of spintronics, and yielded Kastler the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1966 ‘for the discovery and 
development of optical methods for studying Hertzian resonances in atoms’ (in Reference (61) 
his Prize lecture can be found). In its later application to enhancement of the polarization of 
noble gases, the technique of optical pumping of atoms became known as spin-exchange optical 
pumping (SEOP) (62). 
The SEOP process (62-64) involves two steps. First, the angular momentum from 
circularly polarized light resonant at an absorption line of the alkali metal (e.g. the rubidium D1 
line is at 794.74 nm) is transferred to the alkali metal atom to generate highly polarized valence 
electron spins. Second, this electron spin polarization is transferred to the noble gas nuclei 
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through Fermi hyperfine interactions upon collision of the metal and noble gas atoms. In 
additional to these two key processes, other elements in the SEOP process are of importance 
such as auxiliary gases. Helium can help transfer trapped heat to the pumping cell walls. 
Molecular nitrogen is typically added to suppress unwanted fluorescence of the alkali metal (65), 
to provide additional collision-broadening of the alkali metal absorption line (66), and also to 
eliminate or significantly reduce radiation trapping as a source of relaxation (62). Further details 
of the optical pumping process (62, 64) and the application of noble gases to biomedical 
purposes may be found in the designated review articles (63, 67). 
 
 
Figure 8. The general mechanical setup for SEOP. Circularlarly polarized light enters the OP 
cell and polarizes Rb vapor. The Rb polarization is transferred to 129Xe via Fermi hyperfine 
interactions. The Rb and 129Xe polarizations can be monitored in situ by NMR or near IR 
spectroscopy. The figure (see Manuscript 4) is included here by permission of the American 
Chemical Society, copyright 2014. 
 
A general system diagram for a SEOP apparatus is given in Figure 9. First, a laser source 
generates light with as nearly 100% linear polarization as possible. The light enters a beam optics 
module that expands the beam to the optical pumping cell diameter, converts the light from 
linearly to circularly polarized (CP), and also collimates the beam to minimize beam divergence. 
The CP light enters a temperature-controlled OP cell contained in a variable temperature (VT) 
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oven. A static magnetic field B0 collinear with the beam propagation direction must have 
sufficient homogeneity over the OP cell. The OP cell contains an alkali metal (typically rubidium 
(Rb) due to high vapor pressure at modest temperatures where chemical attack of the OP cell is a 
negligible factor (62)) in the gas phase and a noble gas such as 3He (68), 129Xe, 131Xe, or 83Kr 
mixed with helium and/or N2. The auxiliary gases serve to aid heat transfer out of the noble gas 
and to suppress unwanted fluorescence of the alkali metal. The OP cell is loaded or unloaded 
through a gas manifold. Because oxygen can adversely oxidize the alkali metal in the OP cell 
and causes paramagnetic relaxation of the hyperpolarized noble gas, the gas manifold typically 
contains oxygen filters and the gas transfer lines are evacuated with a vacuum system. Lastly, 
during the SEOP process the polarization of the alkali metal and the noble gas can be monitored 
via suitable instrumentation. 
 
 
Figure 9. General system diagram for a SEOP polarizer. A laser source generates circularly 
polarized (CP) light that excites a mixture of noble gas, alkali metal, and N2 in the optical 
pumping cell. The OP cell resides in a variable temperature oven located inside a static magnetic 
field. 
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Field-cycling and prepolarized MRI 
The magnetic field-cycling technique has existed for decades and finds routine use as a 
method to measure NMR relaxation behavior as a function of resonant frequency or as a means 
to transfer polarization between nuclear spins. The 2001 review article by Anoardo et al. (69) 
covers a fascinating history of the field-cycling technique, which likely found first use in the 
laboratory of Purcell (Harvard, 1949) by E. Turner and A. Sachs (70) and N. F. Ramsey and R. 
V. Pound (71), with credit for first use of sample prepolarization achieved by field-cycling for 
readout at a lower detection field strength given to work in 1951 by R. V. Pound (72). A number 
of applications are also covered in Anoardo’s review, including particularly the use of field-
cycling for low-field NMR wherein it is used to prepolarize the sample to yield enhanced signal 
for detection. It was this particular application that was exercised by M.E. Packard and R. Varian 
(73) in 1953 to observe nuclear magnetism at Earth’s field after prepolarization at a higher 
magnetic field strength of (5–20) × 10-3 T. The non-equilibrium Boltzmann polarization created 
by field-cycling has also found much application in prepolarized magnetic resonance imaging 
and spectroscopy (18, 74-107). Further applications may be found in the more recent 2010 field-
cycling review article by Lurie et al. (87). 
In conventional MRI imaging, magnetic susceptibility gradients within the tissue can lead 
to image distortion and signal losses. The 𝑇!∗  losses that accompany these susceptibility 
variations reduce the available free induction decay readout time, which leads to loss of SNR. 
The susceptibility scales with the strength of the static magnetic field B0. In addition to the 
susceptibility issues, a high field is undesirable in that it leads to sensitivity issues with regards to 
field inhomogeneity and chemical shift distortion. The combination of these factors made the 
development of field-cycled MRI (FCMRI) an attractive venture (89). 
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The setup of a field-cycled MRI system involves two actively controlled magnets. One 
serves to provide an enhanced nuclear spin polarization within the sample (i.e. the polarizing 
magnet), and the other is used for imaging or spectroscopy subsequent to the polarization phase 
(i.e. the readout magnet). The two magnets have markedly different requirements. The polarizing 
magnet needs to both provide a strong magnetic field Bp and to be capable of changing that field 
strength rapidly, but the field Bp has no stringent requirements on either homogeneity or stability. 
The readout magnet requirements, however, directly contrast with those of the polarizing 
magnet: a strong field Br is not required, but the field Br must be of sufficient homogeneity and 
temporal stability. 
While polarizing magnets are quite feasible for clinical imaging of extremities (89), the 
energy requirements at the scale of human whole-body imaging together with the requirement of 
fast cycling times are a daunting challenge. According to the standard definition for the 
explosive energy of trinitrotoluene (TNT) by the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST), 1 gram of TNT releases 4184 J (i.e. explosion of 1 g TNT would raise the temperature of 
1 kg water ~1 °C), or alternatively 1 kg of TNT equivalent represents 4.184 megajoules of 
energy. If the energy stored in a magnetic field is calculated according to the formula for a 
solenoid, which is (108) 
 uB =
B02
2µ0
 (3.37) 
then the magnetic energy density as a function of static magnetic field strength B0 can be plotted, 
Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Scaling of magnetic field energy density with increasing field strength. The plot 
indicates the magnetic energy stored per cubic meter in Megajoules as the magnetic field 
strength B0 increases. 
 
Thus, as seen in Figure 10, high-field magnets store an impressive amount of energy, with field 
strengths B0 ≥ 3 T representing kilograms of TNT equivalent in stored energy. Furthermore, 
since a Watt of power is defined in International System of Units (SI) units as 1 W = 1 J/s, such a 
large amount of stored energy makes it difficult to ramp the magnetic field quickly and to attain 
strong field strengths in short periods of time. For a field-cycling / prepolarizing magnet, the 
formula (109) for the time required to ramp a magnet of inductance L and resistance R using a 
current I from a power supply capable of a maximum voltage Vmax is 
 ΔTramp = −L R ⋅ ln 1− I ⋅R Vmax( )  . (3.38) 
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Thus, the voltage and current (i.e. power) requirements for a strong, whole-body, clinical, 
prepolarizing magnet’s driving power supply are projected to be quite challenging in terms of 
transferring a large quantity of energy (Figure 10) sufficiently quickly (Eq. (3.38)). 
 
Hyperpolarization via parahydrogen 
Molecular hydrogen exists in two spin isomer states: (i) orthohydrogen and (ii) 
parahydrogen. Of these two states, parahydrogen has the lower energy state and forms a nuclear 
spin singlet wherein the two proton spins are antiparallel with respect to one another. Since the 
two isomer states have different energies, the Boltzmann thermal populations of each state are 
temperature dependent. At conditions of room temperature parahydrogen is approximately 25% 
of the mole fraction of hydrogen, Table 2. Lowering the temperature towards absolute zero 
increases the mole fraction of parahydrogen, with >99% parahydrogen purity being obtained 
near 20 K and lower (see Table 2 and corresponding Figure 11). 
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Table 2. Equilibrium concentration of parahydrogen in the ideal gas state.*,**,*** 
Temperature Percentage 
(Kelvin) para-H2 
10 99.9999 
20 99.821 
30 97.021 
40 88.727 
50 77.054 
60 65.569 
70 55.991 
80 48.537 
90 42.882 
100 38.620 
120 32.959 
150 28.603 
200 25.974 
250 25.264 
300 25.072 
*NBS-1939 Temperature Scale was used in this table, effects of pressure on equilibrium 
concentrations considered to be negligible 
** data from Brookhaven National Laboratory report #BNL 10200-R 
*** Hydrogen calculations by Woolley, Scott, and Brickwedde (1948), J. Res. Natl. Bur. Std. 2, 
379-475 
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Figure 11. Parahydrogen conversion efficiency versus temperature. A MATLAB plot of 
parahydrogen purity level as a function of temperature from the BNL 10200-R data points listed 
in Table 2. 
 
The process of interconversion between the isomer states of hydrogen is normally quite 
slow (110, 111) due to violation of symmetry selection rules (42). But when conversion occurs, 
the process produces heat, with the heat of conversion from the ortho- to para- state being 670 
J/g (112). It was this conversion heat that lead to intensive investigations into bulk conversion of 
liquid hydrogen into a pure para- state. In the beginnings of NASA’s initial foray into H2/O2-
fuled rockets, the interconversion heat was problematic owing to its occurrence in bulk storage 
liquid hydrogen tanks. The heat of conversion within the storage tanks lead to unacceptably high 
levels of H2 boil-off approaching ~50% (112) due to hydrogen’s latent heat of evaporation being 
only 440 J/g (113) compared to the higher heat of conversion to the para- state. An engineering 
solution was found that greatly accelerated the rate of conversion of orthohydrogen to 
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parahydrogen, which otherwise can take weeks (110, 111). The solution involved the utilization 
of a paramagnetic catalyst (use of paramagnetic catalysts circumvent the afore-mentioned 
selection rule) such as iron (III) oxide (114, 115). High purity, liquid hydrogen in the para-state 
enabled much more successful long-term storage. 
After conversion the persistence of the para- state does not depend on continued storage 
at low temperatures. In fact when returned to ambient temperatures, the two isomer states only 
slowly relax back to the thermal equilibrium mixture (116, 117) with the sole caveat being that 
the parahydrogen should not be exposed to paramagnetic impurities within its storage vessel 
(118-120). This long lifetime of the para- state greatly simplifies storage and transport of 
parahydrogen after production (116). While this early use of the para- state of hydrogen lead to 
successful resolution of the rocket fuel storage dilemma, the application of the para- state of 
hydrogen to NMR signal enhancement did not occur until decades later. 
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Figure 12. NASA hydrogen tank. Thirteen foot hydrogen tank mounted in K-Site Test Chamber 
at Plum Brook Station, Lewis Research Center now known as Glenn Research Center. Photo by 
Paul Riedel and Lloyd Trunk, NASA GRIN Database number GPN-2000-001458, in the public 
domain. 
 
The two proton spins of the parahydrogen molecule are not technically polarized in the 
conventional sense of nuclear spin polarization, but rather are possessed of a state of increased 
spin order. Molecular addition of parahydrogen to another chemical molecule via a 
hydrogenation reaction or chemical exchange permits the initial spin order correlation between 
the two parahydrogen protons to be retained. As described by the rules for the possession of 
nuclear spin by a nucleus in the previous section on MR active nuclei (see p. 13), the 
parahydrogen molecule is NMR invisible as it posses zero net spin. However, owing to 
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differences in the chemical environment or scalar or dipolar spin couplings to other nuclei within 
the product molecule, the symmetry state of the parahydrogen molecule is broken and it becomes 
NMR visible, at which point the spin order of each proton gives rise to a highly enhanced NMR 
signal spectrum characterized by the presence of antiphase resonances (42). 
The 1997 review article on Para-Hydrogen Induced Polarization (PHIP) by Natterer and 
Bargon (121) gives an excellent summary of the history of PHIP from initial observations of the 
effect to its formal elucidation in addition to providing an overall summary of PHIP. According 
to the history by Natterer and Bargon, in the early 1980s low temperature NMR experiments 
involving hydrogen created higher fractions of the para- state which gave rise to unexpected 
NMR signal enhancements (122) in hydrogenation experiments. In 1981 Henry Bryndza noted 
strangely enhanced antiphase signals from product molecule protons in homogeneously 
hydrogenated tricobaltalkylidyne complexes (122), which involved the presence of a transition 
metal. This signal enhancement was found to increase for longer durations of sample storage at 
233 K in the presence of hydrogen prior to NMR investigation at near ambient temperatures. As 
can be seen from Table 2, at 233 K a slightly elevated parahydrogen fraction occurs relative to a 
300 K ambient temperature, which is normally an almost 3:1 ortho- to parahydrogen mole 
fraction ratio. The NMR signal enhancement was ascribed to chemically-induced dynamic 
nuclear polarization (CIDNP) rather than enhancement via parahydrogen.  
In 1986 Bowers and Weitekamp (123) theorized and demonstrated experimentally that 
highly non-equilibrium proton polarizations could be obtained through hydrogenation of small 
organic molecules with parahydrogen. In more detail, the NMR enhancement results from the 
spin symmetry of the parahydrogen (net nuclear spin zero but highly ordered states) causing in 
the hydrogenated molecule only those nuclear spin energy levels to become populated that also 
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have symmetry corresponding to the parahydrogen. Consequently, the product compound’s spin 
system populations differ greatly from thermal equilibrium, corresponding to an enhanced 
nuclear spin polarization, a key element in NMR signal strength. After experimental validation 
of their theory in 1987, Bowers and Weitekamp named the effect Parahydrogen And Synthesis 
Allow Dramatically Enhanced Nuclear Alignment (PASADENA) (124). PASADENA correctly 
accounted for the earlier observations of Bryndza and others (125, 126). A set of effects different 
from the PASADENA experiment (performed at high magnetic field strengths) occurs if the 
hydrogenation reaction occurs outside the magnetic field of the NMR instrument. In 1987 
Pravica and Weitekamp performed hydrogenation outside of a NMR spectrometer in low 
magnetic fields followed by transfer into the high-field spectrometer for detection, naming the 
observed effects Adiabatic Longitudinal Transport After Dissociation Engenders Nuclear 
Alignment (ALTADENA) (127). The purpose of the ALTADENA experiment was to 
circumvent an out-of-phase signal problem that occurred with PASADENA (see Reference (36) 
for details). The acronym Para-Hydrogen Induced Polarization (PHIP) proposed in 1987 by 
Eisenschmid and co-workers (128) to describe the use of parahydrogen to enhance NMR signals 
was later adopted to generically describe all parahydrogen-based hydrogenation experiments. 
As outlined by Natterer and Bargon (121), the first PHIP review was published in 1990 
focusing primarily upon the mechanism of the effect. A 1993 review was the first to cover its 
various applications. Various personal accounts, limited reviews, and discussion of various 
applications are also noted in their review and the references found therein. More recently, a very 
comprehensive 2012 review of the mechanisms and applications of PHIP was prepared by Green 
and co-workers (36). Additionally, a history of the PHIP effect is provided in their review in 
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greater detail than given here. A 2013 review article on parahydrogen in hyperpolarized NMR 
yields further trends in applications of parahydrogen (129). 
In 2009 a third mechanism to achieve signal enhancement with parahydrogen was 
discovered by Duckett and co-workers, referred to as Signal Amplification by Reversible 
Exchange (SABRE) (130-132). The SABRE effect transfers spin order by hydrogenation without 
changing the chemical structure of the substrate. It has been found that a number of organic 
biomolecules are amenable to polarization by the SABRE effect, such as pyridine which forms a 
building block for drugs such as pyrazinamide and isoniazid for tuberculosis (133). The low-field 
mechanism for SABRE is still being studied and the potential variety of molecules suitable for 
its application appears quite broad as further catalysts are developed. The SABRE effect at high 
field was discovered in 2014 by Barskiy and co-workers (134). 
 
Hyperpolarized Contrast Agents 
Two types of hyperpolarized (HP) contrast agents have bearing on the proposed work: (i) 
hyperpolarized noble gases (i.e. 129Xe specifically), and (ii) 13C-labeled metabolites, and a 
discussion of these agents and the instrumentality required for achieving their hyperpolarization 
follows. 
 
Hyperpolarized 129Xe 
Although the first hyperpolarized gas MR images (135) were acquired with 129Xe (136), 
followed with images acquired from human lungs only a few years later (137), the majority of 
initial biomedical hyperpolarized noble gas MRI involved the use of 3He for lung imaging. In 
general, hyperpolarized noble gases provide a means of visualizing the lungs and obtaining 
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quantitative measurements of the biology. The lungs are not amenable to conventional MRI 
owing to lack of proton density (i.e. water) and the presence of large magnetic susceptibility 
gradients between tissue and the air spaces (14). Being a decay product of tritium bred in nuclear 
reactors or accelerators as a necessary component of a hydrogen bomb, 3He gas is primarily a 
byproduct of the U.S. nuclear weapons program’s maintenance of the nuclear arsenal. 
Approximately 5.5% of tritium contained in nuclear warheads decays into 3He annually (10), and 
the commercial sale of the captured gas to recoup maintenance costs (10) fueled the initial 
biomedical investigations into its potential use to probe a patient’s lungs (138) (3He has a high 
gyromagnetic ratio, Table 1). However, 3He production is limited to the needs of the weapons 
program rather than seeking to meet 3He demand (10, 135), which has lead to a shortage as 
demands by U.S. Homeland Security for 3He for use in neutron detection and by dilution 
refrigerators to achieve milli Kelvin temperatures have outstripped the supply. Direct breeding 
for tritium in nuclear reactors to create a 3He supply is likely too costly for medical imaging use 
(10). However, a readily available replacement gas with greater sensitivity to the surrounding 
molecular environment (63, 139, 140) can be found in 129Xe. Since 129Xe is an atmospheric gas 
and is obtained commercially as a byproduct of the manufacture of liquid air, its use in 
hyperpolarized MRI is a green, renewable technology as the gas ultimately returns to its source. 
A number of authoritative reviews and the references therein cover the details and 
applications of hyperpolarized 129Xe gas imaging and other uses (14, 63, 67, 141-145). For 
example, the 2002 Goodson review (63) and the 2004 review by Oros et al. (14) list numerous 
other reviews for applications related to NMR/MRI, chemical environments, and material 
surfaces. Briefly, high sensitivity and biological compatibility of hyperpolarized 129Xe enables a 
wide variety of potential biomedical applications (14, 63, 67, 145). A few uses of HP 129Xe will 
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be briefly mentioned here. Applications of HP 129Xe to pulmonary medicine are quite common 
(135-138, 142, 146-156). The high solubility of xenon (157) makes possible studies in bodily 
tissues (158) and the blood (159-161), where it finds particular application to oxygenation (143, 
162) or spectroscopic flow (163-165). Hyperpolarized 129Xe has been used in biologically 
compatible liquids (166-168). Its wide chemical shift range and sensitive spin-relaxation time 
variability in response to its surroundings make it a useful probe of the local molecular 
environment (63, 169-171). Intriguingly, HP 129Xe can be used to provide a source of enhanced 
nuclear spin polarization to transfer to 13C-labeled molecules (172-174). Furthermore, 
hyperpolarized 129Xe can be used as an agent to detect tumors (175). 
 
Hyperpolarized 13C metabolites 
Of prime importance to the study of metabolism are the Krebs tricarboxylic acid cycle 
(TCA) and oxidative phosphorylation. The main energy source of the TCA cycle (176) is 
metabolism of pyruvate generated from glycolysis of glucose (177), but the TCA cycle has 
multiple entry points allowing use of a variety of energy substrates (176). This plethora of energy 
substrates enables a variety of potential imaging agents for metabolism. Metabolic imaging 
agents permit the study of many metabolic differences between disease and normal tissue, 
especially of metabolism elevated in cancer. 
When long-lived nuclear spins with spin-lattice relaxation time T1 of tens of seconds (e.g. 
13C or 15N labeled molecules) are hyperpolarized in biologically relevant molecules (e.g. 13C-
pyruvate, 13C-glutamine, 13C-succinate, etc.), they can be successfully used to image cellular 
metabolism in living organisms (178, 179). When properly prepared, such molecules are 
typically referred to as a hyperpolarized contrast agent (HCA) enabling true molecular imaging 
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(180). HCAs have already served as useful probes for reporting on metabolic changes in several 
deadly diseases (181) including cancer (182), where the agents fulfill the role of imaging 
biomarkers (178). Moreover, these agents can non-invasively detect early response to treatment 
(183), enable disease grading (184), and provide other information at the molecular level (178). 
Metabolic imaging of HP 1-13C-pyruvate has been extensively explored (180, 185-189) 
and reports on metabolism of pyruvate to alanine, lactate, and bicarbonate, but reveals no details 
of TCA cycle metabolism (190). Metabolism of HP 2-13C-pyruvate in isolated rat hearts to 
glutamate and citrate (191) and in the rat brain to HP 2-13C-lactate (192) has been detected. 
Rapid dephosphorylation of HP 1-13C-phospolactate (PLAC) by blood phosphatases can generate 
HP 13C-lactate (193) as an alternative to pyruvate metabolism. Hyperpolarized 13C-lactate (181, 
183, 187, 194) elevation in cancer cells enables in vivo metabolic imaging using injection of HP 
1-13C-lactate (195). Several other hyperpolarized contrast agents such as 1-13C-succinate (190, 
196, 197), 2-hydroxy-ethyl propionate-1-13C,2,3,3-d3 (HEP) (198), and tetrafluoropropyl 
propionate-1-13C,2,3,3-d3 (TFPP) (199, 200) have been demonstrated for in vivo metabolic 
imaging of cancer, vasculature, and plaque lipid content, respectively. Many other examples of 
metabolic imaging may be found in reviews (36, 121). 
 
Hyperpolarization Instrumentation 
The hyperpolarization technique chosen for production of contrast agent defines the 
technical requirements of the instrumentation known as the ‘hyperpolarizer.’ Operation of the 
hyperpolarizer can involve multiple steps needing coordination with measurements or other 
devices. Such complex instrumentation should have desirable features such as automation, 
compactness, repeatability, etc. Of chief interest here are the 129Xe hyperpolarizer using Spin 
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Exchange Optical Pumping (SEOP) and the Parahydrogen Induced Polarization (PHIP) 
hyperpolarizer. A discussion of developments and milestones involving each instrumentality 
follows. 
 
129Xe hyperpolarizers 
The use of optically pumped Rb vapor to transfer polarization to the nucleus of a noble 
gas through spin-exchange collisions is well known (201) and the process in detail is described 
in Reference (64) by Happer with updated information presented in 1997 by Walker and Happer 
(62). The optical pumping process was first used to polarize a noble gas (3He) in 1960 by 
Bouchiat, Carver, and Varnum (68), and in 1978 was extended by Grover to other noble gases 
including 129Xe (201). Although the history of 129Xe optical pumping necessarily involves the 
story of 3He (first used as a polarized target for nuclear physics experiments) since the stories of 
these gases are inter-twined, the inclusion of 3He is beyond the scope of the discussion of 129Xe 
hyperpolarization milestones and hyperpolarizers. An extensive list of review articles is given by 
Oros et al. (14) should more information about the history and applications of HP 3He be desired. 
Many important developments mark the history of optical pumping (OP) to produce 
hyperpolarized 129Xe. While too many to make proper mention of here, key developments and in 
particular those enabling high volume, high-density production of HP 129Xe in batch-mode 
production will be covered. In 1982 Bhaskar and Happer (202) optically pumped a sealed cell 
with several hundred Torr xenon with some nitrogen added and established an optical pumping 
spin-transfer efficiency factor enabling a figure of merit for hyperpolarizer performance. The 
level of 129Xe polarization was assessed with protons of water at the same resonance frequency. 
Their further investigation (203) into the properties of the van der Waals molecules of Rb and Xe 
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yielded the dependencies of these properties on the external magnetic field strength used during 
optical pumping. In 1991 Raftery et al. (204) studied xenon adsorbed onto solid surfaces. The HP 
129Xe was prepared as 206 torr (a relatively high density) natural abundance xenon in a batch-
mode OP cell whose glass surfaces were coated with SurfaSil (a siliconizing agent). This coating 
successfully reduced the wall-induced HP 129Xe relaxation rate. Cates et al. (205) in 1992 
performed work allowing prediction of the spin-relaxation rates of Xe nuclei due to collisions 
with Rb atoms for Xe pressures ranging from 245 to 1817 Torr. Cryocollected (i.e. frozen) 129Xe 
was found in 1993 to have a significantly increased longitudinal relaxation time when kept in a 
>500 G magnetic field (206). 
The development of continuous-flow optical pumping with a laser diode array (LDA) 
(65) marked a major milestone. Using a LDA Driehuys et al. were able to produce large 
quantities (L/h) of HP 129Xe for experiments in a low Xe density hyperpolarizer using 
cryocollection of the HP 129Xe to accumulate larger quantities. Pressure broadening of the alkali 
metal absorption line facilitated more efficient use of the LDA output power with its broad 
linewidth (a full width half maximum (FWHM) of ~1.6 nm), an observation also made by 
Romalis et al. (66). With cryocollection enabling accumulation of large quantities of HP 129Xe 
produced with continuous-flow SEOP, studies of liquid-state Xe could be undertaken. In 1996 
Navon et al. in the Pines lab studied the Spin Polarization-Induced Nuclear Overhauser Effect 
(SPINOE) by dissolving into a solution liquid HP 129Xe produced by a hyperpolarizer described 
in Reference (207), a device similar in layout to an earlier reported Pines lab hyperpolarizer 
(204). A key outcome of their work was demonstration of the feasibility of studying HP 129Xe 
dissolved in blood. Sauer et al. (208) studied the lifetime of liquid HP 129Xe as a function of 
magnetic field strength and temperature. Fitzgerald et al. (209) produced cross-relaxation of 
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polarization from liquid HP 129Xe to other spins in solution from compounds dissolved in the 
xenon, leading to significant signal enhancements on protons and 13C. The apparatus used by 
Fitzgerald and co-workers was described in References (65) and (208). 
Critical developments in stopped-flow (i.e. ‘batch-mode’) production of HP 129Xe were 
achieved in 1998 and 1999. Jänsch et al. (210) obtained very high 129Xe polarization (PXe > 65%) 
on small quantities of xenon. Importantly, they removed the radiation quenching gas (N2) used in 
the SEOP process leaving pure HP 129Xe as reported in Reference (211). References (210), 
(211), and (212) describe their instrumentation. Ruth et al. also reported (211) quantification of 
polarization losses due to cryocollection of HP 129Xe and the effect of magnetic field-cycling 
induced changes in the transmitted laser intensity as monitored by a near-infrared (IR) 
spectrometer. The intensity variation measurements allowed in situ estimation of the Rb 
electronic spin polarization PRb. The hyperpolarizer described in 1999 by Rosen et al. (213) 
marked a significant point for OP of high density Xe, being the first report of high Xe densities 
used in the OP-cell for stopped-flow SEOP. 
The Rosen hyperpolarizer achieved several notable advancements in hardware and 
theoretical work for hyperpolarization conditions. It used a complex gas manifold to allow 
operation in continuous-flow and stopped-flow production modes. A typical single batch run of 
this polarizer was 157 cc atm of Xe at ~7.5% polarization produced in a 75 cc OP-cell design 
(a.k.a. the ‘Rosen cell’). This cell design used two gas ports for ease of use in batch-mode 
operation. The polarization losses after multiple accumulation cycles of cryocollection were 
described. Forced volume expansion of the HP 129Xe was utilized in the hyperpolarizer design to 
remove more of the HP gas from the OP-cell than simply depressurizing to atmospheric pressure 
would allow in single batch-mode (cryocollection obviates this need). In addition to refining the 
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OP-cell design, much testing of materials and valves for compatibility with HP 129Xe was 
performed and equations from simulation work were reported for steady-state xenon polarization 
PXe and Rb polarization PRb. Furthermore, a complex gas manifold was operated in semi-
automatic operational mode, but not fully automated. 
The next few years yielded further notable advances in the production of HP 129Xe. 
Desvaux et al. in 2000 (214) used a single stem, 31 mL volume ‘Rosen cell’-like OP-cell design 
pumped by a titanium:sapphire laser. 70 mbar (52.5 Torr) of enriched xenon were polarized to 
PXe = 15.3% with only a few watts laser power thanks to the inherently narrow laser linewidth. A 
higher magnetic field strength for cryocollection was observed to increase the HP 129Xe 
relaxation time. Importantly, external cavity (EC) narrowing of the linewidth of a LDA showed 
that significantly higher polarization with less power can be achieved than with a higher power 
but broader spectral linewidth LDA by putting more of the laser power on the Rb D1 absorption 
line (215). Walter et al. (216) showed that large amounts of energy absorbed by the OP gas 
mixture from the laser can artificially increase the gas mixture temperature beyond the 
temperature indicated by the settings of the OP-oven. The rates of molecular versus binary 
relaxation mechanisms were also described (217). In 2002 Zook et al. (218) used a high-power 
210 W broadband (i.e. 1.6 nm linewidth) LDA and achieved very high polarization of 129Xe (PXe 
> 65%) on low cell density Xe. Also demonstrated were PXe > 12% at production rates >1 L-
atm/h. A novel binocular optics arrangement was used to render the full power of the unpolarized 
laser beam circularly polarized and incident on the OP-cell. They also discovered challenges 
related to thermal gradients across the OP-cell length causing an altered Rb concentration profile 
where higher Rb densities near the front window made the OP-cell optically dense leading to PRb 
losses at the rear adversely affecting PXe. Exploration of continuous-flow polarization at very 
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high Xe fractions and densities was performed by Mortuza et al. in 2003 (219), indicating that 
for the conditions mapped the presence of molecular nitrogen for radiation quenching was not of 
substantial benefit at xenon pressures above 750 Torr. Importantly, they also determined that 
higher densities of Xe resulted in decreased Xe polarization. 
The year 2006 saw the report of an advanced continuous-flow polarizer (the first 
prototype of the commercial Xēmed LLC system) with details given in Reference (220), and 
later report of limited details of a fully automated second prototype polarizer in Reference (143). 
The Xēmed polarizer operates in the low Xe density regime and utilizes highly innovative design 
features. First, a unique counterflow OP-cell design was realized which extracts the HP 129Xe gas 
from the laser-illuminated front of the cell in order to minimize losses. Second, the OP-cell Rb 
concentration was made independent of the optical pumping conditions. Third, cryocollected HP 
129Xe was distributed along the walls of the collection spiral by utilizing a height-adjustable 
liquid nitrogen dewar, resulting in minimal polarization losses due to phase-transitions. The HP 
129Xe net magnetization production rates of the first prototype (220) were PXe of 64% at 0.3 L/h 
and 22% at 6 L/h. The commercial system appears better in performance. 
The year 2006 also saw two other items of interest to HP 129Xe production. Saha et al. 
(221) explained the source of ‘violet cells,’ a phenomenon wherein OP-cells emit violet light 
under OP conditions. This light is indicative of significant [Rb*] densities and radiation-trapping 
phenomena (which both lead to reduced Xe polarization) leading to very high in-cell 
temperatures (plasma conditions) unlikely to benefit OP-cell longevity. Addition of as little as 
100 Torr N2 (typically used to quench fluorescence) was found to dramatically reduce the 
emission of violet light. Also, Barlow et al. (222) reported use of a Volume Holographic Grating 
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(VHG) narrowed LDA, producing 120 W output near the Rb D1 (794.76 nm) with a FWHM of 
only 0.24 nm. This VHG-LDA was a first generation model. 
The introduction of first generation VHG-LDA (where VHG are also known as Volume 
Bragg Gratings (VBH)) represented a significant advancement toward efficient optical pumping 
with frequency-narrowed LDAs. In a first generation VHG-LDA, (multiple) laser elements are 
frequency-narrowed using a single external VHG prior to injection of the light into a single 
optical fiber. In VHG-LDAs, adjusting the VHG spacing changes the laser centroid frequency. 
Work by Mair et al. (223) and Nikolaou et al. (224) showed that VHG-narrowed LDAs yield 
greater laser power on the alkali metal absorption line and therefore higher polarization given the 
same laser power as an regular LDA. In further work (225), Nikolaou and co-workers found that 
tuning of the fixed-frequency VHG-LDA to a center frequency on a wing of the Rb D1 resonance 
yielded higher Xe polarization yields. The spectral shift to a different center frequency was 
achieved by changing the LDA output power or the VHG/LDA temperatures. They also obtained 
a measurement of global Rb electron spin polarization PRb by the magnetic field-cycling method. 
Importantly, an anomalous dependence of the Xe polarization on the Xe density within the OP-
cell ([Xe]cell) was noted, finding that unexpectedly high PXe values (>10%) could be obtained at 
high Xe partial pressure (>1000 torr). Further work explicating this anomalous dependence was 
performed by Whiting et al. (226). The dependency of PXe on [Xe]cell was ascertained via in situ 
low-field NMR measurements to be a direct consequence of improved efficiency in one or more 
components of the Rb/129Xe SEOP process. This greater efficiency permitted improved PXe with 
relatively high Xe densities owing to an unexpected inverse relationship between xenon partial 
pressure and the optimal cell temperature TOPT. In particular, TOPT smoothly decreased inversely 
with increasing Xe density with the decrease in Xe polarization more gradual than the increase of 
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in-cell Xe concentration. Furthermore, TOPT was insensitive to the molecular nitrogen fraction in-
cell. Consequently, this effect could be exploited, and Whiting and co-workers achieved batch-
mode PXe of ~52% at 50 torr, ~31% at 300 torr (a relatively high density), ~22% at 500 torr, and 
~11% at 2000 torr Xe partial pressure in a 75 cc OP-cell with 29 W laser power (at cell). These 
results were aided by retroreflection by a mirror to send excess transmitted laser light back into 
the OP-cell to boost optical pumping performance. The mirror provided up to an ~29% increase 
in PXe dependent on OP conditions such as cell temperature (227). 
Introduction of second generation VHG-LDAs represented a significant improvement 
over the first generation by integrating the VHG directly into the laser diode module. In 
particular, the use of ‘on-chip’ VHGs allowed every laser element to be frequency-tunable which 
enabled systematic exploration of SEOP conditions. A key benefit of ‘on-chip’ VHGs was the 
exquisite sensitivity to LDA temperature-induced variability of VHG spacing and thus the laser 
diode centroid frequency. This higher sensitivity enabled independent, broader range shifting of 
the laser centroid frequency compared to the first generation via alteration of laser diode 
temperature or power. 
In continued work by Whiting and co-workers (228), a second generation VHG-LDA 
was used to investigate the (inter)dependence of laser power, laser centroid wavelength, xenon 
density, and cell temperature. They were able to determine that locally optimized SEOP 
conditions occurred with the laser centroid frequency offset to either side (red- or blue-shifted) of 
the Rb D1 absorption peak frequency, but global SEOP optimization was achieved at lower cell 
temperatures and tracked shifts in the D1 spectral profile. SEOP of high density Xe was enabled 
by effects related to (i) Rb/129Xe spin-exchange rates and cell illumination and to (ii) in-cell Xe 
concentration changes to the Rb D1 absorption peak. Furthermore, direct cross-comparison of a 
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VHG-narrowed LDA and a conventional (broadband) LDA of the same laser power attained 
over a wide range of laser power levels a 2 to 3-fold improvement in 129Xe polarization. The 
improvements to SEOP conditions as enabled by second generation VHG-LDAs permitted 
reaching high levels of 129Xe polarization. The results indicated the feasibility of potentially 
scaling up batch-mode 129Xe hyperpolarization to a clinically relevant production rate (i.e. ≥1 
L/h) with high Xe polarization. 
 
PHIP hyperpolarizers 
A parahydrogen-based hyperpolarizer relies upon either the PHIP or the SABRE 
technique to produce hyperpolarized contrast agents. Here, the focus is on PHIP hyperpolarizer 
instrumentation, as no SABRE-derived hyperpolarizer instrumentation is known to exist in the 
literature with the exception of a recycling device developed by Bruker in collaboration with 
Duckket’s lab for the main purpose of monitoring nuclear spin polarization via a high-field NMR 
spectrometer. This device is not intended for production (i.e. with the goal of using it for other 
purposes) of hyperpolarized contrast agent, and therefore is not considered as a hyperpolarizer. 
In a PHIP hyperpolarizer for 13C-based contrast agents, the chemical precursor to the 
hyperpolarized agent has a 13C-labeled carboxyl carbon adjacent to a double or triple carbon-
carbon bond (229, 230). This isotopic enrichment of the contrast agent with ~99% 13C is critical 
to creating sites for long-lived storage of the hyperpolarized state and for increasing the payload 
of hyperpolarized 13C net magnetization of the injected agent for enhanced MR sensitivity. This 
precursor is often perdeuterated, which yields two benefits when it is hyperpolarized after 
hydrogenation: (i) the hyperpolarized 13C longitudinal relaxation time T1 increases (190, 196, 
197), and (ii) the spin system of the hydrogenated molecule is simplified to three spins making it 
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more amenable to efficient polarization transfer with RF sequences described by Goldman and 
co-workers (231). The 13C-labeled precursor’s unsaturated carbon-carbon bonds are 
hydrogenated via ultra-fast molecular addition of parahydrogen during radiofrequency proton 
decoupling, and the spin order of the nascent parahydrogen protons J-coupled to the adjacent 13C 
sites is transferred to produce long-lived polarization on the 13C sites. Several polarization 
transfer methods have been reported (231-233) for RF manipulations of the spin system. 
Surprisingly few PHIP hyperpolarizers have been reported since proposal of the PHIP 
mechanism in 1986 (123) with demonstration in 1987 (124). A field-cycled PHIP hyperpolarizer 
with spray-injection of the liquid reagents was used by Axelsson and co-workers in 2001 (234) 
to demonstrate sub-second 13C angiography at 1.5 T, but details of the instrumentation (as related 
by Hövener (235)) are unpublished. Very brief mention of hyperpolarizer instrumentation using 
RF irradiation for polarization transfer was made by Goldman et al. (198), but no overall device 
description was provided. It was only in 2009 that a detailed design of a PHIP hyperpolarizer 
was reported by Hövener and co-workers (235). 
The Hövener design was an automated PHIP hyperpolarizer utilizing RF irradiation for 
spin system manipulation. A Labview-based program running on a console computer controlled 
all aspects of the device operation. Liquid reagents were heated in an ante-chamber prior to 
spray-injection into a reaction chamber within a solenoid electromagnet. The operation of the 
electronic valves for shuttling the reagents and gases through a manifold was orchestrated with 
the application of the RF polarization transfer pulse sequence. The RF pulses were synthesized 
with the Labview hardware. Because the untuned RF coils were transmit only, calibration of the 
RF pulses for the polarization transfer sequence utilized a very tedious procedure involving read-
out of the effect of changes to the RF pulse transfer sequence on the adjacent 9.4 T NMR 
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spectrometer (236). After automated production of the HCA and manual transfer of the HCA to 
the NMR spectrometer for quantification, the Labview program would trigger the high-field 
NMR spectrometer to initiate the detection sequence. Ancillary functions such as self-cleaning 
procedures were also automated. Besides lacking in situ quality assurance and pulse calibration 
capability, the hyperpolarizer lacked automated delivery to the spectrometer. Instead the 
hyperpolarized agent was manually inserted into the NMR magnet for detection following 
automated ejection from the hyperpolarizer. Nevertheless the hyperpolarizer design was very 
successful in its minimization of personnel involved in its operation and produced high levels of 
polarization for hundreds of research experiments. 
In work described in 2011 by Kadlecek and co-workers (237), another PHIP 
hyperpolarizer was presented. Shuttling of reagents and gases in a manifold was again controlled 
via a Labview-based program. The catalyst heating option, however, differed significantly, 
instead using a hot copper tube to achieve high-speed heating of the reagents to high temperature 
during the process of injection into the reactor. By doing so the time was minimized during 
which the heated catalyst could degrade while still suitably increasing the solution temperature to 
promote faster reaction kinetics. The reagents entered the reactor as a high-speed jet instead of 
the spray-type injection of Hövener and Axelsson. Similarly to Hövener, computer controlled 
automation of the removal of hyperpolarized tracer from the hyperpolarizer was implemented, 
and transfer to an external scanner for quantification was performed manually. Spin system 
manipulation hardware was also implemented via Labview hardware for use with untuned 
transmit-only RF coils. The necessity of tedious re-calibration of the polarizer RF pulse sequence 
due to the influence of varying external magnetic fields when the hyperpolarizer was moved was 
eliminated, however, by incorporation of a mu-metal shield.  
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Methods of Detecting Hyperpolarized Signal 
A number of methods exist for magnetic detection, and their operative range of magnetic 
strengths and their noise floors differentiate them. In particular, these methods include Faraday 
induction and magnetometers, the latter of which may be divided into superconducting quantum 
interference devices and atomic magnetometers. Regardless of the detection technique used for 
MR imaging or spectroscopy to obtain signal with a coil from magnetic flux generated by a 
sample, it is desirable to use an optimized RF coil. 
 
Superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) 
Faraday inductive detection when the static magnetic field induces the nuclear spin 
polarization results in sensitivity scaling with 𝐵!! (5, 17). In order to overcome the loss in 
detection sensitivity associated with Faraday detection at low magnetic strengths and resonant 
frequencies, ultrasensitive magnetometers based on the Superconducting QUantum Interference 
Device (SQUID) can be used. An overview of the construction and operational principles of 
SQUIDs may be found in Clarke et al. 2007 (18). Very briefly, SQUIDs convert magnetic flux to 
voltage, and the response of the SQUID is independent of signal frequency (18). Typical 
examples of such devices generate very low magnetic flux noise of approximately 1 µΦ0 Hz-1/2, 
where the flux quantum Φ0 = h/2e ≈ 2.97 × 10-15 [T m2] (18). Work by Myers et al. showed that 
SQUIDs have magnetic noise floors less than that of room temperature Faraday detection when 
operating at resonant frequencies ≤ 10 MHz (238). Owing to their lower noise floor, SQUID 
detection compares very favorably with conventional MRI. For example, detection at 400 kHz 
using a tuned SQUID of a sample prepolarized at 100 mT yields the same signal-to-noise ratio as 
conventional MRI performed at 270 mT (238). 
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The mitigation of the detection sensitivity loss with decreasing field strength by the use 
of SQUIDs owes its success to the fact that SQUIDS detect the magnetic field rather than the 
rate of change of the magnetic field (18). Thus, the detected signal voltage scales linearly with 
the frequency ω0 rather than quadratically as is the case with Faraday inductive detection. High 
sensitivity at low detection fields also favors utilizing increased MRI imaging contrast. In 
particular, Clarke et al. (18) demonstrated that longitudinal relaxation rate T1 for materials 
exhibits greater variability in microtesla fields than in high fields, which permits substantial 
improvements for T1-weighted imaging contrast. However, low-field SQUID detection is not 
anticipated to ever surpass the SNR of conventional MRI at 1.5 T (238). Further drawbacks with 
utilization of SQUIDs include the requirement of operation at liquid helium temperatures, or 4.2 
K, resulting in potentially complex and costly infrastructure. The limitations of the operating 
temperature, however, can be addressed by using optical atomic magnetometers instead without 
loss of sensitivity. 
 
Atomic magnetometer (AM) 
Atomic magnetometers (AM) operate by detecting the Zeeman energy levels of nuclei 
due to the presence of an external magnetic field. The strength of interaction between the nuclear 
magnetic moments and the external field is measured by first optically pumping with a laser to 
polarize the nuclei. A probe laser then measures the nuclear spin precession frequency, or 
Larmor frequency, which is directly proportional to the field strength. AMs have similar 
detection sensitivity to SQUIDs (99) and as described are also directly sensitive to the magnetic 
field rather than its rate of change, but unlike SQUIDs AMs can operate at room temperature (99, 
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239, 240). Consequently, they present intriguing possibilities for high-SNR low-field detection, 
especially as an alternative back-end to the RF coil in lieu of an electronic preamplifier. 
 
Faraday induction 
While SQUIDs and atomic magnetometers present intriguing possibilities of research for 
highly efficient detection of the hyperpolarized signal, it is desirable to use inexpensive, 
commercially available electronic preamplifiers. Furthermore, SQUIDs require cryogenic 
temperatures for operation, and atomic magnetometers, in addition to being items of intense 
research efforts, are currently more costly than an electronic preamplifier for Faraday induction. 
While atomic magnetometer operation at ambient temperatures is an exciting possibility worth 
future investigation (239, 241, 242) with regards especially to lowering the noise floor of 
detection compared to semiconductor preamplifiers, it was deemed preferable to utilize Faraday 
induction as the detection method and proceed with its optimization for use at low magnetic 
fields. Owing to this selection of Faraday inductive detection, several concepts related to its use 
should be covered beginning with magnetostatics. 
 
Magnetostatics and Biot-Savart’s law 
In magnetostatics a direct electric current produces a static magnetic field. The flux 
density of the magnetic field B with units of Tesla (T) satisfies Maxwell’s equations (Eq. (3.20) 
for Gauss’s law for magnetism and Eq. (3.18) for Ampère’s law) which are written for the case 
of magnetostatics as 
 B
S
!∫∫ ⋅dS = 0  (Gauss’s law for magnetism) (3.39) 
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 B ⋅dl = µ0I
C
!∫  (Ampère’s law) . (3.40) 
With regards to finding the field produced by conductors carrying a current, a common 
calculation for NMR and MRI RF coils, the magnetic vector potential A has the form  
 A r( ) = µ0I4π
dI '
RC∫
 (3.41) 
where 𝑅 = 𝒓− 𝒓′  is the vector distance between two points in space 𝒓 and 𝒓′, Figure 13. The 
curl of the magnetic vector potential A yields the magnetic field B, or  
 B r( ) = ∇× A r( ) = µ0I4π ∇×
dl '
RC∫
 . (3.42) 
Eq. (3.42) may be simplified through application of vector and operator identities to  
 B r( ) = µ0I4π
dl '− R
R3C∫
 . (3.43) 
Eq. (3.43) permits convenient calculation of the magnetic field from the line current around a 
closed contour and is commonly known as Biot-Savart’s law. For a circular loop of radius a 
carrying a current I with the z-axis orthogonal to the plane of the loop, Figure 13, the magnetic 
flux density along the z-axis is given by (21) 
 B z( ) = zˆ µ0Ia
2
2 z2 + a2( )3 2
 . (3.44) 
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Figure 13. Biot-Savart law for the magnetic field of a circular loop. A current I in a circular loop 
of radius a induces a magnetic field of strength B(p) at point p where the loop is evaluated in 
segments of length dl. 
 
Faraday induction and electromotive force 
The basic law of electromagnetism relating the interaction of a magnetic field with an 
electrical circuit is known as Faraday’s law of induction, which forms one of the bases of 
Maxwell’s equations, Eq. (3.17). Michael Faraday derived this law in 1831 from his experiments 
with closed wire loops in magnetic fields, finding that a time-varying current is induced in the 
loop when a magnet is moved toward or away from the loop. This current results from the 
changing magnetic flux through the loop, and gives rises to the electromotive force ξ, or emf. 
The emf is defined explicitly as the energy available from a unit charge that has travelled once 
around a wire loop (243), and with respect to the rate of change of the magnetic flux is written as 𝜉 = −𝑑Φ! 𝑑𝑡. If instead of one loop there are n turns of wire, then the emf in volts produced 
z
x
y
R
a
Φ'
I
p
r
r'
o
dl
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from a magnetic flux ΦB in webers through the n turns is given by  
 ξ = −n dΦBdt  , (3.45) 
with the direction of the emf given by Lenz’s law. 
 
Quality factor Q of a resonant electromagnetic circuit  
The origin of the symbol ‘Q’ may be found with K. S. Johnson of the Western Electric 
Company’s Engineering Department, which later became Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1925 
(244). Using the symbol Q, Johnson described the ratio of the reactance to the effective 
resistance of a coil (i.e. an inductor in modern parlance) or a condenser (i.e. a capacitor). The 
symbolization of this ratio by Johnson was actually denoted K originally circa 1914, but owing to 
the overworked use of that letter of alphabet was later changed by him to the symbol to Q around 
1920 (245). According to K. S. Johnson, Q did not originally stand for ‘quality factor,’ and it 
appears that popularization of such a meaning by V. E. Legg lead to the later association of Q 
with ‘quality factor’ (245). The concept of Q has come to describe many surprising items 
including golf balls, church bells, pendulums, auditoriums, spectral lines, resonant circuits, and 
even the Earth itself amongst many others (244). But it is the generalization of K. S. Johnson’s 
concept of Q to the quantification of the ratio of stored energy to dissipated energy in one period 
of a cyclic process (245) and its application to electrical circuits resonant at a frequency ω0 (246) 
which are of chief interest. 
Basic parameters defining a resonant circuit include its resonant frequency ω0 and its 
quality factor Q. The general definition of the Q of a resonator is derived from the ratio of the 
total electromagnetic energy contained in the resonator, Wem, to the total energy dissipated in the 
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resonator containing this energy during one cycle, Wdissipated/cycle, multiplied by 2π. Since one 
cycle has a period T = 1/ν0 where ν0 is the resonance frequency of the circuit in Hertz, the 
dissipated energy (Wdissipated/cycle) expressed in terms of power dissipated (Pdissipated) per period is 
simply 𝑊!"##"$%&'!/!"!#$ = 𝑃!"##"$%&'! ∙ 𝑇 = 𝑃!"##"$%&'!/𝜐!. Consequently, the equation for Q for 
a resonance frequency ω0 in radians/s is written as 
 Q =ω0
Wem
Pdissipated
 . (3.46) 
The total electromagnetic energy Wem contained in the magnetic field of an inductor of 
inductance L through which current with amplitude Ii is flowing is  
 Wem =
1
2 LIi
2  . (3.47) 
The time-average of the Joule heating (dissipated power) of the circuit is an expression of the 
effective resistance R of the circuit and the current Ii, or  
 Pdissipated =
1
2 RIi
2  . (3.48) 
Consequently, Eq. (3.46) for the quality factor Q reduces after substitution of Eqs. (3.47) and 
(3.48) to 
 Q = ω0LR  . (3.49) 
Eq. (3.49) may also be written for a matched resonant circuit with bandwidth (BW) Δω0 between 
the -3 dB points (244) after much tedious derivation (246) as 
 Q = ω0
Δω0
 . (3.50) 
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Sensitivity of the Magnetic Resonance Experiment 
The key factor in the Magnetic Resonance experiment is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 
All other factors are subordinate to and dependent upon it. 
 
Signal-to-noise ratio 
In seminal work in 1976 the signal-to-noise ratio for MRI was described by Hoult and 
Richards (247) in the context of the RF coil as the sole noise source as  
 
 
Ψrms =
ξ
V 2 =
K B1( )xy VSNγ !2I I +1( )
7.12kTS
⋅ pFkTClζΔf
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⋅ ω 0
7 4
µrµ0ρ TC( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
1 4  . (3.51) 
Eq. (3.51) delineates the relationship between the electromotive force induced in the coil in 
accord with Eq. (3.45) to the root-mean-square (rms) noise V of the coil according to the 
following variables: the oscillating RF field homogeneity over the sample K, the oscillating RF 
field strength per unit current over the sample B1, the sample volume VS, the number of spins at 
resonance per unit volume N, the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio γ, the reduced Planck’s constant ħ, 
the nuclear spin number I, Boltzmann’s constant k, the sample temperature TS, the perimeter of 
the conductor p, the quality of the preamplifier F, the coil temperature TC, the length of the 
conductor 𝑙, the proximity effect ζ, the bandwidth of the receiver Δf, the relative magnetic 
permeability of the conductor µr, the magnetic permeability of free space µ0, the resistivity of the 
conductor ρ(TC), and the resonance frequency ω0. In 1979 Hoult and Lauterbur (248) extended 
the above coil-noise-dominated (CND) model to include the sample losses in the SNR equation. 
This yielded a model suitable for predicting the SNR for human subjects. After making use of 
the alternative expression for the net magnetization M0 in terms of the nuclear spin polarization P 
through Eq. (3.10), the SNR equation including sample losses may be written as  
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 Ψrms =
KB1VSω 0µPN
2 4FkΔf TCζ RC +TSRS( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
1 2  (3.52) 
where µ is the nuclear magnetic moment, RC is the coil resistance, and RS is the effective subject 
resistance. The coil resistance RC scales with 𝜔!! ! (247). The subject resistance 𝑅! = 𝑅! + 𝑅!, 
the sum of the subject inductive and dielectric losses respectively (248-250). With the SNR of 
the MR experiment set forth by Eq. (3.52) and in view of the fact that SNR is the superlative 
factor for NMR and MRI, it is clearly desirable to maximize it. As indicated in 1987 by 
Marrocco et al. (251), the SNR of a RF coil can be increased by: (i) making the coil as small as 
possible yet still fitting the sample, (ii) improving the coil B1 efficiency, and (iii) minimizing the 
coil resistive losses and sample dielectric losses relative to the sample inductive losses. 
 
Inductive losses 
Inductive losses due to application of a B1 magnetic field to a sample is intrinsic to the 
MR experiment. The time-varying B1 magnetic fields that tip the net magnetization M from its 
alignment with B0 and thereby generate the MR signal also inherently induce eddy currents in the 
sample, especially when it is conductive. These eddy currents inductively couple to the receive 
coil and consequently increase the noise during detection and decrease the coil sensitivity (251). 
One of the few tractable models for which analytical solutions for the fields and currents induced 
by the B1 magnetic field in a conductive or non-conductive medium can be derived is the sphere 
(248), with the other model being a cylinder (250). Knowledge of these currents induced in the 
sample permits by the principle of reciprocity inference of the equivalent amplitude of Johnson 
noise produced by random thermal motion of charges. Thus, the sample inductive losses can be 
assigned an effective resistance. The inductive losses in human subjects were estimated by Hoult 
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and Lauterbur in their classic 1979 study by examining the power dissipation of the B1 magnetic 
field in a weakly conducting sphere, obtaining an equation for the effective inductive losses RI of 
(248) 
 RI =
2πσω02B12a5
15  , (3.53) 
where the spherical sample has a conductivity σ and radius a. This equation was validated by a 
single measurement of a saline solution sample at 4 MHz. In later work as static magnetic field 
strengths increased over time, validation of Eq. (3.53) was performed eventually up to 
frequencies of 400 MHz (252-257). Eq. (3.53) was tested for sensitivity to higher-order terms in 
the low frequency regime between 0.1 to 1.2 MHz by Bidinosti et al. in 2007 (258) using spheres 
of differing radii and known conductivity. The higher-order equation modeling the inductive 
losses was  
 RI =
2πσω02B12a5
15 1−
4
105
a
δ
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
4
+…
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥  (3.54) 
where δ was the skin depth, Eq. (3.35). Although unable to confirm any effects resulting from 
higher-order terms, the findings of Bidinosti confirmed the first-order expression dependencies 
for variables including the frequency ω0, the sample conductivity σ, and the radius of the sphere 
a. Consequently, the accuracy of Eq. (3.53) has been confirmed for a broad range of frequencies 
from 0.1 to 400 MHz. 
Using a method similar to that reported by Hoult and Lauterbur (248), Redpath and 
Hutchinson derived an expression for the inductive losses for a cylindrical sample (250), which 
was reported as 
 RI =
πσω0
2B12a4b
8  (3.55) 
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for a cylindrical sample of radius a and length b. The equation was experimentally validated for 
a sample of fixed conductivity over a range of frequencies from 4 to 16 MHz. In work estimating 
losses at higher frequencies (hundreds of MHz) and also examining the case when the B1 
magnetic field is collinear with the long axis of the cylindrical sample, Petropoulos et al. (256) 
presented the additional equation  
 RI =
πσω0
2B12a4b
16  . (3.56) 
Experimental validation in the range of frequencies for Eqs. (3.55) and (3.56) was extended to 
the frequency range between 1 and 50 MHz in work by Gilbert et al. in 2008 (82). 
 
Dielectric losses 
Energizing the RF coil produces an electric field that penetrates the sample and leads to 
forces on the charges within it. The charges move parallel to the direction of B1 and form 
displacement currents, which capacitively couple to the RF coil (82). The noise in the RF coil 
resulting from this energy dissipation, similarly to the inductive losses, can be modeled as an 
effective series resistance RE. The most accurate method of assessing dielectric losses entails 
characterization of the influence of the frequency-dependent, complex electrical permittivity on 
the dielectric properties of the sample material in conjunction with its interactions with the RF 
coil. Such an approach to find RE requires construction of the RF coil, however, whereas a coil 
optimization method would ideally use a prospective evaluation method. 
A more tractable approach to estimating the dielectric losses RE involves the model 
presented by Hoult and Lauterbur (248). In this model, the calculation of the dielectric losses RE 
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requires knowledge of the distributed capacitance of the RF coil (259). The equivalent series 
resistance of the losses can then be written as (248) 
 RE = τω03L2Cd  , (3.57) 
where τ is the loss factor (ranging from 10-4 for ceramics and quartz to 10-1 for plastics with the 
human body approximated as 0.1 (248)), L is the coil inductance, and Cd is the coil distributed 
capacitance. While the inductance L of a coil is trivially calculated with high accuracy, the loss 
factor τ and the distributed capacitance Cd typically require measurement after construction of 
the coil to attain accurate assessment (260). While of constrained utility for optimization of the 
RF coil in the prospective sense, the advantage of the model, however, lies in the fact that the 
dielectric loss equation entails primarily variables involving properties of the RF coil. 
A more developed model subsequent to Hoult and Lauterbur’s work (248) was that 
presented by Gadian and Robinson (249) and later extended by Redpath and Hutchison (250). 
From the model of Gadian and Robinson, Redpath and Hutchison derived an expression for the 
dielectric losses of  
 RE =ω02L2Yreal  (3.58) 
where 
 Yreal =ω02RCCs2 / 1+ω02RC2 CS +CC( )2( )  . (3.59) 
The circuit model is presented in Reference (250). In Eq. (3.59), CS represents the lossless 
distributed capacitance between the sample and the RF coil, and CC and RC are the sample 
capacitance and resistance. As shown by Redpath and Hutchison, Eq. (3.58) has limiting cases 
dependent on the frequency regime. For low frequencies defined as 𝑅! ≪ 1/ 𝜔!𝐶!,!  
 RE ≅ω04L2RCCS2  , (3.60) 
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and for high frequencies defined as 𝑅! ≫ 1/ 𝜔!𝐶!,!   
 RE ≅
ω0
2L2CS2
RC CS +CC2( )
 . (3.61) 
Another approach to estimation of the dielectric losses is presented in work by Minard 
and Wind (30) and the references therein. In this work, the model of Gadian and Robinson is 
used and the required capacitance values in the Gadian model are derived through knowledge of 
the dielectric properties of the sample. Consequently, subject to assumptions of a coil length-to-
diameter ratio ≥2 and the sample being fully contained within the RF coil, Minard and Wind 
were able to obtain analytical expressions for the severity of the dielectric losses. Such equations 
are very beneficial to facilitating RF coil design optimization. 
 
Signal-to-noise ratio frequency dependencies 
The frequency dependencies of the noise sources can be analyzed to determine the 
scaling of the SNR with frequency and used to establish frequency regimes where one noise 
source becomes dominant over another. In this context, Marrocco et al. (251) extended the SNR 
equation proposed by Hoult and Lauterbur (248), which was based upon a spherical model for 
the sample, to instead use Redpath and Hutchison’s extended model for the dielectric losses 
(250). In this alternate SNR model, the frequency dependencies for the SNR were described by 
Marrocco and co-workers (251) as  
 Ψrms =
k1ω 02B1VS
Rm
= k1ω 0
2B1VS
k2ω 01/2 + k3B12a5ω 02 + k4ω 04
 (3.62) 
where k1 through k4 are numerical constants absorbing other factors and 𝑅! = 𝑅! + 𝑅! + 𝑅!, the 
sum of the coil, sample inductive, and sample dielectric losses respectively. According to Eq. 
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(3.62) the SNR increases when the ratio of the inductive losses to the other losses increases; i.e. 
the ratio 𝑅! 𝑅! + 𝑅!  increases (251). Owing to the complexities inherent in the relations 
between the losses Rm and the RF coil B1 efficiency, the discussion in Reference (251) should be 
perused. Since application of a B1 field necessarily induces eddy currents in the sample which 
decrease the SNR and it is required that the receive coil be inductively coupled to the sample in 
order to obtain a MR signal, the inductive losses RI cannot be avoided or mitigated. The same 
situation, however, does not obtain for the dielectric losses RE. Given suitable alteration of the 
coil voltage profile (251, 259), the dielectric losses can be reduced. Reduction of these losses can 
also be achieved through use of a balanced circuit for the RF network (261) or interposing a 
Faraday shield between the RF coil and the sample (82, 247, 249, 250). Furthermore, proper 
distribution of the tuning capacitance throughout the RF coil (82, 250, 251, 262) or connecting 
multiple inductive elements in parallel rather than series (251) acts to minimize the voltage rise 
along each segment of the coil thereby reducing the dielectric losses. Simply designing the RF 
coils to minimize the electric fields generated is another path to reducing the dielectric losses 
(263-265). Consequently, in contrast to inductive losses which are intrinsic to the detection of the 
MR signal, dielectric losses can be mitigated through proper design and require less 
consideration with respect to the maximization of SNR. 
 
Intrinsic signal-to-noise ratio of the MR experiment 
In work by Edelstein et al. (17), the intrinsic SNR of the MR experiment was given as 
 Ψ I =
ΨS ⋅10NF 20
1− QLQU
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
1 2  (3.63) 
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where NF is the noise figure of the overall receive chain in decibels and ΨS is the quantified SNR 
obtained from measurement on the system. The intrinsic SNR (ISNR) of a MR sensor is a 
quantity independent of the imaging parameters and the signal processing chain. The ISNR is 
defined for the sample/coil combination being tested as the MR signal voltage received from a 1 
cm cube of sample divided by the root-mean-square noise voltage received per square-root hertz 
of bandwidth (17, 266). In work by Ocali et al. (266), an ultimate intrinsic SNR (UISNR) was 
defined, which expanded the utility of Edelstein’s earlier ISNR definition by defining the 
maximum achievable SNR to be a function of field strength and sample properties but 
independent of the coil design. Thus, the UISNR definition depends only on body/sample losses 
(266). 
Edelstein and co-workers also wrote a very useful equation for proton imaging that 
expressed the SNR per voxel on the basis of the chosen imaging parameters. This equation 
enabled one to determine what values of the variables would result in a clinically relevant 𝑆𝑁𝑅!"#$% ≥ 20 (17). The SNRpixel was described as 
 SNRpixel = ΨS ⋅ρV N ⋅TS 1− e−TR T1( )e−TE T2  (3.64) 
where TS is the sampling time, N is the number of excitations, ρ is the proton density of the tissue 
of interest relative to water, V is the voxel volume, TR is the pulse repetition time, TE is the spin 
echo time, and T1 and T2 are the longitudinal and transverse relaxation times. For use in Eq. 
(3.64) the system SNR ΨS would be obtained from a test image (17). 
 
Noise regimes and the MR detection frequency 
In general, the signal-to-noise ratio in MRI is inherently limited by sources of thermal 
noise. Whether the balance of the noise contributions in the SNR equation (i.e. Eqs. (3.52) and 
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(3.62)) comes from predominantly the coil or the sample losses determines the frequency 
dependency of detection. Conventionally and in clinical imaging in particular, the effective 
resistance of the subject as seen by the receive coil defines this thermal noise limit. However, 
decreasing the magnetic field strength can decrease the subject noise below that of the room 
temperature receiver. Since the subject noise not only limits the SNR clinically but also defines 
the intrinsic SNR limit, SNR gains can be anticipated by decreasing the coil noise by means of 
lowering its temperature until subject noise is once more dominant, but with potentially greater 
SNR attendant to this procedure. This cycle can repeat until either ultimately frequency-related 
SNR losses come into play or the limit of coil noise reduction is reached. 
It is important to note that the boundary between the frequency regimes where one noise 
source—coil noise or sample noise—dominates over another changes with the construction and 
temperature of the coil, the sample’s size and electrical properties, and the frequency of 
detection. Nevertheless, for room temperature coils and human or animal subjects it is possible to 
assign rough limits on the frequency of transition between the detection regimes if the coils 
reported in the literature are assumed to be optimal for the detection frequency. 
From Eqs. (3.54) to (3.56) for the sample inductive losses, a strong dependence on the 
size of the sample (e.g. sample radius a4 or a5) can be seen. Early work by Hoult and Lauterbur 
extrapolated that for the human torso a body-noise-dominant (BND) regime of detection exists 
(in the BND regime 𝑆𝑁𝑅 ∝ 𝜔! (267)) for resonance frequencies ω0 ≥ 10 MHz for protons (248). 
They also mentioned that for large subjects or cooled receiving coils the onset frequency of this 
BND regime might drop to frequencies as low as 1 MHz, an order of magnitude lower. Later 
work by Hoult and Chen (268) showed experimentally that SNR was linear with frequency (i.e. 
in the BND-SNR regime) for ω0 ≥ 9 MHz for the human head. In connection with this work, 
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Blasiak et al. in Reference (260) further noted Hoult and Chen stating in Reference (269) that 
SNR is in the BND regime for the human head for ω0 ≥ 8 MHz and that the SNR maintains 
linearity for at least ω0 ≥ 4 MHz for the human torso. For human head coils tested by Marrocco 
and co-workers (251) at 0.15 T (or ω0 = 6.25 MHz for protons), all were found to be in the BND 
regime. In 2009 Blasiak and co-workers found for their solenoidal RF coil for the human head 
that SNR for ω0 ≥ 8.2 MHz was always in the BND regime. Human torso coils used for 
hyperpolarized 3He lung MRI operating at B0 of 0.1 T (ω0 = 3.24 MHz for 3He) were found to be 
in the BND regime (270, 271). Durand et al. (271) estimated from measurement of their 0.1 T 
torso coil that the limit of BND-SNR would likely occur at B0 = 30 mT, or 1.28 MHz proton 
frequency. However, in work in 2012 by Hayden et al. (272) examining specific absorption rates 
at low magnetic fields, the subject noise measurements with respect to the coil noise for the 
human torso showed that body noise dominance was not achieved for proton frequency ω0 ≤ 
1.25 MHz. For samples smaller than human-scale and with conductivities in the range for tissue, 
work by Gilbert and co-workers (82) demonstrated using saline phantoms that regardless of the 
sample size (spheres ranging 9-14 cm in diameter) with sample conductivities ranging from 0 to 
1.4 S/m, operating at frequencies ω0 ≤ 5 MHz will exhibit coil noise dominance (CND) for the 
detection regime for the SNR (i.e. CND-SNR) regardless of the RF coil geometry (i.e. a saddle 
or solenoid RF coil). 
From the above discussion of experimental findings with a number of RF coils, rough 
limits can be suggested for the transition frequency between CND and BND SNR regimes. For 
the human torso, it would appear that the transition frequency lies in the range from 1.25 to 3.25 
MHz. Being smaller, the human head transition frequency should be in the range between 1.25 to 
6.25 MHz. Given any sample smaller than the human head with tissue-like conductivity, a 
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detection frequency ω0 ≤ 5 MHz is expected to always lie in the CND-SNR regime unless the 
coil noise is reduced as by cooling or construction with very large diameter conductors. 
 
Hyperpolarized MR Detection 
The advent of hyperpolarized MRI changes the detection and sensitivity landscape 
delineated previously by the tyranny of ‘The Three Evils’ of the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio 
gamma. In parallel with early investigations into the optimum field strength for conventional 
detection (268), the question arises as to what range of frequencies is optimal for the detection of 
the transient hyperpolarized state. Nuclear spin polarization induced independently of the 
detection magnetic field eliminates one Evil (i.e. a factor) of gamma from consideration for the 
SNR. In particular, with the hyperpolarized state immediately eliminating from the signal-to-
noise ratio a frequency factor of 𝜔!!, it can be seen that the SNR for coil noise dominance (i.e. 𝑆𝑁𝑅 ∝ 𝜔!!/!) becomes 𝜔!!/!   (247) and the SNR for body noise dominance (i.e.   𝑆𝑁𝑅 ∝ 𝜔!!) 
becomes independent of the detection frequency ω0 (248). These observations for the frequency 
dependence of the detection of hyperpolarized nuclear spin states have surfaced in the literature 
in the areas of field-cycled MRI and hyperpolarized noble gas MRI. 
 
Desired noise regime for detection of the hyperpolarized state 
Earlier work in the area of field-cycled MRI (81, 92, 94, 273, 274) lead to an analysis for 
the SNR (81, 92) equally applicable in its arguments to the detection of hyperpolarization in 
general, because FCMRI also involves the SNR of the detection of nuclear spin polarization 
produced independently of the detection magnetic field. Here, the argument of the earlier 
analysis is traced out in the context of hyperpolarization. 
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In conventional MRI the SNR equation can be written for coil noise dominance as  
 SNR ∝ω0B0B1
R
 (3.65) 
where R is the effective series resistance (ESR) of the RF coil (81, 92, 248). Since ω0 is 
proportional to the strength of the magnetic field B0, from Eq. (3.65) the SNR of conventional 
MRI can be seen to be proportional to 𝐵!!. In the context of field-cycled MRI (81, 92), however, 
the magnetic field for readout Br (with a corresponding detection frequency ωr) and the effective 
magnetic field Bp producing the nuclear spin polarization P are independent. Furthermore, 
relative to the detection field, the nuclear spin polarization induced by the polarizing field is in a 
state of non-equilibrium Boltzmann polarization (i.e. hyperpolarization). Therefore, the equation 
for the hyperpolarized SNR is written as 
 SNRhyper ∝
ω rBpB1
R  . (3.66) 
Here, ωr is the Larmor frequency of the nuclear spins at the readout magnetic field strength Br, 
and Bp is the effective polarizing magnetic field strength. If the nuclear spin polarization is 
produced by other means than a field-cycled polarizing field (72) such as by the PHIP or DNP 
hyperpolarization techniques described earlier, then Bp is a fictitious magnetic field in the range 
of hundreds to thousands of Tesla. Persistent fields of such strengths (i.e. ‘unobtainium’) are 
unreachable for conventional MRI for the foreseeable future. 
As is self-evident from Eqs. (3.52) and (3.62), MRI involves two regimes for the SNR, 
which are that of coil noise dominance and that of body noise (i.e. sample noise) dominance (81, 
92, 248). In the CND regime the Johnson (i.e. thermal) noise of the effective series resistance of 
the RF coil constitutes the major source of noise and is proportional to 𝜔!! ! due to the skin depth 
δ of the conductor, Eq. (3.35) (247). Conversely, the BND regime occurs when the effective 
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series resistance of the noise sources inductively or capacitively coupled to the RF coil exceed 
the noise of the RF coil itself. As mentioned earlier, since the dielectric losses are avoidable 
through careful design, the capacitive coupling can be ignored, a point also raised in Reference 
(81). 
The CND-SNR for hyperpolarization scales with the frequency dependence of the RF 
coil resistance 𝑅 ∝ 𝜔!!/!. Eq. (3.66) therefore becomes (81) 
 SNRCND ∝ω r3 4BpB1  . (3.67) 
As stated in Reference (81) in regards to earlier work (248), the efficiency B1 of the RF coil can 
vary with the physical geometry and other construction details of the coil or with the proximity 
of a Faraday shield to the RF coil (81, 82). However, although B1 is present in Eq. (3.67), the 
concern here is with the dependency of the frequency of detection ωr rather than with reasons for 
variability in B1. 
The BND-SNR for hyperpolarization is dependent on the frequency scaling of the 
inductively coupled noise sources. As can be seen from Eqs. (3.53) and (3.55), these noise 
sources have an effective resistance 𝑅   ∝ 𝜔!!𝐵!! for either a spherical or cylindrical sample. 
Substitution of this frequency dependency into Eq. (3.66) results in the equation for BND-SNR 
of 
 SNRBND ∝ Bp  . (3.68) 
As has been noted by Durand et al. (271), Bidinosti et al. (275), Oros et al. (14), and Gilbert et al. 
(81), the import of Eq. (3.68) lies in the fact that BND-SNR is remarkably independent of both 
the readout magnetic field strength Br with its corresponding detection frequency ωr and also of 
the B1 efficiency of the RF coil. This independence of the signal-to-noise ratio from the static 
magnetic field and consequent lack of benefit from higher detection frequencies when imaging at 
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higher fields than those producing the onset of the BND regime was experimentally confirmed 
(275) by the research group at Orsay on a 0.1 T MRI scanner (270, 271). This field independence 
within the BND-SNR regime represents a unique opportunity for hyperpolarized detection, 
because the effective strength of the polarizing field Bp inducing the hyperpolarized state (and 
therefore SNRBND) is contingent only on the efficacy of the instrumentation and 
hyperpolarization technique used. Thus, for properly designed systems the most significant noise 
source should be body losses (266) and Eq. (3.68) holds. As will be seen, the operation of the 
system in the CND-SNR or BND-SNR regime also influences the efficiency of the RF coil and 
hence the maximum obtainable sensitivity. 
 
Noise regime influence on the quality factor Q of the RF coil 
In the context of the SNR theory of the magnetic resonance experiment (247, 248), 
Gilbert and co-workers derived a formula for Q not only in terms of the RF coil alone (as 
described by Eq. (3.49)), but also inclusive of sample noise (due to inductive and dielectric 
coupling losses). Their formula for Q was (82) 
 Q = ω rLaω r2 + bω r1/2
 (3.69) 
where the constants a and b serve to quantify the effective series resistance of the inductive 
coupling and the RF coil, respectively. A graphical representation of Eq. (3.69) with arbitrary 
values for the constants is shown in Figure 14. Eq. (3.69) permits several important observations 
for the frequency dependence of Q. For example, in the case of coil noise dominance, by Eq. 
(3.69) 𝑄 ∝ 𝜔!!/! (82, 247). In view of Figure 14’s visualization of Eq. (3.69) and the fact that the 
equation expressing the relationship between the SNR and Q is (247, 248)  
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 SNR ∝ Q  , (3.70) 
the existence of an inflection point can be seen to simultaneously mark both the maximum 
quality factor Q and the point of optimum SNR— the transition from CND-SNR to BND-SNR. 
This inflection point can be verified experimentally by observation of the measured coil loading 
factor lf being equal to the value 0.5, which occurs when the coil noise is exactly half of the total 
noise. 
 
 
Figure 14. Variation of Q with frequency. In the CND-SNR regime Q is proportional to ωr1/2 
and in the BND-SNR regime Q is proportional to ωr-1. The optimum sensitivity (i.e. Q) occurs 
for a loading factor lf = 0.5. 
 
Additionally, the existence of this inflection point at the transition from CND-SNR to 
BND-SNR means the readout magnetic field strength Br need only be strong enough to ensure 
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operation in the BND regime (81, 94) and to thereby render Eq. (3.68) valid. The frequency of 
this inflection point is not fixed. At low fields and frequencies, the inductive and capacitive 
losses RI and RE are negligible, so that RF coil noise and pre-amplifier noise dominate. However, 
they can be easily reduced leading to a BND regime again. As described in the review article by 
Darrasse and Ginefri (267), the frequency of onset of sample noise dominance (i.e. the BND 
regime) can be shifted to lower frequencies by reducing the coil noise at those frequencies 
through use of cooled copper coils or high-temperature superconducting (HTS) coils coupled to a 
low-loss electronic preamplifier. 
Determination of the frequency of the inflection point requires knowledge of the 
contributions of the noise sources to the total noise. The balance of the noise contributions from 
the RF coil compared to the sample noise can easily be obtained experimentally through 
measurement of the loading factor lf (82). This experimentally determined quantity entails 
measurement of the loaded and unloaded quality factor Q of the RF coil (17), and takes values 
according to the formula  
 lf = 1− QLQU
 . (3.71) 
The loading factor lf yields a measure of the relative ratio of the coil noise to the sample noise 
(82), where  
 𝑙𝑓 = 0, 𝑅! ≪ 𝑅!0.5, 𝑅! = 𝑅!1 𝑅! ≫ 𝑅!  ,  (3.72) 
A lf = 0.5 (see Figure 15) indicates the crossover point from CND to BND and, therefore, is the 
ideal readout frequency for hyperpolarized MRI in terms of the peak sensitivity of the RF coil, or 
maximum quality factor Q (82). Any further increases in the field strength Br leading to detection 
frequencies higher than this ideal frequency result in a loss of coil sensitivity and therefore 
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potentially the SNR, Eq. (3.70). Indeed, the only significant benefits of higher Br are a wider 
receiver bandwidth and decreased concomitant gradient effects (276). 
Operation at lower readout fields Br where the lf < 0.5 reduces the RF coil efficiency and 
potentially the SNR. In this CND-SNR regime, Figure 15, reaching the body noise limit is not 
attained owing to coil noise exceeding the other noise sources. Instead, the loss of energy to the 
elements of the RF receive coil (i.e. coil noise) degrades the SNR from the level of the intrinsic 
SNR (17) (i.e. the limit defined by the body noise, Figure 15), which is the upper limit of the 
achievable SNR (277). But reduction of the coil noise as by cooling can lead to a potential SNR 
gain commensurate with the difference between the CND-SNR and the ISNR limit. The potential 
gain is proportional to the ratio of the effective coil resistance RC and the sample resistance RS, or 𝑆𝑁𝑅!"#$   ∝ 𝑅! 𝑅! (272). 
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Figure 15. The increase of noise with frequency. Rf coil noise scaling with ωr1/2 and body noise 
scaling with ωr1/2B12 reach a crossover point at some arbitrary frequency contingent on the RF 
coil construction and the sample size, corresponding to a loading factor lf = 0.5. Below that 
point, coil noise dominates, and above body noise dominates. In the CND regime, the intrinsic 
SNR possible (i.e. the body noise limit) is not achieved owing to the greater coil noise, unless the 
coil noise is reduced. In the BND regime, increasing body noise simply reduces the SNR. 
 
An experimental method of determining the degree to which the SNR could potentially 
be improved if the coil noise was reduced to the level of the body noise (i.e. Eq. (3.68) holds) 
was provided by Kumar et al. (277). In their work Kumar et al. (277) defined the SNR in terms 
of a ratio of the squared signal and noise power given by the equation  
 SNRpower =
Vsignal2
Vnoise2
 , (3.73) 
where 𝑉!"#$%&!  was the signal power and the noise power had the equation  
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 Vnoise2 =Vnc2 +Vns2 = 4kTΔf RC + RS( )  . (3.74) 
From the definitions presented in Eqs. (3.73) and (3.74), a noise power ratio (NPR) was defined 
which is the ratio comparing the noise power with the coil noise included to the noise power 
without it. The NPR was expressed as  
 NPR = RS + RCRS
= QU QLQU QL −1
=
SNRpower unloaded( )
SNRpower loaded( )
 . (3.75) 
Kumar and co-workers noted that real coils are lossy owing to being made of conductors with 
finite conductivity. Their resistance is further increased due to: (i) the skin effect δ; (ii) their 
having an effective series resistance associated with the lumped capacitive and inductive 
elements in their loops; and (iii) there also being an effective series resistance of various 
connection points such as solder joints or RF connectors (277). From Eq. (3.75) the reduction in 
the voltage SNR (SNRV) was then defined as (277)  
 SNRV unloaded( )SNRV loaded( )
=
SNRpower unloaded( )
SNRpower loaded( )
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
1 2
= NPR  . (3.76) 
From this definition of the effect of the NPR on the SNR provided in Eq. (3.76), the SNR 
reduction owing to RF coil could then described in terms of a coil noise factor NFcoil as (277)  
 NFcoil =10 × log NPR( )  [dB] , (3.77) 
where a lossless RF coil would have a NFcoil = 0. Eqs. (3.75) and (3.77) provide utility similar to 
that obtained from measurement of the RF coil loading factor lf, Eq. (3.71), by allowing 
determination of the balance of the noise contributions towards the SNR of the MR experiment. 
For example, when NPR = 2.0, then QU/QL = 2.0 and NFcoil = 3 dB indicating that the RF coil 
noise and body noise are exactly 50%/50%, the optimum for detection of hyperpolarization. 
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Opportunities for improved hyperpolarized MR detection 
The introduction of the hyperpolarized nuclear spin state alters the landscape delineated 
traditionally by the low sensitivity of the NMR experiment due to the ‘The Three Evils’ of 
gamma, Eq. (3.14). The first Evil of gamma influencing the SNR of the MR experiment, or the 
normally minute nuclear spin polarization described by Boltzmann population statistics, can be 
redressed through creation of more effective instrumentation for producing spin states with near 
unity nuclear spin polarization. Due to the fact that this hyperpolarized nuclear spin polarization 
is produced ex situ of the magnetic field used for detection, the first Evil of gamma is therefore 
eliminated, yielding NMR sensitivity proportional to only the square of the remaining Evils, or 
γ2. Because the strength of the nuclear magnet (proportional to the gyromagnetic ratio γ) which 
gives rise to the magnetic flux detected is a given for a particular isotope, the second Evil of 
gamma is removed from consideration. The remaining Evil of the detected magnetic flux being 
proportional to the nuclear magnets’ precession frequency (i.e. the Larmor frequency, the 
product of the third gamma—the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus (1H, 13C, 129Xe, etc.) 
observed—and the static field strength) is therefore the primary variable to which to look for 
optimization of detection of the hyperpolarized nuclear spin state. 
The proportionality of the electromotive force of Faraday inductive detection in the MR 
experiment to the number of turns n in a RF coil presents a potential avenue for optimization of 
detection at low frequencies. In conjunction with Eq. (3.1) the net magnetization M0 of an 
ensemble of N spins as presented in Eq. (3.12) can be written in terms of the nuclear spin 
polarization P given by Eq. (3.7) as  
 M0 = µ ⋅P ⋅N  . (3.78) 
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After application of a radio frequency pulse to tip the magnetization 𝑀 = 𝑀! cos 𝜔!𝑡  into the 
plane of detection with a rate of precession given by the Larmor frequency 𝜔! = 𝛾𝐵!, the 
precessing net magnetization M induces an electromotive force in a detection coil with a 
magnitude of 𝜕Φ! 𝜕 𝑡 = 𝐴 ∙ 𝜕𝑀 𝜕 𝑡 = 𝐴𝑀!𝜔! for wire loops with total area A. Thus, by 
Eqs. (3.45) and (3.78) the magnitude of the induced emf in the detection coil should be 
proportional to	  	  
 ξ ∝ n ⋅ω0( ) ⋅µ ⋅P ⋅N ⋅A  . (3.79) 
In review of the literature, the induced emf in a solenoid coil has been derived by Abragam 
(Reference (13), p. 72) where its magnitude from Faraday’s law of induction was given as  
 ξ = 4πω0M0A  (3.80) 
for a total coil turn area 𝐴 = 1 4 𝜋𝑛𝑑!! for n turns of diameter dc (Reference (13), p. 71). As 
can be seen from above, Eq. (3.80) matches the proportionality terms in Eq. (3.79). In later work 
by Hoult and Richards in 1976, the emf induced by M was shown to be (247) 
 ξ = KB1VSω0M  , (3.81) 
where the RF field B1 is known from application of Biot-Savart law, Eq. (3.44), to be a function 
of the number of turns n, thereby leading to the same signal dependence (i.e. 𝑛 ∙ 𝜔!) indicated in 
Eqs. (3.79) and (3.80). Consequently, according to Eqs. (3.79) to (3.81) the detected signal for 
NMR should be unvarying to the extent the linear product of the number of turns n and the 
readout frequency ω0 eliminates the frequency-losses resulting from reduction in the static 
magnetic field strength. 
In addition to the magnitude of the induced emf, the detected signal voltage v for a 
solenoid coil depends on the quality Q of the coil. The linear relationship between the signal 
voltage and the Q (13, 245, 246) is defined in accord with the equation  
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 ν =Qξ  . (3.82) 
Thus, in order to maximize the NMR detection sensitivity, by Eq. (3.82) the RF coils should 
have to a first-order approximation as high of a quality factor Q as can be obtained. Since 𝑄 = 𝜔!𝐿/𝑅  (244, 246) and 𝐿 ∝ 𝑛!  (for a solenoid) whereas 𝑅 ∝ 𝑛  and provided the 
compensation factor 𝑛 ∙ 𝜔! successfully eliminates frequency-losses owing to reductions in the 
magnetic field strength, then Q should increase at lower frequencies because the increasing 
conductor lengths permit greater numbers of turns n.  
High-Q coils for maximum sensitivity are not a panacea, however, as the Q of the coil is 
related to radiation damping losses. In general, radiation damping losses arise from the fact that 
the current induced in the RF coil by the precessing net magnetization of magnitude M0 results in 
Joule heating, a loss of energy which is obtained from the energy of the nuclear magnetic energy. 
The result of this damping is a more rapid return of the net magnetization to its collinear 
alignment with the external magnetic field and corresponding worsening of the NMR spectra 
linewidth compared to the NMR experiment without its presence. Utilizing Eq. (3.80), a derived 
expression for the radiation damping constant 𝜏! for a solenoid coil was presented (Reference 
(13), p. 73) by Abragam as 
 τ R = 2πQγM0( )−1  , (3.83) 
which shows the relationship of the radiation damping time constant to the gyromagnetic ratio of 
the nucleus γ, the net magnetization M0, and the quality factor Q. When combined with Eq. 
(3.78), Eq. (3.83) indicates that both high-Q coils and high nuclear spin polarization P as found 
in hyperpolarized contrast agents can deleteriously diminish the NMR signal sensitivity. 
However, as mentioned earlier in Figure 14, in the BND-SNR regime 𝑄 ∝ 𝜔!!! and in the CND-
SNR regime 𝑄 ∝ 𝜔!! ! (82). Thus, albeit hyperpolarized nuclear spin states are being utilized in 
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the low frequency regime being investigated in this work the presence of radiation damping is 
not anticipated to present a significant difficulty as Q factors are anticipated in the regime of Q < 
100 for B0 = 0.0475 T. 
 
Motivation for the Specific Aims 
In view of the above discussion, instrumentation for production of 129Xe 
hyperpolarization can operate in either of two modes: (i) continuous-flow mode with low xenon 
gas density or (ii) stopped-flow (a.k.a. batch) mode with high xenon gas density. Much progress 
has been made over the years towards improved production of hyperpolarized 129Xe (65, 211, 
213, 218-220, 225, 226, 278-280). The viability of clinical-scale, automated production of 129Xe 
hyperpolarization has been proven with the commercial hyperpolarizer available for lease from 
Xēmed LLC. However, a clinical-scale 129Xe hyperpolarizer utilizing batch-mode production and 
high Xe densities does not exist. Additionally, the limits of the interplay between production 
rates, xenon gas density, and hyperpolarization levels are little explored for batch-mode, clinical-
scale hyperpolarizers. Besides these unknowns for optimal production of hyperpolarized contrast 
agent, batch-mode clinical 129Xe hyperpolarizers currently lack the necessary automation for 
clinical imaging research— an important step when going from ‘proof of principle’ on the lab 
bench to regular use of the instrumentation for other research. Potential advantages of 
automation are: (i) increased device safety by minimizing opportunities for human error, (ii) 
increased work-flow/production rates, and (iii) reduced costs by requiring less expertise for 
operation of the hyperpolarizer. Of the three commercial 129Xe hyperpolarizers available, none 
operate automatically in batch-mode with high Xe polarization levels of high density Xe. 
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Consequently, such automation for clinical batch-mode production of hyperpolarized 129Xe will 
be developed. 
While existing PHIP hyperpolarizer designs are fully automated, those to date have 
lacked the in situ detection capability necessary to ease optimization of polarization yields and to 
enable quality assurance before transfer of the hyperpolarized contrast agent. Adding in situ 
detection to the described electromagnet-based hyperpolarizers to assess polarization levels is 
trivial, and water referencing of the hyperpolarized signal at the same frequency (202) by simply 
lowering the B0 field strength can be done as it was for 129Xe hyperpolarizers. Furthermore, in 
situ detection for the hyperpolarized signal reference sample in a magnet where the B0 field 
strength cannot be changed (either directly to enable proton referencing at the same resonant 
frequency or indirectly with a reference sample prepolarized at a different but known field 
strength) can be done. However, improvement of RF coil detection sensitivity to a sufficiently 
high level to allow direct thermal sample referencing without large quantities (on the order of 
moles) of expensively labeled material is a feasible alternative that has not been previously 
explored. Development of these RF coils would be advantageous to PHIP hyperpolarizers using 
permanent magnets as such a RF coil is anticipated to considerably reduce the required quantities 
of labeled material for referencing. 
For pre-clinical hyperpolarized MRI, the balance point between BND-SNR and CND-
SNR is anticipated to lie at low frequencies at or below the previously described BND thresholds 
for small sample sizes (i.e. < 5 MHz). Since the low B0 field magnet available operates at 2 MHz 
proton resonance frequency, CND-SNR conditions are expected to obtain for a coil operated at 
approximately room temperature (i.e. 35 °C) rather than the low detection frequency limit of 
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BND-SNR. Nevertheless, for the anticipated conditions, pre-clinical imaging coils optimized for 
sensitivity will be developed and their performance characterized in a low-field imaging system. 
With production of high levels of hyperpolarization by PHIP and SEOP hyperpolarizers 
aided by automation and in situ optimization of the polarization conditions, and the sensitivity of 
the hyperpolarization maximized for detection at low magnetic fields, one of the remaining issue 
to address is transfer of polarization between devices. Specifically, hyperpolarized contrast 
agents must be shuttled from the hyperpolarizer to the imaging system with minimal losses of the 
hyperpolarized nuclear spin state in order to have maximum detection sensitivity for molecular 
imaging in vivo. The transfer process should occur with minimal elapsed time given the 
temporary nature of the hyperpolarized state. Given dependence of the hyperpolarized state’s 
longitudinal relaxation rate T1 to the external magnetic field, magnetic transfer rather than Earth 
field with potential zero-crossings would appear to be in order. Such a transfer system will be 
devised and the influence of transfer on the hyperpolarized agent’s polarization quantified. Such 
quantification will also allow determination of the limits of detection of the devised low field 
MRI system on the basis of imaging. 
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CHAPTER IV 
“Is there, I ask, can there be, a more interesting study than that of alternating currents.” 
Nikola Tesla, (Life Fellow, and 1892 Vice President of the AIEE) 
SPECIFIC AIM 1: DEVELOP LOW-FIELD RF COILS FOR SENSITIVE 
SPECTROSCOPY IN PHIP HYPERPOLARIZERS, AND SEOP HYPERPOLARIZER 
AUTOMATION TO ASSIST IN CONTRAST AGENT PRODUCTION 
 
In preliminary work investigating radiofrequency coils for PHIP hyperpolarizers (281), a 
dual-tuned saddle coil (1H at 2.02 MHz, 13C at 0.508 MHz) was used for detection in a Halbach 
array permanent magnet. The RF probe sensitivity proved sufficient for in situ detection of 13C 
Boltzmann thermal polarization from 0.35 moles of sodium 1-13C-acetate at 0.0475 T and 
permitted direct referencing of the achieved 13C hyperpolarization for quality assurance and 
polarization transfer optimization, representing a significant advance over prior PHIP 
hyperpolarizers (235, 237). However, two factors for the achieved sensitivity suggested further 
improvements. First, the dual-tuning and matching of the RF circuit was achieved with 
additional inductors which represent sources of energy losses, additional noise sources, and 
potential limitations (e.g. a reduction of the overall quality factor Q or the maximum usable 
circuit inductance) of the RF network performance. Second, in this dual-tuned configuration the 
proton resonance frequency defined the limit on the maximum RF coil inductance and hence use 
of RF coil conductor length (wavelength limited by λ1H/10) to form turns inducing signal (by Eq. 
(3.79)). This limit resulted in the carbon-13 channel having a sub-optimal performance due to 
fewer number of turns (in accord with L1H) compared to the maximum number of turns allowed 
by the larger inductance possible for the 13C resonance frequency, or 𝐿!"! = 𝛾!! 𝛾!"! ∙ 𝐿!!, 
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with its associated RF coil conductor length λ13C/10, where λ13C ~ 4×λ1H. Moreover, the RF coil 
utilized a double-saddle design, which is well known (247) to be several times worse compared 
to solenoidal RF coil geometry. Owing to these two factors, the 13C RF probe sensitivity was 
significantly reduced. 
Further proof-of-principle work on RF probes for PHIP hyperpolarizers (Manuscript 1) 
addressed the afore-mentioned two concerns with RF probe sensitivity by changing from the 
dual-tuned circuit to a configuration with two RF circuits (1H and X where X = 13C, 15N, etc.) 
individually optimized to their respective detection frequencies by using the maximum coil 
inductance commensurate with the resonance frequency. The resulting improvement in the RF 
probe sensitivity can be determined from Figure 4a in Reference (281) compared to Figure 5b in 
Reference (282). In this comparison, the several-fold SNR improvement is the product of the 
ratios of the amounts of material, the number of scans, and the signal ratios (as noise was nearly 
identical), or 350 170 ∙ 256 64 ∙ 16 9.50 ≈ 7. As can be seen almost an order of 
magnitude was achieved in the improved SNR in relation to the earlier dual-tuned RF circuit. An 
additional benefit of the more efficient RF probe included reduction of the power for RF 
polarization transfer pulses to sub-watt levels readily achieved by small, inexpensive amplifiers. 
Studies performed in the work for Manuscript 1 with a sodium 1-13C-acetate phantom 
yielded another important result. A sodium 1-13C-acetate sample detected at 0.0475 T was found 
to have 13C signal intensity similar to that provided by the same sample detected at 4.7 T with a 
pre-clinical Doty coil. Such a measurement validated the conjecture raised by Eq. (3.79) that the 
loss of signal voltage from reduction of the resonance frequency owing to detection at low 
magnetic field strengths can be compensated by the turn argument (i.e. 𝑛 ∙ 𝜔!) of Faraday 
inductive detection. In particular, the detected signal for NMR is unvarying to the extent the 
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linear product of the number of turns n and the readout frequency ω0 eliminates the frequency-
losses resulting from reduction in the static magnetic field strength. This signal comparison result 
indicated that low-field MR sensitivity of hyperpolarized contrast agents can be comparable to 
that of high field on the basis of the level of signal but neglecting the noise. 
 
Manuscript 1 – A large volume double channel 1H-X RF probe for hyperpolarized 
magnetic resonance at 0.0475 T 
 
Reprinted from the Journal of Magnetic Resonance, 220, Aaron M. Coffey, Roman V. Shchepin, 
Ken Wilkens, Kevin W. Waddell, Eduard Y. Chekmenev, A large volume double channel 1H-X 
RF probe for hyperpolarized magnetic resonance at 0.0475 T, 94–101, Copyright 2012, with 
permission from Elsevier. 
 
 
Abstract 
In this work we describe a large volume 340 mL 1H-X magnetic resonance (MR) probe 
for studies of hyperpolarized compounds at 0.0475 T. 1H/13C and 1H/15N probe configurations 
are demonstrated with the potential for extension to 1H/129Xe. The primary applications of this 
probe are preparation and quality assurance of 13C and 15N hyperpolarized contrast agents using 
PASADENA (parahydrogen and synthesis allow dramatically enhanced nuclear alignment) and 
other parahydrogen-based methods of hyperpolarization. The probe is efficient and permits 62 µs 
13C excitation pulses at 5.3 W, making it suitable for portable operation. The sensitivity and 
Highlights 
§ 340 mL 1H-X probe is developed for NMR of hyperpolarized compounds at 0.0475 T. 
§ 1H/13C and 1H/15N configurations and 20% PHIP hyperpolarization are demonstrated. 
§ The probe permits 62 µs excitation 13C pulses at 5.3 W suitable for portable operation. 
§ 13C sensitivity is compared with a commercial RF probe operating at 4.7 T. 
§ Low field hyperpolarized MR can be as sensitive as high field detection. 
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detection limits of this probe, tuned to 13C, are compared with a commercial radio frequency 
(RF) coil operating at 4.7 T. We demonstrate that low field MR of hyperpolarized contrast agents 
could be as sensitive as conventional high field detection and outline potential improvements and 
optimization of the probe design for preclinical in vivo MRI. PASADENA application of this 
low-power probe is exemplified with 13C hyperpolarized 2-hydroxyethyl propionate-1-13C,2,3,3-
d3. 
 
Introduction 
We have recently demonstrated in situ detection of parahydrogen induced polarization 
(PHIP) using Parahydrogen And Synthesis Allow Dramatically Enhanced Nuclear Alignment 
(PASADENA) (123, 124) in a 0.0475 T permanent magnet equipped with a 60 mL reactor inside 
a dual resonance NMR circuit (193, 281). In situ detection facilitates quality assurance (QA) of 
PHIP experiments in general (281) and is useful for identifying optimal preparation parameters 
in studies of new hyperpolarized contrast agents (193). In this work we present a significant 
improvement of the RF circuit performance by dividing it into two separate channels 1H and X 
with individual transmit–receive coils. This separation allows for improved MR sensitivity on 
the X channel, which is essential for in situ detection of small quantities of hyperpolarized 
contrast agents. 
Low resonance frequencies offer some unique opportunities for RF coil design, because 
the long conductors can be used to make multi-turn inductors. These conductor lengths are 
possible due to the long wavelengths at low frequencies (283). For example, λ/10 = 60 m at 
0.5 MHz corresponding to the 13C resonant frequency at 0.0475 T. Moreover, the signal voltage 
detected by NMR (247, 284), or electromotive force (Emf) arising from Faraday’s law of 
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induction, is linearly proportional to the number of turns (N) and the change of magnetic flux ΦB 
through a single loop, or |Emf|=N·|ΔΦB/Δt|=N·S·|ΔB/Δt|, where S is surface area through which 
the magnetic field B passes. Moreover, it can also be expressed as |Emf|∝N·ω0·P·μ, where ω0 is 
the resonant frequency, P is the nuclear spin polarization, and μ is the magnetic moment of 
nuclear spin. Using multi-turn inductors in high field MR faces the primary limitations of (i) 
conductor length limitations according to λ/10 wavelength, (ii) parasitic effects related to eddy 
currents, (iii) self resonance frequency and (iv) dielectric losses associated with the conservative 
electric field EC which is linearly proportional to the number of turns and the magnetic field, 
EC∝N×B0 (264). The latter was discussed in detail by Gor’kov and Brey in work on low-E 
resonators (264, 265). In view of these constraints it proves advantageous to use single turn 
inductors for high field in vivo and ultra-high field in vitro work. On the other hand, all of the 
above limitations except for inductor self-resonance strongly correlate with field strength, scaling 
either linearly or with significant reduction with respect to the resonant frequency ω0. It follows 
that the reduction in Emf due to ω0, can be offset by increasing the number of turns in the 
detection MR coil. As a result of this compensation, low frequency RF coils can potentially 
approach the sensitivity of high field ones to the extent that the product N·ω0 can be maintained 
nearly constant. 
Low magnetic field MR and Earth field MR is an active and promising area of research 
(285-290). While the above basic principle to attain high sensitivity at low field is promising, 
there are a few challenges related to low field MR. First, the low chemical shift dispersion in 
units of Hz limits the majority of applications that are otherwise available in the high field 
regime. Second, the above argument does not take into account the noise and as a result signal-
to-noise (SNR). Most important, however, the dominant penalty relates to intrinsic nuclear spin 
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polarization P, which also scales linearly with applied magnetic field. As a result of this 
diminished magnetic flux, conventional low field MR is doomed to have significantly lower 
sensitivity based on the Emf argument described here. 
However, emerging hyperpolarized technologies allow for preparation of nuclear spin 
states, when polarization levels become extrinsic to the static B0 field. Specifically, if 
hyperpolarized spin states are detected, their nuclear spin polarization is independent of the 
applied magnetic field and their resonance frequency ω0. Therefore, the magnetic field B is 
approximately field independent and the induced Emf with multi-turn resonators using low B0 
field should provide a sensitive means for MR detection of hyperpolarized compounds. This 
approach is demonstrated here for 13C and 15N at 0.0475 T and compared to high field 13C 
detection at 4.7 T. Limitations and potential improvements are discussed and low field MR of 
hyperpolarized contrast agents compared to conventional detection at high field. 
Although the noise consideration is necessary for a complete understanding of SNR, this 
is outside the scope of this work. We only point out that dielectric losses dominate MR noise for 
high field in vivo MRI of conductive Boltzmann polarized samples and that SNR∝ω, while the 
scaling rule applicable to non-conductive Boltzmann polarized samples in low field MR is 
SNR∝ω7/4 (267). In view of this there could be additional RF benefits for low field detection of 
hyperpolarized compounds. Moreover, there could be a SNR maximum at a particular resonant 
frequency for a specific coil geometry, subject size and properties (291). 
13C and 15N hyperpolarized compounds can be prepared by various processes such as 
Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) (50) and PHIP. One of their most promising applications is 
their use as contrast agents to interrogate metabolism on second and minute time scales in living 
organisms. There are several key advantages of these contrast agents– they are non-radioactive, 
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allow for sub-second imaging speed (292), exhibit fast uptake which translates to a short wait 
time, and their rapid clearance potentially enables same-day follow-up scan(s) (293). Other 
benefits of hyperpolarized MRI contrast agents include relatively low toxicity and many are 
already approved for use in their non-hyperpolarized form. 
Despite clear advantages to hyperpolarized MRI, clinical implementation of this 
advanced technology hinges on two critical developments in the field: the ability to produce 
short-lived contrast agents on site and the capacity to perform efficient MRI of these agents 
(178). Low field heteronuclear MRI using the antennas presented here may provide significant 
advantages for detection of hyperpolarized contrast agents in animals and humans due to MRI 
scanner cost reduction and increased patient safety due to low specific absorption rate (SAR). 
Moreover, negligible magnetic field susceptibility using fields below 0.05 T may eliminate time-
consuming magnetic field shimming for MRI exams providing a unique possibility to 
accomplish the entire imaging examination in less than a second. In addition, it could be possible 
to devise highly portable low field imaging devices or/and MRI scanners compatible with other 
imaging modalities such as Computed Tomography (CT). 
 
Methods 
2.1 RF circuit 
Because the low magnetic field is generated by a permanent magnet configured in a 
Halbach array with B0 = 0.0475 T (Magritek, Wellington, New Zealand) used herein, it is 
possible to align B0 perpendicular to the magnet bore thereby allowing for using large volume, 
multi-turn solenoid RF coils to maximize NMR sensitivity (Figure 16). The second channel’s RF 
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coil is implemented using a multi-turn dual saddle shaped coil for the 1H channel. The B1 
alternating fields of the two RF coils are orthogonal to B0 and additionally to each other for RF 
isolation (Figure 16). 
 
 
Figure 16. Alignment of RF coils, magnetic field and magnet bore. 
 
A dual channel NMR probe has two separate RF coils with two independent tuning and 
matching circuits. The maximum length of wire was adjusted so as to enable the inductor self-
resonance frequency to be higher than the Larmor frequency for each RF coil. The RF circuit 
shown in Figure 17A consists of two single channel circuits sharing a ground with capacitors for 
achieving suitable tuning range and impedance matching for 1H and X channels (X = 13C or 15N). 
The NMR probe frequencies of interest are 2.02 MHz (1H), 0.508 MHz (13C), and 0.205 MHz 
(15N) at B0 = 0.0475 T. The 1H circuit consists of an outer 70 mm × 130 mm (I.D. × length) 
Helmholtz saddle coil. The second X channel coil is a 50 mm × 170 mm (I.D. × length) single 
layer solenoid closely fitted to the high-pressure reactor used for molecular addition of 
parahydrogen to unsaturated molecular precursors. The RF circuit tuning and matching networks 
B1(X-coil) X
Magnet Bore X
B0 Z
B1(1H-coil) Y
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were constructed from fixed C22CF series capacitors (Dielectric Laboratories, Cazenovia, NY) 
used in parallel with variable capacitors (model NMTM120C, Voltronics, Denville, NJ). The 
capacitor component values are given in Table 3. Switching from 13C frequency to 15N operation 
is achieved by adding fixed capacitors to the tune and match. Air core inductors were wound 
from 20 AWG magnet wire to form both RF coils. Inductances were measured with an Agilent 
E5071C network analyzer. The 16 turn (8 on each side) Helmholtz saddle coil and 206 turn 
solenoid produced LH = 40 µH and LX = 550 µH, respectively (see Figure 17C). The solenoid 
wire length was 34 m, which is below λ/10 at 13C and 15N Larmor frequencies. 
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Figure 17. NMR Probe RF Circuit. (A) The RF design consists of two single channel circuits 
with common ground tuned for 1H at the high frequency and 13C/15N at the low frequency. (B) 
Frequency sweep response showing 1H circuit resonating at 2.02 MHz, 13C at 0.508 MHz, and 
15N at 0.205 MHz. (C) The NMR probe design. 
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Table 3. RF circuit component values and performance parameters. 
Channel Capacitor Values (pF) Inductor Value (µH) τ90° / Power B1 (kHz) / Power 
1H 
CTH 0-120 variable 
LH 40 86 µs / 5.3 W 2.9 kHz / 5.3 W 
CMH 0-20 variable + 68 fixed 
13C 
CXT 0-120 variable 
LX 550 
62 µs / 5.3 W 4.0 kHz / 5.3 W 
CXM 0-120 variable + 56 fixed 
15N 
CXT 0-120 variable + 940 fixed 
73 µs / 10.5 W 3.4 kHz / 10.5 W 
CXM 0-120 variable + 384 fixed 
 
2.2 RF pulse calibration 
RF pulse width was calibrated using two different methods: complete nutation curve by 
incrementing pulse width or in the case when Boltzmann polarization was too low to yield 
sufficient SNR, the sample was pre-polarized using a high field magnet (286) and single scan 
spectra were used to determine τ90° and τ180°. Pre-polarization of phantoms at high field (4.7 T 
and 7 T) enhances nuclear spin polarization by 100 fold or more compared to that at 0.0475 T. 
As a result, the detected signal at 0.0475 T from such pre-polarized phantoms can be increased 
by 100+ fold (286) to allow for single scan sensitivity. Because NMR SNR scales with the 
square root of the number of signal averages, it would therefore take 10,000 averages to achieve 
the same sensitivity. This is impractical with repletion times in excess of two minutes for 13C and 
15N. For example, the Boltzmann thermal equilibrium 13C polarization is P = 6.04 × 10−6 at 7 T 
and 298 K and it decays to P ∼ 4 × 10−6 during 7-s long sample transfer from 7 T magnet into a 
0.0475 T magnet according to spin lattice relaxation time 13C T1 of in sodium 1-13C-acetate, see 
below. This is in quantitative agreement with our experimental observations that externally 
induced 4.06 × 10−6 polarization is ∼100 fold greater than Boltzmann 13C polarization 
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P = 4.06 × 10−8 at 0.0475 T. The high SNR allows accurate determination of τ90° to within 1 µs 
corresponding to <2% angular error. When a 90° excitation pulse is used the first scan results in 
maximum signal intensity, while the successive scan acquired within a few seconds after the first 
one (T1 >> TR), yields nearly zero signal intensity. When a 180° excitation pulse is used, almost 
no signal is detected. Because B0 susceptibility and B1 homogeneity are essentially independent 
of the sample load at such low field, once RF pulses are calibrated, the calibrated τ90° values were 
used for all other samples and MR experiments. 
An automated routine supplied by the Kea2 spectrometer manufacturer (Magritek, 
Wellington, New Zealand) was used for RF pulse length calibration, which increments pulse 
duration at constant power. A 1H nutation curve was recorded using a 24 mL spherical phantom 
of deionized H2O with 5 mM CuSO4 (T1 < 0.1 s). A 60 mL spherical phantom containing 14 g of 
sodium 1-13C-acetate in 56 g 99.8% D2O was used for 13C pulse calibrations and as a reference 
13C signal for estimating % polarization (see Results). INEPT (Insensitive Nuclei are Enhanced 
by Polarization Transfer) (294) was therefore used to transfer the magnetization from more 
polarized methyl protons to 13C in the 1-13C-acetate phantom, increasing 13C polarization by ∼3.5-fold and significantly decreasing repetition time (TR) from 200 s to 10 s. Generating 
automated nutation curves with INEPT allowed for overnight 13C pulse calibrations. A 48 mL 
spherical phantom with 12 g of 15NH4Cl in 99.8% D2O was used for 15N RF pulse calibrations. 
 
2.3 NMR spectroscopy 
All NMR spectra were recorded with a 10 kHz spectral width. For experiments at 
0.0475 T, the spectra were recorded with 102.4 ms acquisition time and 1024 sample points. For 
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13C experiments at 4.7 T, a triple resonance 1H/13C/15N RF coil (Doty Scientific, SC) was used 
with a 0.5 s acquisition time and 10 kHz spectra width. 
 
2.4 13C longitudinal relaxation time T1 of sodium 1-13C-acetate phantom 
1-13C T1 of the sodium 1-13C-acetate in 99.8% D2O phantom at Earth’s field (∼ 50 µT) 
and 0.0475 T were measured by pre-polarizing the phantom at B  0 = 3 T for 5 min before 
acquisition at B0 = 0.0475 T with τ90°. Once the 13C sample is removed from 3 T magnetic field, 
it is exposed to Earth field during its transfer to 0.0475 T for MR signal detection. The transfer 
time was incremented for Earth field 13C T1 measurements and maintained constant (20 ± 1 s) for 
0.0475 T 13C T1 measurements. 13C T1 was measured by fitting an exponential signal decay as a 
function of incremented 13C sample exposure to Earth (T1 = 18.5 ± 0.8 s) and 0.0475 T 
(T1 = 50.0 ± 2.6 s) fields respectively, (Figure 19). These values were used for TR settings for 
13C direct detection of this 13C reference phantom and for estimating polarization losses during 
sample transfer between high field (4.7 T) and low field (0.0475 T). 
 
2.5 B0 homogeneity 
There are many low field magnet options currently available from several manufacturers 
including Bruker (Aspect Desktop MRI), MRTechnology (0.3 T MRI), Time-Medical (0.2 T and 
0.35 T MRI) offering improved magnetic field homogeneity versus our 0.0475 T Halbach 
magnet. The 0.0475 T permanent magnet was manually shimmed with small 1/4″ diameter × 
1/16″ thick neodymium magnets (D41-N52, K&J Magnetics, Jamison, PA) to improve magnetic 
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field homogeneity. Placement was adjusted to minimize linewidth (FWHM). The 1H FWHM of 
the 24 mL water phantom was approximately 20 Hz, or about 10 ppm after shimming (Figure 
18A). The Halbach array magnet was temperature stabilized at 35 °C to prevent any time-
dependent B0 field drift. 
 
 
Figure 18. NMR spectroscopy at 0.0475 T. (A) Single scan 1H spectrum of aqueous 5 mM 
CuSO4 24 mL. (B) Single scan 13C NMR spectrum of 42 mL of 3 M solution (0.13 mol or 11 g) 
sodium 1-13C-acetate solution in 99.8% D2O acquired after sample pre-polarization at 4.7 T and ∼7 s long transfer at Earth field. (C) Single scan 15N NMR spectrum of 48 mL of 4.6 M 
(0.22 mol or 12 g) of 15NH4Cl in 99.8% D2O after sample pre-polarization at 7 T and ∼7 s long 
transfer at Earth field. All spectra are acquired with a 90° excitation RF pulse. 
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Figure 19. 13C T1 measurements for sodium 1-13C-acetate in 99.8% D2O (A) at Earth field of ∼50 µT yielding 13C T1 = 18.5 ± 0.8 s, and (B) at B0 = 0.0475 T yielding 13C T1 = 50.0 ± 2.6 s. 
 
Results 
3.1 B1 
The probe RF circuit frequency responses for 1H, 13C, and 15N are shown in Figure 17B. 
The quality factors of the RF circuits measured via Agilent E5071C network analyzer were 
Q = 38 for 1H, Q  = 80 for 13C, and Q = 67 for 15N. RF square pulse calibration yielded 1H τ90° = 
y = 1.450•exp(-x/18.5) 
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86 µs (5.3 W) at 2.02 MHz, 13C τ90° = 62 µs (5.3 W) at 0.508 MHz, and 15N τ90° = 73 µs (10.5 W) 
at 0.205 MHz. Precise values of B0 and 13C and 15N resonant frequencies were calculated from 
the experimentally measured proton frequency, scaled in accord to gyromagnetic ratios. The 
summary of τ90° and corresponding B1 is provided in Table 3. Figure 18A shows a representative 
1H spectrum acquired with 90° excitation pulse. The spectra shown in Figure 18B and C were 
acquired with a τ90° excitation pulse using pre-polarization at 4.7 T and 7 T for 13C and 15N 
respectively and ∼7 s sample transfer time from high to low field. 
 
3.2 Parahydrogen induced polarization (PHIP) using PASADENA effect 
HEP (2-hydroxyethyl propionate-1-13C,2,3,3-d3) was hyperpolarized with PASADENA 
(123, 124) by catalytic hydrogenation of HEA (2-hydroxyethyl acrylate-1-13C,2,3,3-d3, 676071, 
Sigma–Aldrich-Isotec, Miamisburg, OH) using up to 97% enriched parahydrogen produced by 
an in-house semi-automated parahydrogen generator (116). Experimental polarization 
procedures were similar to those previously described (281) except that deionized water was 
used instead of 99.8% D2O as a solvent. Figure 20B and C respectively demonstrate direct 
detection of the 13C Boltzmann signal of a reference sample and in situ detection of 13C 
hyperpolarized HEP. The signal with a 13C SNR ∼ 2300 and FWHM = 26 Hz is recorded from 
15 micromoles (<2 mg) of HEP with 20% polarization corresponding to signal and polarization 
enhancement ε ∼ 5,000,000 (Figure 20C). 
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Figure 20. PHIP hyperpolarization of HEP. (A) Conversion of HEA to HEP via molecular 
addition of parahydrogen in the PHIP process leading to hyperpolarization of the 1-13C carbon 
(red). (B) 13C spectroscopy of a 60 mL of 2.8 M 13C reference sample containing 0.17 mol or 
14 g of sodium 1-13C-acetate using Boltzmann polarization and 64 averages. (C) Single 
acquisition spectrum of 15 micromoles (<2 mg) of hyperpolarized HEP contrast agent with 20% 
polarization or enhancement ε ∼5,000,000 at 0.0475 T. (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
 
The level of 13C hyperpolarization was also measured as function of 1H continuous wave 
decoupling power level in the Goldman PHIP polarization transfer sequence (231) to investigate 
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the lower limit of RF power necessary to perform efficient PHIP and produce hyperpolarized 
agents. A significant reduction of 1H decoupling power leads to a modest decrease in 13C 
hyperpolarization (Figure 21A). This is possible due to relatively good magnet B0 and B1 
homogeneity that allows efficient RF excitation even at relatively very low power level. For 
example, the polarization level at 0.33 W is 86% of the maximum observed level at 10.5 W in 
these experiments. However, the polarization level at 0.08 W is only 66% of maximum value, 
which represent a significant hyperpolarization loss. 
 
 
Figure 21. Dependence of 13C hyperpolarized signal on RF excitation pulse power. (A) Effect of 
1H decoupling power on 13C hyperpolarized signal (arbitrary units) of HEP using 10.5 W power 
for RF transfer pulses. (B) 13C hyperpolarized signal (arbitrary units) of HEP dependence on 
power level of PHIP RF pulses where power of all RF pulses is incremented. 
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In a separate experimental series, the power level of decoupling and all 13C and 1H RF 
pulses of PHIP polarization transfer sequence was varied at the same time (Figure 21B). 
Hyperpolarization levels at 0.66 W and 0.33 W decreased to 92% and 90.5% respectively 
compared to hyperpolarization obtained with 10.5 W RF power. 
 
3.3 MR sensitivity at high and low field under conditions of constant nuclear spin polarization 
The 13C RF probe sensitivity was compared to that of a commercial 4.7 T small-animal 
RF coil with smaller volume. The 4.7 T equipment consisted of a Varian 4.7 T scanner and a 
38 mm I.D. triple resonance RF volume coil from Doty Scientific, SC. The RF coils have similar 
diameter, but the 0.0475 T solenoid coil is ∼2 times longer. The spherical phantom used for both 
instruments consisted of 1.0 g of sodium 1-13C-acetate dissolved in 2.8 mL 99.8% D2O. 
Equilibrium Boltzmann 13C polarization at 298 K of P = 4.06 × 10−6 at 4.7 T and 13C 
P = 6.04 × 10−6 at 7 T was achieved by phantom polarization for at least 5∗T1. Equilibrium 
polarization P = 4.06 × 10−6 was used for 13C signal detection with τ90° on the 4.7 T Varian MRI 
scanner. The 13C phantom with 13C P = 6.04 × 10−6 achieved at 7 T was transferred to the 
0.0475 T low field system and 13C signal was detected with τ90°. The sample transfer time of 
approximately 7 s delay resulted in 13C polarization decay (13C T1 = 18.5 s at Earth field) from 
6.04 × 10−6 to ∼4.0 × 10−6. The latter value is within a few percent of the 4.7 T Boltzmann 
equilibrium level of 4.06 × 10−6. Therefore, the 13C phantom had nearly identical 13C nuclear 
spin polarization when detected on 4.7 T and 0.0475 T MR systems simulating the conditions of 
the magnetic field independent hyperpolarized state. The 4.7 T RF volume coil yielded a SNR of 
120 with a FWHM of 6 Hz (Figure 22). The 13C solenoid coil of the 0.0475 T H-X probe 
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achieved an SNR of 28 with a FWHM of 25 Hz (Figure 22). Therefore, the sensitivity of the two 
coils measured as a product of FWHM and SNR is approximately the same. We note that 
FWHM of the 13C resonance in Figure 22B is considerably narrower than that in Figure 18B due 
to significantly smaller sample volume and significantly reduced effects of magnetic field 
inhomogeneity. 
 
 
Figure 22. Sensitivity comparison at high and low field. 13C spectroscopy of 2.8 mL of 4.3 M 
(0.012 mol or 1.0 g) of sodium 1-13C-acetate solution in 99.8% D2O at (A) 4.7 T with SNR = 120 
using multinuclear RF coil (Doty Scientific, SC) and at (B) 0.0475 T with SNR = 30 using the 
H–X RF coil for acquisition ∼7 s after pre-polarization at 7 T to render 13C polarization 
equivalent to Boltzmann polarization at 4.7 T. Both spectra used spectral width = 10 kHz, no line 
broadening and other similar acquisition parameters. 
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Discussion 
A dual channel 0.0475 T PHIP H–X RF probe provides sufficient sensitivity to enable 
direct 13C detection and excitation using Boltzmann polarized and hyperpolarized samples at 
508 kHz. Direct 15N detection at 205 kHz is somewhat less sensitive and sample pre-polarization 
at high field is required. The ability for direct low field NMR detection allows for an external 
calibration standard with known concentration, MR signal, and polarization. Direct calculation of 
polarization provides greater accuracy for quality assurance of hyperpolarization with such a 
reference standard. This convenient detection of 13C polarization levels in situ does not require 
the use of external high field NMR systems for polarizer calibrations or quality assurance of 
hyperpolarization compared to early polarizer designs (235, 236). The estimated limit of 
detection of 13C hyperpolarization for this RF probe is 1 micromole with 1% polarization in the 
340 mL solenoid coil yielding a SNR >8. Improving B0 homogeneity and improving the RF 
circuit efficiency, which was outside the scope of this work, could further decrease this detection 
limit by as much as an order of magnitude. 
13C spectroscopy with the sodium 1-13C-acetate phantom at 0.0475 T also enabled 
measurements of 13C T1 of the 1-13C site in sodium acetate in low magnetic fields. It was found 
that T1 = 18.5 ± 0.8 s at ∼50 µT (Earth field) and T1 = 50.0 ± 2.6 s at 0.0475 T. Both values are 
significantly lower than the high field value for this phantom, 13C T1 = 70 s at 4.7 T (data not 
shown). This is in contrast with hyperpolarized HEP in H2O, which has a significantly greater 1-
13C T1 of 101 s at 0.0475 T (281) compared to 50 s at 4.7 T (236). The magnetic field 
dependence of 1-13C T1 for acetate is different from the one for HEP. Hyperpolarized 1-13C-
pyruvate is a more advanced hyperpolarized contrast agent. It is also a carboxylic acid and 
therefore could exhibit a similar 1-13C T1 field trend. Therefore, the studies involving 
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hyperpolarized material of carboxylic acids should avoid exposure to low fields in order to 
extend polarization lifetimes and preserve in vitro hyperpolarization as long as possible. 
Achieving efficient hyperpolarization at sub-Watt RF power is very promising. The 
nominal cost is 10% reduction from the maximum observed polarization level at 10.5 W. The 
polarization losses at lower RF power are likely to be attributed to poorer excitation across the 
entire sample as B1 becomes comparable to frequency distribution across the sample due to B0 
inhomogeneity or B1 ∼ Δω0. The observed loss of polarization transfer efficiency is dominated 
more by losses associated with proton channel power level than with the 13C channel losses. This 
is not surprising as Δω0(1H) ∼ 4 × Δω0(13C). This problem in the low power regime can be 
mitigated through additional improvement of RF coil B1 efficiency and/or through the use of 
more homogeneous magnets. Nevertheless, using <0.5 W power for ∼10% hyperpolarization 
loss is a trade-off demonstrating the extent of possible device simplification due to reduced 
power requirements. Sub-watt RF amplifier used for PASADENA can be small and inexpensive, 
while increasing overall polarizer portability. Additionally, the entire polarizer setup can 
potentially be battery powered with use of a permanent B0 magnet. 
A relatively high sensitivity of low field detection of 13C hyperpolarization is promising 
similarly to that of hyperpolarized noble gas for in vivo applications (291, 295). While the low 
field SNR (Figure 22B) is ∼four times lower than the 4.7 T signal (Figure 22A), the effective 
line width due to worse B0 homogeneity is also ∼four times greater and therefore the two spectra 
have similar integrated intensities. Solenoids are inherently more sensitive than the Litz design 
(Doty Scientific, SC), but our goal was to compare ultimate sensitivity of this low field device 
with a typical commercially available high field system. The renaissance of hyperpolarized MR 
makes this question worthy of reconsideration as low field MR may have favorable in vivo 
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sensitivity. Although the induced Emf using field independent hyperpolarized magnetization is 
directly proportional to the resonant frequency ω0, which is ∼100 fold greater at 4.7 T compared 
to 0.0475 T, the low field 13C coil has ∼100 times greater turn density, largely compensating for 
the term N·ω0 according to Faraday’s law of induction (see Introduction). Thus, the similar 13C 
intensity detected from a simulated hyperpolarized state indicates that low field detection of 
hyperpolarized contrast agents can be of comparable sensitivity to that of high field. It should 
also be pointed out that low field MR sensitivity can be significantly improved by better magnet 
shimming and optimization/improving of RF coil sensitivity (work in progress in our laboratory), 
which is outside the scope of this work, but would be critical for in vivo applications. Additional 
sensitivity could also be gained from indirect proton detection of hyperpolarized contrast agents 
(296-298) for spectroscopic and imaging applications (299). 
The solenoid coil is a preliminary proof-of-principle design for primary use as a large 
volume RF coil for PHIP. Aiming for preclinical in vivo work with tumor bearing mice, the 
potential significant RF sensitivity improvements include: (i) decreasing RF coil volume by up to 
a factor of four leading to ∼2-fold SNR gain, (ii) optimization of RF coil quality factor Q by 
increasing the turn density, wire thickness, and coil balancing with SNR expected gain ∼2–5-
fold, and (iii) cryogenic cooling (77 K) of the RF coil and preamplifier (SNR gain expected ∼2–
4-fold) (267). The latter is technologically challenging for small animal imaging preclinical 
work, but perhaps would be more suitable for human imaging where additional SNR gain may be 
desired. 
One of the main challenges for low field metabolic imaging of hyperpolarized contrast 
agents is diminishing chemical shift dispersion. This is especially challenging in relatively 
inhomogeneous B0 field as the one used here. As a result, chemical shift phenomenon would be 
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very difficult to exploit as a source of contrast in Chemical Shift Imaging (CSI) between parent 
and daughter molecules such as injected hyperpolarized 1-13C-pyruvate and produced in vivo 1-
13C-lactate (300). However, other mechanisms such as J-couplings can be potentially used to 
resolve multiple metabolites. 
 
Conclusion 
The presented 0.0475 T H–X probe for production of hyperpolarized contrast agents by 
PHIP has high MR sensitivity similar to that of conventional high field detection. It would 
potentially enable several low field NMR capabilities including sub-second imaging of 13C and 
15N hyperpolarized contrast agents in vivo (work in progress in our laboratory). Direct in situ 
detection of low gamma nuclei permits precise, entirely self-contained pulse calibration of 
polarizing equipment producing 13C and 15N hyperpolarized contrast agents. The ability to 
quantify an external calibration standard with known concentration, MR signal, and polarization 
leads to better quality assurance of PHIP polarized contrast agents. Increased PHIP probe 
sensitivity and efficiency also enable PASADENA with sub-Watt RF power with ∼10% loss of 
maximum producible hyperpolarization. Further optimization of RF coils should enable the use 
of low cost, small size and ultra-portable RF amplifiers for PHIP using low field magnets. 
However, we note that improvement of B0 field homogeneity of low field magnets is at least as 
important as improving the RF coil performance (283). 
The performance of the 0.0475 T H–X probe demonstrates sensitivity comparable to that 
of a 38 mm Doty volume coil of a 4.7 T small animal MRI scanner with respect to 
hyperpolarized contrast agents. Therefore, low field RF coils can have detection sensitivity 
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similar to that of high field ones for hyperpolarized MR applications. Using multi-turn detection 
low field MR coils compensates signal losses arising from proportionality to detection 
frequency. These low field RF coils have vanishing restriction on the susceptibility concerns, 
specific absorption rate, and other limitations imposed by conventional high field MRI. 
However, the low limit of magnetic field and resonant detection frequency remains to be tested 
in the context of clinically sized RF coils. 
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Abstract 
The exquisite NMR spectral sensitivity and negligible reactivity of hyperpolarized xenon-
129 (HP129Xe) make it attractive for a number of magnetic resonance applications; moreover, 
HP129Xe embodies an alternative to rare and nonrenewable 3He. However, the ability to reliably 
and inexpensively produce large quantities of HP129Xe with sufficiently high 129Xe nuclear spin 
polarization (PXe) remains a significant challenge—particularly at high Xe densities. We present 
results from our “open-source” large-scale (∼1 L/h) 129Xe polarizer for clinical, preclinical, and 
materials NMR and MRI research. Automated and composed mostly of off-the-shelf 
components, this “hyperpolarizer” is designed to be readily implementable in other laboratories. 
The device runs with high resonant photon flux (up to 200 W at the Rb D1 line) in the xenon-rich 
regime (up to 1,800 torr Xe in 500 cc) in either single-batch or stopped-flow mode, negating in 
part the usual requirement of Xe cryocollection. Excellent agreement is observed among four 
Significance 
 
Lung diseases comprise the third leading cause of death in the United States and could benefit 
from new imaging modalities. “Hyperpolarized” xenon-129 can overcome the ordinarily weak 
MRI signals from low-density species in lung space or dissolved in tissue; however, clinical 
progress has been slowed by the difficulty in preparing large amounts of hyperpolarized 
xenon with high magnetization, as well as the cost and limited availability of xenon 
hyperpolarization devices. We describe a unique low-cost “open-source” xenon 
“hyperpolarizer,” characterize its ability to produce xenon-129 with high magnetization, and 
demonstrate its utility for human lung imaging. 
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independent methods used to measure spin polarization. In-cell PXe values of ∼90%, ∼57%, ∼50%, and ∼30% have been measured for Xe loadings of ∼300, ∼500, ∼760, and ∼1,570 torr, 
respectively. PXe values of ∼41% and ∼28% (with ∼760 and ∼1,545 torr Xe loadings) have been 
measured after transfer to Tedlar bags and transport to a clinical 3 T scanner for MR imaging, 
including demonstration of lung MRI with a healthy human subject. Long “in-bag” 129Xe 
polarization decay times have been measured (T1 ∼38 min and ∼5.9 h at ∼1.5 mT and 3 T, 
respectively)—more than sufficient for a variety of applications. 
 
Introduction 
Owing to the detection sensitivity provided by their high, nonequilibrium nuclear spin 
polarization, hyperpolarized (HP) noble gases (e.g., 129Xe and 3He) are used in a number of 
NMR/MRI applications (63). Human lung imaging (e.g., References (137, 138, 142, 143)) with 
HP129Xe is of particular interest. Moreover, xenon is soluble in blood (160), other tissues (157, 
158), and many biologically compatible liquids (166), and its proclivity for interacting with other 
substances and its wide chemical shift range make HP129Xe a sensitive NMR probe of molecular 
and material surfaces (63, 169-171). In many applications, HP129Xe can replace 3He, and the 
relative abundance of 129Xe can greatly reduce the impact of the worldwide 3He shortage (10) in 
these instances. Despite considerable progress (65, 211, 213, 218-220, 226, 278, 279), a major 
obstacle toward implementing HP129Xe for clinical imaging has been the ability to reliably and 
inexpensively produce large quantities of HP129Xe with high polarization (PXe).† HP129Xe is 
usually created via spin-exchange optical pumping (SEOP) (62), whereby the unpaired electronic 
                                                
† For spin-1/2 particles, polarization is defined as follows: P = (Nα − Nβ)/(Nα+Nβ), where Nα and Nβ refer to the 
numbers of spins in the α (mS,I = +1/2) and β (mS,I = −1/2) magnetic sublevels; at thermal equilibrium, PXe is only ∼2.85 × 10−6 at 3 T and ∼300 K. 
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spins of an alkali metal vapor (e.g., Rb) are polarized via optical pumping with circularly 
polarized light, and the polarization is transferred to noble gas nuclear spins during collisions. It 
is generally anticipated that high PXe is achievable only in the low xenon-density regime (219, 
301), because (i) higher Xe densities increase the destruction of Rb polarization from nonspin-
conserving collisions at a rate that is orders of magnitude worse than those of other gases like N2 
and He (302-304); and (ii) higher total pressures tend to quench the three-body van der Waals 
contribution to Rb-Xe spin exchange—leaving the less-efficient two-body term (62, 219). Most 
large-scale polarizers, in particular all that are available commercially, operate in this low-Xe 
density regime. Applied research with HP129Xe is severely hampered owing to a lack of access to 
expensive proprietary hyperpolarizers, and to stimulate development of HP129Xe applications, we 
present here a low-cost, “open-source” design. 
In our recent work (225, 226, 228) exploring Rb/Xe SEOP under conditions of high 
resonant laser flux, an inverse relationship was found between the optimal temperature and the 
in-cell Xe density. This effect was exploited to achieve surprisingly high PXe values at high Xe 
densities (e.g., ∼52%, ∼22%, and ∼11% at 50, 500, and 2,000 torr Xe in a 75-cc cell) with <30 
W of laser power (226). Expanding upon these results by over an order of magnitude, our 
collaboration's first-generation large-scale (∼1 L/h) 129Xe polarizer should enable a variety of 
clinical, preclinical, and materials magnetic resonance spectroscopy/MRI applications. (Portions 
of this work were presented previously.‡) Composed of mostly off-the-shelf components, our 
automated, modular polarizer is portable, easy to use, and employs an open-source design that is 
readily implementable in other laboratories. Unlike most clinical-scale Xe polarizers, which 
typically run in continuous-flow mode, our hyperpolarizer runs in either single-batch or stopped-
                                                
‡ Nikolaou P, et al. (2012) An “open-source” 129Xe polarizer for clinical imaging, in vivo MRS/MRI, and 
NMR/MRI of porous materials. 53rd Experimental Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Conference. 
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flow mode in the Xe-rich gas regime (with up to 1,800 torr, or ≤90%, in a 500-cc cell). The 
design in part negates the usual requirement to cryocollect the HP 129Xe—a process that 
otherwise increases the complexity of the device and can lead to losses of spin polarization 
during HP129Xe accumulation, storage, phase transitions (305), and transfer. Four independent 
methods were used to measure spin polarization, including the following: in situ field-cycled 
near-IR spectroscopy (225) (to probe Rb electron spin polarization); in situ low-field 129Xe NMR 
(calibrated with thermal 1H NMR); gas transfer to 47.5 mT for 129Xe NMR (calibrated with 
thermal 13C NMR); and gas transfer and subsequent 129Xe NMR/MRI using a clinical 3 T 
scanner. Excellent agreement was observed among these different approaches; taken together, 
the 129Xe polarization values reported here represent, by a significant margin, the highest yet 
achieved at such high Xe densities—and establish the feasibility of attaining near-unity 
polarization in single batches with HP129Xe quantities sufficient for clinical use (demonstrated 
here with HP129Xe lung ventilation maps from a healthy human volunteer). Long 129Xe 
polarization lifetimes were obtained in Tedlar bags that are well explained by current relaxation 
models (301) and that are more than sufficient for gas-phase storage or accumulation necessary 
for some applications. 
 
Methods 
XeNA Polarizer. XeNA, self-contained in a mobile chassis, is composed of a laser system, an 
electromagnetic coil assembly, a vacuum/gas-handling manifold, on-board optical and NMR 
spectrometers (and other sensors) for quality assurance (QA) and feedback, and a 
computer/automation system (Figure 23A). The optical path (Figure 23B) begins with a 200-W 
laser diode array (QPC Lasers) that produces tunable, frequency-narrowed (228) laser output at 
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the Rb D1 line (∼794.8 nm; nominal FWHM, ∼0.27 nm). The laser beam passes through an 
optical fiber and expands to 2-inch diameter before collimation and entrance into a polarizing 
beam-splitter (PBS). The s-polarized beam component (<10%) is reflected 90° and discarded; the 
main (p-polarized) beam is rendered circularly polarized with a quarter-wave (λ/4) plate and 
directed into the oven, which contains a cylindrical glass optical pumping (OP) cell (2'' o.d., 
9.75'', 500 cc) previously coated with a silanizing agent [SurfaSil (Pierce), to slow 129Xe T1 
relaxation] and loaded with <200 mg of Rb. The cell is loaded with a variable Xe/N2 gas 
mixture; N2 helps suppress reemission of unpolarized light from electronically excited Rb (65) 
and provides additional collision-broadening of the Rb absorption line (66). The laser beam 
enters/exits through 3-inch antireflection-coated windows. The beam is retroreflected back 
through the cell via a 3-inch mirror and directed into the optics assembly, where the PBS reflects 
the beam into a beam block. The Teflon oven’s temperature is controlled via a heated/cooled gas 
line from a self-pressurized liquid N2 dewar. The oven resides in a magnetic field provided by a 
four-coil electromagnet (Acutran, 23.6'' i.d.; nominal fields of 5.26 or 1.46 mT, corresponding to 
62.0-kHz resonance frequency for 129Xe or 1H, respectively). The manifold directs gas flow from 
cylinders containing natural-abundance Xe (26.44% 129Xe), isotopically enriched Xe (∼86% 
129Xe), and N2 gas, providing desired mixtures up to 2,000 torr. All experiments used naturally 
abundant 129Xe, unless otherwise stated. After passing through O2 getters, the gases are loaded 
into the OP cell. Following SEOP, the HP129Xe mixture is flowed through perfluoroalkoxy 
(PFA) tubing and a Teflon filter (Millipore Wafergard) to getter any residual Rb before 
collection in a Tedlar bag. The cells’ glass valve has a mechanically actuated Teflon stopcock; 
the manifold valves are automated pneumatic or solenoid valves, with Teflon surfaces for those 
downstream of the cell. In situ QA is provided by Ocean Optics HR4000 near-IR and Magritek 
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Kea2 low-field NMR spectrometers. The near-IR spectrometer’s fiber is positioned behind the 3-
inch mirror; the NMR spectrometer uses a home-built NMR probe/surface coil. User operation of 
XeNA employs a GUI programmed in open-source software (processing.org), which drives a 
microcontroller box that houses the “brain” of the polarizer (Arduino Mega 2560 REV3 
microcontroller board), solid-state relays, and a Bürkert manifold enabling pneumatic valve 
operation. Material costs for the hyperpolarizer were <$125,000. 
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Figure 23. The XeNA polarizer. (A) Schematic of the polarizer’s key components (liquid N2 
dewar not shown for clarity). The optical path (shown in B) is represented by (“λ/4”). For the gas 
cylinders, “N” and “E” designate Xe with naturally abundant 129Xe and isotopically enriched 
129Xe, respectively. 
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Other Experimental Aspects. Xenon was purchased from Nova Gases. MR spectra and images 
were obtained at 47.5 mT (282) or 3-T field using a Magritek Kea2 with permanent magnet 
(559-kHz 129Xe frequency and 508-kHz 13C frequency) or a Siemens 3-T clinical MRI scanner 
(34.09-MHz 129Xe frequency), respectively. Elemental analysis of Tedlar bag contents 
(following SEOP runs) was performed by Element One to ensure that <5.0 ng of Rb was present 
in the bag after transfer. 
 
Results 
An estimate of the spatial average of the Rb electron spin polarization, 〈PRb〉, can be 
obtained from measurement of the transmitted light of the pump laser while the magnetic field is 
cycled (225) (Figure 24). Spectra are recorded from the laser transmitted through the cell to 
calculate absorbance values: 
 A = − lnT = − ln IhotIcold
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
 , (3.84) 
where A and T denote the absorbance and transmittance, respectively, and Ihot and Icold are the 
integrated intensities of the transmitted laser spectra obtained when a gas-loaded cell is 
respectively “hot” and “cold” (i.e., with and without significant Rb vapor present). With some 
simple assumptions, absorbance values may then be compared under the same conditions—
except with or without the SEOP magnetic field (B0) on—to calculate an estimate of 〈PRb〉, 
according to a simple relation derived from Beer’s Law (225): 
 PRb =
A
A0
−1 , (3.85) 
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where A0 is the absorbance when B0 = 0.§ Examples of transmission spectra are shown in Figure 
24 for a cell containing 495 and 1,300 torr of Xe and N2, respectively. Multiple near-IR spectra 
were obtained in rapid succession for each condition, and then averaged and integrated. One set 
of scans was obtained at 57 °C, ∼10 min into the SEOP process; the corresponding values of 〈PRb〉 and PXe measured with low-field NMR (see below) were 43 ± 9% and 48.3 ± 2.8%, 
respectively. [PXe cannot be higher than 〈PRb〉 (Eq. (4.3)); however, the difference between these 
values is less than the uncertainty.] As part of the optimization process, the temperature of the 
cell was raised to 65 °C, and after several minutes the sequence was repeated. Improved values 
of 〈PRb〉 and PXe of 71 ± 6% and 57 ± 3%, respectively, were obtained. 
  
                                                
§ Assumptions include the following: ∼100% circularly polarized light; negligible electronically excited Rb; 
spatially constant [Rb]; and PRb ∼0 when B0 = 0 (which ignores effects of weak residual static fields). More precise 
results may be obtained by applying an orthogonal field during B0 = 0 scans (or by orienting the polarizer 
orthogonally to the residual (e.g., Earth’s) field). 
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Figure 24. In situ monitoring of Rb electron spin polarization. Near-IR spectra of the pump laser 
transmitted through the cell at room temperature (“cold cell,” black lines); 57 °C and B0 = 5.26 
mT (blue lines); 57 °C and B0 = 0 mT (green lines); 65 °C and B0 = 5.26 mT (red dashes); and 65 
°C and B0 = 0 mT (orange dashes). Three scans for each condition are shown; error bars were 
determined from SDs of spectral integral values. (Insets) The effects of depletion pumping of the 
Rb vapor on the transmitted laser intensity (assuming σ+ circularly polarized light). When B0 is 
“off” (Left), optical pumping is inefficient, resulting in near-equal populations of the ground 
electronic spin states (mJ = +1/2 and −1/2) and a high density of gas-phase absorbers. An applied 
magnetic field along the quantization axis (provided by the polarized pump laser) results in more 
efficient optical pumping and unequal ground state populations, corresponding to high electronic 
spin polarization; the reduced number of atoms in the mJ = −1/2 ground state gives rise to 
increased laser transmission (Right). 
 
Xe polarization was monitored directly via NMR under three different sets of conditions 
(Figure 25 and Figure 26). First, low-field 129Xe NMR can be used to measure PXe within the OP 
cell. Figure 25A shows an example of a HP129Xe NMR spectrum obtained at 5.25 mT from a cell 
containing 1,545 torr Xe following SEOP and cooldown. Low-field NMR is calibrated using a 
thermal 1H reference signal obtained using the same NMR circuit at the same Larmor frequency 
of 62 kHz, and tuning/matching conditions detecting 1H at 1.46 mT from an identical cell filled 
with 5 mM CuSO4-doped water (Figure 25B). As part of our initial tests of the Xe-transfer 
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process, PXe measurement was also performed at an intermediate field of 47.5 mT located ∼2 m 
from the polarizer. Figure 25C shows a HP129Xe NMR spectrum obtained at this field from a 
portion of HP129Xe within a cell containing 300 torr Xe following automated transfer to a ∼50-cc 
polypropylene spherical phantom connected to the polarizer via 0.25-inch o.d. PFA tubing and 
located within the field of the permanent magnet. 129Xe polarization (here, 68.7 ± 3.4%) was 
calibrated using a thermal 13C reference signal obtained from 170 mmol of sodium 1-13C acetate 
in 99.8% D2O located in an identical phantom (Figure 25D). Comparison with in situ 5.26-mT 
129Xe NMR polarimetry taken from the OP cell during the same experiment before transferring 
the gas to 47.5-mT magnet (68.5 ± 3.9%) indicated no polarization loss within error, and thus a 
highly efficient HP129Xe transport process. In future designs, we hope to implement the new 
approach by Saam and coworkers (306) to measure PXe from corresponding shifts in the optically 
detected Rb ESR signal. 
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Figure 25. Determination of PXe at low and intermediate magnetic fields. (A) HP129Xe NMR 
spectrum from the SEOP cell containing 1,545 torr Xe (and 455 torr N2) acquired at 5.26 mT (1 
scan; 59-µs RF pulse; 30° tipping angle—i.e., τ30° = 59 µs). (B) Reference NMR spectrum from 
water 1H spins (111 M), doped with 5 mM copper sulfate, thermally polarized at 1.46 mT 
[170,000 scans; τ30° = 16 µs; repetition time (TR), 0.3 s; PH = 5.0 × 10−9]. (Inset) 1H free 
induction decay for the spectrum in the main figure; SNR was used to calculate a relative error 
bar of 5.7% for PXe values. (C) HP129Xe NMR spectrum recorded at 47.5 mT (1 scan; τ30° = 18 
µs) from a 52-mL phantom following transfer of some of the gas (originally 300 torr Xe, 1,700 
torr N2) to the phantom. (D) Reference 13C NMR spectrum from 170 mmol of sodium 1-13C 
acetate, 14 g in 50 mL of D2O, also measured at 47.5 mT (256 scans; τ90° = 54 µs; TR = 200 s; 
PC = 4.1 × 10−8). 
 
The hyperpolarizer was delivered to Brigham and Women’s Hospital (Boston, MA) and 
installed adjacent to a clinical MRI suite in February 2012. Optimization of the cell cooldown 
and automated Xe-transfer processes allowed Xe transfer to Tedlar bags via expansion and 
subsequent transport to a 3-T clinical MRI. Inset of Figure 26 shows a high-field HP129Xe NMR 
spectrum from a Tedlar bag containing ∼800 cc of gas (38% Xe by volume, given a cell loading 
of 760 torr Xe/1,240 torr N2). The PXe value is calibrated using a thermal 129Xe NMR signal from 
a 3-L spherical reference sample containing 4 atm Xe with 86% 129Xe enrichment and 2 atm O2 
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with a T1 of 0.99 s. Again, little loss of polarization was suffered throughout the 
transfer/transport process, given values of 42.8 ± 2.4% and 41 ± 2% for PXe measured in the cell 
before transfer and at 3 T in the Tedlar bag, respectively. The latter %PXe corresponds to a ∼144,000-fold polarization enhancement over the thermal equilibrium value. When preparing 
multiple bags of HPXe, the total time to produce each bag is ∼35–40 min, including ∼15–20 min 
of SEOP/Xe-polarization time. The final 129Xe polarization and mole fraction depend on the cell-
loading parameters. The strong NMR signals obtained from the HP129Xe gas allowed the 
polarization decay to be monitored under a variety of conditions. Figure 26 shows 129Xe T1 
relaxation data for HP129Xe in Tedlar bags recorded at 3 T, but stored at different field strengths: 
following exponential fits, T1 decay times of 38 ± 12 min and 5.9 ± 0.4 h were observed for 
129Xe gas in Tedlar bags at 1.5 mT and 3 T, respectively. Such long T1 values bode well for a 
variety of applications where gas-phase storage and/or accumulation of HP129Xe is needed (301). 
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Figure 26. High-field 129Xe measurements. T1 decay of HP129Xe NMR signals from Xe gas 
transferred to Tedlar bags and kept at 3 T throughout the decay (blue triangles) or stored at ∼1.5 
mT (red circles) or ∼0 mT (white squares) and rapidly transferred to/from 3 T for acquisition. 
Loss from RF pulsing was negligible (tipping angle, <1°). (Inset) (Left) Spectrum from HP129Xe 
in a Tedlar bag containing ∼800 cc of gas, 38% Xe by volume following transport to a 3-T 
clinical MRI (1 scan; 1.4° tipping angle). Gas mixture was nearly identical to main figure. 
(Right) Reference spectrum from thermally polarized 129Xe spins in the 3-L spherical phantom 
containing a Xe/O2 mixture (32 scans; 90° RF pulses). 
 
129Xe polarization values for various Xe densities, operating conditions, and measurement 
magnetic fields are summarized in Figure 27A. The data exhibit good run-to-run and method-to-
method agreement across the various measurements for the given Xe cell loadings (∼300–1,600 
torr), despite the fact that the PXe values were measured at different fields, with different NMR 
acquisition methodologies, and different thermal reference samples. The data include values for 
in-cell PXe values of 90.9 ± 5.2%, 57.1 ± 3.3%, 50.1 ± 2.9%, and 33.4 ± 1.9% measured for Xe 
loadings of 300, 495, 765, and 1,570 torr, respectively; PXe values of 41 ± 1.6% and 28 ± 1.1% 
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with ∼760 and ∼1,545 torr Xe loadings were obtained following transfer to Tedlar bags and 
subsequent transport to the 3-T scanner, permitting imaging with high signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) (∼40) to be demonstrated (Figure 27A, Inset). Moreover, these post-transfer values are ∼2.7 times greater than previous bests in PXe achieved near such high Xe densities; when 
combined with the increase in cell volume, these results constitute an ∼18-fold improvement in 
HP129Xe production over the previous best results obtained at such high in-cell Xe densities 
(226). Finally, recent Food and Drug Administration Investigational New Drug and Institutional 
Review Board regulatory approval has allowed initial experiments with human subjects to begin. 
For example, 3D HP129Xe MRI lung ventilation maps (Figure 27B) and spectra have now been 
obtained from healthy human volunteers, demonstrating the utility of the polarizer for a variety 
of clinical applications. 
 
Discussion 
The performance of the polarizer is the result of a number of aspects of the SEOP process 
that are both fundamental and technical in nature (228). SEOP can be treated as a simple 
relaxation process (62), which at steady state, simplifies to give the following (213): 
 PXe t = ∞( ) =
γ SE
γ SE + ΓXe
⋅ PRb  , (3.86) 
where γSE is the Rb/Xe spin exchange rate and ΓXe is the 129Xe nuclear spin destruction rate 
(=1/T1); thus, it is convenient to categorize aspects of the hyperpolarizer and its operation as  
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Figure 27. Performance of the XeNA polarizer. (A) PXe values measured at 5.26 mT, 47.5 mT, 
and/or 3 T, plotted versus Xe pressure before SEOP. Labels “b.t.” and “a.t.” refer to Xe gas 
remaining in the SEOP cell before and after some was transferred to another container, respectively. 
Error bars are determined from uncertainties in the spectral integrals obtained from thermally 
polarized reference samples. The 725-torr value was obtained with 82%-enriched 129Xe. (Inset) Two-
dimensional fast low-angle shot 129Xe projection image of HPXe in a Tedlar bag following transport 
to the 3-T MRI [field of view (FOV), 40 cm; slice thickness, 1.7 cm; matrix size, 80 × 80; echo time 
(TE)/repetition time (TR), 2.6/5.1 ms; tipping angle, ∼4°; SNR, ∼40:1]. (B) Two slices selected from 
a 3D 129Xe GRE chest image from a healthy human volunteer following inhalation of HPXe from an 
800-cc Tedlar bag (filled via expansion from a 500-cc cell containing 1,300 torr HPXe (86%-
enriched 129Xe) and 700 torr N2). Subject performed two respiration cycles (total lung capacity to 
functional residual capacity), inhaled from bag, and then took a small gulp of air (to help push HPXe 
out of the trachea); TE/TR, 1.12/11 ms (specific absorption rate-limited); tipping angle, 6°; 80 × 80 × 
14; acquisition time, 4.5 s; FOV, 320 × 320 × 196 mm3; 2 × 2 × 14 mm digital resolution after zero-
filling (SNR ∼8–15). In-cell PXe was 25%, reduced from typical values due to the use of a SEOP cell 
that had to be thermally regenerated following partial oxidation (during installation). 
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factors that help optimize 〈PRb〉, γSE, and/or ΓXe, respectively. First, the most important factor in 
maximizing global 〈PRb〉 is the cell illumination by the laser. At a given position (r) within the 
cell, the local PRb is given by the following (213): 
 PRb r( ) =
γ OP r( )
γ OP r( )+ ΓSD
 , (3.87) 
where γOP(r) is the local OP rate [given by the integrated product of the laser flux and the Rb 
absorption cross-section (66)], and ΓSD is the Rb electronic spin destruction rate, which is 
dominated by nonspin-conserving collisions with Xe [via the spin-rotation interaction (302, 
304)] and is high under our conditions because of its proportionality to [Xe]. Correspondingly, 
the laser power used here is also high—usually ∼170 W, mostly resonant with the Rb D1 line. In 
fact, the resonant photon flux is roughly sixfold greater than in Reference (226), but this increase 
explains only part of the performance improvement. Care was also taken with the optical path to 
ensure complete illumination throughout the OP cell, with no dark regions, and with additional 
photon flux provided by retroreflection. Control of the cell temperature is also key for SEOP 
optimization. Previously, it was shown that there can be an inverse relationship between Xe 
density and the optimal temperature for SEOP, where higher [Xe] favors lower cell temperatures 
(226, 228)—an effect that may be explained in part by the need to maintain uniform illumination 
throughout the cell. Although γSE is proportional to the Rb density (205)—ostensibly favoring 
higher cell temperatures—maintaining a high “photon-to-Rb” ratio (in part by limiting [Rb]) can 
be particularly important for preserving global 〈PRb〉 as Xe density is increased, and Xe-induced 
Rb spin-destruction becomes dominant. [An additional contribution may arise from poor energy 
dissipation caused by reduced thermal conductivity of Xe-rich mixtures—a possibility we are 
currently studying with in situ Raman spectroscopy (307).] For example, ongoing simulations 
predict a high ΓSD value of ∼134,300 s−1 for the experimental conditions of the 65 °C data in 
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Figure 24, dominated by Xe collisions (302-304). However, the high resonant photon flux at the 
front of the cell should give nearly a ninefold greater optical pumping rate (γOP ∼ 1.16 × 106 s−1); 
using Eq. (3.87), such values for ΓSD and γOP would correspond to PRb ∼89.6%. Maintaining a 
relatively low Rb density allows the laser to penetrate efficiently to ensure high photon flux and 
Rb polarization throughout the cell, consistent with the experimental value (〈PRb〉 =71 ± 6%). 
Thus, particularly in the limit where ΓXe is negligible, maximizing 〈PRb〉 is more important than 
γSE, once γSE is sufficiently high. Indeed, our high PXe values were enabled in part by our ability 
to achieve long in-cell 129Xe T1 (=1/ΓXe) decay times. As one example, following SEOP with a 
cell containing 495 torr Xe and cooldown to 33 °C (where Rb should be condensed), a cell T1 of 
1.9 ± 0.6 h was measured at 5.26 mT. Given a typical build-up time constant measured for one 
experiment of τOP = (γSE + ΓXe)−1 = 8.5 min, this 129Xe T1 translates to a spin-exchange rate of γSE ∼ 1.8 × 10−3 s−1—roughly an order of magnitude greater than ΓXe. Thus, according to Eq. (3.86), 
PXe should closely approach 〈PRb〉 under these conditions, again in good agreement with the 
Figure 24 experiments. 
In addition to long HP129Xe relaxation times measured in OP cells, slow polarization 
decay was also observed following transfer to Tedlar bags. Generally, 129Xe relaxation rates are 
determined by several potential contributions (adapted from Reference (301)): 
 ΓXe = Γ i + Γg + ΓO2 + Γw  , (3.88) 
where Γi is an “intrinsic” contribution from spin-rotation interactions of transient and persistent 
Xe-Xe dimers [Γi = Γt + Γp (217)], Γg results from diffusion through field gradients, ΓO2 results 
from dipolar interactions with residual paramagnetic O2 in the gas mixture, and (Γw = Γw,e- + 
Γw,N) includes contributions from Xe/wall collisions involving interactions with surface spins of 
unpaired electrons and nuclei, respectively. Γw,e- can be neglected for Tedlar (polyvinyl fluoride); 
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moreover, Γg can be neglected for the 3-T measurements given the homogeneous field. Saam and 
coworkers recently provided a semiempirical formula for Γi that when adapted for our 
conditions, is given by the following (301): 
 Γ i =
Xe[ ]
56.1h +
1
4.59h 1+ 3.65×10
−3( )B02⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ 1+ 0.51
N2[ ]
Xe[ ]
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
−1
 , (3.89) 
where the two additive terms respectively correspond to Γt and Γp, B0 is in tesla, the gas densities 
are in amagat [1 amagat (amg) = 2.6873 × 1019 cm−3, the density of an ideal gas at 0 °C and 760 
torr], and 0.51 is a factor that takes into account the differential breakup rate of persistent Xe 
dimers from collisions with N2. Using values for [Xe] and [N2] of 0.35 and 0.58 amg, Eq. (3.89) 
predicts a limiting value of 1/ΓXe = 7.8 h (with 10% uncertainty), in relatively good agreement 
with our experimental value of 5.9 ± 0.4 h at 3 T, and indicating effective suppression of other 
relaxation pathways. Given the expected absence of paramagnetic wall sites, if we assume that 
(i) relaxation from wall collisions involving surface nuclear spins (308) (e.g., 1H, 19F) is 
essentially quenched at high field and (ii) that the remaining contribution to ΓXe is from residual 
O2 [with a relaxivity of ∼0.4 Hz/amg (309)], then the differential relaxation rate would 
correspond to an upper limit for the O2 partial pressure of ∼2 × 10−2 torr—a reasonable amount. 
Although Γp is the limiting factor for our high-field 129Xe relaxation, the accelerated decay at 1.5 
mT (T1 = 38 ± 12 min) is consistent with Γw,N providing the dominant mechanism. Driehuys et al. 
(308) showed that, at low field (∼0–10 mT), dipolar relaxation with 1H “wall” spins was the 
primary contributor to 129Xe polarization decay in cells with organosilane coatings, with T1 < 50 
min at 1.5 mT and 297 K. Although Tedlar may lack the nanoscale Xe permeability of SurfaSil 
coatings (308), it does possess a high surface density of 1H and 19F spins and likely provides an 
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attractive surface for transient Xe adsorption. More detailed studies of 129Xe relaxation in Tedlar 
containers will be the subject of future efforts. 
The polarizer’s performance can also be compared with the spin-transfer efficiency, η, 
defined as follows (adapting from Reference (202)): 
 η = PXe ⋅NXe“T1” ⋅ ΔI
 , (3.90) 
where NXe is the number of 129Xe spins, ΔI is the photon absorption rate, and “T1” is the 129Xe 
relaxation time in hot illuminated cells (taken here as τOP). Treated effectively as a constant 
fundamental to Rb/Xe SEOP, η was found to be ∼0.043 (202) (i.e., ∼4.3% of the light angular 
momentum should end up in 129Xe spins). Unfortunately, polarizers generally do not approach 
such efficiency. For example, extrapolating from the prediction of ∼25 ccŊatm/h of 100%-
polarized 129Xe with 1 W of absorbed light, our ∼90-W absorption would correspond to >2.2 
LŊatm/h of 100%-polarized 129Xe. We can calculate a “production efficiency”, η′, defined as the 
number of polarized 129Xe spins produced versus photons absorbed during a SEOP run; ∼0.94 
LŊatm/h of 129Xe spins with PXe ∼30% (equivalent to ∼0.28 LŊatm/h of PXe = 100% 129Xe spins 
[we assume 1,570 torr Xe, 295 K, SEOP time of 17.5 min, and 100% duty cycle, corresponding 
to ∼3.5 LŊatm Xe/h gas, with PXe ∼30% for the 129Xe fraction (26.44%)]), gives η′ ∼0.0054. 
However, if we assume little PXe loss with the use of 100%-enriched 129Xe, these numbers would 
climb to ∼1.1 LŊatm/h and η′ ∼0.021, respectively. Although more comparable to the theoretical 
limits, these values suggest room for improvement in future designs, and justify further study of 
fundamental aspects governing SEOP efficiency. 
On a technical level, efficiency is aided by the presence of in situ monitoring of the laser 
absorption and 129Xe NMR signals, which allow real-time SEOP optimization. Afterward, 129Xe 
polarization losses are mitigated by (i) rapid cooldown of the cell while reducing the laser power 
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(to further decrease the heat load, while still providing sufficient Rb illumination—a procedure 
that allows only a few percent loss of PXe), as well as (ii) suppressing exposure to O2 and other 
paramagnetic materials throughout the gas lines, (iii) moving the HP129Xe quickly into the 
sample or transport vessel, and (iv) avoiding Xe phase transitions and other relaxation-
susceptible portions of the Xe phase diagram (305). Indeed, Xe cryocollection/sublimation 
before transfer to the sample is optional for XeNA, but it is normally a requirement with other 
polarizer designs operating with standard “xenon-lean” gas mixtures. We should add that not 
cryocollecting the Xe does result in dilution of the HP129Xe with N2 gas and leaves behind 
significant fractions of the SEOP mixture in the cell following the expansion process; however, 
both of these issues can be mitigated, respectively, by using Xe-rich mixtures and by the addition 
of a large automated gas piston (213) where the cell contents can be expanded into a much larger 
volume before transfer. 
 
Conclusion 
We have presented results from a (∼1 L/h) hyperpolarizer that produces batches of 
HP129Xe sufficient for clinical use. The polarizer’s open-source design and automated operation 
should facilitate implementation of HP129Xe technology into other laboratories and clinical 
settings. Good agreement was obtained among the four independent methods for characterizing 
the spin polarization. The ability to achieve high PXe values at high Xe densities, combined with 
stopped-flow operation, negates the usual requirement of Xe cryoaccumulation and storage, and 
opens a door to greatly improved polarization efficiency for quadrupolar isotopes (310, 311) 
(e.g., 83Kr and 131Xe). Further improvements in design and gas-handling efficiency will be 
manifested in our second-generation hyperpolarizer (now under development); other possible 
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improvements in SEOP efficiency of the heavy noble gases may exploit Cs (312) or Cs/Rb 
hybrid SEOP schemes. These results, combined with ultra-long gas-phase polarization lifetimes 
and recent regulatory approval, bode well for a host of planned clinical applications with human 
subjects. 
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Manuscript 3 – XeNA: An automated ‘open-source’ 129Xe hyperpolarizer for clinical use 
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Abstract 
Here we provide a full report on the construction, components, and capabilities of our 
consortium’s “open-source” large-scale (~ 1 L/h) 129Xe hyperpolarizer for clinical, pre-clinical, 
and materials NMR/MRI (Nikolaou et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 110, 14150 (2013)). The 
‘hyperpolarizer’ is automated and built mostly of off-the-shelf components; moreover, it is 
designed to be cost-effective and installed in both research laboratories and clinical settings with 
materials costing less than $125,000. The device runs in the xenon-rich regime (up to 1800 Torr 
Xe in 0.5 L) in either stopped-flow or single-batch mode—making cryo-collection of the 
hyperpolarized gas unnecessary for many applications. In-cell 129Xe nuclear spin polarization 
values of ~ 30%–90% have been measured for Xe loadings of ~ 300–1600 Torr. Typical 129Xe 
polarization build-up and T1 relaxation time constants were ~ 8.5 min and ~ 1.9 h respectively 
under our spin-exchange optical pumping conditions; such ratios, combined with near-unity Rb 
electron spin polarizations enabled by the high resonant laser power (up to ~ 200 W), permit 
such high PXe values to be achieved despite the high in-cell Xe densities. Importantly, most of 
the polarization is maintained during efficient HP gas transfer to other containers, and ultra-long 
129Xe relaxation times (up to nearly 6 h) were observed in Tedlar bags following transport to a 
clinical 3 T scanner for MR spectroscopy and imaging as a prelude to in vivo experiments. The 
device has received FDA IND approval for a clinical study of chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease subjects. The primary focus of this paper is on the technical/engineering development of 
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the polarizer, with the explicit goals of facilitating the adaptation of design features and operative 
modes into other laboratories, and of spurring the further advancement of HP-gas MR 
applications in biomedicine. 
 
Introduction 
The high sensitivity and biological compatibility of hyperpolarized xenon-129 (HP 129Xe) 
make it attractive for a wide variety of potential biomedical applications (63, 67, 145)—
particularly those involving pulmonary medicine (135-138, 142, 143, 147, 150-152, 154, 155). 
Xenon’s solubility (157) may be exploited to allow studies in bodily tissues (158) including 
blood (160, 161), as well as those involving various biologically compatible liquids (166-168), 
and its wide chemical shift range and sensitive spin-relaxation response make HP 129Xe a useful 
probe of the local molecular environment (63, 169-171), even allowing local blood oxygenation 
maps as well as spectroscopic studies of flow (143, 162-165). While much of the earlier efforts 
developing HP gases for MR applications concentrated on 3He, the world-wide shortage of this 
isotope (10) (a product of tritium decay) increases the urgency for the development of improved 
HP 129Xe approaches, with notable progress over the years (e.g., References (65, 211, 213, 218-
220, 226, 278, 279)). Despite these efforts, a major impediment towards wider-scale utilization 
of HP 129Xe in clinical applications has been the difficulty of reliably and inexpensively 
producing large quantities of hyperpolarized xenon with high 129Xe polarization (PXe). 
In order to facilitate the implementation of HP 129Xe in biomedical and clinical 
applications, our collaboration has developed a 129Xe ‘hyperpolarizer’ for clinical, pre-clinical, 
and materials research (313). The device prepares HP 129Xe via the well-established technique of 
spin-exchange optical pumping (SEOP (62)), where unpaired electronic spins of an alkali metal 
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vapor (typically Rb or Cs (312)) are polarized via depopulation optical pumping with circularly 
polarized laser light, and the polarization is subsequently transferred to xenon nuclear spins 
during gas-phase collisions via the hyperfine interaction. However, unlike most 129Xe 
polarization devices (including those from commercial sources), the presently described 
hyperpolarizer runs in batch/stopped-flow mode in the high-Xe-density regime (up to 1800 Torr 
in a 0.5 L cell). In many circumstances this mode of operation obviates, in part, the usual 
requirement to cryo-collect the HP 129Xe (e.g., Reference (280))—a process that otherwise 
increases design complexity and can also lead to undesirable polarization losses during 
accumulation, storage, phase transitions, and transfer of HP 129Xe (305). Cryo-collection also 
helps ensure that residual Rb from the cell is not transferred to sample containers; thus our 
device includes a Teflon filter in the transfer line to getter any Rb or other particulate matter that 
might otherwise enter the sample space. Furthermore, the device is automated, modular, 
portable, and relatively easy to use, employing an “open-source” design comprised of mostly off-
the-shelf components; as described below, many of the initially ‘custom’ components can now 
be readily purchased from commercial suppliers. Originating from our previous efforts studying 
batch-mode and stopped-flow (213) SEOP at high Xe densities and resonant laser fluxes (225, 
226, 228), this new scaled-up design can achieve ~ 1 L/h production rates, with 129Xe nuclear 
spin polarization values (PXe) of ~ 90%, ~ 57%, ~ 50%, and ~ 30% for Xe loadings of ~ 300, 
~ 500, ~ 760, and ~ 1570 Torr, respectively (313). Furthermore, little polarization loss is suffered 
during cell cool-down and gas transfer from the device to sample containers. Long decay times 
for the HP 129Xe contrast agent (up to nearly 6 h) were observed in Tedlar bags following 
transport to a clinical 3 T scanner. Importantly, XeNA is presently being used for a study 
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involving chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) subjects at Brigham & Women’s 
Hospital (FDA IND #116,662). 
The focus of this paper is on the technical/engineering development and capabilities of 
the polarizer (314, 315). To briefly outline the subsequent sections: The Materials and Methods 
section focuses on describing the major components of the polarizer in great detail, comprising: 
(a) the framework design and chassis used to house and setup all the components; (b) the 
electromagnetic coils, (c) the laser, supporting optics, and optical path, (d) the optical pumping 
(OP) cell design and preparation including the filling procedure, (e) OP oven design and 
temperature control components, (f) gas manifold design, major components and vacuum 
system, (g) description of the (optional) cryo-collection setup and design, (h) microcontroller 
design, automation control and interface; and (i) in situ detection instrumentation. Commercial 
suppliers and part numbers for components are provided throughout in order to facilitate the 
construction of this ‘open-source’ device in other labs. The Results section describes the methods 
used for quality assurance (QA) of the PXe along with examples of 129Xe MRI from a human 
subject; for more in-depth analyses and theoretical considerations of the PXe results, please refer 
to Reference (313). The Discussion section provides the practical advantages and limitations of 
the hyperpolarizer, as well as some possible design improvements to be investigated in the 
future. We briefly note here other 129Xe polarizers in the literature (e.g., References (65, 144, 
211, 213, 218-220, 226, 278-280, 316, 317)—as well as those from commercial sources (318-
320)); those considering assembly or purchase of a polarizer are encouraged to review the 
designs and capabilities of many devices in light of their own applications, needs, and resources. 
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Materials and methods 
Our consortium’s “open-source” automated 129Xe polarizer (dubbed “XeNA” for XEnon 
polarizatioN Automated), is principally comprised of a mobile chassis, an electromagnetic coil 
assembly, a laser system, a vacuum/gas-handling manifold, on-board spectrometers (and other 
sensors) for QA and feedback, and a computer/automation system (Figure 28A). The details of 
the design, components, assembly, and operation of XeNA are provided here and in the 
corresponding sections of the Supplemental Information documentation. 
 
 
Figure 28. The XeNA polarizer. (a) Schematic of the polarizer’s key components (the self-
pressurized liquid N2 Dewar that provides gas for heating and cooling of the oven and the N2 gas 
cylinder used to operate pneumatic valves are not shown) (313). The modular optics assembly is 
represented by (“λ/4”) and is comprised of beam expanding optics, polarizing beam-splitter cube, 
quarter-wave plate, and heat sinks (see Figure 29). For the gas cylinders, “N” and “E” designate 
xenon with naturally-abundant 129Xe and isotopically-enriched 129Xe, respectively (313). (b) 
Photograph of XeNA with open laser enclosure in its current location in a clinical MRI suite at 
Brigham and Womens’ Hospital, Boston, MA, USA. 
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2.1. Frame 
The lower portion of the framework of this polarizer design consists of two 19 in. rack-
mountable cabinets used to house the required hardware (Figure 28b and Figure 46). The mobile 
device is supported by six 4 in. heavy-duty casters (McMaster-Carr, P/N #27075 T72). The 
upper section of the polarizer is constructed from extruded aluminum slotted strut (45 mm x 
45 mm) from Minitec Framing, which results in a strong and configurable framework—see 
Figure 47 for additional details. The base support of the upper frame is bolted directly to the 
lower console to support the magnet coils and laser enclosure. The entire optics train and magnet 
assembly is contained in a light-tight enclosure with a top-mounted door built with Minitec slots 
rails with attached Alumalite panels (corrugated plastic core with 0.013 in. thick matte black 
painted aluminum skins on both sides). 
 
2.2. Magnets 
A homogenous magnetic field is provided by a four-coil electromagnet assembly (P/N 
A650011, Acutran, Fombell, PA—23.6'' inner diameter; 12 turns per layer, 17 layers, 12AWG) 
operating at either 5.26 mT (62.0 kHz 129Xe frequency) or 1.46 mT (62.0 kHz 1H frequency). 
The magnets are supported by the upper Minitec frame and held in place by 90° angle brackets 
(Minitec Framing). The four-coil geometry of the electromagnet is that of a Helmoltz pair series 
inspired by the designs Barker (321) and was optimized using BiotSavart software (Ripplon 
Software Inc, New Westminster, BC, Canada); a true Barker setup would require varying the 
number of turns, the current and/or the diameters of the inner versus outer coil pairs. The four-
coil electromagnets are connected in series and are powered by a single power supply (Kenwood, 
P/N PDS60/12). 
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2.3. Laser and optical path 
A single 5.5 ft long optical breadboard (Thor Labs) is bolted to the center of the upper 
frame to mount the optics and serve as a platform for the laser and optical pumping oven. A 
custom translational platform (Minitec) with aluminum T-slotted rails is used to hold the laser in 
position (Figure 29a). Each T-slotted rail’s position can be adjusted without disassembling the 
frame; this feature allows for simpler adjustment of the optical breadboard position so that the 
laser optical path and optical pumping cell may be better aligned with the axial isocenter of the 
four-coil electromagnet set-up. To further aid with the alignment procedures the laser is equipped 
with a < 5 mW visible aiming beam (Figure 48 Inset). 
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Figure 29. (a) Laser diode array with translational mounting frame, and optical path assembly. 
(b) Schematic showing the principal elements of the optical path (313). The beam blocks are 
drawn separated from the polarizing beam splitter (PBS) housing for clarity. 
 
The optical path (Figure 29b) begins with a 200 W laser diode array (LDA, QPC Lasers, 
P/N 6507-0001 Brightlock Ultra-500) that produces near-infrared (IR) laser output that is 
frequency-narrowed (nominal full width half max ~ 0.27 nm) by ‘on-chip’ volume holographic 
gratings (VHGs) (228). The nominal output is resonant with the Rb D1 line at ~ 794.8 nm, and is 
tunable over > 1 nm range by adjusting the LDA’s temperature, which is maintained by a 800 W 
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water-chiller (K-O Concepts model LCR-8), and the laser driving current (Figure 46b). This 
tunability allows the laser output to be placed on resonance with the Rb absorption center at 
different output powers (see Figure 49b), as well as operate detuned for off-resonant SEOP (225, 
228, 322). The laser beam is incident on a short (~ 6 in.) optical fiber that preserves most 
(> 90%) of the linear polarization and then is expanded and collimated to 2 in. diameter by two 
lenses. Prior to entering a 2 in. polarizing beam-splitter (PBS) cube, the s-polarized beam 
component (< 10% of incident power) is reflected 90° to the right and discarded into a beam 
block; the main (p-polarized) beam is transmitted forward into a quarter-wave (λ/4) plate, which 
renders the beam circularly-polarized. 
The laser beam enters and exits the optical pumping oven through anti-reflection (AR)-
coated optical flats (see below). Upon exiting the rear of the oven the beam is retroreflected back 
through the cell via a 3 in. mirror (Thor Labs) and directed into the optics assembly, where the 
PBS reflects the beam into a second beam block. To provide additional flexibility for the 
polarizer, all optics were chosen to be sufficiently broad-band to also allow operation with Cs 
SEOP at 894.3 nm (e.g., Reference (312)). Except for the PBS and λ/4 plate, all components of 
the optical path assembly attached to the laser were purchased through Thor Labs (See Table 4 
and Figure 48). Due to the high output power of the LDA, cooling fans are installed next to the 
beam blocks to direct air over their fins (Figure 48). 
 
2.4. Optical pumping cell 
The cell is a custom Pyrex (borosilicate glass) 2 in. diameter cylinder, with flat optical 
windows at the front and the rear (Mid-Rivers Glassblowing, Inc., St. Charles, MO, P/N 
MRG934-01A). Each OP-cell is 9.75 in. long with an internal volume of approximately 500 cc. 
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The oven can accommodate variable cell lengths (6 in.–12 in.). The OP-cells have one opening, 
sealed by a Chem-glass Teflon stopcock that is pneumatically actuated using a Humphrey Rotary 
Actuator (P/N HRAPS5-360-S) and custom-designed Helical (P/N 9947-26 mm-6 mm, Item# 
28571, Figure 30d) closing off a ¼ in. outer diameter (O.D.) vertical stem trapping the gas 
content inside the cell. 
 
 
Figure 30. (a) OP-Oven with OP-cell (Mid-Rivers Glassblowing, Inc., St. Charles, MO, P/N 
MRG934-01A) mounted inside, with gas manifold components shown connected to the OP-cell. 
(b) Glass (Pyrex) spiral storage condenser (Mid-Rivers Glassblowing, Inc., St. Charles, MO, P/N 
MRG927-01C) controlled via helical–rotary actuator assembly, residing in a strong (> 500 G) 
magnetic field produced by a pair of large 4 in. x 4 in. x 1 in. neodymium-iron-boride permanent 
magnets (Indigo Instruments). The magnet yoke was custom-machined from aluminum. (c) Two 
400 W T-Type heaters (Omega Engineering, Stamford, CT) mounted inside aluminum enclosure. 
(d) Custom-made Helical connector and Humphrey Rotary Actuator assembly allowing 
automation of the Chem-Glass Teflon stopcocks. A video of the glass-valve actuation procedure 
can be viewed at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w33xs9KHuB0. 
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Prior to installation in the polarizer, each OP-cell is pressure-tested and then prepared as 
follows. First, each one is soaked in a potassium hydroxide (KOH)/methanol base bath for 24 h 
to remove impurities from the glass surface. The OP-cell is then rinsed first with distilled water, 
and then with methanol. The cell is then placed in a bath ultrasonic cleaner filled with a mixture 
of methanol and distilled water and sonicated for about 1 h at room temperature. The cell is then 
removed and rinsed again with distilled water followed by methanol, and then placed in an oven 
(110 °C) to dry. The dried OP-cell is coated with a siliconizing agent (SurfaSil, P/N PI-42800, 
Fisher Scientific) to slow 129Xe T1 relaxation due to interactions of 129Xe with paramagnetic 
centers in the glass (323-325); here, a 10 mL solution is prepared by diluting 1 mL of SurfaSil 
with hexane. Some of the solution is then pipetted into the cell and shaken to spread the solution 
over the entire inner surface. The cell is then emptied and washed with ~ 10 mL of pure hexane. 
This process is repeated 3 times, ending with a final hexane rinse. The cell is then placed in a 
warm oven (~ 60 °C) for at least 1 h; afterwards, the cell is allowed to cool and its contents 
evacuated down to < 1 × 10− 3 Torr prior to loading the cell in the transfer chamber of a glove 
box. The cell is then loaded with ~ 250 mg of molten Rb metal via pipette in the glove box’s 
inert atmosphere. The OP-cell is then removed from the glove box and evacuated, and the Rb 
droplet is heated to its melting point to degas it prior to distribution as a thin film on the cell’s 
inner surface via local heating/cooling. Once Rb is distributed, the OP-cell can be placed in the 
OP-oven to be filled with a gas mixture of ultra-high purity 129Xe and N2. The N2 gas helps 
suppress unwanted re-emission of unpolarized light from the electronically excited Rb (65) 
(known as radiation trapping) as well as other undesirable energetic processes (221). 
Additionally, the N2 provides additional collision-broadening of the Rb absorption line, 
improving the absorption efficiency of the laser (66). 
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The OP-cell is attached to the polarizer’s gas manifold (Figure 28A) via a ¼ in. 
perfluoroalkoxy Swagelok union T fitting, and is loaded with a gas mixture of 129Xe and N2 
automatically. This automation procedure involves evacuating the manifold lines prior to 
opening the OP-cell to the manifold to prevent oxidation of the Rb metal. The Edwards RV-5 
rotary vane mechanical pump is used for achieving initial rough vacuum level (> 10− 2 Torr) 
before switching to an Edwards Turbo Pump Station (TS75W). Once a pressure of ~ 10− 4–
10− 5 Torr is achieved, the OP-cell may be closed. The automation sequence continues by 
performing three purge/vacuum cycles using ultra-high purity N2 gas in preparation to load the 
OP-cell. Once complete, the desired 129Xe/N2 mixture is loaded into the evacuated OP-cell, see 
Supporting Information for details. Once the OP-cell has been filled, then the optical pumping 
process can take place. 
 
2.5. Optical pumping oven 
The oven is manufactured from non-magnetic materials: Teflon, nylon, and glass that can 
handle moderately high (> 120 °C) operational temperatures (Figure 30A & Figure 49). The 
front and the rear walls of the oven contain 3 in. borosilicate (BK7) optical windows with anti-
reflection coatings (CVI Melles-Griot P/N W2-PW1-3025-C-670-1064-0) appropriate for the 
near-IR wavelengths (640–1064 nm). The OP-cell and its contents are heated using a forced-air 
oven. The oven contains two inlets for heating or cooling air, and one exhaust port (Figure 49). 
Since it is necessary to have the polarizer work in areas where compressed-air hook-ups may not 
be available, the gas supply of the temperature-control system is provided by a self-pressurizing 
liquid nitrogen Dewar (Dura-Cyl 160MP P/N #10783424; Chart Ind.). A full Dewar can supply 
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sufficient gas for 12 + h of continuous operation. The oven gas supply is routed through two 
400 W heat pipes (Omega Engineering, Stamford, CT, P/N APH-5051) mounted inside an 
aluminum enclosure (Figure 30C) and connected to the oven inlets via temperature-resistant 
silicone tubing (3/4 in. O.D. Silcon®, P/N 2802471, NewAge Industries). The heaters are 
controlled through a temperature controller (Omega Engineering, Stamford, CT, i-series 
CNi3244-C24) via feedback from thermocouple sensors inside the OP-Oven. 
An opening in the side wall of the oven allows access to the cell’s stopcock, which is 
connected to the Helical–Rotary Actuator. The oven side walls include Pyrex window panels to 
allow monitoring of the SEOP process with optical probe beams and optimizing the laser beam 
alignment. The oven is mounted on lateral translational stages to permit fine adjustments to both 
the front and back of the oven with respect to the laser beam. 
 
2.6. Gas manifold 
This gas handling system consists of two distinct sections (Figure 28a and Figure 46a): 
the ‘upstream’ section contains unpolarized gas used to fill the OP-cell, and the ‘downstream’ 
section is used to transfer hyperpolarized 129Xe to either a Tedlar bag or storage condensation 
coils. The ‘upstream’ system utilizes solenoid valves (green in Figure 28a, McMaster-Carr P/N 
5077 T123 and Parker P/N 099-0167-900) and pneumatically actuated Teflon valves (red in 
Figure 28a, Teqcom P/N M222CPFS-T). All valves are automated through the microcontroller 
box as follows. The valves allow gas flow regulation throughout the entire manifold. The loading 
‘upstream’ section of the manifold is built using ¼ in. Swagelok pieces connecting stainless steel 
tubing and solenoid valves. The Edwards RV5 mechanical roughing pump and Turbo Pump 
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Station are connected to a single vacuum line through a Swagelok T-connector that leads to both 
‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’ sections of the gas handling system. It is extremely important to 
remove all O2 from the system as it not only reacts with the alkali metal in the OP-cell, but if 
present in the transfer lines will quickly de-polarize the hyperpolarized 129Xe gas. 
The gas-handling system is equipped with three cylinders of ultra-high purity natural 
abundance 129Xe, enriched 129Xe, and N2 gas (all fitted with CG-580 two-stage regulators), thus 
allowing the option to use natural abundance or enriched 129Xe. After passing through oxygen 
filters/getters (Oxiclear/Labclear, P/N DGP-250-R1), these gases are delivered to the cell via a 
pulse-damping snubber (McMaster-Carr) that is used to restrict the flow rate of gases. The gas 
pressures are monitored by two different pressure gauges (for monitoring vacuum and high 
pressure respectively), which provide feedback to the microcontroller. The ‘fine’ gauge is a 
Teledyne Hastings HPM 2002, which is responsible for monitoring from ~ 800 Torr down to the 
10− 5 Torr vacuum range. The ‘coarse’ high-pressure gauge (rated to ~ 6000 Torr; Omega P/N 
PX309-100G5V) monitors pressure from 760 to 2000 Torr (total operational pressure in the OP-
cell). 
The ‘downstream’ transfer section of the gas handling system is less complex than the 
‘upstream’ loading section and contains fewer valves. Because HP 129Xe gas can easily be 
depolarized, all surfaces that may come into contact with the HP 129Xe must be non-magnetic. As 
a result, only Teflon components and SurfaSil-coated glass surfaces are used in the ‘downstream’ 
component of the gas-handling system. Furthermore, the HP 129Xe contrast agent ejection line is 
situated within the ambient field of the SEOP electromagnet to prevent any zero-field crossings, 
which could otherwise depolarize HP 129Xe. The transfer line is equipped with a gas filter 
(Entegris Wafergard GT-Plus; WGFG 21K P3; various suppliers, e.g. Venture Technologies 
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Group, Farmington Hills, MI) to getter any residual Rb metal and other micro- and nanoparticles. 
The HP 129Xe cryo-collection stage (see below) is optional in the programmed graphical user 
interface (GUI), and the condensation coil setup (Figure 30b) may be installed in the transfer 
line. As mentioned above, the ‘downstream’ transfer section is also connected to the vacuum 
system, which evacuates the lines and the Tedlar bag while 129Xe is being optically polarized in 
the cell. 
 
2.7. Cryo-collection setup 
This setup consists of a custom-made Pyrex tubular spiral storage vessel (Mid-Rivers 
Glassblowing, Inc., P/N MRG927-01C) that allows the HP 129Xe to be collected and stored prior 
to transfer to the Tedlar bag and administration to the subject or sample. The storage coil has 
Chemglass valves (with Teflon stopcocks) on each side of the coil. The spiral coil serves the 
functions of collecting, storing, and transferring the HP 129Xe, and its valves are each controlled 
via a helical–rotary actuator assembly. The coil resides in a strong (> 500 G) magnetic field 
produced by a pair of large permanent magnets (see above and Figure 30b). The strong field 
prevents HP 129Xe depolarization in the solid state through coupling with neighboring 
(quadrupolar) 131Xe spins in the solid lattice (326). The magnets are held in place with custom-
made aluminum holders with a mounting bar that can be attached directly to the main upper 
frame (Minitec Framing). The condenser may be cooled with liquid N2 (well below the freezing 
temperature of xenon, allowing N2 gas to pass through), and then, prior to the transfer to the 
Tedlar bag, warmed either with lukewarm water or with heated nitrogen gas. It is important that 
HP 129Xe is sublimated rapidly to suppress 129Xe relaxation that peaks as the xenon motion in the 
lattice increases, just below the triple point (305). 
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2.8. Microcontroller automation and interface 
The polarizer automation control box (Figure 31) consists of numerous relays for turning 
alternating-current (AC) or direct-current (DC) powered devices on or off in a time-dependent 
sequence with sensor measurements allowing process control. An open-source microcontroller 
(Arduino Mega 2560 rev3, P/N 1050-1018-ND, Digikey, Thief River Falls, MN) orchestrates all 
operations. A dual-output power supply (CUI VF-D320-D1224A, P/N 102-2001-ND, Digikey) 
provides power for the automation control box, a gas valve manifold (Bürkert, Germany, P/N 
MP11) enabling pneumatic valve operation through 3/2-way solenoids valves (Bürkert, 
Germany, 6524 Type) of the manifold, and other devices used in either the internal pneumatic 
manifold or the external gas manifold. The microcontroller digital I/O lines provide activation of 
the AC or DC solid-state relays (SSRs) (Grayhill I/O Relay Module, P/N GH3040-ND or GH-
3038-ND, Digikey), thereby selectively powering other devices such as electronic solenoid 
valves, heaters, instrumentation, etc. Various controller outputs also include activating external 
devices via TTL level logic, such as shutting down the laser power supply unit (PSU) or 
triggering the low-field NMR spectrometer (Kea2, Magritek, Wellington, New Zealand) to run a 
pulse program. Microcontroller inputs include status changes on digital input lines, and various 
sensors that can be interacted with via serial communications (see below). Additionally, the 
microcontroller interacts with a computer GUI through commands sent over the built-in USB-
serial interface (Figure 50). All programmed gas manifold load/transfer sequences are stored on 
the microcontroller board’s memory. The GUI itself was designed and programmed in open-
source software (processing.org). 
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Figure 31. (a) Schematic of all major components of the microcontroller automation box. (b) 
Corresponding photograph. 
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Sensor inputs also initiate microcontroller responses. The automation control box features 
two safety interlocks. The first ensures that the water chiller is on before permitting device 
operation, whereas the second ensures that the upper frame door is closed during laser operation. 
The water chiller status is sensed by the water ‘low flow’ switch (P/N 2371 K41, McMaster-
Carr, Aurora, OH). The mechanical safety limit switch sensing the status of the upper frame is 
P/N 6352 K41, McMaster-Carr. Activation of any of these sensors (5 V → 0 V) results in the 
following: (i) the laser PSU being sent to standby (laser off), (ii) the OP-cell being closed off to 
prevent contamination, and (iii) the microcontroller shutting down in a way that requires a 
physical reset. The pressure sensors described above are monitored by the microcontroller. Oven 
temperature monitoring and control are achieved by communication between the microcontroller 
and the oven’s temperature controller. 
In general operation, the microcontroller runs a loop that obtains temperature and 
pressure measurements and transmits them to the computer GUI. Interrupt service routines 
(ISRs) monitor the water flow and door safety switches. Upon receipt of a command from the 
computer GUI during this general loop, the appropriate function is called after decoding. Such 
functions can include: oven temperature or manifold pressure level monitoring; timeouts on 
loops (as in the case of leaks preventing the gas-handling manifold from reaching specified 
vacuum levels); obtaining user input from the GUI (such as the requested xenon loading 
pressure); or reporting controller status information. GUI buttons launch automated procedures 
such as those necessary for replacing gas cylinders or for production of HP 129Xe. 
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2.9. In situ polarimetry 
In situ detection is enabled by a low-field high-resolution NMR spectrometer (Kea2, 
Magritek) and an Ocean Optics HR2000+ high-resolution near-IR spectrometer. The IR probe 
detecting transmitted laser photons is fiber-optically connected behind the 3 in. retroreflection 
mirror, whereas the RF coil (tuned to 62 kHz and matched to 50 Ω) is located directly under the 
cell. The low-field NMR spectrometer is used for in situ QA of the SEOP process (detecting 
nuclear spin-polarization of 129Xe). In situ NMR detection utilizes a small circular surface coil 
(~ 1.5 in. O.D.) with 342 turns using 34 AWG wire. This surface coil was tuned utilizing an 
Agilent E5071c ENA Series network analyzer for 129Xe detection at 5.26 mT and 1H at 1.46 mT 
respectively. The corresponding near-IR spectra provide detailed information regarding the 
status and output quality of the laser, and how well it is being absorbed by the Rb alkali metal in 
the cell. Additionally, the transmitted laser spectra can be used to infer the average electron spin 
polarization (225, 313), see Supporting Information. 
 
Results 
Four independent methods have been used to determine nuclear and electron spin 
polarization (313). These methods include (i) in situ (in OP-cell) field-cycled near-IR 
spectroscopy (225) to probe Rb electron spin polarization; (ii) in situ (in OP-cell) 129Xe NMR at 
5.26 mT; (iii) ex-situ NMR of HP 129Xe gas transferred to a “intermediate field” (47.5 mT) of a 
122 mm bore magnet (Magritek); and (iv) ex-situ HP 129Xe gas transferred into a Tedlar bag and 
subsequent 129Xe NMR/MRI using a clinical 3 T scanner. Excellent agreement was observed 
among the different approaches used to quantify PXe (see Figure 33 below). A detailed analysis 
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of these results has been reported previously (313), and thus only a brief discussion is provided 
here. 
The resulting in situ HP 129Xe NMR spectra (e.g., Figure 32a) were compared to the 
spectra of thermally polarized water at the same NMR frequency, allowing in-cell PXe values to 
be determined; in this example, PXe = 49.5% ± 2.8% was achieved for a cell containing 761 Torr 
Xe. The thermal 1H reference signal (Figure 54a,b) used to calculate PXe was obtained using an 
identical OP-cell filled with 5 mM CuSO4 doped water (281, 282). Furthermore, in situ NMR 
detection allows measurement of build-up and decay of HP 129Xe during and after SEOP. 
Examples of different PXe accumulation and 129Xe T1 relaxation studies are shown in Figure 32b, 
c. The 129Xe polarization build-up and T1 decay time constants were 8.5 ± 0.7 min and 
1.9 ± 0.6 h, respectively. 
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Figure 32. (a) Example of low-field in situ HP 129Xe NMR used for QA, here obtained from a 
SEOP cell containing 761 Torr Xe and 1239 Torr N2. (b) Typical in-cell PXe build-up curve 
measured via in situ129Xe NMR, here for a cell containing ~ 725 Torr Xe/~ 1275 Torr N2. (c) 
Spin–lattice T1 decay curve for HP 129Xe NMR signals from Xe gas measured at 5.26 mT of a 
cell containing 495 Torr Xe/1300 Torr N2 following SEOP and subsequent cell cool-down to 
33 °C (by which point the Rb should be condensed—providing a more accurate measure of the 
intrinsic cell relaxation rate). In normal operation, HP 129Xe gas is typically transferred from the 
OP-cell to the sample at ~ 40 °C to help preserve more of the polarization. 
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Figure 33. 129Xe nuclear spin polarization values measured at 5.26 mT, 47.5 mT, and/or 3 T, 
plotted versus xenon partial pressure determined at loading (313). Labels ‘before transfer’ and 
‘after transfer’ respectively refer to measurements obtained from Xe gas remaining within the 
SEOP cell before and after some of the gas was transferred to another container. Error bars are 
determined from the uncertainties in the spectral integral values obtained from the respective 
thermally-polarized reference samples. The value at 725 Torr was obtained with 82%-enriched 
129Xe loaded with a different gas manifold. 
 
Ex-situ detection at 47.5 mT allows for simultaneous evaluation of 129Xe polarization 
quality and agent-transfer efficiency. The polarized gas was transferred via a 2 m long ¼ in. O.D. 
PTFE tubing into a 52 mL polypropylene spherical phantom located within the field of the 
47.5 mT bore magnet system. HP 129Xe was detected at 559 kHz, whereas a 13C reference sample 
was detected at 508 kHz using a broad-band dual-channel RF probe (282). Comparison of the ex 
situ 47.5 mT results with the in situ 5.26 mT 129Xe NMR polarimetry taken during the same 
experiment generally showed little loss of 129Xe polarization during transfer from the SEOP cell 
(313). Similar efficiencies were observed using ex-situ HP 129Xe spectroscopy at 3 T (313). 
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HP 129Xe gas expanded into 800 mL Tedlar bags was used to quantify the relaxation (i.e. 
life-time of the produced contrast agent) using a clinical 3 T MRI scanner. For most acquisitions, 
two different storage fields (0.0015 T and 3 T) were used to cover the dynamic range of FDA-
approved magnetic fields for clinical MRI use. 129Xe T1 time constants were 38 ± 12 min and 
5.9 ± 0.4 h at 1.5 mT and 3 T respectively (313)—results that project positively for a variety of 
clinical and pre-clinical applications requiring gas-phase storage or accumulation of HP 129Xe. 
When polarizing 129Xe via batch/stopped-flow SEOP without cryo-collection, it is also important 
that residual Rb does not end up in sample containers. The combination of an efficient cell cool-
down procedure (see Supplemental Information) and the use of the Teflon filter in the transfer 
line (described above) helps to ensure that Rb (or other particulate matter) does not end up in the 
inhaled gas mixture. Following three separate SEOP runs, Tedlar bags were prepared and sent 
for elemental analysis (Element One, Wilmington, NC). In all cases, Rb content was found to be 
less than 5 ng/bag. 
129Xe polarization values achieved with various in-cell Xe densities (i.e., with Xe partial 
pressures between ~ 300–1600 Torr), over a range of conditions including different magnetic 
field strengths, NMR acquisition methodologies, etc., are summarized in Figure 33 (313). The 
data include values for in-cell PXe values of 90.9% ± 5.2%, 57.1% ± 3.3%, 50.1% ± 2.9%, and 
33.4% ± 1.9% measured for Xe loadings of 300, 495, 765, and 1570 Torr, respectively; PXe 
values of 41% ± 1.6% and 28% ± 1.1% with ~ 760 and ~ 1545 Torr Xe loadings were obtained 
following transfer to Tedlar bags and subsequent transport to the 3 T scanner. 
The polarizer has recently received FDA Investigational New Drug and IRB regulatory 
approval for use in a clinical study of COPD patients. Towards that end, the polarizer has already 
been used in several preliminary 129Xe MR imaging and spectroscopic experiments involving 
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individual healthy human subjects; for example, images obtained in one experiment are shown in 
Figure 34. For this experiment, a gas mixture comprised of 1300 Torr of 86%-enriched 129Xe gas 
and 700 Torr N2 gas was loaded and hyperpolarized in the OP-cell. Prior to use, PXe was 
measured to be 25% in the cell—somewhat lower than typical values (see Figure 33), owing to 
the utilization of a OP-cell that was thermally regenerated following partial oxidation during 
installation. Some of the cell contents were then transferred to a 0.8 L Tedlar bag via expansion 
(thus, xenon comprised two-thirds of the bag contents). The bag was then transported to a 
Siemens 3 T clinical MRI scanner and the HP 129Xe agent was administered to a healthy human 
volunteer using the following inhalation protocol: the subject completed two full respiration 
cycles (total lung capacity (TLC) to functional residual capacity, (FRC),×2), before being asked 
to inhale contents from the bag (followed by a small gulp of air to help push HP 129Xe out 
beyond the trachea). The demonstrated signal strength and image quality achieved are sufficient 
for the polarizer to support a number of potential pulmonary functional imaging/spectroscopic 
studies—the subject of future efforts. 
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Figure 34. Selected (12 of 14) false-color 2D slices from a 3D 129Xe gradient echo chest image 
from a healthy subject following inhalation of HP 129Xe prepared using the XeNA polarizer 
(anterior to posterior, reading left to right, top to bottom). Echo time/repetition time 1.12/11 ms 
(specific absorption rate-limited), tipping angle α = 6º, 80 × 80 × 14 matrix, acquisition 
time = 4.5 s; field of view = 320 × 320 × 196 mm3, data zero-filled to give 2 × 2 × 14 mm3 
digital resolution (signal-to-noise ratio ~ 8–15). 
 
Discussion 
The 129Xe polarization values summarized here (313) represent by a significant margin 
the highest yet achieved at such high in-cell Xe densities—and establish the feasibility of 
attaining near-unity polarization in single (or multiple) batches with HP 129Xe quantities 
sufficient for most clinical uses (~ 1 L/h). Furthermore, the hyperpolarizer is automated, 
modular, portable, and easy to maintain. XeNA is built mostly of commercially available 
components, and the complete material costs for construction were under $125,000. 
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The overall performance of the hyperpolarizer stems from a number of technical 
improvements of stopped-flow high-xenon-pressure SEOP process described here and 
fundamental improvements reported earlier (313). For instance, the VHG technology combined 
with high laser power (~ 170 W) provides high resonant photon flux through the cell. Next, to 
prevent any dark regions near the edges or longitudinal optical nodes of the OP-cell that could 
affect the SEOP process, the optical path setup was designed with care as to (i) reduce the loss of 
laser power through the optical path while expanding to a 2 in. diameter beam and (ii) to 
illuminate the OP-cell volume with near-unity circular polarization of the incident laser light. 
Furthermore, we have shown that retroreflection of the beam back into the cell can provide a 
~ 30% increase in HP 129Xe (225). Careful control of the cell temperature is key for SEOP 
optimization. Previously it was shown that there can be an inverse relationship between Xe 
density and the optimal temperature for SEOP (e.g., where lower cell temperatures are favored 
for higher Xe densities (226, 228)—particularly when using spectrally-narrowed pump lasers). 
The steady-state 129Xe nuclear spin polarization is given by: 
 PXe t = ∞( ) =
γ SE
γ SE + ΓXe
⋅ PRb  , (3.91) 
where γSE is the Rb/Xe spin exchange rate (∝[Rb]), ΓXe is the 129Xe nuclear spin destruction rate 
(= 1/T1), and 𝑃!"  is the volume-averaged Rb electron spin polarization. For example, if one 
assumes that the intrinsic cell 129Xe T1 values are similar from cell to cell (and only mildly 
sensitive to the small differences in Xe loading or total pressure (301)), the time constants from 
the curves in Figure 32 would correspond to ~ 12-fold larger γSE value compared to ΓXe, 
contributing to the efficiency of the 129Xe polarization process. Thus overall, the high in-cell 
129Xe polarization values reported here are achieved primarily by: (i) maintaining a high 
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“photon-to-Rb” ratio throughout the cell, thereby ‘forcing’ near-unity PRb despite the high Rb 
electron spin-destruction rates encountered at high Xe densities (302); and (ii) obtaining very 
slow 129Xe intrinsic relaxation rates, ensuring high γSE:ΓXe ratios despite the relatively modest Rb 
number densities expected at our mild operational oven temperatures (327). 
High 129Xe polarization/collection efficiency is also promoted by the following: (i) the 
high quality and uniformity of the Rb coating within the cell; (ii) the presence of in situ real-time 
monitoring and feedback of the SEOP process via the Rb spectral absorption and 129Xe NMR 
signal; (iii) optimization of the OP-cell cool-down procedure prior to transfer of the 
hyperpolarized contrast agent (discussed in detail in section ‘i’ of the Supporting Information); 
(iv) suppressing exposure to O2 and other paramagnetic materials throughout the gas lines; (v) 
rapid transfer of HP 129Xe contrast agent into a Tedlar transportation/delivery bag; and (vi) 
avoiding Xe phase transitions and other relaxation-susceptible portions of the Xe phase diagram 
(305). 
Although Xe cryo-collection and subsequent sublimation prior to transfer to the sample 
are optional for XeNA, operation without cryo-collection does result in dilution of the HP 129Xe 
with N2 gas and leaves behind a significant fraction of the SEOP mixture in the OP-cell 
following the transfer process after contrast agent preparation. However, both of these issues can 
be mitigated by (i) using Xe-rich mixtures demonstrated here; (ii) the addition of a large 
automated gas piston or balloon (213, 317), where the cell contents can be expanded into a much 
larger volume prior to transfer to the sample or transport vessel; and (iii) selecting the ‘topping-
off’ procedure implemented in XeNA, which also slightly increases the device duty cycle. 
Indeed, when preparing multiple bags of HP 129Xe, this has become the standard mode of 
operation. Under these typical conditions, the time to produce each bag is ~ 35–40 min; ~ 15–
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20 min is spent polarizing the 129Xe, with the remaining time being used to purge/evacuate gas 
lines, transfer gases to and from the cell, and heat up/cool down the OP-cell (328) before and 
after SEOP. 
Future improvements may include (i) the re-designing of the OP-oven, because the 
current design makes installation and removal of the OP-cell somewhat difficult; (ii) the 
pressurized liquid N2 Dewar can be replaced by a more suitable solution for gas heating and 
cooling to make the polarizer a true stand-alone device; (iii) The LDA and the optical path could 
be integrated into a single device for easier alignment with the OP-cell (see Supplemental 
Information); (iv) improving the thermal management of the cell to better mitigate any 
deleterious effects of high internal gas temperatures (216, 307); (v) increased level of automation 
and components’ integration; (vi) utilization of pre-mixed Xe/N2 gas sources, allowing the duty 
cycle to be increased; and (vii) increasing the simplicity of the polarization procedures would be 
key for making a true “push-button” operated device. The current device increases the prospects 
of more widespread implementation of HP 129Xe MR technology, thus allowing feedback for 
future improvements. 
 
Conclusion 
We have described here a clinical-scale (~ 1 L/h) hyperpolarizer that produces batches of 
spin-polarized 129Xe sufficient for clinical examination, with emphasis on specific design 
features and practical aspects of operation. The polarizer’s ‘open-source’ design and automation 
should facilitate implementation of HP 129Xe technology into clinical and pre-clinical settings. 
Four independent methods for characterizing the spin polarization have been utilized, and up to 
90% 129Xe polarization is achieved. Efficient transfer of HP 129Xe from OP-cells into other 
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sample containers was demonstrated, including Tedlar bags filled with up to 800 mL of polarized 
gas mixture for clinical imaging. The T1 of HP 129Xe was nearly 6 h in a Tedlar bag used for the 
contrast agent delivery/transportation from the polarizer to a human volunteer. The ability to 
achieve high PXe values at high Xe densities, combined with stopped-flow operation and efficient 
Rb condensation/gettering, negates the usual requirement of Xe cryo-accumulation and storage, 
and also should provide improved polarization efficiency for quadrupolar isotopes (e.g. 83Kr and 
131Xe (67, 310, 311, 329)). 
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Abstract 
Three-dimensional printing with high-temperature plastic is used to enable spin exchange 
optical pumping (SEOP) and hyperpolarization of xenon-129 gas. The use of 3D printed 
structures increases the simplicity of integration of the following key components with a variable 
temperature SEOP probe: (i) in situ NMR circuit operating at 84 kHz (Larmor frequencies of 
129Xe and 1H nuclear spins), (ii) <0.3 nm narrowed 200 W laser source, (iii) in situ high-
resolution near-IR spectroscopy, (iv) thermoelectric temperature control, (v) retroreflection 
optics, and (vi) optomechanical alignment system. The rapid prototyping endowed by 3D 
printing dramatically reduces production time and expenses while allowing reproducibility and 
integration of “off-the-shelf” components and enables the concept of printing on demand. The 
utility of this SEOP setup is demonstrated here to obtain near-unity 129Xe polarization values in a 
0.5 L optical pumping cell, including ~74 ± 7% at 1000 Torr xenon partial pressure, a record 
value at such high Xe density. Values for the 129Xe polarization exponential build-up rate [(3.63 
± 0.15) × 10–2 min–1] and in-cell 129Xe spin–lattice relaxation time (T1 = 2.19 ± 0.06 h) for 1000 
Torr Xe were in excellent agreement with the ratio of the gas-phase polarizations for 129Xe and 
Rb (PRb ~96%). Hyperpolarization-enhanced 129Xe gas imaging was demonstrated with a 
spherical phantom following automated gas transfer from the polarizer. Taken together, these 
                                                
** Equal authorship. 
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results support the development of a wide range of chemical, biochemical, material science, and 
biomedical applications. 
Introduction 
Since the construction of the first 3D printer by Chuck Hull of 3D Systems Corp. in 1984, 
the application of 3D printing technologies has gained increasing momentum and popularity over 
the past decade in a variety of scientific fields, such as biotechnology,(330) medical 
science,(331) dentistry,(332) chemistry,(333) physical sciences,(334) and others. Three-
dimensional printing differs significantly from traditional machining techniques, which rely on 
material removal through cutting and drilling operations, in that three-dimensional solid objects 
are manufactured through addition of material, as exemplified by fused deposition modeling 
(335, 336) (FDM) and plaster-based 3D printing.(336) This additive approach permits the 
creation of structures otherwise very challenging to achieve through traditional techniques. 
A key attraction of 3D printing is its enabling of rapid prototyping and small-scale 
manufacturing.(336) The latter need often arises in the design and production of scientific 
instrumentation. Moreover, as scientific instrumentation becomes more complex, integrated, and 
multifaceted, it is frequently advantageous to mechanically combine multiple components, each 
often requiring specific and precise alignment with respect to each other, into a single, simplified 
structure that is usually less costly than conventional machining. Traditional machining methods 
can often be poorly suited for creating such integrated, complex structures. Thus, a niche exists 
where 3D printing has superior cost and time-saving advantages, in addition to its greater facility 
in realizing the creation of certain complex 3D geometries. We demonstrate here the first use of 
3D printing technology for enabling improved nuclear spin hyperpolarization, specifically, via 
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spin-exchange optical pumping (SEOP). This approach can also be applied for design and 
development of other scientific instrumentation. 
The SEOP process produces hyperpolarized (HP) noble gases (e.g., 129Xe and 3He) with 
significantly improved NMR/MRI detection sensitivity due to their highly non-Boltzmann 
population distribution. This improved detection sensitivity has led to use of such gases in a 
variety of magnetic resonance applications, such as biomedical imaging.(63, 67, 135-138, 143, 
145) The first step of SEOP involves the transfer of angular momentum from circularly polarized 
light (resonant at 794.8 nm) to Rb vapor atoms to generate highly polarized Rb electron spins. 
The second step involves the transfer of this electron spin polarization to Xe nuclei through 
Fermi hyperfine interactions upon their collision (Figure 35).(62, 63) 
The components typically required for SEOP include a circularly polarized laser source 
operating at Rb D1 resonance, a static magnetic field B0, and a variable-temperature (VT) optical 
pumping (OP) cell containing Rb and inert gases, e.g., 129Xe and N2. While the instrumentation 
for the SEOP process is similar in nature,(65, 144, 211, 213, 218-220, 226, 278-280, 316, 317) 
actual components such as the OP-cell design and choices for the laser, optics, etc., and their 
interfacing requirements vary substantially, thus leading to custom designs that are difficult 
and/or too costly to reproduce. 
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Figure 35. Schematic representation of the (a) spin exchange optical pumping (SEOP) process 
taking place in the optical pumping cell, and the (b) SEOP optical beam path through the 3D 
printed system. 
 
The key components used here for SEOP have additional layers of integration, which 
greatly simplify achieving proper component alignment. Specifically, the laser module 
(developed by QPC Laser Operations with our design requirements) integrated into this setup has 
built-in optics, obviating the tedious and challenging steps of aligning the laser beam with the 
OP-cell. The demonstrated concept of complex component integration by 3D printing technology 
in advanced scientific equipment exemplified here can be readily translated to other concept 
devices and instruments, leading to commercial prototypes. The utility of the device is 
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demonstrated by achieving near unity polarization at high xenon densities and low-field 
hyperpolarized MRI. 
 
Experimental Section 
Two VT probe/oven designs are presented which are differentiated by their method of 
VT control: (i) thermoelectric (TE) and (ii) more conventional forced-air (FA) temperature 
control.(313) The latter design is provided in the form of 3D CAD drawings for 3D printing (see 
Supporting Information) and may be used directly with the previously reported SEOP polarizer 
design.(313) The TE probe is described here, although its 3D CAD design will be reported in 
greater detail elsewhere in conjunction with an improved complete 129Xe polarizer design. 
SEOP setups or polarizers typically use different variations of FA or nitrogen gas for 
temperature control of the OP-cell and OP-oven. The ovens described here also contain in situ 
detection capability by NMR and near-IR spectroscopy during and after 129Xe sample irradiation 
with up to 200 W of laser power, so we refer to them as oven/probe systems or just “SEOP 
probes”. 
 
3D Printer and CAD Design 
All 3D printed models were designed using Solidworks 3D CAD software (Dassault 
Systèmes SolidWorks Corporation, Vélizy, France). A Fortus 360mc 3D printer (Stratasys, Eden 
Prairie, MN, USA) using FDM technology was used to print all components of the SEOP probes 
and the NMR detection coils. This printer produces parts up to 16 × 14 × 16 in. Moreover, this 
system has the capability of adjusting the layer thickness to four different settings: 0.005, 0.007, 
0.010, or 0.013 in. per layer. Because many hardware manufacturers such as ThorLabs, 
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Swagelok, McMaster-Carr, etc., provide 3D CAD models for their products, full integration of 
all components into the probe design is readily achieved. Polycarbonate (PC) was chosen as the 
thermoplastic of choice, due to its high heat deflection and glass transition temperature points of 
138 °C and 161 °C, respectively, which are adequate for stopped-flow SEOP operating 
conditions. Moreover, PC has a high tensile strength, making it rigid when thick but flexible 
when thin. Other plastics such as polyphenylsulfone and ultem 9085 are available at greater 
expense but are capable of withstanding higher temperatures if necessary. 
 
3D-Printed TE VT Probe 
SEOP probes often require oil-free dry inert gas sources for heating and cooling in the 
form of a self-pressurizing liquid N2 dewar, gas cylinder, or building compressed air supply. Gas 
cylinders and dewars tend to be bulky, and they need to be regularly refilled and operated by 
experienced personnel. While compressed air seems to mitigate this problem, it often requires 
that the 129Xe polarizer device must stay in a fixed location, rendering the device no longer 
portable. By utilizing TE temperature control here, the requirement for an external gas source is 
eliminated and the device becomes self-contained and truly portable. 
In addition to eliminating the need for an external gas supply for OP-cell VT control, the 
TE VT design, Figure 36, offers many other advantages compared to conventional FA SEOP 
probes. The TE VT SEOP probe allows for fine control of the OP-cell surface temperature and 
thus Rb density during SEOP via temperature feedback from a thermistor sensor attached to the 
glass surface of the OP-cell. High-flow, turbulent, recirculating air provided by a tangential 
blower (Allied Electronics, Fort Worth, TX; P/N 70104964) provides thermal coupling of the 
aluminum TE unit heat-sink fins inside the probe to the OP-cell surface. The high flow rate is 
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intended to reduce temperature gradients across the longitudinal axis of the OP-cell originating 
from laser-induced heating, although the actual gradients were not quantified. To reduce delays 
in OP-cell cycling due to the bulk thermal mass of the probe body (i.e., to increase the 
operational duty cycle), a thin layer of insulating Aerogel material (McMaster-Carr, P/N 9590k8) 
lines the inside surfaces of the SEOP probe to promote thermal decoupling by reducing thermal 
contact of the air with the SEOP probe body. 
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Figure 36. (a) 3D CAD schematic of the assembled TE SEOP probe. (b) Actual 3D printed TE 
SEOP probe with lid open and laser light being transmitted through the mounted OP-cell. (c) 200 
W VHG narrowed LDA with 2 in. OD laser beam concentric with the OP-cell inside the TE 
SEOP probe. 
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The SEOP probe PC body has two circular cutouts with a grooved lip and a visual 
inspection port. The front cutout provides the interface to the laser, housing a 3 in. diameter anti-
reflective (AR) coated optical window (CVI Melles-Griot P/N W2-PW1-3025-C-670-1064-0) 
with a wavelength transmission range in the near-IR of 640–1064 nm. The rear cutout 
accommodates a 3 in. diameter optical mirror (Thor Laboratories P/N BB3-E03) used to reflect 
the transmitted laser light back through the OP-cell and ultimately to the secondary laser module 
beam dump. A three-point adjustment mirror holder permits minor changes in the reflection 
angle by rotating plastic thumbscrews, Figure 61, Supporting Information. Mirror adjustment is 
aided by the support of a thick, spongy silicone O-ring between the retroreflection mirror and the 
SEOP probe body, which also creates a tight seal. A tempered glass panel on the front side of the 
SEOP probe permits inspection of the condition of the OP-cell, Figure 36a. The glass panel is 
inserted in a 1/8 in. grooved channel in the probe body and the lid. 
The mounts holding the OP-cell are printed as parts of the probe main body and aligned 
concentrically with the 3 in. optical window and the retroreflection mirror, ensuring facile 
alignment of the replaceable OP-cell during installation. To aid with initial probe body and OP-
cell alignment with the laser, vertical adjustable leveling posts (ThorLabs P/N: BLP01) that 
support the SEOP probe are mounted to independent linear (horizontal) stages (Newport, M/N 
443). The linear stages and leveling posts can be adjusted in small increments, thus allowing fine 
adjustment of both vertical and horizontal positioning in reference to the laser beam. The OP-cell 
side stems extend outside the probe body and allow for gas loading and transferring HP 129Xe. 
The stems are supported by two-piece “stem holders” with grooved slots for an O-ring placed 
around the glass stem to create a seal, Figure 62, Supporting Information. Due to some inevitable 
variance in hand-blown scientific glassware, the placement of these side stems can vary slightly 
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in position and angle from cell to cell. To accommodate for this variation, the two-piece stem 
guide was designed to allow 1 in. horizontal and 0.4 in. vertical translation. 
 
3D Printed Forced Air VT Probe 
A forced-air (FA) SEOP probe was developed as an improvement over a similar SEOP 
probe machined for use in an automated, open-source xenon polarizer.(313) It shares a number 
of similar features with the TE VT probe: Both probes use the same optical windows and 
retroreflection mirror design, along with the ThorLabs adjustable leveling post leg supports. 
Furthermore, its OP-cell holders and stem holders fit the same OP-cell design (Midrivers Glass 
Blowing, St. Charles, MO, P/N MRG350-10). 
Most of the front and rear areas of the FA SEOP probe are composed of tempered glass 
panels to permit visual inspection of the OP-cell and to potentially enable optically probing the 
SEOP process using electron spin resonance (ESR) or Raman spectroscopy (307) to measure the 
rubidium alkali metal electron spin polarization, Figure 59e,f, Supporting Information.(306) 
Two gas inlets and one exhaust port for VT control are located beneath the SEOP probe 
body, Figure 59, Supporting Information. The gas inlets lead into a distribution cavity to expand 
the VT gas before its release through a distribution plate consisting of multiple holes. The use of 
a distribution plate reduces the temperature gradients across of the length of OP-cell during the 
SEOP process. An NMR transmit/receive surface coil for in situ detection is built into the lid and 
resides only a few millimeters from the OP-cell surface when the lid is closed. Further 
information about the FA SEOP probe is given in the Supporting Information. 
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OP-Cell and OP-Cell Former 
The 0.5 L capacity OP-cell (Figure 36b and Figure 63, Supporting Information, Midrivers 
Glass Blowing, St. Charles, MO, P/N MRG350-10) is constructed from a Pyrex glass body with 
2 in. ID, 2.125 in. OD, and a length of 9.75 in., which is capped off with a 2 in. diameter Pyrex 
optical window on each end. Two side stems for gas handling are attached orthogonally to the 
cell body. The cell is sealed using Teflon stopcock valves (Chem-glass P/N CG-934-01). An 
additional Chem-Thread stem (Chem-glass P/N CG-350-10) is attached to these side stems at a 
90° angle (pointing upward) that contain a compression O-ring to connect the stems with 1/8 in. 
OD flexible Teflon tubing used for gas transfer. All OP-cells have been pressure tested to 4.5 
atm. Identical preparation of similarly sized OP-cells was described in detail previously.(313) 
 
VHG LDA 
Two key innovative features of this laser assembly (see Supporting Information) are (i) a 
short, free-standing (~51 mm) solid optical fiber with an 800 µm core that preserves up to 96% 
of the linear polarization emitted from the laser, and (ii) integration of this solid optical fiber into 
a custom, single-piece, detachable optics assembly, which bolts directly onto the laser module. 
The optics assembly collimates, circularly polarizes, and expands the emitted laser light to a 2 in. 
beam diameter. The laser is also equipped with a low-power, visible aiming beam. The laser’s 
overall design eliminates the need for separate alignment of an independent optical assembly 
(and its components) with the LDA module,(313) reduces losses of photon flux throughout the 
optical path, and greatly facilitates fine alignment with the OP-cell. 
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In Situ Near IR Spectroscopy 
An Ocean Optics HR4000+ high-resolution near IR spectrometer was used to measure 
the spectral profile of the laser flux transmitted through the cell via a fiber optic probe mounted 
directly behind the 3 in. retroreflection mirror (Figure 35 and Figure 38b). The transmitted laser 
spectra were also used to calculate in situ Rb polarization, PRb, by comparing the integrated 
intensities obtained in the presence and absence of an applied magnetic field (B0 = 7.13 mT) and 
acquisitions obtained with “hot” (i.e., during SEOP) and “cold” (room temperature) cells, 
according to our previously published method.(225, 313) 
 
In Situ NMR Spectroscopy 
The RF surface coil bobbin former was 3D printed from PC material for the TE SEOP 
probe separately instead of building it into the lid as for the FA SEOP probe; see above. The 
surface coil wound on the bobbin former (details in Supporting Information, section e) had 129 
turns of 16/38 Litz wire (Computer Controlled Automation Inc., Middletown, OH). The resulting 
coil had an inductance of 0.70 mH and a self-resonance frequency of 2.0 MHz. The coil was 
combined in parallel with C22CF series capacitors (Dielectric Laboratories, Cazenovia, NY) to 
form a high-impedance LC tank circuit tuned to 84 kHz. Initial tuning was conducted by first 
observing the frequency of the peak location on the power absorption curve by the RF probe 
(maximal at resonance) when a Prospa (v3.12, Magritek) frequency sweep macro was run, 
followed by minor adjustments to the resonance frequency by altering the capacitor 
combinations in the capacitor bank until the maximum observable SNR of the RF coil was 
found. The choice of 84 kHz for the resonance frequency was governed by a desire to reduce the 
power requirements for the electromagnet (i.e., below 1 kW magnet power) as well as operating 
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in a spectral band with minimal background RF noise. The RF coil and tuning circuit did not 
have any additional RF shielding apart from that afforded by the laser enclosure of the polarizer. 
The RF circuit was connected directly to a Kea2 NMR spectrometer (Magritek, Wellington, New 
Zealand) with a high-impedance RF probe interface, broadband DC–1 MHz duplexer 
configuration, and a built-in 1 W RF amplifier. The RF coil was placed immediately below the 
center of the OP-cell with an air gap of ~2 ± 1 mm and affixed to the SEOP probe using 1/4–20 
in. nylon rod and nuts. The Kea2 NMR spectrometer was used for all in situ NMR experiments. 
A 200 and 723 µs excitation RF pulse at 0.5 W was used for all proton and 129Xe experiments, 
respectively, with negligible overall magnetization loss of HP 129Xe in the OP-cell due to RF 
pulses. 
A sample of water (doped with 10 mM CuSO4) was used as an external signal reference. 
The sample was loaded into a glass chamber identical to that of the OP-cell except for the 
absence of the gas-handling stems. A reference signal was acquired using thermal polarization of 
water protons at the same resonance frequency. This was achieved by reducing the electromagnet 
current to match the main B0 field strength to 84 kHz at the 1H resonance frequency instead of 
129Xe. For this water referencing, the RF pulse duration for signal detection was reduced 
according to the gyromagnetic ratios of 1H and 129Xe to ensure maintaining the same RF 
excitation pulse angle, i.e., τ1H = τ129Xe × γ129Xe/γ1H. 
 
Low-Field MRI 
Two-dimensional projection images were acquired using a dual-channel RF probe (282) 
developed for parahydrogen-induced polarization (PHIP) with the X channel retuned to the 129Xe 
frequency at 558.6 kHz. The detection solenoid (282) was further enhanced through use of Litz 
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wire and a crystal radio coil winding pattern (337) for use in the 47.5 mT magnet (281) equipped 
with a gradient coil from Magritek (Wellington, New Zealand).(337) The gradient echo (GRE) 
imaging parameters were as follows: TE = 4.0 ms, FOV = 72 × 72 mm2, acquisition time = 3.2 
ms, pulse angle α = 2.7° equating to 20 µs RF pulse length at 80 mW, TR (limited by the 
electronics response) = 80 ms, spectral width (SW) = 20 kHz, and 64 × 64 imaging matrix size 
with 50% k-space sampling. Signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio of the most intense voxel was ~50. 
 
Thermoelectric (TE) Temperature Control 
Use of a TE SEOP probe kept temporal fluctuations in the OP-cell surface temperature 
within 1 °C of the set point in the range of 10–100 °C. The main source of temperature 
excursions from the set point is related to gating of the tangential blower, whose power is 
interrupted for ~5 s to allow NMR acquisition, resulting in small, short-term temperature spikes 
due to uncompensated laser-induced heating. A bidirectional TE air-to-air assembly (Kryotherm, 
Saint-Petersburg, Russia, P/N 380-24-AA) facilitates the heating/cooling for the OP-cell. The 
cell temperature is sensed with a thermistor (Oven Industries, Mechanicsburg, PA P/N TR91-64) 
affixed to its surface with high-temperature Kapton tape (McMaster-Carr, P/N 7648A46) which 
together with an ambient air temperature sensor (part number TR91-64, Oven Industries) 
provides feedback to the SEOP probe temperature controller (Electronic Temperature Controller, 
Oven Industries, P/N 5R7-001) powered with a 24 V 320 W power supply (Meanwell USA, 
Fremont, CA, P/N S-320-24). As mentioned previously, recirculating airflow within the SEOP 
probe couples the OP-cell to the TE module, provided by the tangential blower. The TE VT unit 
has nominal heat-load handling capacities of approximately 230 and 150 W at OP-cell surface 
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temperatures of 62 °C and 82 °C, respectively, at its maximum power rating of 380 W, a cooling 
capacity that has proved sufficient for the range of temperatures used for SEOP in this design. 
 
SEOP Process 
Two OP-cells were filled with natural abundance (26.44%) ultrahigh purity xenon gas 
with 250 Torr, ([129Xe] = 3.5 mM) and 1000 Torr ([129Xe] = 14.3 mM) xenon partial pressures, 
respectively, and then backfilled with N2 to achieve a total loaded OP-cell pressure of 2000 Torr. 
SEOP was performed with a laser output of 150 W for both OP-cells at empirically optimized 
(226, 313) OP-cell surface temperatures of 82 °C for the 250 Torr xenon cell, and 62 °C for the 
1000 Torr xenon cell. 
 
Results 
In situ NMR detection of the hyperpolarized 129Xe signal provides not only the means to 
measure 129Xe polarization but also allows the kinetics of polarization build-up and decay to be 
followed as well. Examples of in situ NMR spectroscopy are provided in Figure 37a,b. %PXe was 
85 ± 8% and 74 ± 7% for the 250 and 1000 Torr cells, respectively (Figure 37c). Examples of 
corresponding build-up and decay curves are shown in Figure 38a. 
The PXe build-up data (black trace) was fit to a model of exponential growth with a 
corresponding build-up rate constant of 1/Tb.(205, 218) This rate was (3.63 ± 0.15) × 10–2 min–1 
for the 1000 Torr cell, and it corresponds to the sum of the spin exchange (SE) rate, γSE, and 
129Xe polarization destruction rate, ΓXe. The latter is the inverse of T1 under our conditions, ΓXe = 
1/T1. 129Xe hyperpolarization decay was measured in a separate experiment without laser 
irradiation using a cell cooled to 26 °C immediately following SEOP (Figure 38a, red trace), 
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resulting in T1 = 2.19 ± 0.06 h or ΓXe = (7.61 ± 0.22) × 10–3 min–1. The measurement of kinetics 
of the build-up and decay therefore allowed for quantification of the spin exchange rate as γSE = 
1/Tb – ΓXe, resulting in γSE = (2.87 ± 0.15) × 10–2 min–1 for the 1000 Torr cell. 
In a separate experiment, a small fraction of hyperpolarized xenon gas was transferred 
from the OP-cell into a 52 mL spherical phantom via an evacuated (<10–3 Torr) 1/8 in. OD 
Teflon line. This spherical phantom was made of polypropylene and was placed in the RF probe 
in the 47.5 mT MRI system. A fast GRE image was acquired with 1.125 × 1.125 mm2 in-plane 
resolution, demonstrating automated ejection of hyperpolarized 129Xe from the OP-cell for use as 
a hyperpolarized contrast agent. Moreover, the presented low-field MRI image has minimal 
distortions/imaging artifacts and provides an example of high-resolution hyperpolarized 129Xe 
imaging at low magnetic field. While the image in Figure 37d was acquired in 2.5 s, the scan 
speed was limited by the response time of the communication electronics. Without this limit, the 
entire image acquisition can be accelerated by 10-fold down to easily achieve sub-second 
imaging speed. 
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Figure 37. (a) 1H reference (thermal) spectrum of water, [1H] = 110.67 M, doped with 10 mM 
CuSO4 inside a 0.5 L OP-cell phantom. Spectrum was acquired at 84 kHz 1H Larmor frequency, 
with 100  000 averages at 1H thermal polarization PH = 6.8 × 10–9. (b) 129Xe spectrum (nat abund 
= 26.44%) from a 1000 Torr xenon cell, [129Xe] = 14.3 mM, recorded at 84 kHz 129Xe Larmor 
frequency with 1 scan. (c) Bar graph of %PXe(max) of 250 and 1000 Torr cells. (d) 2D low-field 
MRI of hyperpolarized 129Xe inside a 52 mL spherical phantom made of polypropylene. 
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Figure 38. (a) Time-dependent in situ HP 129Xe build up (black curve) and T1 (spin–lattice) 
relaxation (red curve) decay in the OP-cell filled with 1000 Torr Xe and 1000 Torr N2. The first 
few points in the red curve were not included in the fit, as the cell was still cooling. (b) In situ 
magnetic-field cycled, near-IR spectra of transmitted laser light used to monitor laser light 
absorption by Rb and determine global %PRb. Near-IR spectra were collected under four 
different conditions: (i) room temperature before SEOP (dark gray); (ii, iii) during SEOP with 
the B0 electromagnet on at optimal OP temperature at time = 0 (green) and at steady state (blue); 
(iv) at steady state with B0 electromagnet turned off (red). 
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In situ near-IR spectroscopy with magnetic field cycling reported the spatially averaged 
Rb electron spin polarization 𝑃!"  across the OP-cell (225) (Figure 38b). Near-IR spectra were 
acquired under the following conditions: at room temperature (“cold cell”), when Rb is not 
appreciably absorbing the transmitted laser light; 62 °C and B0 = 7.13 mT at the beginning of 
SEOP (t = 0); 62 °C and B0 = 7.13 mT at steady-state SEOP for PXe(t = SS); 62 °C and B0 = 0 
mT at steady state. The spatially averaged Rb electron spin polarization 𝑃!"  was 81% at the 
beginning of SEOP, and 96% at steady-state SEOP. 
The various measurements of spin polarization and build-up/decay kinetics can be 
checked for internal consistency using the relation: 𝑃!" = 𝑃!" 𝛾!" 𝛾!" + Γ!! !! . For 
example, the ratio of PXe to PRb is ~0.77 for the 1000 Torr cell at steady state; this value is in 
excellent agreement with γSE(γSE+ΓXe)−1 = 0.79. These values not only indicate that the self-
consistency of these measurements is very high but that the polarization efficiency is high as 
well. 
 
Discussion 
TE temperature control permitted finer control of the OP-cell temperature as compared to 
a FA oven design, thus providing better performance and contributing toward the achieved 129Xe 
polarization levels (along with contributions from the improved laser illumination of the cell); 
indeed, the reported PXe and PRb values are near unity. Moreover, the large difference between 
spin-exchange and 129Xe spin-destruction rates allow for high SEOP efficiency, as manifested by 
the 1000 Torr PXe value that is nearly 80% of that measured for PRb. While PXe values reported 
here represent a significant improvement compared to previously published values for high-
pressure batch-mode SEOP process,(226, 313) particularly for the 1000-Torr cell, such high 
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values at high xenon partial pressures pave the way to future improvements of %PXe at higher 
xenon densities. While 2000 Torr total pressure represents an experimental limitation of this 
design, future engineering efforts could potentially lift this limit, allowing SEOP at even higher 
Xe partial pressures to be explored. 
Three-dimensional printing has enabled significantly improved integration of the 
commercially available components for SEOP, such as the high-power laser, TE VT units, 
optics, and OP-cells, thus providing better performance and near unity 129Xe polarization levels. 
NMR coils were integrated directly into the SEOP probe, enabling low-field in situ polarimetry. 
A combination of the LDA’s optical assembly and the OP-cell holders printed as integral parts of 
the probe body enabled robust, reproducible alignment of the entire optical path, eliminating the 
requirement for LDA and optics realignment upon OP-cell replacement, important for systematic 
studies requiring high reproducibility. 
Finally, integrating a TE VT module into the SEOP setup provided a number of 
advantages beyond being a source of heating and cooling for the OP-cell. The TE VT SEOP 
probe design (i) dispenses with the need for external VT air, (ii) offers improved control of 
temperature-related SEOP conditions, and (iii) helps to make the SEOP platform (a 129Xe 
polarizer) fully portable. 
 
Conclusion 
We have demonstrated the utility of 3D printing to revolutionize the design and 
production of advanced hyperpolarization hardware with multimodal in situ spectroscopic 
capabilities. For example, construction of the presented VT TE SEOP probe designs was 
achieved in ~52 h. The multimodal spectroscopy conveys in situ polarization of 129Xe nuclear 
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spins and Rb electron spin polarization (i.e., polarimetry) and enables monitoring of the kinetics 
of polarization build-up and decay, which in turn provides quantities used in the measurement of 
fundamental SEOP parameters. The device integration provided by the 3D printed probe design 
and resulting fine control of the SEOP conditions, combined with the improved cell illumination 
provided by the laser’s new optical configuration, enabled improved production of 129Xe 
polarization compared to an earlier report,(313) including a value of 74 ± 8% for 1000 Torr Xe 
partial pressure. This combination of high Xe density and high polarization, along with high 
polarization efficiency (as indicated by build-up/decay kinetics) and successful ex situ low-field 
129Xe MRI, indicate that the present approach should be useful for a wide array of chemical, 
biochemical, and biomedical applications. More generally, these results support the idea that 3D 
printing can be utilized successfully for improving upon, or solving, current shortcomings with 
given scientific approaches or instrumentation. Moreover, the enabling of rapid prototyping 
permitted by 3D printing reduces time and research expenditures, while allowing reproducibility, 
improving components’ integration, and creating wholly new tools for scientists and engineers 
that may be difficult to manufacture by other means. 
 
Supporting Information 
CAD schematics (SolidWorks 2012) and figures of both FA and TE SEOP probes in addition to 
other pertinent detailed information regarding the designs of these SEOP probes. CAD files in 
STL format of FA SEOP probes are also provided for 3D printing. This material is available free 
of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org. 
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CHAPTER V 
“There is no subject so old that something new cannot be said about it.” 
Fyodor Dostoyevsky (1821-1881) 
SPECIFIC AIM 2: OPTIMIZE RF COIL SENSITIVITY FOR LOW-FIELD IMAGING OF 
HYPERPOLARIZED CONTRAST AGENTS 
Manuscript 5 – Low-field MRI can be more sensitive than high-field MRI 
 
Reprinted from the Journal of Magnetic Resonance, 237, Aaron M. Coffey, Milton L. Truong, 
Eduard Y. Chekmenev, Low-field MRI can be more sensitive than high-field MRI, 169–174, 
Copyright 2013, with permission from Elsevier. 
 
 
Abstract 
MRI signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is the key factor for image quality. Conventionally, SNR 
is proportional to nuclear spin polarization, which scales linearly with magnetic field strength. 
Yet ever-stronger magnets present numerous technical and financial limitations. Low-field MRI 
can mitigate these constraints with equivalent SNR from non-equilibrium ‘hyperpolarization’ 
schemes, which increase polarization by orders of magnitude independently of the magnetic 
field. Here, theory and experimental validation demonstrate that combination of field 
independent polarization (e.g. hyperpolarization) with frequency optimized MRI detection coils 
(i.e. multi-turn coils using the maximum allowed conductor length) results in low-field MRI 
sensitivity approaching and even rivaling that of high-field MRI. Four read-out frequencies were 
Highlights 
§ SNR theory of hyperpolarized MR as a function of B0 and frequency optimized RF 
coil. 
§ Low-field MRI sensitivity approaches and even rivals that of high-field MRI. 
§ RF coil development for low-field MR. 
§ Multi-nuclear imaging and spectroscopy of hyperpolarization at low B0 field. 
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tested using samples with identical numbers of 1H and 13C spins. Experimental SNRs at 0.0475 T 
were ∼40% of those obtained at 4.7 T. Conservatively, theoretical SNRs at 0.0475 T 1.13-fold 
higher than those at 4.7 T were possible despite an ∼100-fold lower detection frequency, 
indicating feasibility of high-sensitivity MRI without technically challenging, expensive high-
field magnets. The data at 4.7 T and 0.0475 T was obtained from different spectrometers with 
different RF probes. The SNR comparison between the two field strengths accounted for many 
differences in parameters such as system noise figures and variations in the probe detection coils 
including Q factors and coil diameters. 
 
Introduction 
The superlative factor governing MRI image quality is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 
High-field MRI using superconductive magnets has revolutionized medical diagnostics, with 
ever-increasing magnetic fields fostering sensitivity improvements via higher SNR. Yet low 
magnetic field strengths offer many attractive advantages such as reduced magnet size and cost, 
greater subject safety due to lower absorption of radio-frequency energy, and negligible subject 
induced magnetic field inhomogeneities (272). These low-field MRI advantages can potentially 
be truly transformative, permitting performance of the entire MRI exam in seconds (338) 
provided sufficient SNR is available. The SNR of conventional, higher field detection is a 
complex equation of nuclear spin polarization, detection frequency, and other factors (247) 
arising from Faraday inductive detection. Nuclear spin polarization is a key factor contributing to 
this SNR. It is a relative measure of nuclear spin alignment with the applied magnetic field B0. 
Equilibrium nuclear spin polarization, which is only 10−6–10−5 at conditions of human body 
temperature and B0 of several Tesla, scales linearly with B0 and, therefore, SNR decreases at low 
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field. However, non-equilibrium ‘hyperpolarization’ schemes make polarization independent of 
the detection field, providing a unique opportunity for high SNR and image quality at low field. 
Hyperpolarization techniques temporarily increase polarization by several orders of 
magnitude to unity, or 100, referred to as the hyperpolarized state. These techniques include 
dissolution-Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) (180), Para-Hydrogen and Synthesis Allow 
Dramatically Enhanced Nuclear Alignment (PASADENA) (124), Spin Exchange Optical 
Pumping (SEOP) (62) and others. Regardless of the hyperpolarization approach used, the main 
goal in the context of biomedical applications is preparation of exogenous contrast agents with 
high polarization to enable molecular imaging of relatively dilute spin systems otherwise not 
amenable by conventional MRI. Examples of such contrast agents include hyperpolarized noble 
gases for lung imaging and 13C-labeled metabolites. The latter can be out of balance due to 
abnormal metabolism, and therefore act as reporters or biomarkers of diseases including those of 
cancer. 13C-pyruvate contrast agent reporting on elevated rate of glycolysis in cancer is one such 
example already in clinical trial (178) due to recognized status as a promising molecular imaging 
agent for prostate cancer. 
While low-field MRI has been shown useful for hyperpolarized states of noble gases in 
lung imaging (339) and much progress has been made for utilizing hyperpolarized contrast 
agents in molecular imaging (178, 180), the B0 field independent nature of polarization in 
hyperpolarized contrast agents has not been fully taken advantage of. Maximizing imaging 
detection sensitivity as a function of both detection field B0 (238) and frequency ω0 still remains 
a challenge. Prior systematic efforts to develop a theoretical SNR foundation for MRI neglected 
optimization of the Faraday induction coils to the detection frequency ω0 (238, 247, 340, 341). 
We recently demonstrated 13C hyperpolarized signals can be nearly field independent (282). 
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Here, we present a general theoretical description of hyperpolarized MRI sensitivity in the form 
of SNR as a function of detection frequency ω0 and experimental validation at four frequencies: 
0.5 MHz, 2.0 MHz, 50 MHz, and 200 MHz. It is concluded that low-field MRI can be 
significantly more sensitive than high-field MRI for detection of hyperpolarized spin states. This 
is contrary to conventional wisdom that high-field MRI is always more sensitive. 
 
Materials and methods 
2.1. Sample phantoms and preparation of nuclear spin polarizations 
1H and 13C spectroscopic and imaging comparisons utilized two spherical phantoms of 
sodium 1-13C-acetate. The phantom for 1H studies was 1.0 g of sodium 1-13C-acetate (product 
#279293, Isotec–Sigma–Aldrich) dissolved in 99.8% D2O resulting in 2.8 mL total volume. A 
larger sample for 13C studies consisted of 5.18 g of sodium 1-13C-acetate dissolved in 99.8% D2O 
resulting in 17.5 mL total volume. High-field data were acquired on a 4.7 T Varian small animal 
MRI scanner with a multi-nuclear RF probe (Doty Scientific, Columbia, SC). Low-field data 
were collected on a 0.0475 T spectrometer (Magritek, Wellington, New Zealand) equipped with 
a custom gradient coil insert (Magritek) and in-house developed H–X and X–H radiofrequency 
(RF) probes, where the X channel was tuned and optimized to the 13C resonance frequency. The 
in-house probes consisted of inner ω0 optimized solenoid detection coils and outer saddle 
excitation coils for multi-nuclear experiments. The details are provided in Supporting 
Information. 
Prior to spectroscopic or MR imaging at 0.0475 T as shown in Figure 39 and Figure 40, 
the sample was prepolarized (72). Prepolarization for detection at 0.0475 T was necessary to (i) 
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simulate the condition of the hyperpolarized state (when nuclear spin polarization significantly 
exceeds the Boltzmann distribution) and (ii) to obtain nuclear spin polarization close to 4.7 T 
Boltzmann equilibrium levels for comparison of detected SNR. For 1H studies, the sample was 
prepolarized at 9.4 T for >30 s, and detection at 0.0475 T occurred following an ∼5 s transfer 
delay. At detection, the resulting 1H polarization was P = (1.050 ± 0.016) × 10−5. Polarization 
level was calculated by comparison of the prepolarized NMR signal intensity with that of the 
thermally polarized sample. Conditions simulating hyperpolarized 1H detection were explored in 
addition to 13C detection because of the potential advantages of indirect proton MRI of 
hyperpolarized contrast agents in vivo (342). Similarly for 13C studies, the sample was 
prepolarized at 7.0 T for >5 min, and detected at 0.0475 T following an ∼5 s transfer delay. 13C 
polarization was calculated as P = (4.70 ± 0.02) × 10−6 by comparing prepolarized NMR signal 
intensity with that of the thermally polarized sample. 
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Figure 39.  13C and 1H MRI of sodium 1-13C-acetate. 4.7 T acquisition used Boltzmann 13C 
P = 4.06 × 10−6 and 1H P = 1.61 × 10−5, and 0.0475 T used approximately the same polarization 
levels, 13C P = 4.70 × 10−6 and 1H P = 1.05 × 10−5. All measurements used a spherical phantom: 
for 1H 1.0 g sodium 1-13C-acetate in 99.8% D2O with 2.8 mL total volume and for 13C 5.18 g 
sodium 1-13C-acetate in 99.8% D2O with 17.5 mL total volume. All acquisition and processing 
parameters were identical except 13C excitation pulse angle α. No image extrapolation or zero 
filling was used. 
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Figure 40.  13C and 1H NMR spectroscopy of sodium 1-13C-acetate. 4.7 T acquisition used 
Boltzmann 13C P = 4.06 × 10−6 and 1H P = 1.61 × 10−5, and 0.0475 T used approximately the 
same polarization levels, 13C P = 4.70 × 10−6 and 1H P = 1.05 × 10−5. All measurements used a 
spherical phantom: for 1H 1.0 g sodium 1-13C-acetate in 99.8% D2O with 2.8 mL total volume 
and for 13C 5.18 g sodium 1-13C-acetate in 99.8% D2O with 17.5 mL total volume. All NMR 
acquisition and processing parameters were identical. 
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width of 2 kHz, and 500 ms acquisition time. Imaging (Figure 39) was similarly performed with 
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images were acquired with Varian’s 2D balanced FSSFP sequence. At 0.0475 T, Magritek’s fast 
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angle α = 18°, spectral width was 10 kHz, and acquisition time was 6.4 ms per line of k-space. 
13C imaging parameters were spectral width of 5 kHz, 6.4 ms acquisition time, pulse angle 
α = 90° at 4.7 T, and α = 18° at 0.0475 T. For the latter the reduced angle was necessary to avoid 
consuming too much polarization during gradient echo imaging acquisition of k-space. 1H 
imaging in-plane resolution was 0.375 × 0.375 mm2, (field of view = 24 × 24 mm2), and 13C was 
2.5 × 2.5 mm2 (field of view = 80 × 80 mm2) respectively. The resulting 1H and 13C images had 
64 × 64 and 32 × 32 imaging matrices, and they are presented without any extrapolation or any 
further manipulation (see Figure 39). 
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Figure 41.  MRI instrumentation. (a) Schematic representation and alignment of the RF coils and 
shield to the B0 magnet and (b) scale comparison of the 4.7 T and 0.0475 T MRI scanners. The 
dimensions provided are in meters. 
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Results and discussion 
Seminal work by Hoult et al. (247, 248) described the SNR for Faraday inductive 
detection of the MRI signal in RF coils as 
 Ψrms =
1
2
ξ
V =
KB1VSω 0µNPN
2 4FkΔf TCζ RC +TSRS( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
1/2  (3.92) 
Eq. (3.92) relates the magnitude of the electromotive force induced in the RF coil |ξ|, noise V, 
oscillating RF field homogeneity over the subject K, oscillating RF field strength per unit current 
over the subject B1, subject volume VS, detection frequency ω0, nuclear magnetic moment µN, 
nuclear spin polarization P, number of spins N, preamplifier noise figure F, Boltzmann’s 
constant k, receiver bandwidth Δf, RF coil temperature TC, proximity effect factor ζ, RF coil 
resistance RC, subject temperature TS, and equivalent subject resistance RS = RI + RE  , the sum of 
subject inductive and dielectric losses respectively (249, 250), also known as body noise. With 
the RF coil of a fixed geometry (e.g. same wire length, number of turns, etc.), polarization P 
induced by B0, and negligible body noise from the subject with respect to RF coil noise (i.e. 
conditions of TCζRC ≫ TSRS), then by Eq.(3.92) for a range of detection frequencies the 𝑆𝑁𝑅 ∝ 𝜔!!/!, corresponding to the common situation of high resolution NMR (30). 
However, if the polarization is endowed by hyperpolarization produced independently of 
the detection magnetic field, the 𝑆𝑁𝑅 ∝ 𝜔!!/! dependence becomes 𝑆𝑁𝑅 ∝ 𝜔!3/!, because one ω0 
is eliminated. Additionally, if the RF detection coil is optimized by using a maximum conductor 
length l consonant with ω0 of up to λ/10 to create turns (i.e. forming multi-turn inductors while 
avoiding challenges such as onset of elevated electromagnetic radiation losses owing to 
increasing efficiency as antennas) (259), then SNR dependence on detection frequency ω0 
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becomes more complex to evaluate. The rule l = λ/10 for maximum, continuous conductor length 
finds alternative expression in terms of the detection frequency ω0 as 𝑙 = 𝜋𝛼𝑐/5𝜔!, where αc is 
the conductor’s wave propagation velocity. Provided the coil diameter dC is fixed, lowering ω0 
then results in greater conductor length l and hence more turns n, variables common to both B1 
and RC. Thus, the resonance frequency defines the number of turns n and the conductor length l 
using this approach. This commonality represents an underlying frequency dependency which 
may be consolidated; see Appendix A for details pertaining to modification of Eq. (3.92) using 𝑙 = 𝜋𝛼𝑐/5𝜔! to redefine B1 and RC in terms of the resonance frequency. With B1 and RC in Eq. 
(3.92) expressed as consolidated functions of ω0, then for the condition of coil noise dominance, 
or TCζRC ≫ TSRS, SNR for the hyperpolarized state becomes 
 Ψrms,hp =
1
5 ⋅25/4
KVSµNPN
µrρ TC( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
1/4
αcdW
FkTCΔfζ
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
1/2
µ0
3/4ω 0
1/4
dC2
 (3.93) 
for wire diameter dW, coil diameter dC, permeability of free space µ0, relative conductor 
permeability µr, conductor resistivity ρ, and velocity factor α correcting the speed of light c to 
conductor wave propagation velocity. Eq. (3.93) states SNR is a function of coil geometry, basic 
conductor properties, and fundamental physical constants. It can be recast to the condition of 
non-hyperpolarized (i.e. thermal) polarization for ω0 optimized RF coils by substituting 
polarization induced by B0 into Eq. (3.93), or 𝑃 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 ∙ 𝜔! (see Appendix A). Consequently, 
Eq. (3.93)’s 𝜔!!/! dependence becomes 𝜔!!/!. The 𝜔!!/! dependence differs from conventional 𝜔!!/!  dependence (247) owing to an additional cancellation factor of 𝜔!!/!  obtained from 
interplay of gains and losses associated with the terms B1 and RC under the condition of 𝑙 = 𝜆/10 = 𝜋𝛼𝑐/5𝜔!. While 𝜔!!/! dependence clearly retains the favorability of conventional 
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MR detection at higher fields, 𝑆𝑁𝑅 ∝ 𝜔!!/!  for hyperpolarized spin states produced 
independently of the detection magnetic field represents very weak frequency dependence. 
As 𝑆𝑁𝑅 ∝ 𝑄 (247, 341) low-field detection may offer a favorable arena for SNR 
improvements on the basis of Q. The inductor electrical quality factor Q is expressed as 𝑄 = 𝜔!𝐿/𝑅! , where L and RC are the coil inductance and resistance respectively. While 𝑄 ∝ 𝜔!!/!  for TCζRC ≫ TSRS conventionally (267) (i.e. sample losses are negligible), the 
frequency optimized coil (where 𝑙 = 𝜋𝛼𝑐/5𝜔!) has a more complex dependence of Q on 
frequency ω0, because 𝑄 ∝ 𝜔!!/!𝐿 and L itself exhibits frequency dependence due to change in 
the number of turns and other coil geometric factors. Nevertheless, a detailed analysis of 
experimental Q values is provided in the Supporting Information. To summarize, the Q values of 
the tuned RF circuits were 28 (0.5 MHz), 90 (50 MHz), 62 (2.0 MHz), 69 (200 MHz). 
As illustrated by Eq. (3.93), low-field MRI affords unique opportunities to significantly 
increase overall SNR when RF coil noise dominates for detection frequencies below 10 MHz 
(248), or TCζRC ≫ TSRS. Low-field magnets allow solenoid geometry for the RF detection coil 
(339), unlike the high field’s volume coils—birdcage, Alderman–Grant, and others—which 
permits 2.6-fold more efficient use of wire to form inductive loops resulting in 3.1-fold greater 
overall SNR (247). 100-fold frequency differences result in only 3.2-fold SNR difference. Thus, 
coil geometry alone nearly compensates a 100-fold decrease in detection frequency for 
hyperpolarized spin states, 3.1 versus 3.2. Other wire-related factors present opportunities for 
further SNR gains. 
Low field affords SNR challenges and opportunities related to the RF coil conductor. The 
proximity effect ζ between neighboring turns in multi-turn RF coils increases resistance RC with 
concomitant SNR loss. However, this loss can be minimized through unique winding geometries 
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as exemplified by crystal radio coils where improved turn density and hence B1 promote higher 
SNR. Coil resistance RC can simply be directly minimized for higher SNR through lowering coil 
temperature TC and using Litz wire (32) or superconducting wire. Albeit constructing 
superconducting or reduced temperature TC RF detection coils is a technological feat, using Litz 
wire is straightforward. Coil resistance reduction by a practical Litz wire factor of 0.44 due to 
reduced ζ and skin effect losses (32), for example, leads to SNR gain by 1.5 fold. Consequently, 
low-field SNR for hyperpolarized states better than high-field SNR is possible despite ζ loss 
related challenges on the order of 1.3 for RF coils with equally spaced wire and a length-to-
diameter ratio of two (29). We note that Litz wire does not provide benefits at the frequencies of 
high-field MRI coils. Nevertheless, MR detection at 100-fold lower frequency should yield 1.13-
fold greater SNR compared to high-frequency detection (details given in Supporting Information, 
Table 10). 
The estimated 1.13-fold SNR gain is very conservative. The afore-mentioned 
superconducting low-field RF coils can provide further SNR gains of as much as an order of 
magnitude (267). Additionally, the hyperpolarized state’s 𝑆𝑁𝑅 ∝ 𝜔!!/! stems from using lossy 
conductors (RC ≠ 0) with frequency dependent resistance, whereas superconducting RF coils 
(RC = 0) have SNR nominally independent of detection frequency ω0, ignoring subject losses RS 
(238). Subject losses are negligible in the low-frequency regime for clinical scale RF coils (272), 
but clinical high-field MRI at B0 > 1.5 T is well known for body noise being greater than coil 
noise, i.e. TSRS ≫ TCζRC (267). Also, while dielectric losses RE are commonly mitigated by 
various techniques, subject inductive losses 𝑅! ∝ 𝜔!! (82, 247, 248, 251, 258, 260, 341) are 
inescapable. Thus, subject noise limits the overall SNR achievable at both high field and low 
field, but proves more favorable at lower frequencies. We note that not fulfilling the condition of 
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coil noise dominance, or TCζRC ≫ TSRS, invalidates Eq. (3.93), but fully accounting for RS in the 
context of ω0 optimized coils is very complex and outside the main scope of this work. It should 
be stressed, however, that fundamental subject noise barriers hinder high-field detection (248) of 
hyperpolarized contrast agents. 
Experimental validation of Eq. (3.93) analyzed 1H and 13C SNR for similar 1H and 13C 
spin polarization P of identical samples on 4.7 T Varian and 0.0475 T MRI scanners. Figure 39 
and Figure 40 demonstrate imaging and spectroscopic detection using frequency optimized RF 
coils with similar coil sizes suitable for in vivo animal studies. After accounting for experimental 
limitations and imperfections when working with two different MRI systems (Supporting 
Information, Table 8), then by Eq. (3.93) the theoretical ratio of SNRs at 0.0475 T and 4.7 T 
magnetic field strengths (i.e. SNR0.0475T/SNR4.7T) was 45% for 1H and 46% for 13C respectively. 
Using spectroscopic acquisition, Figure 40, the experimentally determined ratio of SNRs at 
0.0475 T and 4.7 T was 41 ± 1% for 1H and 40 ± 1% for 13C. This reflects good quantitative 
agreement with theory despite nearly 100-fold difference in field and frequency. While 
SNR0.0475T/SNR4.7T of 113% was expected theoretically for detection of 1H and 13C nuclei, 
experimental limitations as described in the Supporting Information significantly hampered 1H 
and 13C detection sensitivity at 0.0475 T. In particular, deviation from ideal Litz wire selection 
and RF coil coupling to other components due to a severe space limitation of an 89-mm I.D. 
gradient insert bore reduced achievable maximum SNR by a factor of 2. 
The presented work is motivated by low-field MRI of 13C hyperpolarized contrast agents 
through direct detection or indirectly through protons. Proton detection takes advantage of long-
lived hyperpolarization stored on 13C carboxyl carbons with the added benefits of increased 
sensitivity and lower gradient power requirements (178) in vitro (296) and in vivo (342). The 
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above theoretical and experimental SNR comparison of low and high field detection was 
conducted under the condition of RF coil noise dominance rather than subject/body noise 
dominance. The latter is in fact typical for high-field MRI of large animals and humans (267). 
Subject noise disproportionately penalizes high field (267) but not low-field inductive detection 
(272). As a result, this framework of RF coil optimization through maximized use of conductor 
length (i.e. approaching 𝑙 = 𝜆/10 = 𝜋𝛼𝑐/5𝜔!) will likely favor hyperpolarized contrast agent 
low-field detection at clinical scale even more. 
Conclusion 
To summarize, a theoretical basis for SNR of hyperpolarized contrast agents as a function 
of detection frequency is described and validated experimentally. Low-field MRI can indeed be 
more sensitive for hyperpolarized contrast agents. Moreover, hyperpolarized low-field MRI in 
combination with cryogenically cooled RF coils (267, 343) can significantly surpass the 
sensitivity of hyperpolarized high-field MRI, which contradicts the ‘conventional wisdom’ of 
high-field MRI SNR superiority. In conclusion, low-field hyperpolarized MRI has the potential 
to revolutionize molecular imaging by providing better quality images, allowing sub-minute 
examinations at a significantly reduced cost, and perhaps solving one of the greatest challenges 
in Radiology: advancing human health while reducing the costs (90) of emerging great 
technologies (344). 
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Appendix A. Derivations of SNR equations 
The SNR for MRI has been described in seminal work by Hoult et al. (247, 248) for 
Faraday inductive detection of the MRI signal in radiofrequency (RF) coils as 
 Ψrms =
1
2
ξ
V =
KB1VSω0µNPN
2 4FkΔf TCζRC +TSRS( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
1/2  (3.94) 
where the equation variables are as previously defined for Eq. (3.92). With the RF coil of a fixed 
geometry—e.g. same wire length, number of turns, etc.—polarization P induced by B0, and 
negligible sample noise with respect to RF coil noise, i.e. conditions of TCζRC ≫ TSRS, then by 
Eq. (3.94) the 𝑆𝑁𝑅 ∝ 𝜔!!/! . However, if polarization P is endowed by hyperpolarization 
independent of B0 and the RF detection coil is specifically optimized for ω0, i.e. using the 
maximum allowed conductor length or using l = λ/10, SNR dependence on detection frequency 
ω0 becomes more complex due to B1 and RC frequency dependency. 
An optimal RF coil’s maximum allowed conductor length is l = λ/10 when maintaining 
current phase across the coil. The detection frequency ω0 explicitly defines this length in lieu of 
wavelength λ, since αc = (λω0)/(2π), as 
 l = παc5ω0
 (3.95) 
Velocity factor α corrects the speed of light c to the conductor’s wave propagation velocity. The 
RF field B1 generated by conductor unit current J finds similar re-expression. In the quasi-static 
limit Biot-Savart law defines B1 (247) generated by n loops of radius a as (21)  
 
B1 z( )
J =
µ0n
2
a2
z2 + a2( )3/2
 (3.96) 
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for distance z from the RF coil center and permeability of free space µ0. Albeit direct calculation 
of B1 homogeneity factor K is feasible (345), since K ∼ 1 typically and coil diameter dC = 2a, B1 
over the sample is approximately B1 at the coil center (z = 0), or 
 
 B1 0( )J = µ0
n
dC
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
 (3.97) 
With coil length lC ≪ l for n > 1, n = (l-lC)/πdC ≈ l/πdC and B1 is written as 
 B1 =
µ0αc
5ω0dC2
 (3.98) 
The inverse proportionality in B1 with respect to ω0 in Eq. (3.98) is driven by the change in the 
number of turns n, Eq. (3.97) under the condition of fixed coil diameter dC and the condition 
imposed by Eq. (3.95). 
The current J reduces exponentially to 1/e of its conductor surface value at a distance 
known as the skin depth δ, which varies with ω0 as 
 δ =
2ρ TC( )
µrµ0ω0
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
1/2
 (3.99) 
for relative permeability µr and temperature dependent resistivity ρ. J flows through an effective 
cross-sectional areal product of δ and conductor circumference, or A = πdWδ, for wire diameter 
dW. When constructed of a single, solid conductor, coil resistance RC is expressed using Eqs. 
(3.95) and (3.99) as 
 RC =
ρl
A =
ρl
πdWδ
= αc5dW
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
µrµ0ρ TC( )
2ω0
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
1/2
 (3.100) 
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When Eqs. (3.98) and (3.100) are substituted into Eq. (3.94), Eq. (3.94) becomes for 
conditions TCζRC ≫ TSRS  
 Ψrms,hp =
1
5 ⋅25/4
KVSµNPN
µrρ TC( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
1/4
αcdW
FkTCΔfζ
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
1/2
µ0
3/4ω 0
1/4
dC2
 (3.101) 
The proportionality to detection frequency of 𝜔!!/! stems from using lossy conductors, Eq. 
(3.100). 
With polarization P endowed by B0, i.e. the non-hyperpolarized condition, polarization is 
written as 
 P = ! I +1( )ω03kTS
 (3.102) 
After substitution of Eq. (3.102) and nuclear magnetic moment µN ≡ γℏI, Eq. (3.101) becomes 
 Ψrms =
1
3 5 ⋅25/4
KVSγ !2I I +1( )N
kTS µrρ TC( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
1/4
αcdW
FkTCΔfζ
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
1/2
µ0
3/4ω0
5/4
dC2
 (3.103) 
for gyromagnetic ratio γ, Planck’s constant ħ, and nuclear spin number I. 
 
Appendix B. Supplementary material 
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmr.2013.10.013. 
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CHAPTER VI 
“The task is...not so much to see what no one has yet seen; but to think what nobody has yet 
thought, about that which everybody sees.” 
Erwin Schrödinger (1887-1961) 
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Abstract 
We demonstrate the feasibility of micro-scale molecular imaging using hyperpolarized 
proton and carbon-13 MRI contrast media and low-field (47.5 mT) pre-clinical scale (38 mm ID) 
2D MRI. Hyperpolarized proton images with 94×94 µm2 spatial resolution and hyperpolarized 
carbon-13 images with 250×250 µm spatial resolution were recorded in 4-8 seconds (largely 
limited by the electronics response), surpassing the spatial and temporal resolution achievable 
with micro-PET. These hyperpolarized proton and 13C images were recorded using large imaging 
matrices of up to 256×256 voxels and relatively large fields of view of up to 6.4×6.4 cm2. 13C 
images were recorded using hyperpolarized 1-13C-succinate-d2 (30 mM in water, 
%P13C=25.8±5.1% (when produced) and %P13C = 14.2±0.7% (when imaged), T1=74±3 s) and 
proton images were recorded using 1H hyperpolarized pyridine (100 mM in methanol-d4, 
%PH=0.1±0.02% (when imaged), T1=11±0.1 s). Both contrast agents were hyperpolarized using 
>90% parahydrogen in an automated 5.75 mT Parahydrogen Induced Polarization (PHIP) 
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hyperpolarizer. A magnetized path was demonstrated for successful transportation of a 13C 
hyperpolarized contrast agent (1-13C-succinate-d2, sensitive to fast depolarization when at the 
Earth’s magnetic field) from the PHIP polarizer to the 47.5 mT low-field MRI. While future 
polarizing and low-field MRI hardware and imaging sequence developments can further improve 
the low-field detection sensitivity, the current results demonstrate that micro-scale molecular 
imaging in vivo is already feasible at low (<50 mT) fields and potentially at low (~1 mM) 
metabolite concentrations. 
 
Introduction 
Molecular imaging (346) differs from traditional medical imaging modalities by utilizing 
probes known as biomarkers to image particular biochemical targets or metabolic pathways. 
These molecular imaging probes typically require use of radioactive nuclei, e.g. 18F-
fluorodeoxyglucose for Positron Emission Tomography (PET) (347), or chemical modification 
of the tracer molecules, e.g. fluorescent contrast media (348). In comparison, hyperpolarized 
(HP) MRI contrast media are uniquely free from the above shortcomings because non-
radioactive nuclei such as 13C in naturally occurring metabolites are being traced. Moreover, the 
signatures of injected HP MRI contrast agents and their metabolites can be spectrally 
differentiated to yield additional molecular information (178)—an advantage that has already 
been exploited in clinical trials for prostate cancer (179). Hyperpolarization (50, 51, 178) is a key 
step in the preparation of these agents; generally, conventional Magnetic Resonance (MR) 
methods are otherwise not sensitive enough to track and image such molecules in vivo because of 
low concentrations and as a consequence of the miniscule equilibrium nuclear spin polarization 
(P < 10-5). Although fundamentally transient in nature, HP spin states can be prepared by 
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increasing the nuclear spin polarization to nearly 100% in some cases, directly translating to 
orders-of-magnitude enhancement of MR sensitivity. To date near-unity levels of polarization 
have been achieved for several nuclei. For example, Spin Exchange Optical Pumping (SEOP) 
has produced P129Xe values as high as ~0.9 for Xe gas (313). Similarly, values as high as PH = 0.9 
for protons and P13C = 0.7 for carbon (55) have been achieved by dissolution Dynamic Nuclear 
Polarization (DNP). Alternatively, the chemically-based hyperpolarization techniques such as 
Parahydrogen Induced Polarization (PHIP) (128) and Signal Amplification by Reversible 
Exchange (SABRE) (130) utilize the pure spin order of the singlet state of protons in 
parahydrogen as the polarization source (123). 
When slowly relaxing nuclear spins with spin-lattice relaxation time T1 of tens of seconds 
are hyperpolarized in biologically relevant molecules (e.g. 13C-pyruvate), they can be 
successfully used to image cellular metabolism in living organisms (178, 179) to act as HP 
contrast agents (HCA) enabling true molecular imaging (180). HP agents have already served as 
useful probes for reporting on metabolic changes in several deadly diseases (181) including 
cancer (182), where the agents fulfill the role of imaging biomarkers (178). Moreover, these 
agents can non-invasively report on early response to treatment (183), and enable disease grading 
(184). 
While HCA technology provides clear benefits of rich molecular information content, 
this emerging advanced imaging modality engenders additional complexity and costs. Normally 
a relatively expensive ‘hyperpolarizer’ for on-site HCA production (349) is required, which must 
be situated in close proximity to a high-field MRI scanner equipped with multi-nuclear 
capability. For example, the leading HCA technology—dissolution-DNP—is being tested on a 3 
T MRI platform (179). Combined with the relatively low throughput rate of patient examination 
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of high-field MRI (≥1.5 T), HCA technology in its present state is likely to carry a high 
molecular imaging examination cost similar to that of PET imaging. In addition to the expected 
financial burden to first-world economies, such a trend would likely render this technology 
unavailable to patient populations in poorer countries comprising most of the world’s population. 
However, HCA technology offers one more significant technological advantage that has 
largely remained untapped—the induced nuclear spin hyperpolarization is independent of the 
MRI scanner’s magnetic field. We have recently provided a theoretical basis with experimental 
evidence that low-field MRI can be more sensitive than high-field MRI for HP detection. This 
was achieved through the introduction of resonance frequency optimized MRI radio frequency 
(RF) coils that mitigate unfavorable scaling of sensitivity with frequency (337). Low-field MRI 
(≤0.05 T) enjoys several advantages over high field. It is significantly less expensive due to 
reduced magnet costs. It is also a significantly higher examination throughput technique, because 
no time for patient-tailored scanner preparation (i.e. B0 and B1 field shimming) is needed. 
Furthermore, it has also been recently shown that patient RF power deposition is negligible at 
such low operating frequencies (272) making it a significantly safer imaging modality. 
Here, the feasibility of low-field molecular imaging with a very high spatial resolution 
(94×94 µm2) is demonstrated at 47.5 mT for 1H and 13C detection of HCA with 1H HP pyridine 
and 13C HP 13C-succinate-d2. The HCAs were prepared using the parahydrogen-based 
hyperpolarization techniques of SABRE and PHIP, respectively. These techniques are not 
instrumentation-demanding and offer high-throughput production of HP contrast media, and thus 
have the potential to enable low-cost production of HCAs for clinical imaging. When combined 
with low-field MRI, such HCA production methods should ultimately enable a high-throughput 
molecular-imaging platform for clinical use at a relatively low cost. 
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Results 
Hyperpolarization of contrast agents in PHIP polarizer. Pyridine (Py) protons were 
hyperpolarized to %PH = 0.1±0.02% (average polarization per each proton (five in total) 
corresponding to an enhancement factor ε ≈ 5000 at 47.5 mT), which was confirmed 
spectroscopically at 47.5 mT using a reference NMR signal from thermally polarized water in 
accordance with the referencing scheme previously reported (281, 313). Using the 
experimentally determined T1 of 11.1 ± 0.1 seconds at 47.5 mT (average T1 for all HP protons of 
Py) and an estimated 12 s delivery time from the PHIP polarizer to the low-field MRI scanner, it 
was concluded that the initial Py hyperpolarization achieved at 5.75 mT was ~0.3±0.06% (per 
each proton). 13C-succinate-d2 was hyperpolarized to %P13C = 25.8 ± 5.1% (30 mM substrate 
injected into 7 atm of para-H2 during 5 s reaction time at 73 °C) as measured in situ by the 5.75 
mT PHIP polarizer using a 30° excitation RF pulse. This in situ 13C detection allowed for quality 
assurance of the HCA prior to delivery to the low-field MRI system. The 30° RF pulse consumed 
~13% of the 13C magnetization, while leaving the remaining 87% (i.e. %P13C = 22.4 ± 4.4%) 
available for further use. 
“HyperBridge” and “HyperGate” use for hyperpolarized 13C-succinate-d2. While transfer of HP 
agents has been recently demonstrated (56, 350) using a magnetic pathway, such work was 
conducted at 0.8 T using a significantly more sophisticated rigid structure. In this work, a two-
piece magnetic pathway with mT fields was developed. The first device used here, dubbed the 
“HyperBridge”, consisted of a series of one-sided flexible magnetized strips (~0.5 in. wide, 
Figure 42) assembled into a single flexible line. 1/8 in. OD (1/16 in. ID) tubing attached to this 
flexible line is used for transferring the HP solution while a static magnetic field of ~14-50 mT is 
maintained. A second device, dubbed the “HyperGate”, was used to generate a 4-6 mT magnetic 
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field over ~1 ft3 at the entrance of the low-field MRI magnet. While some HCAs such as HP 2-
hydroxyethyl 1-13C-propionate (HEP) can be exposed to nearly zero magnetic field without 
substantial loss of polarization, other HCAs clearly require hyperpolarization protection by a 
sufficient static magnetic field during the transfer from hyperpolarizer to the MRI scanner (56, 
350). Thus, the HyperBridge and HyperGate were not used with HP Py, but were required for 
HP 13C-succinate-d2. 
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Figure 42. A) Diagram of the experimental setup interfacing an automated Parahydrogen 
Induced Polarization (PHIP) hyperpolarizer operating at 5.75 mT with a low-field (47.5 mT) pre-
clinical MRI scanner (NMR console not shown) by using the HyperBridge and HyperGate to 
maintain the PHIP hyperpolarization of 1-13C-succinate-d2 during transfer. The inset shows 
additional details of the HyperBridge; the HyperBridge and HyperGate are fully described in 
Figure 66 – Figure 68. B) Hyperpolarization chart demonstrating the efficacy of transportation 
of hyperpolarized 1-13C-succinate-d2. 13C hyperpolarization was measured in situ of PHIP 
polarizer (with a 30° RF pulse) before the transfer and in the MRI scanner (with a 15° RF pulse) 
after the transfer C) 3D-rendering of the experimental setup. (D,E) close-up of the HyperBridge. 
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The combined efficacy of the HyperBridge and HyperGate was tested by 13C 
hyperpolarization detection before and after HCA transfer between the PHIP polarizer and the 
MRI scanner. The 13C T1 of 1-13C-succinate-d2 in aqueous solution was 74 ± 3 s and 75 ± 3 s at 
5.75 mT and 47.5 mT respectively. Although the HCA passes through variable magnetic fields in 
the range of ~4-50 mT, a single value of T1 = 75 s was used to estimate T1 hyperpolarization 
losses based on the above results at 5.75 mT and 47.5 mT. In one experiment, %P13C = 25.8 ± 
5.1% was produced in the PHIP polarizer. This sample was delivered via HyperBridge and 
HyperGate into the MRI scanner over a 22 ± 2 s period, wherein the total losses (from T1 decay 
and application of the sampling RF pulse in the PHIP polarizer) should diminish the 13C 
hyperpolarization by a factor of 1.54 to yield an estimated %P13C value of 16.7 ± 3.3% (in the 
MRI scanner), Figure 42A. Indeed, %P13C = 14.2 ± 0.7% was measured experimentally—
corresponding to an enhancement factor ε ≈ 3 500 000 at 47.5 mT—which indicated that primary 
losses were largely due to T1 relaxation and RF excitation. A control experiment performed with 
a similar 13C hyperpolarization level but without the HyperGate yielded a 13C hyperpolarization 
of <1% at 47.5 mT (Figure 42B), demonstrating a significant loss of hyperpolarization and the 
efficacy of the HyperBridge and HyperGate. 
2D low-field MRI of HCAs. HP proton images of Py in methanol-d4 in 10 mm NMR tubes 
collected in the transverse and sagittal imaging planes (corresponding to two views of the 10 mm 
NMR tube filled with ~2 mL of HP Py solution and 1/16 in. OD PTFE tubing) are shown in 
Figure 43 and Figure 44, respectively, at three different in-plane spatial resolutions. These four 
sets of images were acquired from individual hyperpolarization preparations and corresponded to 
the following voxel sizes: 375×375×32000 µm3 (Vvox = 4.5 µL, SNRMAX = 187, Figure 43D), 
94×94×32000 µm3 (Vvox = 280 nL, SNRMAX = 24, Figure 43F), 375×375×8750 µm3 (Vvox = 1.2 
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µL, SNRMAX = 56, Figure 44A), and 188×188×8750 µm3 (Vvox = 310 nL, SNRMAX = 36, Figure 
44C). The most intense voxels in these images corresponded to the thickest part of the sample. 
The 1/16 in. PTFE tubing used for bubbling parahydrogen is clearly resolved in all four MR 
images. The 10 mm NMR tube was not perfectly coaxial with the imaging system’s z-axis, 
resulting in the observed tilt in the images. 
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Figure 43. 47.5 mT proton NMR spectroscopy and transverse-plane proton imaging of SABRE-
hyperpolarized Py. (A) A photograph of ~3 mL solution of 100 mM Py with 7 mM Ir catalyst in 
a 10 mm NMR tube with 1/16 in. OD PTFE tubing for parahydrogen bubbling at 1 atm. (B-C) 
Single scan proton NMR spectra of HP Py (B) and that from a reference sample of water (~1 
mole, C). (D-E) Proton HP Py imaging with 375×375 µm2 in-plane voxel resolution using GRE 
imaging and spatial NMR signal (‘slice’) from the selected row. (F-G) Proton HP Py imaging 
with 94×94 µm2 in-plane voxel resolution GRE imaging and spatial NMR signal from the 
selected row. Total imaging times were ~3.9 s (D) and ~5.1 s (F), respectively. The imaging data 
was under-sampled using only a fraction of k-space encodings (50% and 33% respectively). 
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Figure 44. Sagittal-plane proton imaging of SABRE-polarized Py. (A-B) Proton HP Py with 
375×375 µm2 in-plane voxel resolution GRE imaging and spatial NMR signal (‘slice’) from the 
selected row. (C-D) Proton HP Py 188×188 µm2 in-plane voxel resolution GRE imaging and 
spatial NMR signal from the selected row. Total imaging times were ~3.9 s (A) and ~7.7 s (C), 
respectively. 
 
Low-field HP 13C images of 1-13C-succinate-d2 in water are shown in Figure 45. HP 
solutions were loaded into tilted 15 mL Falcon tubes and imaged in the coronal and sagittal 
planes (corresponding to two orientations of the Falcon tubes filled with ~1.5 mL of HP 1-13C-
succinate-d2 solution and foam) with an in-plane spatial resolution of 250×250 µm2. These two 
images were acquired from individual hyperpolarization preparations and corresponded to the 
following voxel sizes of ~250×250×3000 µm3 (Vvox = 190 nL, SNRMAX = 58, Figure 45C) and ~ 
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250×250×8000 µm3 (Vvox =500 nL, SNRMAX = 72, Figure 45D). The brown arrows shown in 
Figure 45 indicate the presence of foamed contrast agent, a consequence of high-pressure 
ejection from the polarizer and HCA surface tension. Despite the magnetic susceptibility artifacts 
that typically accompany bubbles at high field, the foamed agent was amenable to imaging at the 
low field of 47.5 mT used here. 
 
Figure 45. GRE imaging of 13C PHIP-polarized 1-13C-succinate-d2 in a partially filled Falcon 
tube. (A, C) Coronal-plane cartoon and the corresponding image of 13C-succinate 250×250 µm2 
in-plane voxel resolution GRE imaging with corresponding spatial NMR signal (‘slice’) of the 
selected row. Total imaging time was ~4.5 s. (B, D) Sagittal-plane cartoon and the corresponding 
image of 13C-succinate 250×250 µm2 in-plane voxel resolution GRE imaging and spatial NMR 
signal from the selected column. Brown arrows mark the location of foamed HCA during in 
(B,D). 
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Under-sampling (i.e. data recording with 16-50% k-space points) did not cause any 
significant imaging artifacts (although some blurring is visible) that could have resulted from 
possible loss of information. The images in Figure 43F and Figure 44C show differential-mode 
gradient amplifier noise, which a low-pass filter would reduce or eliminate. 
 
Discussion 
To the best of our knowledge [e.g., References (95, 146, 339, 351-354)], the results 
demonstrated here comprise the highest resolution low-field images of hyperpolarized or non-
hyperpolarized media from the perspective of in-plane resolution as well as the voxel size. These 
images are also the highest resolution 13C HP images with large FOV and matrix size (256×256 
points) achieved at any magnetic field to date. The combination of hyperpolarization and 
frequency-optimized RF coils (337) has fundamentally enabled the ability to achieve the required 
sensitivity for micro-scale spatial resolution at low fields. 
HyperBridge and HyperGate devices were essential for efficient preservation of nuclear spin 
hyperpolarization of 1-13C-succinate-d2 (susceptible to depolarization in a near zero magnetic 
field) during transportation from the PHIP hyperpolarizer to the low-field MRI scanner. Overall, 
our experience is similar to others working with similar contrast agents (56, 350). The range of 
magnetic field variation along the transfer path was almost entirely within the magnetic field 
bounds defined by the T1 measurements at 5.75 mT and 47.5 mT. The HyperBridge and 
HyperGate may also prove useful for other similar HCAs such as 1-13C-phospholactate (193). 
Detection Sensitivity and Other Limits of Detection. The presented imaging results allow 
estimation of the corresponding detection sensitivity. Since HCA media can utilize variable % 
polarization and concentration or may involve detection of nuclei other than spin-1/2 nuclei (i.e. 
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1H, 13C, 129Xe, etc.), we were prompted to implement a new quantity of measure incorporating 
these variables as described below. 
SNR in MRI (247, 248, 337) is proportional to the gyromagnetic ratio, γ, concentration, 
C, and nuclear spin polarization, P, in a voxel volume, VVOX, or 
 SNR = 𝐴 ∙ 𝛾 ∙ 𝐶 ∙ 𝑉!"# ∙ 𝑃 (3.104), 
where A is a numerical constant accounting for RF coil sensitivity, the imaging pulse sequence 
efficiency, and other experimental parameters. The value of this constant A yields a useful 
quantification of the detection sensitivity of the molecular imaging method, because it can be 
used for direct comparison of imaging approaches and protocols. For example, 
 𝐴! = SNR!/(𝛾! ∙ 𝐶! ∙ 𝑉!"# ∙ 𝑃!) (3.105); 
here, we introduce the concept of fully (P=1=100%) polarized proton spins (pps), wherein AH⋅γH 
in Eq. (3.105) is a useful quantity derived from the SNR from a hypothetical 1 mole of fully 
polarized proton spins (pps) in the imaging voxel of interest. When using the experimental 
results from Figure 44C (CH = 0.5 M (5 Py protons at 0.1 M concentration) in 310 nL voxel 
volume with 0.1% polarization), AH⋅γH = 2.3×1011 units of SNR per 1 mole of pps. The utility of 
this experimental RF-coil parameter lies in its enabling prediction of the SNR of biomedical 
imaging experiments with known metabolic fluxes, HCA concentrations, and anticipated % 
polarization on target hyperpolarized molecule. 
For example, when using the low-field imaging setup (Figure 42) demonstrated in Figure 
44C, if 1 mM concentration of proton spins with PH = 0.01 (1%) is achieved in a tissue with an 
imaging voxel size of 10 µL, one should expect a SNR of 23. A SNR value > 20 is sufficient for 
MRI image reconstruction as well as for quantitative in vivo imaging analysis of metabolite 
concentrations (355). Moreover, this expected fine spatial resolution (i.e. voxel size of ~10 µL) is 
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similar to or better than that of high-field spectroscopic HP MRI performed with HCA with a 
significantly (factor of 10+) greater payload of net magnetization (i.e. 𝐶 ∙ 𝑉!"# ∙ 𝑃, Eq. 1) (183), 
and represents nearly an order of magnitude improvement over the 50-100 µL voxel sizes of 
conventional high-field pre-clinical MR spectroscopy enabled by signal averaging of hundreds of 
scans (356). A voxel size of ~10 µL already enables molecular imaging of deadly diseases such 
as cancer with isotropic spatial resolution of 2-3 mm, which can be further improved (to 1-2 mm 
range) through the use of more polarized media (e.g. P = 0.2 vs. P = 0.01) or by exploiting 
metabolic pathways with higher metabolic fluxes and in vivo concentration (e.g. C = 10 mM vs. 1 
mM). Thus, the imaging sensitivity of HP low-field MRI certainly paves the way to molecular 
imaging of many metabolic pathways such as glycolysis (180, 183) or glutamine (357) and 
choline (358, 359) metabolism—which are often up-regulated in cancer and other diseases—with 
isotropic spatial resolution exceeding that of micro-PET (>2 mm) (360). 
It should also be stressed that the effective spectroscopic line-width corresponding to B0 
field homogeneity is typically limited only by the homogeneity of the magnet at low magnetic 
fields (our study) rather than by subject-induced perturbations to B0 (i.e. inhomogeneity due to 
tissue magnetic susceptibility) at high magnetic fields. In addition, subject-associated RF (also 
referred to as B1) losses are negligible at low resonance frequencies (272). Therefore, the SNR 
factor analysis performed above is fully applicable to in vivo conditions. 
A corresponding analysis applies to 13C imaging. When using the experimental 
parameters in Figure 45C (C = 0.030 M, %P = 14.2%, VVOX = 190 nL, SNR = 54), A13C⋅γ13C = 
6.7×1010 units of SNR per 1 mole of 13C polarized spins (cps, i.e. 100% polarized 13C nuclei). It 
should be noted that γ13C = γH/3.98, and consequently it is unsurprising that A13C⋅γ13C in units of 
cps is significantly lower than AH⋅γH. It reflects the inherently greater NMR sensitivity of protons 
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with their greater magnetic moment under otherwise identical conditions compared to those of 
13C spins. However, A13C⋅γ13C of the 13C RF coil can be expressed in units of pps (corresponding 
to HP proton imaging in the 13C RF coil at 3.98 times lower B0) yielding A13C⋅γH = 2.7×1011 units 
of SNR per 1 mole of pps. This value of A13C⋅γH is very similar to AH⋅γH despite an ~4-fold 
difference in the resonance frequency (0.508 MHz vs. 2.02 MHz). This agreement is consistent 
with our recent work demonstrating a very weak MR SNR dependence on the resonance 
frequency (SNR∝ ω00.25) for this type of MRI RF coil (337). Moreover, this result indicates that 
high-resolution and high-sensitivity (i.e. large A⋅γ values) MRI of HCA should be readily 
achieved at even lower magnetic fields. Although future hardware and imaging-sequence 
improvements can certainly improve A⋅γ—low-field MRI still largely remains unexplored 
territory—the values already reported here demonstrate the feasibility of in vivo pre-clinical 
imaging using HCAs. 
Feasibility of direct proton HCA imaging in vivo. While protons are the most sensitive MRI 
nuclei, the direct proton imaging of HP MRI contrast media is challenging at high magnetic 
fields because of background signal from ~102 M protons (361). A potential mitigation is 
indirect proton imaging of 13C HCA by initial water suppression, followed by intramolecular 
polarization transfer from HP 13C to 1H, with final imaging of proton spins (342, 362). While this 
approach has been demonstrated at high field, it poses two challenges: (i) efficient water 
background suppression, and (ii) the requirement of 13C isotopic labeling. Fundamentally, for 
direct proton HCA imaging the condition CHCA×PHCA >> CB×PB (or CHCA >> CB×PB/PHCA) must 
be met (where CHCA, CB, PHCA, and PB correspond to the concentrations and polarizations of 
HCA and the background proton species, respectively). The low B0 magnetic field used here 
reduces proton background by orders of magnitude– reduction of B0 linearly decreases PB. 
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Reasonably assuming that %PHCA = 10%, corresponding to an enhancement factor of 6×105 (i.e. 
PHCA/PB) at 47.5 mT and water proton concentration of ~102 M, CHCA during image acquisition 
must be significantly greater than 0.2 mM, which makes direct proton imaging of many HP 
metabolites above 1 mM level feasible. Moreover, further minimization of the ratio CB⋅PB/PHCA 
simply entails additional reduction of B0. 
Low-field MRI Hardware Challenges and Opportunities. A key metric of MRI RF coil 
performance is the quality factor Q (ω0/Δω0) of the RF receiver network, where Δω0 corresponds 
to the -3 dB bandwidth of the matched RF circuit resonance at the detection frequency ω0. The 
use of high-sensitivity coils implies a high Q, which limits the maximum spectroscopic imaging 
bandwidth (SW). High SW is required for high-resolution MRI with large imaging matrices, 
because Δω0 must be greater than SW to avoid imaging artifacts (363). The RF circuits used here 
had Q values of 62 at 2.02 MHz and 28 at 0.508 MHz corresponding to Δω0 of 32 kHz and 18 
kHz, respectively. Therefore, nearly the maximum SWs of 20 kHz and 10 kHz were utilized. 
However, use of high-Q yet low-SW RF coils would advantageously enable greater values of the 
SNR and A⋅γ constant. A potential solution to these contradictory requirements (high-Q coils 
versus high-SW MRI) without loss of SNR as noted by Baudin et al. (363) involves RF probe Q-
spoiling by active feedback to increase the imaging bandwidth at low resonance frequencies. 
Such Q-spoiling is most desirable as it simultaneously enables MRI using high-Q RF probes for 
high-SW imaging at very low resonance frequencies. 
 
Conclusion 
High-resolution (94×94 µm2) MRI of proton and 13C HP contrast agents has been 
demonstrated at a low magnetic field of 47.5 mT. The achieved spatial and temporal resolution 
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of the presented molecular imaging rivals that of micro-PET (360). The HyperBridge and 
HyperGate magnetic devices were successfully demonstrated for transportation of 
hyperpolarized contrast agents from the hyperpolarizer to the preclinical low-field MRI scanner. 
The presented technological advances of low-field MRI already can enable pre-clinical 
molecular imaging of proton and 13C hyperpolarized contrast agents, and there are no 
fundamental barriers for future clinical translation. For example, DNP hyperpolarized contrast 
agents are already being used in clinical trials (179). 
Other technical improvements in low-field RF coil development involve the use of 
superconducting or cryogenically cooled RF coils to increase the detection sensitivity by several 
fold (267, 343), leading to concomitant improvements in the resolution limits. Furthermore, the 
use of compressed sensing in conjunction with faster and more sensitive imaging sequences 
(354) can further improve the detection sensitivity and accelerate total imaging time down to 
sub-second full 3D imaging speeds from the 4-8 s 2D imaging speed demonstrated here. 
 
Methods 
PHIP/SABRE polarizer. A 5.75 mT electromagnet-based polarizer produced the SABRE-
polarized pyridine and PHIP-polarized 1-13C-succinate-d2. Details of the polarizer are 
summarized in SI text. Briefly, the polarizer is fully automated with a console-based graphical 
user interface. The polarizer controller unit employs open-source computer software applied in 
previous work (313, 328, 364), and utilizes a chemical reactor, mixing manifold, and RF probe 
design similar to ones reported earlier (281, 282). 
47.5 mT MRI system. Low-field MR spectra and images were acquired using a 47.5 mT 
MR scanner (89 mm ID bore) equipped with Prospa software (version 3.12, Magritek, 
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Wellington, New Zealand). Previously developed, 38 mm ID dual-channel RF probes were used 
for imaging in 13C/1H and 1H/13C configurations. These probes have crystal-radio solenoid RF 
coils whose detection sensitivity was optimized for the primary (first-listed) channel’s resonance 
frequency ω0 (2.02 MHz for 1H, X tuned to 0.508 MHz for 13C) (337). 
Production and transfer of HP contrast media. An N-heterocyclic carbene complex-
based Ir catalyst (133, 365) was prepared as described previously (134, 366). Solutions (~2 mL) 
of the Ir-catalyst and Py substrate in methanol-d4 were used for SABRE hyperpolarization in a 
standard 10 mm NMR tube with ~7 mM [IrCl(COD)(IMes)] (366) [IMes = 1, 3-bis(2,4,6-
trimethylphenyl), imidazole-2-ylidene; COD = cyclooctadiene] catalyst concentration and ~100 
mM Py substrate concentration. For SABRE, the polarizer was operated with the RF probe 
removed with an estimated solution temperature of ~40°C. Ultra-high purity (>99.999% H2) 
parahydrogen gas with >90% para- state (116) was bubbled through the solution for two minutes 
to generate HP pyridine (133, 367). Immediately after cessation of bubbling, the HP Py was 
transferred through Earth’s field to the imaging system (see SI for details), where images were 
obtained ~12 s after hyperpolarization—a time sufficient to significantly depolarize HP Ir-
hydride and HP ortho-H2 (T1 ~ 2-3 s at 9.4 T in these solutions), but not HP Py (T1 ~ 21 s at 9.4 T 
(134), and T1 = 11.1 ± 0.1 at 47.5 mT). 
13C HP 1-13C-succinate-d2 (197) was produced using the PASADENA (124) method, 
employing 30 mM 1-13C-fumaric acid-d2 precursor in aqueous medium at pH > 9 and 5 mM 
Rh(I) catalyst. The Rh(I) catalyst was prepared as described previously (232) using 
bis(norbornadiene)rhodium(I) tetrafluoroborate (Strem # 45-0230, Newburyport, MA) and 1,4-
bis[(phenyl-3-propanesulfonate) phosphine]butane (#717347, Sigma-Aldrich-Isotec, OH). The % 
polarization of the HP 1-13C-succinate-d2 was tested in situ (281) of the PHIP polarizer. All 
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handling of the HP 1-13C-succinate-d2 prior to sample insertion into the low-field imaging 
system took place in magnetic fields generated by the ‘HyperBridge’ and ‘HyperGate’ to 
preserve hyperpolarization (SI Text), Figure 42. Images were obtained from ~45 µmoles of HCA 
in 1.5 mL of water loaded into a 15 mL Falcon tube (part 14-959-70C, Fisher Scientific). 
Because only one low-field MR console was available for PHIP 1Hà13C hyperpolarization 
transfer and low-field MRI, the RF cables had to be switched (from PHIP probe to MRI probe) 
after 1-13C-succinate-d2 PHIP in order to acquire images. Further details are given in SI Text. 
Imaging protocol/parameters. One 2D gradient echo (GRE) image without slice selection 
was acquired from each freshly polarized individual HCA batch using a planar GRE imaging 
sequence provided in Prospa software, where the parameters varied for MRI acquisition in two 
mutually orthogonal imaging planes. Proton Py images used 128×128 or 256×256 voxel matrices 
over fields of view (FOV) ranging from 24×24 to 64×64 mm2. Py GRE imaging parameters for 
375×375 µm2 in-plane voxel resolution were echo time (TE) = 7 ms, repetition time (TR) = 60 
ms (limited by the electronics response time), and time of acquisition (tAcq) = 6.4 ms. Imaging 
parameters for 188×188 µm2 and 94×94 µm2 in-plane voxel resolution images were TE = 13 ms, 
TR = 60 ms, and tAcq = 12.8 ms. Other imaging parameters are provided in Figure 43 and Figure 
44. Quality assurance reporting on the level of %PH of the HCA before imaging at 47.5 mT was 
performed with 90° square excitation RF pulses in a separate experimental series. For the 13C 
HCA, %P13C was measured spectroscopically in the MRI scanner immediately after the sample 
transfer from PHIP polarizer via the HyperBridge and HyperGate (using a 15° square RF 
excitation pulse). GRE imaging followed immediately after spectroscopic polarization 
measurements. All 13C imaging of 1-13C-succinate-d2 was performed with a 64×64 mm2 FOV, 
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TE = 26 ms, TR = 110 ms (limited by the electronics response time), tAcq = 25.6 ms, and a fixed 
pulse angle of 30°. Other imaging parameters are provided in Figure 45. 
Associated Content 
Supporting Information. Additional details regarding PHIP hyperpolarizer, low-field MRI 
system, hyperpolarized contrast agent production and transfer, and MRI imaging. This material 
is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org. 
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CHAPTER VII 
“The progressive development of man is vitally dependent on invention.” 
Nikola Tesla in Electrical Experimenter, 1919 
SUMMARY 
 
In work presented in Chapters 4 through 6, construction of instrumentality for 
hyperpolarization studies is shown demonstrating an improved level of performance of the 
technology or facilitating the ease of operation of instrumentation or the use of hyperpolarized 
contrast agent. In particular, automation of a clinical-scale, batch-mode 129XE SEOP 
hyperpolarizer and an advanced SEOP probe were developed, and RF probes for use in PHIP 
hyperpolarizers or low-field MRI scanners were described. The MR sensitivity of these RF 
probes was first accounted for on the basis of the MR signal intensity (the PHIP 0.0475 T dual-
channel RF probe), and then on the basis of the coil-noise-dominant SNR regime (the in vivo 
imaging RF coils). Magnetized transfer pathway for transport of hyperpolarized contrast agent 
from hyperpolarizer to MRI scanner is shown to preserve the level of hyperpolarization. In vitro 
proof-of-principle assessments of hyperpolarized low-field imaging and spectroscopy indicate 
that high-resolution, high-speed molecular imaging can be performed at low magnetic field 
strengths with sensitivity greater than that obtainable in hyperpolarized high-field MR studies. 
In Chapter 4 and Manuscript 1, a 50 mm I.D. multinuclear RF probe for a PHIP polarizer 
operating at 0.0475 T was developed with a level of performance yielding high MR signal 
intensity comparable to that of conventional high-field detection with a 38 mm I.D. Doty volume 
coil for a 4.7 T preclinical MRI scanner when using the same sample with the same available net 
magnetization. The dual-channel probe improved the direct in situ detection sensitivity of 
thermally polarized low gamma nuclei (i.e. 13C) compared to earlier work with a dual-tuned coil 
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probe, allowing quality assurance of PHIP contrast agents with a reduced consumption of net 
magnetization leaving more available for use in studies. The improved sensitivity also allowed 
reducing—in correspondence with the principle of reciprocity—the RF power to sub-watt levels, 
a regime where low-cost, ultra-compact RF amplifiers can be utilized. Additionally, the potential 
for hyperpolarized low-field MRI with multi-turn detection coils compensating through Faraday 
induction the signal losses scaling with reduction of the resonance frequency was shown to be 
feasible and of comparable sensitivity with high-field hyperpolarized MRI with respect to the 
MR SNR level. 
A clinical-scale, batch-mode 129Xe hyperpolarizer was automated as shown in the work 
presented in Manuscripts 2 and 3 (with the work other than the automation the effort of co-
authors). This hyperpolarizer produces ~1 L/hr HP 129Xe contrast agent for a study involving 
COPD subjects at Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts under FDA IND 
#116662. In particular, after SEOP polarization of an in-cell 1545 Torr Xe partial pressure with 
2000 Torr total Xe/N2 pressure, a human dose of ~800 cc of this HP 129Xe/N2 gas mixture 
expanded from the OP-cell into a Tedlar bag is measured to have % PXe = 28% when quantified 
on a 3 T clinical scanner. The produced agent has been used in preliminary studies using healthy 
volunteers to develop the 129Xe MR imaging and spectroscopy protocols for the COPD study. 
The automation enabled robust, reproducible production of contrast agent and improved the rate 
of production by reducing the degree of manual involvement by a technician. 
In Manuscript 4, a 3D-printed SEOP probe with thermoelectric temperature control was 
developed. The rapid prototyping (i.e. printing) allowed quickly making—and reproducibly—a 
highly integrated piece of instrumentation addressing the complex issues of precise alignments of 
multiple components for optimal operation. The thermoelectric temperature control of the optical 
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pumping cell eliminated the prior requirement of a gas source for operation as by compressed air 
or from a liquid N2 Dewar, making provision of sufficient electrical power the only requirement 
for siting of a SEOP hyperpolarizer. Additionally, the TEC enabled simple, robust thermal 
management of in-cell temperatures allowing maintenance of ideal SEOP conditions, i. e. cell 
surface temperature for a given Xe density and photon flux to establish gas-phase Rb 
concentration). Using this fine control of the SEOP conditions, the new probe achieved improved 
in-cell production of 129Xe polarization (and net magnetization) compared to the work reported 
in Manuscripts 2 and 3, or % PXe ~ 74% compared to ~57% for 500 Torr Xe partial pressure. 
In Chapter 5, Manuscript 5 built upon the work in Manuscript 1, which established the 
efficacy of compensation of SNR losses with the decrease of resonance frequency by multi-turn 
Faraday induction in RF coils. Here, high sensitivity 38 mm pre-clinical MR imaging probes for 
mouse imaging were developed, and their performance was analyzed theoretically for the SNR in 
the coil-noise-dominant regime. Litz wire and crystal-radio coil winding geometry were used to 
significantly reduce the AC resistance of the RF coils and hence increase the SNR. The 0.0475 T 
low-field imaging probes had 40% the sensitivity (1H and 13C detection) of that of a 4.7 T small 
animal imaging Doty RF (with similar geometry) coil despite an ~100-fold difference in 
resonance frequencies, and experimental measurements for 1H and 13C sensitivity were within 
5% of the theoretical predictions. If the mitigating factors reducing the SNR were eliminated, 
then the low-field probes would have theoretically demonstrated 1.13-fold the SNR of the 4.7 T 
imaging system for hyperpolarized contrast media using room temperature RF coils. The 
combination of low-field MRI detection and cryogenically cooled RF coils should significantly 
surpass the high-field detection sensitivity of hyperpolarized MRI. 
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In Manuscript 6 in Chapter 6, hyperpolarized contrast agents were imaged at a low 
magnetic field strength of 0.0475 T with high resolution and sensitivity using the RF probes 
presented in Manuscript 5. In particular, 94×94 µm2 and 250×250 µm2 spatial resolution 1H 
images from SABRE-polarized pyridine and 13C images from PHIP-polarized 1-13C-succinate-
d2, respectively, were acquired with 2D fast gradient echo imaging in 4–8 seconds, limited by the 
speed of the electronics. The achieved spatial (voxel size) and temporal resolution of this 
molecular imaging rivals that of micro-PET. Quantification of the contrast agent polarization 
before and after transfer from the hyperpolarizer to the imaging system through a magnetized 
transfer pathway indicated hyperpolarization losses corresponding to T1 relaxation rate and RF 
pulses only. Assessment of the MRI detection limits of the 0.0475 T frequency-compensating 
dual-channel RF probes allowed derivation of a RF coil parameter enabling prediction of the 
SNR for a biomedical imaging experiment for a known metabolic flux, contrast agent 
concentration, and anticipated % polarization of the target hyperpolarized molecule. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
“All truths are easy to understand once they are discovered; the point is to discover them.” 
Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) 
FUTURE WORK 
Hyperpolarized MR is still in its infancy. The focus of immediate efforts of many 
research groups are generally on improving the production of hyperpolarized nuclear spin states, 
on determining what uses hyperpolarized nuclear spin states can be applied to, and on the general 
MR detection sensitivity for hyperpolarized nuclear spin states. The work presented in this 
dissertation fits well into the above general categories, and several directions for future efforts 
are apparent. In particular, increasing the hyperpolarization level, improving the instrumentality 
used to produce and detect it, and making use of the hyperpolarized state to advance knowledge 
of biological systems and other applications. 
For biomedical uses, some near future goals can be divided into (i) the early detection of 
altered metabolic and otherwise impaired states in living organisms, and (ii) monitoring response 
to the treatment of disease, where hyperpolarized agents are being shown to yield early detection 
and to provide means of evaluation of therapeutic response to treatment due to the rich molecular 
information. In order to advance towards these goals with low-field MR, the present work 
concerned with production of agents and the feasibility of their use at low magnetic fields needs 
to be applied towards low-field in vivo spectroscopy and imaging in human disease models in 
animals (i.e. preclinical validation) with the goal of demonstrating feasibility, utility, high 
resolution, and high sensitivity comparable to or exceeding that of high-field MR. Applicable 
hyperpolarized contrast agents available to us via PHIP and SEOP from this work include 
hyperpolarized 2-hydroxyethyl propionate-1-13-C-d3, 13C-succinate-d2, 13C-phospholactate-d2, 
and 129Xe. 
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In addition to in vivo demonstration of hyperpolarized contrast agents at low field, there 
are pressing needs regarding further improvement of hyperpolarization instrumentality: (i) 
advancement of hyperpolarizer hardware, and (ii) development of higher sensitivity RF probes. 
For example, the first-generation and second-generation clinical-scale 129Xe SEOP 
hyperpolarizers developed in this work are research level devices as the automation requires 
significant operator training and involvement during device operation. Properly, full automation 
entails minimization of the operator workload, and towards this end the automation can be 
extended to allow use of the second-generation 129Xe SEOP hyperpolarizer with minimal 
complexity. This will allow ‘one button’ production of hyperpolarized contrast agent for studies. 
Systematic exploration of SEOP conditions (Xe density, cell surface temperature, and photon 
flux) in the high Xe density regime using the automated fine control of OP-cell SEOP conditions 
and integrated real-time monitoring of SEOP variables will enable further refinement of 129Xe 
polarization dynamics leading to improved HP 129Xe production efficiency beyond what was 
currently achieved. 
Despite significant sensitivity improvements, the RF probes developed in this work were 
clearly sub-optimal, being empirically rather than theoretically refined on the basis of frequency-
optimized SNR theory in the coil-noise-dominated regime of operation (CND-SNR). 
Consequently, as shown by theoretical calculations much sensitivity was lost as was the case for 
the 38 mm MRI RF probes. 
These imaging probes developed for MRI of mice were also too small for use with rats. 
New 50 mm ID RF probes fully optimized according to the developed low-field SNR theory are 
anticipated to yield new knowledge of the design variables for low frequency RF probes for MR 
experiments. In particular, these RF probes for rats will permit testing of the accuracy of a 
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revision of CND-SNR theory. Based on the outcome, the rat RF MRI probes (50 mm ID) and the 
mouse RF MRI probes (38 mm ID) in combination, albeit at the same proton and carbon-13 
detection frequencies at 0.0475 T, will constitute markedly different geometrical and electrical 
properties for the RF coils, thereby allowing development of a full SNR theory for frequency-
optimized detection coils accounting not only for the coil noise, but also for body noise. Such a 
theory will enable coil design algorithms for finding the optimum RF coil given the sample 
characteristics that achieves the maximum SNR and which should eliminate inefficient 
experimental exploration of the design variables. 
In addition to being non-optimal, the RF probes for hyperpolarized imaging failed to 
exceed high-field sensitivity experimentally. The mitigating factors were fully accounted for, and 
their elimination is predicted to yield sensitivity higher than available at high field. Switching 
from lossy room-temperature RF coil conductors to HTS superconductors would also benefit the 
goal of achieving greater hyperpolarized MRI SNR at low magnetic fields compared to high-
field MRI SNR. Utilization of novel RF coil geometries and designs will also contribute towards 
this goal. 
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APPENDICES 
A. Supporting Information for Manuscript 3 – XeNA: An automated ‘open-source’ 
129Xe hyperpolarizer for clinical use 
 
Reprinted from Magnetic Resonance Imaging, 32, XeNA: An automated ‘open-source’ Xe 
hyperpolarizer for clinical use, Panayiotis Nikolaou, Aaron M. Coffey, Laura L. Walkup, Brogan 
M. Gust, Nicholas Whiting, Hayley Newton, Iga Muradyan, Mikayel Dabaghyan, Kaili Ranta, 
Gregory D. Moroz, Matthew S. Rosen, Samuel Patz, Michael J. Barlow, Eduard Y. Chekmenev, 
Boyd M. Goodson, 541–550, Copyright 2014, with permission from Elsevier. 
 
Overview 
This supporting information provides additional pertinent details about the polarizer’s 
construction, functionality, and operational procedures to facilitate reproduction or adaptation of 
the xenon hyperpolarizer device. Section (a) contains details about the lower frame and 
organization of equipment used to operate the various components of the polarizer (including 
much of the gas manifold); Section (b) concerns the upper frame; Section (c) provides details 
about the laser and optical assembly, including a detailed parts list of the components used; 
Section (d) discusses the optical assemblies behind the oven for beam retroreflection and near-IR 
detection; Section (e) provides dimensions of the OP-oven along with 3D-CAD drawings, as 
well as additional details about the OP-cells; Section (f) provides information regarding the GUI 
and its operation; Section (g) describes in situ monitoring of 𝑃!" ; Section (h) provides 
additional details concerning low-field NMR results used to observe Xe polarization dynamics 
and calibrate PXe; Section (i) describes the OP-cell cool-down procedure we have implemented 
to help better maintain high PXe values through the HP 129Xe-transfer process; and Section (j) 
provides additional information about our use of Tedlar bags to transport and deliver the HP 
129Xe to the high-field MRI scanner. Although most of the text below provides details about what 
is actually in the XeNA polarizer, where relevant, alternative solutions are provided. Along with 
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the Main Document, the reader is directed to Reference (313) for additional information about 
HP 129Xe results and analysis. 
 
a) Lower Frame: The lower chassis of the polarizer is comprised of two 19” rack-mountable 
cabinets; while for XeNA the empty cabinets of a surplus Varian Inova console were used, any 
pair of cabinets of sufficient ruggedness and size would be appropriate (e.g., 
www.rackmountsolutions.net P/N KH 3100-3-001-22). The left rack-mountable cabinet (Figure 
46a) houses the gas-handling equipment. These components first consist of: (1) An Edwards 
Rotary Vane (RV) 5 mechanical roughing vacuum pump, which is used to evacuate the gas-
handling lines to a level (~10-3 Torr) that enables safe operation of: (2) an Edwards Turbo Pump 
Station (TS75W), which allows the manifold to reach down to the ~10-5 Torr regime (to reducing 
the partial pressure of O2 in the gas-handling and thereby prevent depolarization of HP 129Xe gas 
or degradation/oxidation of the Rb alkali metal in the OP-cell). Both these vacuum systems are 
mounted to a supporting base of 1/4” aluminum plate. Most of the gas manifold (3) is also 
mounted in this portion of the chassis. The gas-loading (‘upstream’) section of the manifold 
includes solenoid valves (McMaster-Carr P/N 5077T123) and 1/4” stainless steel metal tubing. 
These components are depolarizing to HP gases, but the upstream region of the system is free 
from exposure to HP 129Xe gas. The valves are each actuated by a 24 V DC supply directed 
through solid-state relays that are driven by the Arduino Microcontroller. Typical of these valves 
is their tendency to run hot when their solenoid is energized (‘open’) for extended periods of 
time during polarizer operation. The valve temperatures are mitigated with a small heat sink (P/N 
8822T13, McMaster Carr) attached to the housing of each of the solenoid valves via thermal 
transfer tape and held into position with epoxy. The valves themselves are bolted to an aluminum 
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plate and connected to lines via 1/4” Swagelok fittings, and laid out as shown in main Figure 
46a. All Swagelok components and associated tubing were purchased from regional Swagelok 
suppliers (e.g. St. Louis Valve and Fitting, Union Tees P/N SS-400-3, Union Straights PN SS-
400-6, Union Crosses P/N SS-400-4, and Union Elbows P/N SS-400-9). Additional notes: 
although the above components are cost-effective (and do not take up much space), chasing 
down leaks and replacing components is challenging in a Swagelok-based gas handling system. 
Thus, despite the increased costs and bulk, the authors recommended that VCR-style fittings be 
used throughout the ‘up-stream’ (non-HP-129Xe-contacting) portion of the manifold, along with 
a different model of valve (e.g., Parker P/N 099-0167-900). 
The HP 129Xe gas-transfer section (4—Inset Figure 46a) of the manifold (‘downstream’ 
of the OP-cell) is located inside the laser enclosure and consists of pneumatically actuated, 
Teflon-sealed valves (Teqcom P/N M222CPFS-T) and Teflon (1/4” PTFE) tubing. These valves 
and materials are chosen to reduce depolarization of HP 129Xe gas that might otherwise occur 
through (i) exposure to resonant magnetic fields produced by actuating solenoids that could drive 
spin flops; (ii) physical contact with paramagnetic sites; and/or (iii) passing through magnetic-
field zero-crossings. Moreover, these lines are kept as short as possible to ensure better vacuum 
quality. The transfer line is also equipped with an Entegris Wafergard GT-Plus gas filter (5—
Inset Figure 46a), placed in-series up-stream of the gas line leading to the sample / Tedlar bag, to 
prevent any residual vaporized Rb (or any other particulate matter) from being transferred to the 
sample or HP 129Xe-transport container of interest. The lower frame is air-cooled with a rack-
mounted fan bank at the rear of the left cabinet. Although the prototype was built with previously 
existing fan equipment, a good solution is: P/N UQFP-4 from Rackmount Solutions. 
The right rack-mountable cabinet (Figure 46b) houses all major electronics and 
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instrumentation used to power and control the different components of the polarizer. These 
components include: (1) a Kenwood PSU (power supply unit) (P/N PDS60/12) used to generate 
the current for the four electromagnetic coils (which provide the magnetic field for SEOP and 
low-field NMR detection); (2) the Omega i-series temperature controller responsible for 
regulating the optical pumping oven temperature during the SEOP process (via the heatpipes); 
(3) Teledyne Hastings HPM 2002 fine vacuum gauge; (4) PSU for the 200 W LDA (Xantrex, 
model XFR 20-60); (5) utility drawer (for laser goggles, software, hardware parts storage, etc. 
(P/N UD3, www.RackmountSolutions.net)); (6) Sliding shelf for computer laptop support (P/N 
SS1920-V, www.RackmountSolutions.net); (7) the Magritek Kea2 NMR low-frequency 
spectrometer used for in situ monitoring of PXe during and after SEOP; (8) Microcontroller 
Automation box responsible for sensor monitoring and automation procedures (see also Figure 
31 of the Main Document); and (9) 800 W K-O Concepts water chiller used to cool the 200 W 
LDA and provide fine control of the LDA temperature to tune the LDA’s output frequency. All 
instrumentation in the lower frame is powered through two large rack-mounted power strips, 
which in turn are plugged into wall outlets (110 VAC, 20 A each) to power the hyperpolarizer. 
The dimensions of the lower frame can be found in Figure 47. 
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Figure 46. (A) Left cabinet space of rack-mountable chassis containing: (1) mechanical vacuum 
pump (Edwards RV5); (2) Edwards Turbo Pump Station model #TS75W; (3) Gas handling 
manifold—gas-loading (‘upstream’) section; (4) gas transfer (‘downstream’) section; (5) gas 
filter (Entegris Wafergard GT-Plus). One ‘oversized’ gas cylinder (Xe) can be seen at the lower 
left; the other gas cylinders are hidden from view along the inside wall of the cabinet. (B) (1) 
Kenwood electromagnet power supply, (2) Omega i-series temperature controller, (3) Teledyne 
Hastings HPM 2002 fine vacuum gauge, (4) LDA PSU, Inset: (5) utility drawer, (6) Sliding shelf 
for computer laptop, (7) low-field NMR spectrometer (Magritek, Kea2), (8) Microcontroller 
Automation box, (9) 800 W water chiller (K-O Concepts, model LCR-8) 
 
b) Upper Frame: The upper frame (Figure 47) extends beyond the horizontal length of the 
lower frame due to the space requirements of the laser and the optical path/assembly. For 
example, it was necessary to leave sufficient room between the optics assembly and the front 
face of the oven to allow convenient access for a large fan-cooled laser power meter head (to 
monitor the laser’s output during the testing stages). Not shown in the figure below is the laser 
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enclosure: On the four corners of the frame, vertical T-slotted rails were placed on the four 
corners of the frame possessing sufficient height to ensure that the roof of the enclosure would 
clear the top of the electromagnetic coils (but still short enough to ensure vertical clearance for 
the polarizer to fit through ~7’ doorways); these vertical rails are connected with 672 and 1721 
mm horizontal rails to form the skeleton of the rectangular enclosure. T-slotted rails have a 
cross-sectional profile of 45 × 45 mm, Figure 47a. To this frame we attached the appropriately 
sized Alumalite laser enclosure panels (corrugated plastic core with 0.013” thick matte-black 
painted aluminum skins on both sides; Minitec Framing). Also not shown in the figure below is a 
door that opens upwards, constructed from T-slotted rails (seen in Figure 46b) and an Alumalite 
panel. Note: the Minitec Framing special “power-lock” bolts (http://youtu.be/IJSgDXNBkRc) 
that lock the T-slotted rails in place are slightly magnetic; however, these pieces were 
sufficiently far from the cell and the NMR detection coil that no detrimental effects were 
detected in the NMR spectra. 
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Figure 47. (a) CAD drawing showing the dimensions of the lower frame (rack-mounted 
cabinets) with the upper frame attached to it. (b) CAD drawings of the upper frame with 
dimensions. 
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Figure 48. Corresponding photo of the right-most part of the upper frame, at a relatively early 
stage of polarizer construction—showing the positions of the electromagnetic coils; nominal 
center-to-center spacing is approximately 12 in., not including slight adjustments from 
shimming. 
 
c) Optical Path/Assembly: A complete parts list for the optical assembly can be found below in 
Table 4. The optical assembly begins with (1) the 200 W QPC laser and its short solid fiber with 
an 800 µm bore. Next, (2) a (x,y) translating lens mount is used to align the output of the LDA 
with a 4.03 mm focal length aspheric lens (Thorlabs P/N C340TME-B). The lens slows the 
natural expansion of the LDA output from the fiber, allowing it to expand to just under 2” 
diameter within the lens tube (3), where the beam is collimated using a 2” diameter N-BK7, 75 
mm focal length plano-convex lens (Thorlabs P/N LA1145-B). (5) The 2” polarizing beam-
splitter (PBS) cube is contained in a 60 mm housing, which had to be machined to allow the PBS 
cube to slide into place correctly. The s-polarized beam component is reflected 90° to the right 
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and discarded into a beam block (4); the main (p-polarized) beam is transmitted forward into a 
quarter-wave (λ/4) plate (6), which renders the beam circularly-polarized. Not seen in the figure 
below is an additional beam block on the opposite side of the PBS housing which absorbs the 
beam returning from the oven, reflected 90° into it by the PBS. Due the high power of the laser, 
these beam blocks tend to get extremely hot, so to aid with cooling we installed a fan (7) directly 
beneath each beam block to direct air over their cooling fins. 
 
 
Figure 49. Components of the optical assembly. (1) LDA with short 800 µm bore fiber; (2) 
Translational lens mount; (3) lens tube; (4) beam block; (5) 60-mm housing for the PBS cube; 
(6) quarter-wave (λ/4) plate location; (7) fan used to cool a beam block. Inset: Aiming beam 
from the laser, passed through the optical assembly and expanded to 2” diameter, used for 
aligning the laser with the OP-cell. 
 
The 200 W LDA (QPC Lasers, P/N 6507-0001 Brightlock Ultra-500) utilizes “on-chip” 
volume holographic grating (VHG) technology wherein the gratings are written at the wafer 
level during Metal-Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD); such LDAs possess output 
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with an order-of-magnitude narrower spectral output (FWHM~0.2-0.3 nm) compared to 
conventional LDAs (~2-3 nm) (Figure 50a). The improved line shape and laser spectral output 
results in increased resonant photon flux for Rb absorption at the D1 line (nominally at 794.76 
nm). The LDA housing is mounted to a water-cooled plate; this water-cooled LDA design allows 
the spectral output to be tuned over a range of ~1 nm—or alternatively allows the laser centroid 
wavelength to be held at the same value—by simply adjusting the changing the laser’s diode 
temperature appropriately when varying the laser driving current (Figure 50b). Variation of the 
laser diode temperature results in only fine changes in spectral output, whereas variation of laser 
driving current results in more coarse adjustments. Note: Because very good results were 
achieved with this laser and optical assembly in XeNA polarizer, more recently we have worked 
with QPC to design an integrated solution based on this proven design. In this new design 
(Nikolaou, et al. manuscript in preparation) all of the polarizing optics are mounted directly to 
the laser chassis, greatly simplifying operation and beam alignment (QPC, P/N 6507-Z002). 
Finally, we generally chose optics that would also allow us to use the same optical path to allow 
SEOP with Cs at its D1 wavelength of 894.3 nm. 
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Figure 50. Spectral profiles of output from a 200 W near-IR VHG-LDA from QPC. (a) 
Comparison of VHG-narrowed spectral output compared to that of a conventional LDA 
(normalized to the same vertical scale). The more favorable line shape of the VHG-narrowed 
LDA results in greater Rb absorption efficiency. The inset shows a close-up of the (generally 
weak) unlocked portion of the LDA output typically found at longer wavelengths. (b) Close-up 
of the main region of the spectra shown in (a), with the position of the nominal Rb D1 line 
demarked with a vertical dotted line. Nominal FWHM: 0.28 nm. The inset contains a table of the 
LDA temperature / LDA PSU driver current combinations that provide the displayed output 
fixed at the same centroid wavelength, along with the corresponding output powers. 
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Table 4. Parts list for the optical assembly and retroreflection. 
Table 4A: Optical assembly. Parts from Thorlabs.com unless otherwise stated 
LM05XY  Translating Lens Mount for Ø1/2" Optics  
LB3C  Rotatable Cage Cube Platform for LC6W  
LA1145-B  N-BK7 Plano-Convex Lens, Ø2", f = 75.0 mm, ARC: 650-1050 nm  
SM2T2  SM2 (Ø2.035"-40) Coupler, External Threads  
LB4C  Rotatable Kinematic Cage Cube Platform for LC6W  
LB6C  60 mm Cube Clamp  
LCRM2  60 mm Cage Rotation Mount for Ø2" Optics  
SM2CP2  SM2 Series End Cap, External Thread  
ER1  Cage Assembly Rod, 1" Long, Ø6 mm, Qty. 1  
LC6W  60 mm Cage System Cube with Ø6 mm Clearance Holes  
SM2T2  SM2 (Ø2.035"-40) Coupler, External Threads  
SM2E60  6" Extension Tube for SM2 Lens Tube, One Retaining Ring Included  
SM2L20  SM2 Lens Tube, 2" Thread Depth, One Retaining Ring Included  
SM2L05  SM2 Lens Tube, 0.5" Thread Depth, One Retaining Ring Included  
SM1A2  Adapter with External SM1 Threads and Internal SM2 Threads  
SM1T1  SM1 (Ø1.035"-40) Coupler, Internal Threads  
SM1SMA  SM1 (1.035"-40) to SMA Fiber Connector Adapter Plate  
LA1050-B  N-BK7 Plano-Convex Lens, Ø2", f = 100.0 mm, ARC: 650-1050 nm  
LA1401-B  N-BK7 Plano-Convex Lens, Ø2", f = 60.0 mm, ARC: 650-1050 nm  
C340TME-B  f = 4.03 mm, NA = 0.62, Mounted Aspheric Lens, AR: 600-1050 nm  
HSLT1  Passive Heat Sink SM1 Lens Tube  
SM1PL  SM1 Plug  
R2  Slip-On Post Collar For Ø1/2" Posts  
TRT2  Translating Ø1/2" Optical Post: 2" to 2 1/4"  
SPW604  Spanner Wrench with Clear Aperture for SM2 Retaining Rings  
ER05  Cage Assembly Rod, 1/2" Long, Ø6 mm  
SM2V10  Ø2" SM2 Rotating Adjustable Focusing Element, 0.81”  
PBSH-670980-
200  Polarizing Beam Splitting Cube, from CVI-Melles Griot  
NQ-200-0839  Ø2" Quarter-Wave Plate, from Meadowlark Optics  
Table 4B: Thorlabs.com parts list for Retroreflection  
SM1L05  SM1 Lens Tube, 0.5" Thread Depth, One Retaining Ring Included  
SM1SMA  SMA Fiber Adapter Plate with External SM1 (1.035"-40) Thread  
SM1RC  Ø1" (SM1) Series Slim Lens Tube Slip Ring, 8-32 Tapped Hole  
SM1D12SZ  SM1-Threaded Zero Aperture Iris, Ø12 mm Max Aperture  
BB3-E03  Ø3" Broadband Dielectric Mirror, 750-1100 nm  
KS3  Ø3" Precision Kinematic Mirror Mount, 2 Adjusters   
TR4  Ø1/2" x 4" Stainless Steel Optical Post, 8-32 Stud, 1/4"-20 Tapped Hole  
PH4  Post Holder with Spring-Loaded Hex-Locking Thumbscrew, L = 4.00"   
BA1  Mounting Base, 1" x 3" x 3/8"    
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d) Retroreflection and IR detection: The components used to make these items are listed in 
Table 4B. The retroreflection mirror in its mount (1) reflects ~99% of the laser light back 
through the oven and the OP-Cell, and its angle of reflection can be finely adjusted using the 
mirror mounting stage in either the x or y axis (with the z axis being along the laser path). The 
~1% of light that does pass through the mirror is used to monitor the laser’s transmitted spectral 
profile, with particular interest concerning the light absorption by the Rb vapor, as recorded by a 
near-IR spectrometer (not shown here, but visible in a temporary location in Figure 48). Instead 
of using a neutral density filter to reduce the amount of light picked up the IR spectrometer fiber-
optic cable (3), an optical iris (2) was instead used, allowing the amount of light impinging on 
the fiber-optic cable to be varied by manually adjusting the aperture (depending on the laser 
power used) to prevent saturation of the IR spectrometer’s response. 
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Figure 51. (1) Retroreflection Mirror, (2) Adjustable Iris, (3) Fiber-Optic Cable leading to Near-
IR spectrometer. 
 
e) Optical Pumping Oven and Cell: The main body of the oven, lens holders, lid, and OP-cell 
side stem holder were machined from Teflon sheets, and held together by a combination of 
Nylon and Teflon screws. The walls and lid of the oven are 0.5” thick while rails below the base 
were made 1” thick to provide greater structural integrity and support. Insets were grooved in the 
front and back to house 3” AR-coated optical windows and held in place using lens holders. The 
OP-cell’s mounts feature a snug “snap into place” design to support the OP-cell, thus making the 
installation and removal of the cell effortless once the oven top has been removed. The OP-cell 
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stem holder keeps the cell from sliding back and forth and helps align the Chemglass stopcock 
valve of the cell with the Helical-rotary actuator assembly. The sides of the oven use custom-cut 
Pyrex glass windows to serve as view ports into the oven, while still maintaining the oven’s 
thermal integrity for heating and cooling. CAD drawings of the oven are shown in Figure 52a, 
and additional photos at different stages of the XeNA-development process are shown in Figure 
52b-e. Note: The OP-oven may reach temperatures of up to ~120 ºC or hotter, depending on 
one’s conditions (although we rarely operated the oven temperature above 80 ºC during SEOP). 
At such temperatures over time, untreated Teflon can warp; thus, it is recommended that Teflon 
slabs used in manufacturing an oven be pre-treated with heat prior to cutting/milling. 
The OP-Cells (e.g., Figure 52e-f) used in this polarizer have been described in the Main 
Document, but a few more details are provided here. First, given the safety issues involved, it is 
strongly encouraged that any OP-cell (be it ordered from the recommended supplier, or custom-
manufactured by another glassblower) be pressure-tested prior to use. All cells used in XeNA are 
pressure-tested on a vacuum/gas manifold up to ~45-50 psi (gauge pressure, above atmosphere) 
three times prior to use (i.e., prior to the first cleaning/loading steps). Next, an important feature 
of the cell design we use is that considerable additional effort must be expended (by the 
glassblower) to strengthen the weld between each window and the walls of the main 2” cylinder 
with a heavy internal fillet (Figure 52(f)); such an effort may leave each window slightly 
curved/warped (which does not appear to negatively affect the SEOP performance). Finally, 
different OP-cell variants have different ways that they mate to the gas manifold of the polarizer. 
While the original variant shown in most of the pictures (e.g. Figure 52(e)) terminates in 1/4” 
Pyrex tubing that is attached to the manifold via 1/4” PFA Swagelok fittings, this approach 
(while functional) is not particularly convenient for switching out cells. Two other approaches 
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we have used include: (i) the addition of a glass adapter piece that uses an easy-toremove Chem-
Thread (o-ring) seal that adapts to the cell’s 1/4” Pyrex tubing (and is itself PFA-Swagelok 
connected to flexible tubing); and (ii) a design where the cell terminates in a smaller Chem-
Thread fitting that can accommodate 1/8” flexible PTFE tubing from the polarizer’s manifold. 
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Figure 52. (a) CAD drawings showing different views of the optical pumping oven machined 
from Teflon sheets to accommodate the optical pumping cell. (b) Top view of machined Oven 
with OP-cell placement; disclosure: this photo has been altered to remove extraneous items from 
view. (c) Angled view of Oven at early stages of polarizer completion, well prior to automation. 
(d) Oven with automated valves installed in XeNA during a developmental stage; the Garolite 
posts supporting the oven are in view, as well as the silicone tubing delivering heated/cooled 
gases for temperature-management). The mounting plate for valve 36 is not in place. (e) An early 
design for an OP-cell, shown with the mounting pieces for the cell (made from Teflon). (f) 
Recently designed OP-Cell, exhibiting curved windows and a Chem-Thread-terminated 
mounting port. 
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f) Graphical User Interface: As described below, all source codes for the software used to run 
the polarizer have been made freely available. The GUI was designed and programmed in 
software obtained from Processing.org, and provides a visual interface for the user to link the 
automation code of the Arduino microcontroller with “clickable” button functionality on the 
computer’s display. The Arduino code and GUI can be modified to suit the user’s needs. As 
shown in Figure 53, the polarizer can be operated in either manual or automated mode. The 
automation mode itself can operate in a number of different capacities, depending on what the 
user’s needs are. The layout of the entire “Gas Manifold” is displayed in the upper portion of the 
GUI. The valves of the gas manifold (represented by the letter “V” followed by the valve 
number) can be manually operated by simply clicking on them. Under the “Utility” section, there 
are automated procedures for installing fresh gas cylinders, in which the messaging display will 
prompt the user to follow instructions to safely and properly install new cylinders. Under the 
“Loading” section there are buttons for loading the 129Xe gas, separated into two sections: 
pressures equal to or below 800 Torr, and pressures above 1200 Torr. This two-part separation 
was implemented because of the nature of the polarizer’s gas pressure sensing. Pressures beyond 
800 Torr may result in sensor failure of the Teledyne gauge used to measure vacuum. On the 
other hand, the Omega (‘coarse’) gauge is less accurate at reading low pressures, and is relied 
upon for for ensuring proper filling of the cell to ~2000 Torr total pressure. As a result, if loading 
129Xe densities below 800 Torr, the automated sequence is programmed to load 129Xe gas first 
into the OP-cell. However, if loading 129Xe densities above 1200 Torr, N2 gas is loaded first (up 
to ~800 Torr) and back-filled to 2000 Torr total with 129Xe gas. There are also options for 
loading the OP-cell with premixed 129Xe/N2 gas cylinders. The button labeled “Set Stored Xe 
Pressure” is used to store in 129Xe/N2 [continued…] 
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Figure 53. Graphical User Interface used to operate XeNA. Standard operation utilizes 
automation mode, whereas manual mode is for use by advanced users. 
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gas density loaded to the Arduino memory for the purpose of loading the OP-cell using the 
“Topping Off” procedure. After HP 129Xe gas is transferred out of the OP-cell (e.g., to inflate a 
Tedlar bag), the pressure equilibrates leaving a good fraction of HP 129Xe behind at ambient (~1 
atm) pressure. If the user opts to use enriched (expensive) 129Xe; rather than waste it by 
evacuating the cell in preparation for the next load, it can be saved to contribute to the cell 
loading for the next run. The way the automated loading procedures accomplishes this is by 
measuring the in-cell pressure of the remaining fraction, and using the original loading pressures 
stored in the Arduino to calculate the partial pressures of 129Xe and N2 gas that need to be 
reloaded into the cell to achieve the final desired in cell 129Xe/N2 gas density. This “topping off” 
procedure also helps to increase the duty cycle of the polarizer. 
The GUI also has displays that let the user know the status of the microcontroller, water-
flow sensor, and laser, in addition to displaying the oven temperature and fine and course 
pressure gauge pressures. The desired 129Xe loading pressure and oven temperature can be set by 
using the sliding bars located above the “Utility and Loading” buttons. Moreover, the 
temperature control can be turned on and off, and the Kea2 low-field NMR spectrometer can be 
triggered via the GUI. If the user desires to cryo-collect the HP 129Xe gas, there is a button in the 
GUI that when selected will change the automated transfer procedure used. Most buttons on the 
GUI are self-explanatory, which greatly simplifies operating this otherwise rather complex 
device. 
The Arduino and Processing source codes are freely available online for download from a 
Dropbox shared link at the following web address: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/g0gskqcobrm49yd/jMtrFKzTgu. The source codes will be 
maintained and be made available through this link for as long as possible. In the event that the 
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link fails, please feel free to contact the corresponding authors for access to these files. 
 
g) In situ monitoring of <PRb>. The reader is directed to References (225, 313) for additional 
information, background, and examples concerning the content of this section. As shown in 
Figure 52, the polarizer’s oven contains window panels to allow not only visual inspection and 
alignment, but (in principle) also to allow one to probe the SEOP process via optical probe beam 
techniques (e.g., measuring the Rb electronic spin polarization via optically detected ESR), if 
one has the requisite additional instrumentation. Instead, for this work we have used a more 
indirect approach to estimate 𝑃!" , the global average of the Rb polarization throughout the cell. 
The principle of this simple and quick approach is shown schematically in Figure 54a (313). 
When the external magnetic field B0 is ‘off’ (left), optical pumping is highly inefficient, and the 
ground electronic spin states will have nearly equal populations. Correspondingly, there will be a 
relatively high density of absorbers in the gas phase. However, when the magnetic field is turned 
‘on’ along the quantization axis provided by the circularly polarized pump laser (right), optical 
pumping becomes much more efficient—resulting in highly unequal populations of the ground 
magnetic sublevels, and hence increased transmission of the optical pumping laser through the 
cell. 
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Figure 54. (a) Cartoon showing effects of magnetic field cycling on laser transmission in the 
context of depletion optical pumping of Rb electron spins (313); the drawings assume s+ 
circularly polarized light, and Rb nuclear spin levels are not shown for simplicity.(b) Example of 
in situ monitoring of <PRb> using the near-IR spectra of pump laser transmission: at room 
temperature (“cold cell”, red); 65 °C and B0 = 5.26 mT (blue); and 65 °C and B0 = 0 mT (green). 
 
During SEOP, the pump laser’s spectral profile (as transmitted through the OP-cell) is 
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monitored behind the retroreflection mirror via a fiber optic probe (Figure 51) that is connected 
to a high-resolution near-IR spectrometer (Ocean Optics HR2000+). Spectra are collected when 
the polarizer’s electromagnet is alternately turned off and on, and compared to corresponding 
spectra obtained when the cell is cool (with a ventilated oven). The spectra can then be integrated 
and an estimate of the Rb polarization can be calculated using: 
 PRb =
A
A0
−1  (1) 
where A and A0 are respectively the cell absorbances for the (resonant) laser with and without the 
presence of the applied magnetic field from the polarizer’s electromagnet (calculated, e.g. using 
A=-ln(I/I0), where I and I0 are the integrated intensities of the transmitted laser spectra with a 
‘hot’ cell (e.g. during SEOP) and ‘cold’ cell, respectively (225)). Figure 54b shows examples for 
a cell containing 495 Torr Xe and 1300 Torr N2 gas, corresponding to a value of 𝑃!"  ~ 72%. 
Obtaining several acquisitions under each condition allows statistics for the measurement to be 
calculated, with most of the spectrum-to-spectrum variation owing to jitter from the laser (and 
the spectrometer) and actual changes in laser transmission from conditions within the cell 
(particularly if turbulent conditions are present). Additionally, as pointed out in References (225, 
313), the method is potentially susceptible to two systematic errors: (1) measurement along the 
cell’s center will tend to give a number that overestimates 𝑃!"  (as the illumination will 
generally be poorer near the out regions of the cell); and (2) residual magnetic fields oriented 
along the direction of the pump laser (when the polarizer’s electromagnet is off) will tend to 
allow Rb optical pumping with non-zero efficiency—causing an underestimate of 𝑃!" . The 
former issue can be mitigated by taking measurements from other positions, whereas the latter 
issue can be mitigated by orienting the polarizer perpendicular to any residual (e.g. Earth’s) field, 
or by applying a field perpendicular field to the laser during the “magnet off” acquisitions. 
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h) 129Xe Polarization Calibration: Examples of in situ low-field 129Xe NMR are shown in 
Figure 32 of the Main Document. Calibration of the 129Xe nuclear spin polarization is performed 
by comparison with corresponding 1H NMR spectra obtained at the same Larmor frequency 
using an identical cell filled with water doped with 5 mM copper sulfate, signal-averaged over an 
extended period of time (e.g., Figure 55a,b) (313). The noise statistics from the FID are used to 
determine the error for the integral of the 1H NMR signal (here, ~5.7% relative error), which is 
the dominant source of uncertainty for the PXe calculations. The in-cell PXe value can then be 
calculated for a given run in a straightforward manner from the ratio of the 129Xe and 1H NMR 
spectral integrals, taking into account: the 129Xe and 1H spin densities; the thermal nuclear spin 
polarization at (here) 62 kHz; and the effective tip angles of the RF pulses (ideally chosen to be 
the same by setting the RF powers the same, with relative pulse widths to be equal to the 
gyromagnetic ratios). 
 
 
Figure 55. (a) 1H Free induction domain (FID) spectrum from an OP-cell filled with water, 111 
M 1H concentration, doped with 5 mM copper sulfate, thermally polarized at 1.46 mT (62.0 kHz 
Larmor frequency; 170,000 scans; τ30°=16 µs; TR=0.3 s; PH=5.0×10-9); (b) Corresponding 
frequency domain NMR spectrum after Fourier transformation (313). 
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i) OP-Cell Cool-Down Procedure: Because XeNA operates in batch/stopped-flow modes, the 
OP-cell generally must be cooled below operational SEOP temperatures prior to Xe transfer 
from the cell to a given sample, container, or transport vessel (e.g. Tedlar bag), in order to allow 
the Rb vapor to re-condense along the cell walls. However, this step is somewhat non-trivial 
because the laser itself is a significant source of heat for the cell (in addition to the oven heaters). 
In early efforts, we attempted rapid cell cool-down by turning off oven heaters and the laser, 
while flash-cooling the cell with cool N2 gas from the self-pressurized dewar, or by performing 
this procedure while the laser driver current is ramped down as the cell is cooled. Both 
procedures allow the cell to be cooled in just 2-3 minutes, but the corresponding losses suffered 
during those few minutes because of high densities of “dark” Rb were too large (generally 
several fold; note that simply turning the driver current down will also result in the laser being 
(de)tuned from resonance). To mitigate such loses, we instituted a OP-cell cool-down procedure, 
a.k.a. ‘Nikolaou on-resonance cool down’, whereby we would rapidly cool down the OP-cell 
while decreasing the resonant laser power to reduce the heat load, while also remaining on the 
Rb D1 resonance—thus providing sufficient illumination for the declining [Rb] to largely avoid 
the “dark Rb” problem. As shown in Figure 50, reducing the LDA driving current while 
maintaining the output centroid wavelength requires simultaneous adjustment of the LDA 
temperature (and hence, chiller temperature). Rather than tediously entering set temperatures 
from a table over time, instead we have instituted the following simple procedure: When the 
oven heaters are turned off, the LDA’s water chiller is set to a higher temperature—e.g., one 
where the LDA would be on resonance at a low driving current just above the lasing threshold. 
Then, one (manually) slowly ramps down the LDA driving current over tens of seconds—at a 
rate that keeps the laser position fixed on resonance, countering the tendency of the laser to red-
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shift from position at the higher chiller temperature—using the transmitted laser spectrum as 
feedback. This process may be followed until the target HP 129Xe gas transfer OP-cell 
temperature (e.g. 40 °C) is achieved. This cell-cooling process generally requires <5 min, a little 
longer than a simple rapid cool down with N2 gas, but provides much higher PXe at the time of 
transfer. Data from our first implementation of this procedure is shown in Figure 56, where 
“only” a ~26% loss in PXe is suffered by the time the OP-cell reaches the transfer temperature. 
However, later optimization of this procedure (with practice) results in much more modest 
losses, generally as little as a few percent. Furthermore, we note that this procedure (particularly 
with a different PSU for the LDA) could be pre-programmed into the polarizer, or automated 
with near-IR spectrometer feedback—increasing the polarizer’s ease of operation. 
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Figure 56. Graph showing the relatively small decay in PXe suffered during our first attempt at 
performing the OP-cell cool down procedure described in the text. The graph also shows the 
simultaneous changes in LDA driving current, oven cell temperature, and LDA (chiller) 
temperature. An oven temperature of ~40 ºC is appropriate for HP 129Xe transfer, according to 
our analysis of the contents of Tedlar bags under our conditions (313). 
 
j) Tedlar Bags and HP 129Xe Transfer Procedure: Tedlar bags (e.g. 1 L) with a single 
polypropylene valve fitting (Figure 57a) are modified and used to transfer HP 129Xe from the 
OP-cell (SKC Inc., P/N 231-01). The polypropylene fitting is modified by first removing the top 
knob cap used to open and close the valve fitting. Once removed a 1/4 in. O.D. septum is 
exposed that is used for mounting a 1/4 in. Swagelok PFA manual valve (Figure 57b - Swagelok, 
P/N PFA-43S4). However, before modification can be accomplished one more step must be 
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taken. The horizontal extruding side septum (1/8 in. O.D.) is a part of the threaded nut used to 
compress the Tedlar bag between itself and the base of the valve fitting locating inside the Tedlar 
bag to create a tight seal. Unfortunately, this nut is tall and obstructs the Swagelok PFA valve 
from being attached to the 1/4 in. exposed septum. To solve this problem, the threaded nut is 
removed and then cut in (more than) half, beginning immediately below the horizontal extruding 
stem, and then re-attached to the Tedlar bag. Once the Swagelok PFA valve is attached, the 
Tedlar bag can be connected to the downstream section of the gas manifold to pneumatic valve 
41 (Figure 53) via 1/4 in. Teflon tubing. 
Once the Tedlar bag is attached, the manual PFA valve is set to the open position, and the 
GUI command button labeled “Prepare Transfer Lines” is used to perform N2 purge cycles. This 
procedure is performed while HP 129Xe gas is being prepared in the OP-cell, and works by 
inflating the Tedlar bag with N2 and evacuating with “rough” vacuum three times each. The N2 
gas is loaded into the Tedlar bag by allowing the gas to flow for a pre-set amount of time at 45 
psi (gas tank regulator outlet pressure). Once complete the vacuum to the Tedlar back is switched 
from the rough pump to the Turbo pump to achieve high vacuum until HP 129Xe is ready for 
transfer—thus leaving valve 40 and 41 open at the end of this procedure. If the transfer of HP 
129Xe is aborted, then the microcontroller must be reset to put all automated valves back to their 
natural state. Once the SEOP process is complete and the OP-cell is cooled, the HP 129Xe gas can 
be transferred by using the GUI command button labeled “Transfer HP Xenon”. The first step in 
this sequence is to close pneumatic valve 40, thus shutting off vacuum in the transfer lines. This 
is immediately followed by opening valves 35 and 36 to allow the flow of HP 129Xe gas to the 
Tedlar bag, which inflates in ~5 seconds before all actuated valves are closed. Once the Tedlar 
bag is inflated, the user must then manually close the Swagelok PFA to seal the HP gas inside. 
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The Swagelok PFA valve can then be detached from the 1/4 in. Teflon tubing connected to valve 
41 and used for MRS/MRI experiments. 
 
 
Figure 57. (a) Tedlar bag, as-is from the manufacturer. Inset: Polypropylene valve fitting 
delivered with this particular Tedlar bag. (b) Modified Tedlar bag with Swagelok PFA valve 
installed, now ready for use with XeNA. 
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B. Supporting Information for Manuscript 4 – A 3D-Printed High-Power Nuclear Spin 
Polarizer 
 
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from P. Nikolaou, A. M. Coffey, L. L. Walkup, B. M. Gust, 
C. D. Lapierre, E. Koehnemann, M. J. Barlow, M. S. Rosen, B. M. Goodson, E. Y. Chekmenev, 
A 3D-Printed High Power Nuclear Spin Polarizer. J Am Chem Soc 136, 1636-1642 (2014). 
Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. 
 
Overview 
This supporting information provides additional information about the SEOP probe 
designs including 3D CAD drawings showing different angles and views of these VT SEOP 
probes. Section (a) describes the features of the forced air (FA) VT SEOP probe and various 
schematic views of the SEOP probe and its components; Section (b) contains information about 
the thermo-electric (TE) SEOP probe and various schematic views of its components; Section (c) 
describes the 3D printed OP-cell stem holders; Section (d) provides details about the OP-cell 
design and the 3D printed former used to assist in its making; Section (e) discusses the 3D 
printed NMR coil former; Section (f) provides the details about VHG Laser Diode Array (LDA). 
 
a) Forced Air (FA) SEOP VT Probe 
The Forced Air (FA) SEOP probe is based on traditional SEOP VT probe/oven designs, 
with major improvements in simplicity and integrated functionality. Traditionally, a machined 
probe/oven of this design would require sheets of the desired body material to be cut and 
machined to form every single wall as an individual piece. The individual pieces would then be 
held together with nylon or Teflon screws. For instance, compared to 3D printing where the 
SEOP probe lid is printed as a single piece, the machined version would have to consist of 
several individual pieces screwed together with the appropriate screw sizes. Furthermore, more 
intricate pieces such as the OP-cell stem holders would require a highly skilled machinist and 
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several hours to make just a single piece, whereas all four pieces were 3D printed with high 
precision and accuracy in ~1.5 hrs. The three nozzles (Figure 59b) located between the FA VT 
SEOP probe supporting leg posts (ThorLabs leveling posts) are the SEOP probes heating/cooling 
gas inlets (outer two) and exhaust outlet (middle one). These are also printed as part of the SEOP 
probe’s main body, which does not require drilling and tapping to screw on nozzles such as a 
machined version would require. The air distribution plate is hollowed out. Thus, when sitting 
inside the main body of the SEOP probe, a cavity of 2.5 in x 1 in x 11.5 in is created which 
serves to distribute the inlet source gas through an array of distribution holes present in the plate 
(seen best in Figure 59 and Figure 60) in a fashion much like water through a “shower head.” 
The exhaust outlet nozzle feeds through this cavity and the distribution plate itself, thus 
preventing inlet and outlet gas flows from mixing. 
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Figure 58. A 3D CAD exploded view drawing of the forced air (FA) VT SEOP probe with 
labeled components. 
 
The ThorLabs leveling posts used to support the SEOP probe can be mounted to most 
breadboards or linear stages using a specially designed mounting clamp (ThorLabs, P/N PF175). 
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The distinctive advantages of this two-post setup are: (i) that lateral movement of the SEOP 
probe is not hindered (compared to previous fourpost designs, where all posts must be un-
mounted first to enable movement), thus simplifying horizontal alignment of the SEOP probe 
with the transmitted laser beam, and (ii) the vertical alignment of the SEOP probe can be 
adjusted using the leveling posts themselves rather than adjusting the optical breadboard height 
(a difficult task with a laser table setup). 
The NMR coil former is designed to be well centered with the OP-cell, and is printed as a 
part of the FA SEOP probe lid leaving only a ~2–3 mm air gap from the surface of the OP-cell. 
Furthermore, a feed-through hole is incorporated into the design allowing the NMR coil wires to 
exit the SEOP probe. This setup enabled low-field in situ polarimetry via NMR spectroscopy, 
and eliminates hysteresis due to coil positioning. 
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Figure 59. 3D CAD drawing alternative views of the FA VT SEOP probe. (a) General outer 
dimensions of the assembled FA SEOP probe. (b) Bottom angled view showing supporting legs 
and cooling / heating gas inlet and outlet nozzles. (c) Top view of FA SEOP probe with lid 
removed to show internal components and dimensions. (d) Angled rear view showing internal 
components. (e-f) Front and back view respectively of the assembled SEOP probe. 
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Figure 60. Alternative views of 3D Printed FA VT SEOP probe. (a) Back view. (b) Front View 
without OP-cell to show stem holders. (c) Frontal top view without lid. (d) Back top view 
without lid. (e) Side view without OP-cell (f) Side view with OP-cell. 
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b) Thermo-Electric (TE) VT SEOP Probe 
 
 
Figure 61. 3D CAD exploded view drawing of the TE VT SEOP probe with labeled 
components. 
 
Despite the fact that the TE unit has a mass of 14.1 lbs (6.4 Kg), when completely 
assembled the TE VT SEOP probe is mass-balanced and can stand alone on both leg supports 
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without tipping over or causing strain on the SEOP probe body or associated supports. Strain or 
unbalance of any SEOP probe could mean either catastrophic failure or difficulty with OP-cell 
alignment. Furthermore, to ensure the rigidity of this SEOP probe, the base of the probe and the 
walls surrounding the TE unit were made 1.5 in. and 1 in. thick respectively. 
The tangential blower consists of a DC motor with a permanent magnet located inside the 
black tubular structure (seen in Figure 61). In our first prototype of the TE VT SEOP probe the 
blower was located on the opposite side of the TEC unit with the motor facing down. It was soon 
discovered that the RF noise of this motor’s built-in brushless motor controller would interfere 
with low-field NMR polarimetry at 84 kHz. The revised version places the motor far enough 
from the NMR probe to reduce the electro-magnetic interference. However, to prevent all 
electromagnetic interference with NMR spectroscopy, the power to both the blower and TE unit 
is gated off for a few seconds before acquiring. Furthermore, the manufactured TE unit utilized 
several magnetic nuts, bolts, and screws creating magnetic field inhomogeneities, which was 
resolved by replacing them with aluminum and Teflon components. 
The thermal characteristics of the VT SEOP probe were also tested. Even though the 
polycarbonate material used to print the probe body can withstand higher heat, it is not 
recommended to operate in regimes above 100 °C for the OP-cell surface temperature (even 
though the SEOP probe was tested up to 160 °C with very minor melting of the OP-cell body 
holders). Even though the SEOP probe does not melt above 100 °C, the PC material begins to 
degrade when material under stress reaches the Vicat softening point of 138 °C. To improve heat 
isolation, the interior surface of the TE SEOP probe was covered with a thin layer (1/8 in. thick) 
of insulating Aerogel (McMaster-Carr, P/N 9590K8). The addition of the insulating Aerogel is a 
key component, which greatly improved TEC performance in regulating the SEOP probe 
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temperature with very good accuracy, and reduced both heating and cooling times of the OP-cell 
surface temperature by approximately 3-fold. 
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Figure 62. Different views of the stem holder components. (a) Upper stem holder component. 
(b) Lower stem holder component. (c) The view showing how the upper and lower stem holder 
components mate. 
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c) OP-Cell Stem Holders 
The Stem holders are the only moving pieces in the SEOP probe design. There are two 
pieces that make up the Stem holder set: (i) a lower stem holder that mates to the body of the 
SEOP probe; and (ii) an upper stem holder that mates to the lid. Figure 62a-b displays multiple 
views of each piece of this two-piece setup. These components have two gaps as seen in the 
‘Bottom View’ of Figure 62a and the ‘Top View’ of Figure 62b; the enlarged opening allows 
these components to fit around the SEOP probe wall, while the smaller opening allows the 1/8 in. 
Pyrex glass window into the opening—thus providing stability while allowing horizontal motion. 
This ability enables adjustment for perfect fitment of the OP-cell’s side stems caused by slight 
variations from OP-cell to OP-cell in the side stem positioning. 
When the OP-cell side stems are attached to the main body of the cell, a conical seam is 
left at the base of the stem where the two pieces of glass are joined together. In the TE VT SEOP 
probe designs, the internal volume of the SEOP probe was kept to a minimum to make heating 
and cooling of the OP-cell more efficient due to minimized heat-flux proportional to probe body 
surface area. As a result the OP-cell main body is only 0.5 in. away from the SEOP probe body. 
Therefore, the glass seam may sometimes protrude beyond this distance. To avoid interference 
with the seam and to ensure good fitment across OP-cells, each stem holder component was 
designed with half a conical cut out on the side facing the inside of the SEOP probe. This is best 
seen in ‘Bottom and Top view (Facing inside the SEOP probe)’ of Figure 62a and Figure 62b 
respectively. The groove located in the middle (left to right) seen in ‘Bottom View’ of Figure 
62a and ‘Top View’ of Figure 62b was made to allow fitment of a silicone o-ring fit around the 
outside of the glass side stem that allows the SEOP probe to remain sealed. Furthermore, each 
has corresponding fillets and channels that allow the components to interlock with each other, 
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the body of the SEOP probe, and the probe lid. Thus there is only one way for these two 
components to mate together (Figure 62). Finally, the lower stem holder has a taller sidewall 
than the upper stem holder. When the two components mate with each other, the shorter sidewall 
slides behind the larger one to ensure a complete SEOP probe seal, thus preventing SEOP probe 
VT air from escaping (best seen in Figure 60b). 
 
d) OP-Cell and 3D Printed OP-Cell Former 
The OP-cell is constructed (Figure 63b) from 9.75 in. long tubular glass with a 2 in. inner 
diameter (ID) and a 2-1/8 in. outer diameter (OD) with optical windows attached on each end, 
resulting in a 500 mL OP-cell. The side stems are constructed of 1/2 in. Pyrex tubing joined to 
Chem-glass pieces. The piece used to seal the OP-cell is a Teflon Stopcock valve (Chem-glass 
P/N CG-934-01). Attached perpendicular to that valve is a Chem-Thread stem (Chem-glass P/N 
CG-350-10) containing a compression O-ring used to connect 1/8 in. OD Teflon tubing for gas 
loading and transfer into and out of the cell. 
The 3D printed OP-cell former is a replica design of the base of the TE SEOP probe, but 
printed with a 1 in. groove in place of the stem holders at the ideal height for the OP-cell side 
stems to exit the SEOP probe’s opening perpendicularly. As mentioned in the main document, 
scientific glass blowing of custom pieces makes each OP-cell unique. With the aid of the former, 
inconsistencies of the OP-cells were reduced, allowing reproducing twelve near identical replicas 
that could be interchanged within, or between each VT SEOP probe design. 
The former has a valley cutout groove where the stem holders would be placed, 
representing the horizontal restrictions placement of the extruding glass. The OP-cell holders 
provide the vertical alignment needed so that both front and back stems are parallel to each other. 
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Figure 63. (a) Front view of former with OP-cell (b) Top view of OP-cell with assigned 
dimensions (c) Side view of former with mounted OP-cell. 
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e) NMR Coil Former 
The ability to 3D print custom NMR coil formers quickly and easily enhances the ability 
to reproduce or make a former that can be suited for many applications. The formers used to 
perform low-field, in situ NMR polarimetry (Figure 64) are 2.5 in. in diameter and 1/2 in. height, 
and the central inner portion used to wrap wire has a diameter of 1 in. The hole in the center of 
the formers (0.26 in.) was made to allow a 1/4”-20 threaded rod to pass through the coil and 
allowing a Teflon nut to bolt it into the TE SEOP probe, thus fixing its position. However, a wire 
feed-through is also printed into the coil former and TE SEOP probe body allowing the wires to 
pass to the outside of the SEOP probe. Furthermore, this feature allows these coils to be 
interchanged with a different coil tuned to a different frequency allowing the study of other 
xenon isotopes (131Xe) or other noble gases (such as krypton). 
 
f) VHG Laser Diode Array (LDA) 
A water-cooled 200 W frequency-narrowed Volume Holographic Grating (VHG), or 
a.k.a. volume Bragg grating (VBG) laser diode array (LDA) developed by QPC Lasers (Sylmar, 
CA P/N Brightlock Ultra-500 6507-Z002) according to our design requirements is an integral 
part of the SEOP setup (Figure 36c). This LDA consists of eight laser diode elements fiber-
coupled together to produce a single beam of light. The function of VHGs in LDAs is to work as 
frequency-selective feedback elements (FSFE) for each individual laser element by reflecting a 
narrow band of emitted laser light back into the individual laser components, thus forcing them 
to lase at the injected wavelength. This laser design utilizes “on-chip” volume VHG technology 
that is manufactured at the wafer level during Metal-Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition 
(MOCVD). Implementation of such technology results in an order of magnitude narrower (~0.2–
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0.3 nm) spectral output compared to conventional (broadband) LDAs (~2–3 nm). The improved 
line width and laser spectral output results in increased photon flux at the correct resonance 
frequency for Rb absorption (794.8 nm). 
The water chiller (KO-Concepts, Titusville, FL; P/N DMC-14) used to cool the LDA 
allows the spectral output to be fine-tuned over a range of ~1 nm by varying the laser’s diode 
temperature. The change in temperature directly affects the Bragg gratings of the VHG through 
expansion (heating) or contraction (cooling), thus increasing or reducing the lasers output 
centroid wavelength (~0.062 nm/°C) respectively. The wavelength can also be changed (nearly 
instantaneously) in a similar manner by changing the driving current of the LDA, resulting in a 
coarse change of ~0.028 nm/amp; the water chiller requires a few minutes for the appropriate 
temperature change. 
Two key innovative feature of this laser are (i) a short, free-standing (~51 mm) solid 
optical fiber with an 800 µm core that preserves up to 96% of the linear polarization emitted 
from the laser, and (ii) mating of the solid optical fiber with a custom, integrated, single-piece, 
detachable optical assembly, which bolts directly onto the laser module. This optical assembly is 
used to expand, collimate and circularly polarize the emitted laser light to a 2 in. diameter. The 
new, free-standing, ~51 mm long, 800 µm diameter core fiber and mountable optical assembly 
have been machined so that when mated, the short fiber is 3 mm away from, and perfectly 
concentric, with the first expanding lens inside the optical assembly. Soon after the first 
expanding lens, the beam is directed into a polarizing beam-splitter cube (PBS), which directs 
most (~96%) of the laser light forward while discarding the other portion into a beam dump. The 
beam is further expanded to 2 in., collimated, and rendered circularly polarized via a quarter-
wave plate. The design allows for the unabsorbed portion of the beam returning from the cell to 
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be discarded into a second beam dump; both beam dumps are thermally managed with two 
actively air-cooled (via fans) heat sinks. The laser is also equipped with an aiming beam to aid 
LDA 2 in. beam alignment with the OP-cell. The laser’s overall design eliminates the need for 
separate alignment of an independent optical assembly (and its components) with the LDA 
module, reduces losses of photon flux throughout the optical path, and greatly facilitates fine 
alignment with the OP-cell. 
 
 
Figure 64. Different views of the 3D NMR Probe former with assigned dimensions. 
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Theory 
1. Litz wire calculations 
Proximity effect losses rather than skin effect losses are known to dominate in multi-
stranded, multi-turn coils. Litzendraht or Litz wire, a woven form of stranded wire, is commonly 
used to mitigate skin and proximity losses relative to solid wire in high-frequency transformer 
windings. The significant minimizations of these losses lead to prior use in RF coils at low B0 
field (340, 341) strengths. In principle, the woven strands undergo radial and azimuthal 
transposition to force the condition that every strand occupies the space of every other strand in 
the wire so that the overall magnetic field acts equally on all strands. The equal application 
results in uniform current distribution thereby minimizing high-frequency resistance (32). 
The resistance reduction of Litz over the equivalent solid wire has an analytical form 
reproduced here for completeness. Using the derivations of Lotfi (32), Litz wire losses can be 
assessed and the proper wire selected for the detection frequency ω0. The effective series 
resistance (ESR) of a Litz wire is the sum of the proximity effect losses Re and the skin losses 
Rskin, or RLitz = Re + Rskin. The proximity effect losses are evaluated as (32) 
 Re =
p
2πσ rst2
⋅ rst
δ
⋅
Re 1− j( ) I0 krst( ) I1* krst( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
I0 krst( )
2  , (S11) 
where δ is the skin depth, 𝑘 = 1+ 𝑗 /𝛿 is the complex wave number, the imaginary number 𝑗 = −1, σ is the conductor conductivity, I0 and I1 are modified Bessel functions of the first kind 
where I1* is the complex conjugate, and p is the packing factor given by 
 p = S rst rb( )2  (S12) 
for a wire bundle of radius rb with S strands of radius rst. Similarly, skin effect losses are 
expressed as (32) 
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 Rskin =
1
2πσSrstδ
Re 1+ j( ) I0 krst( )I1 krst( )
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥  . (S13) 
The resistance Rsolid of the equivalent solid wire with a smaller radius 𝑟! = 𝑟! 𝑝 , is found using 
(32) 
 Rsolid =
rb p
2δ Re 1+ j( )
I0
rb p
δ
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
I1
rb p
δ
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
 . (S14) 
Using Eqs. (S11 – S14), a frequency dependent resistance reduction factor is defined (32), or  
 ηLitz = RLitz Rsolid  , (S15) 
yielding an optimum frequency 𝑓! at the minimum of ηLitz. With ideal wire selection, 𝑓! = 𝜔! 
and ηLitz is the global minimum. 
 
2. Equations for deriving sample resistance percentage 
Sample resistance relative to coil resistance is typically ascertained from coil loading factor 
measurements due to the simplicity of measuring coil Q when loaded by the sample and coil Q 
when unloaded. The equation given by Gilbert relating loading factor LF, Q measurements, and 
the resistances (82) is 
 LF =1−
QL
QU
=1− RCRC + RS
 . (S16) 
After algebraic manipulation of Eq. (S16), sample resistance RS may be expressed as a 
percentage of coil resistance RC as 
 RS =
QL
QU
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
− QLQU
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
2⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
RC  . (S17) 
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The sample resistance RS may also be derived from peak-to-peak noise measurements from 
the RF coil in the MRI scanner after a 𝜏!"° square excitation RF pulse with (NS+NC) and without 
sample present (NC). As the resistances related by Eq. (S17) are defined by a Q measurement 
ratio, RS and RC may be similarly separated and expressed as relative percentages based on a 
noise measurement ratio. With 𝑄! 𝑄! < 1, one may similarly equate the noise measurements to 
reflect an analogous ratio defined as 𝑁! 𝑁! + 𝑁! ≡   𝑄! 𝑄! for sample noise NS and coil 
noise NC. Consequently, sample resistance may also be expressed as a percentage of coil 
resistance as 
  RS =
NC
NS + NC
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
− NCNS + NC
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
2⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
RC  . (S18) 
The noise measurements are inclusive of the preamplifier noise figure F, Eq. (3.92), at the 
detection frequency ω0, and it cancels in the above ratio negating its effect on this calculation. 
 
Materials and Methods 
1. Sample phantoms and preparation of nuclear spin polarizations significantly exceeding 
thermal level (prepolarization) 
1H and 13C spectroscopic and imaging comparisons utilized two spherical phantoms of 
sodium 1-13C-acetate. The phantom for 1H studies was 1.0 g of sodium 1-13C-acetate (Isotec-
Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in 99.8% D2O resulting in 2.8 mL total volume. A larger sample for 
13C studies consisted of 5.18 g of sodium 1-13C-acetate dissolved in 99.8% D2O resulting in 17.5 
mL total volume. High-field data were acquired on a 4.7 T Varian small animal MRI scanner 
with a multi-nuclear RF probe (Doty Scientific, Columbia, SC). Low-field data were collected on 
a 0.0475 T spectrometer (Magritek, Wellington, New Zealand) equipped with a gradient coil 
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insert (Magritek) and in-house developed H-X and X-H RF probes, where the X channel was 
tuned and optimized to the 13C resonance frequency. 
Prior to spectroscopic or MR imaging at 0.0475 T as shown in Figure 39 and Figure 40, the 
sample was prepolarized, i.e. its nuclear spin polarization P was enhanced significantly above its 
equilibrium level at 0.0475 T. For 1H studies, the sample was prepolarized at 9.4 T for > 30 
seconds, and detection at 0.0475 T occurred following an ~5 second transfer delay. At detection, 
the resulting 1H polarization was P = (1.050±0.016)*10-5. Polarization level was calculated by 
comparison of the prepolarized NMR signal intensity with that of the thermally polarized 
sample. Similarly for 13C studies, the sample was prepolarized at 7.0 T for > 5 minutes, and 
detected at 0.0475 T following an ~5 second transfer delay. 13C polarization was calculated as P 
= (4.70±0.02)*10-6 by again comparing prepolarized NMR signal intensity with that of the 
thermally polarized sample. 
Spectroscopic results (Figure 40) used identical acquisition parameters on the two MRI 
systems: square RF excitation pulses with calibrated τ90°, 1 k complex acquisition points, spectral 
width of 2 kHz, and 500 ms acquisition time. Imaging (Figure 39) was similarly performed with 
identical parameters with the exception of 13C RF excitation pulse angle α. On the 4.7 T scanner, 
images were acquired with Varian’s 2D balanced FSSFP sequence. At 0.0475 T, Magritek’s fast 
2D gradient echo sequence was used. For 1H on both systems RF excitation pulse angle α = 18°, 
spectral width was 10 kHz, and acquisition time was 6.4 ms per line of k-space. 13C imaging 
parameters were spectral width of 5 kHz, 6.4 ms acquisition time, pulse angle α = 90° at 4.7 T, 
and α = 18° at 0.0475 T. For the latter the reduced angle was necessary to avoid consuming too 
much polarization during gradient echo imaging acquisition of k-space. 1H imaging in-plane 
resolution was 0.375×0.375 mm2, (field of view = 24×24 mm2), and 13C was 2.5×2.5 mm2 (field 
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of view = 80×80 mm2) respectively. The resulting 1H and 13C images with 64×64 and 32×32 
imaging matrices and they are presented without any extrapolation or any further manipulation. 
 
2. MRI scanner systems 
The high-field preclinical Varian MR scanner (Figure 41) used in this study was located in a 
shielded room. The system consisted of a gradient insert with a 120 mm inner diameter, a 
superconducting 4.7 T magnet including cryogens weighing approximately 3410 kg, and a multi-
nuclear probe from Doty Scientific (Columbia, SC). The RF probe had a bore of 38 mm for 
small animal studies. The detection coil diameters measured were 44 mm for 1H, 53 mm for 15N 
and 61 mm for 13C. 
The low field MR scanner (Figure 65) did not require a shielded room. The system consisted 
of a gradient insert (Magritek, Wellington New Zealand) with an 89 mm inner diameter, a 
0.0475T permanent magnet Halbach array (Magritek, Wellington New Zealand) weighing 50 kg, 
and in-house multi-nuclear probes. The magnet was mounted on a wheeled cart with a transit 
mount to permit ease of transportation and switching between spectroscopic orientation (vertical) 
and MR imaging orientation (horizontal). The console consisted of a Kea2 spectrometer 
(Magritek, Wellington New Zealand) provided with narrow-band preamplifiers (Miteq, 
Hauppauge, NY), a custom RF amplifier with two 250 W channels (Tomco, Stepney, Australia), 
and gradient amplifiers (part 8205, AE Techron, Elkhart, Indiana). The gradient amplifiers were 
connected to the gradient coils via 10 AWG stranded wire (part number 71245K51, McMaster, 
Aurora, OH) as a twisted pair for each axis and all contained in a braided copper mesh sleeve 
(part number 5537K28, McMaster, Aurora, OH). Toroidal RF chokes (part number ZW-44932-
TC, Elna Magnetics, Saugerties, NY) were used to minimize gradient noise above the 100 kHz 
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cut-off with the twisted pair wire forming 5 turns through two chokes per axis. A separate 
ground connection between magnet and console (part number 71245K55, McMaster, Aurora, 
OH) also used two of these RF chokes. To further reduce gradient noise, the gradient insert was 
lined with 0.127 mm copper foil (part number 9709K62, McMaster, Aurora, OH). Other than the 
probe RF shield PCB end plates, the magnet bore ends were otherwise open. 
The 0.0475 T probes were constructed with geometry similar to the Doty probe. The H-X 
and X-H dual channel RF probes had an inner bore of 38 mm of the detection inner solenoid coil 
at a diameter of 42 mm and the outer RF excitation coil of the second channel at 51 mm. X 
channel was tuned to 13C resonant frequency, but this broadband channel can be also tuned to 
129Xe and 23Na resonant frequencies. The probe coils were constructed of Litz wire selected for 
the best experimentally determined strand gauge and strand number for the detection frequency 
ω0 (Computer Controlled Automation Inc, Middletown, OH). The inner detection coil was 
optimized for the detection frequency ω0 and together with the outer excitation coil was enclosed 
within an RF shield (Figure 65B) of copper mesh (part number 9224T44, McMaster, Aurora, 
OH) and copper PCB end plates (part number PC11-T-ND, Digikey, Thief River Falls, MN). 50 
Ω impedance, non-magnetic RG-405 coaxial cable connected the RF coils to BNC connectors in 
brass mounting plates. The capacitive tuning and matching network configurations for the probe 
coils were balanced RF circuits (Figure 65A). 
The balanced tuning and matching circuit (368) reduces potential losses. It provides electrical 
balancing and halves the voltage amplitude across the coil by putting a virtual ground at the coil 
center consequently reducing dielectric losses. C0 serves to pre-tune the coil and concentrates the 
current in the probe coil. The RF circuits were built in external RF isolated boxes (part number 
501-1111-ND, Digikey, Thief River Falls, MN). The capacitance from the RG-405 and the BNC 
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cables (part number ACX1789-ND, Digikey, Thief River Falls, MN) served to aid in pre-tuning 
the coils, albeit in other circumstances it may prove desirable to avoid the extra capacitance in 
order to increase the coil inductance L. The tuning and matching was achieved with fixed C22CF 
series capacitors (Dielectric Laboratories, Cazenovia, NY) used in parallel with variable 
capacitors (model NMTM120C / HSF250, Voltronics, Denville, NJ or model 5601, Johanson, 
Boonton, NJ). The component values for the RF probes and the RF coil τ90° pulse lengths using 
200 mW of power are given in Table 5. 
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Figure 65. The 0.0475 T MR scanner system. A) The balanced tuning/matching circuit; B) 
Representation of the inner basket weave 1H/13C detection coil, outer Helmholtz saddle coil for 
13C/1H excitation, and RF shield support tube; C) and D) views of the 0.0475 T probe design; E) 
realization of the H-X and X-H probes with attached tuning/matching boxes; F) View of overall 
MR scanner system in the vertical spectrometer configuration. 
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Table 5. RF circuit (Figure 65A) component values and performance measures. 
Probe Channel Capacitor 
Capacitor 
Value (pF) 
Litz 
Wire 
Number 
of turns 
Q 
L τ90° (µs) / B1 (kHz) /  
 (µH) 200 mW 200 mW 
H-X, 
X=13C 
1H 
C0 15   
64 62 112.2 76 13.2 
CT 1 - 30, 51 175/ 
CB 1 - 30 46 
CM 0 - 120, 68   
13C 
C0 579   
26 50 152 400 2.5 
CT 1 - 30, 304 60/ 
CB 1 - 30, 180 44 
CM 0 - 120, 610   
X-H, 
X=13C 
13C 
C0 100   
132 28 425 206 4.9 
CT 0 - 120, 100 20/ 
CB 0 - 250 44 
CM 2 - 250, 1800   
1H 
C0 131   
14 96 52.4 141 7.1 
CT 1 - 30 175/ 
CB 1 - 30 46 
CM 0 - 120, 151   
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2. Inductive detection of the multi-turn solenoidal RF coil 
The volume coil with the greatest detection sensitivity is the solenoidal coil (247). The 
design variables for solenoid SNR are the detection frequency ω0, coil sensitivity according to 
B1, and total effective series resistance of the noise sources (30). Analytically, the solenoid has 
3.09 times greater SNR compared to a saddle coil (247) owing to greater efficiencies in B1 and 
reduced coil resistance RC due to more efficient use of wire to form turns. The maximum SNR 
for a solenoid is attained when its length to diameter ratio is between 0.7 and 0.8 (248, 260). 
However, higher SNR does not coincide with better B1 homogeneity, important for uniform RF 
excitation of the sample, as the two properties are mutually exclusive (345). Optimum coil 
design therefore entails establishing a balance between the two. 
The dominant noise sources in MR are coil noise, sample inductive losses, and sample 
dielectric losses. Many sources in the literature (82, 247, 248, 251, 258, 260, 341) have noted the 
proportionality of coil noise to 𝜔!!/!, sample inductive losses to 𝜔!!, and sample dielectric losses 
to 𝜔!! (247) or, in a more developed model (249) later extended (250), to ω 04 . As a result, the 
sample associated losses, or body noise, degrade coil sensitivity at higher frequency ω0 (82). 
The coil sensitivity can be divided into two operating regimes based upon the changing 
dominance of the noise sources scaling with ω0. A transition point between the two occurs when 
the sample losses become equal to the coil losses, after which body noise is said to dominate the 
coil sensitivity; e.g., for human head sized samples this point is below 8.2 MHz (260). Work by 
Gilbert (82) measured the coil sensitivity degradation through loss of coil quality factor Q 
through the transition from the coil noise to body noise dominated regime. As 𝑆𝑁𝑅 ∝ 𝑄 (260), 
there is no practical benefit of going to detection frequencies higher than the coil noise 
dominated regime (82, 341) for polarization P endowed by hyperpolarization. The factor Q can 
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be modified by proximity of the RF coil to the surrounding shield (247) to reduce external noise. 
Detection below the transition point in the coil noise dominated regime implies three areas of 
improvement: (i) increasing the detection frequency, (ii) increasing the RF shield diameter, (iii) 
decreasing the effective resistance RC of the RF coil (82). Consequently, strategies for optimizing 
RF coils using lossy conductors in the coil noise dominated SNR regime Eq. (3.101) therefore 
revolve around fitting the coil very closely around the anatomy of interest (251), raising the 
detection frequency to the maximum level concomitant with the application, and minimizing RC 
subject to the restriction that coil geometry permits fitting the length of wire allowed by the 
frequency. 
RF coil efficiencies can be compared by several NMR spectroscopic measures when a square 
RF pulse at a fixed power setting is used to excite an identical sample. The detected SNR of the 
sample is maximal when the transmitted RF pulse length is calibrated to yield a 90° excitation. 
By reciprocity, transmit efficiency also measures detection sensitivity with both corresponding to 
the B1 efficiency of the coil with regards to coil resistance RC, or 𝑆𝑁𝑅 ∝ 𝐵! 𝑅!  (247). 
Additionally, the product of RC and the proximity effect ζ can be evaluated by Eq. (3.92) subject 
to preamplifier noise figure F by measuring the peak-to-peak noise voltage, NS + NC. These 
measures and integrated NMR signal together with the coil parameters such as self-resonance 
frequency (SRF) are given in Table 6 and constitute the means of evaluating the RF coil designs 
tested. Measurements were taken with an Agilent 4263B LCR meter with a 16334A test fixture 
at 100 Hz, with an Agilent E5071C network analyzer using a compensated cable, or with the 
0.0475 T MRI scanner described above. 
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Table 6. Comparisons of detection coils tested in isolation (no saddle coil). 
 
 
2a. The use of Litz wire 
Wire selection is a complicated issue due to interaction with fixed coil volume. There is an 
inherent dilemma in the use of larger wire diameters (260), which can be seen from Eqs. (3.92), 
(3.101), and (3.103). As the wire diameter dW increases, in order to maintain coil volume the coil 
diameter dC must increase, which reduces B1 and increases total conductor length leading to 
higher resistance, too. The consequence is reduced SNR. 
Litz wire presents an opportunity to improve the SNR without increasing the wire diameter, 
which avoids the above conundrum. If solid wire and Litz wire forming two coils are of equal 
wire diameter and the turn spacing is identical, the proximity effect ζ acting upon the wires 
should also be identical. The skin effect Eq. (3.99) leaves much of the conductor volume in a 
solid wire unused provided  dW  δ , with the current J flowing through an annulus of width δ. 
Coil 
Ref 
Coil 
Type 
Wire 
Type 
Number 
of 
Turns 
Length 
(mm) 
Turns 
per mm 
L 
(µH) 
SRF 
(MHz) 
Q 
Factor 
τ90° 
(µs) 
Noise 
(µVp-p) 
NMR Signal 
(a.u.) 
A Series 20 AWG 16 51.0 0.3 18.0 29.4 46.0 93 0.310 0.0534 
B Series 20 AWG 32 51.0 0.6 36.0 17.6 73.0 73 0.410 0.0682 
C Series 220/46 32 51.0 0.6 35.1 17.4 88.7 70 0.310 0.0737 
D Series 175/46 29 51.0 0.6 32.4 17.9 85.3 68 0.310 0.0745 
E Series 175/46 29 82.0 0.4 25.2 20.9 64.0 100 0.310 0.0482 
F Parallel 175/46 29 + 29 82.0 0.7 25.4 21.6 70.0 89 0.360 0.0572 
G Series 175/46 58 82.0 0.7 68.5 10.8 90.2 76 0.311 0.0603 
H 'Basket' 175/46 64 53.0 1.2 112.2 7.7 97.3 64 0.280 0.0806 
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Wire resistance RC corresponds to the cross-sectional area A the current flows through, Eq. 
(3.100). If we define ηLitz ≡ 1 β  and β > 1 given ηLitz < 1, then the product RC ⋅ηLitz = ρl βA , and 
so there is an increase in effective area βA commensurate with the reduction in resistance ηLitz. 
Effective diameter of the Litz wire expressive of this effective area may be defined then as 
βA = 0.25πdL2 . Consequently, the resistance reduction compared to solid wire ηLitz may be 
analogously represented as an increase in effective Litz wire diameter deff according to 
 deff =
4
π
βA = β * A  (S19) 
where β* > 1. Thus, Litz wire of the same diameter as a solid wire is anticipated to increase the 
SNR analogously as an apparent diameter increase provided ηLitz < 1. However, the solid wire 
with the conductor volume equivalent to the Litz wire bundle has a smaller radius 𝑟! = 𝑟! 𝑝 
(32) since packing factor p < 1 always. Thus Eq. (S19) provides a simple, convenient theoretical 
analogy for visualizing the reduction in resistance with Litz wire. 
Litz wire (32, 340, 341, 343) has been used favorably to reduce coil resistance RC at low 
frequencies. To ascertain its benefit in the 0.0475 T MR scanner probes, a coil (B, Table 6) was 
wound with 20 AWG magnet wire (part number 7588K81, McMaster, Aurora, OH), and a 
second coil (C, Table 6) of Litz wire consisting of 220 strands of 46 AWG wire (Computer 
Controlled Automation Inc., Middletown, OH). Ignoring packing factor p, the two coils were 
sufficiently equivalent for the purposes of this test, having the same wire diameter, turn spacing, 
and length. While 𝑝 < 1 means 20 AWG wire is better than the 220/46 Litz wire on the basis 
of its greater total conductor area, the proximity effect ζ was anticipated to act equally for the 
same turn spacing. 
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Coil measurements found the Litz wire more advantageous than solid wire for building coils 
with maximum detection sensitivity. For (B ⊥ C) (B compared to C), the Litz coil had more 
NMR signal at a lower measured noise level, yielding the anticipated improvement in 𝑆𝑁𝑅 ∝𝐵! 𝑅!  (247). This was also corroborated by the reduced τ90° pulse lengths. Together with the 
higher 𝑄 = 𝜔!𝐿 𝑅!  despite slight decrease in Litz coil inductance L, the aforementioned 
measurements demonstrate ηLitz ⋅ζ ⋅RC  < ζ ⋅RC , and ηLitz < 1 as expected. 
 
2b. Series vs. parallel solenoid wind 
Historically there has been need to reduce the inductance of a coil to better match the 
application. Commonly this goal is achieved by connecting the coil wires in parallel, as inductors 
conform to the same rules as resistors. Parallel coils have been mentioned in the context of NMR 
and MRI regarding favorable decrease of inductance (247) or resistance (340). A parallel 
combination can also increase SNR (369) or mitigate λ/10 wire length restrictions. The former 
uniquely combines two adjacent coils whose wires are respectively wound clockwise and 
counterclockwise with no coil overlap. The outer pair of wires and the inner pair at the coil 
center are then connected together to form the parallel combination. Total coil inductance and 
resistance are both halved, which suits the coil application under specific circumstances. 
There are two comparisons for parallel wound coils and series wound coils. For (E ⊥ F), two 
coils had essentially the same coil length, wire type, inductance, resistance, and self-resonance 
frequency. They differed in number of turns and proximity effect ζ with the latter’s increase of 
effective series resistance for the parallel coil reflected in the Q measurement. Despite greater ζ 
due to decreased turn spacing, the parallel coil F demonstrated significant improvement in τ90° 
and minor improvement of SNR due to increased noise nearly commensurate with the NMR 
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signal increase. The parallel coil represents an improvement. (F ⊥ G) examines the case of a 
series coil formed from the same length of wire as a parallel coil to compare coil winds with 
identical number of turns and proximity effect factor but all other parameters differing. The 
series coil has less noise and demonstrates improvements in efficiency on the basis of both τ90° 
and NMR signal. However, it should be noted that the inductance increases greatly and the SRF 
correspondingly decreases for G compared to E and F. In this case, the series coil demonstrates 
better performance. 
The question of what conditions favor a parallel coil over a series wound coil depends upon 
the winding restrictions in the context of available wire length. If a λ/10 wire length restriction 
causes the condition of too little available wire length, a parallel winding permits a larger number 
of turns and a more efficient coil (E ⊥ F). Too many turns, however, can also become a 
restriction as L ∝ n2  and RC ∝ n . While inductance L increases at a greater rate than the 
resistance leading to higher Q and hence coil sensitivity (F ⊥ G), the rapid increase in L with 
turns can lead to an inductance restriction at the resonant frequency ω 0 = L CT +CP( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
−1 2
as 
parasitic capacitances CP in the system can lead to achieving a proper tuning capacitance CT 
untenable due to what is then overly large L. Under this condition, the parallel wind’s reduced L 
becomes favorable and permits greater use of the available wire length. 
In conclusion, turn-for-turn a series wind has better performance when wire length used to 
form the coil is constant and no inductive limit exists. A parallel wind can address the 
restrictions of an inductive restriction or a λ/10 wavelength restriction on the available wire 
length and consequently yield better performance than the series wind. The former restriction 
obtains in the case of small animal imaging coils, with the latter the case for large coils as for 
human imaging. A parallel wind is noisier, however, according to this test. 
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2c. Balancing number of turns, proximity effect, and crystal radio coils 
Optimizing the RF coil entails maximizing SNR ∝ B1 / ζRC . B1 improves linearly with 
number of turns, Eq. (3.96), and thus conductor length, but greater conductor length increases 
coil resistance RC and reduces the coil sensitivity. Nevertheless, both variables are linearly 
dependent on the number of turns n, and increase of n without other mitigating factors should 
lead to greater SNR. The proximity effect ζ also factors into the resistance, however, as a 
function of turn spacing and must be considered as part of the winding geometry. The proximity 
effect causes a reduction in the current-carrying cross-sectional area of the conductor due to 
proximity to nearby conductors thereby causing an increase in a coil’s resistance. Proximity 
effect is maximal in the close wound condition of no turn spacing. However, even in this 
condition 15% SNR improvement for coils using Litz wire compared to wire spaced by one 
diameter has been demonstrated (341). The proximity effect dependencies have been derived 
empirically for solid conductors by Medhurst (370), with wire diameter-to-turn spacing and coil 
length-to-coil diameter being the variables determining the proximity factor. Thus, improving 
SNR becomes a complex balance of number of turns and the proximity effect acting upon them 
in the context of the available space. 
There are several ways of improving the SNR with regards to the above concerns. Whether 
the coil is solid wire for (A ⊥ B, Table 6) or Litz wire for (E ⊥ G), increasing the number of 
turns can improve the SNR until the limit imposed by the proximity effect is reached. The test (C 
⊥ D) examined the impact of proximity effect by winding two coils identically except for wire 
selection. Fewer strands used in D and hence smaller wire diameter resulted in greater turn 
spacing and hence less proximity effect. Additionally, the use of fewer strands resulted in less 
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strand-to-strand inductance which also lowered Q. Nevertheless, a reduced proximity effect 
resulted in improved NMR signal for D despite loss of Q, and coil noise was measured as the 
same. (D ⊥ E) verified the expected loss of NMR signal due to less inductance of a solenoid 
when the turns are kept constant but the coil length is increased, mirrored in lower Q and thus 
coil sensitivity. Consequently, for a fixed coil length the SNR must be maximized by carefully 
balancing the confluence of number of turns, RC according to wire diameter, and the proximity 
effect according to the turn spacing. 
The maximization of SNR mentioned above is identical in formulation to the task of building 
the most efficient RF coil possible: a problem previously addressed in regards to crystal radio 
coils in the early years of radio. The coils had to possess high efficiency by maximizing Q. Two 
factors were critical in this application. Coil parasitic capacitance and proximity effect had to be 
minimized in order to have Q sufficient to extract enough power for listening and to permit 
station selection between the narrow bands. These factors were minimized through the use of 
unique coil winds that kept the turns well spaced in spite of a high turn density due to close 
winding, or diameter-to-turn spacing ratio (d/s) = 1. Of the various coil wind solutions devised 
such as the spiderweb or the honeycomb, the basket weave conforms most closely to the singly 
layered solenoid geometry.  
A basket weave coil was constructed for comparison with the best performing classical 
solenoid, (D ⊥ H). It was constructed of 175/46 wire in accord with (C ⊥ D) wire test results and 
in favor of more turns. The basket weave’s creation entailed passing the wire over and under 
nine 1.75 mm diameter, double-pointed, aluminum knitting needles evenly spaced around the 42 
mm outer diameter coil tube (part number 6394A39, McMaster, Aurora, OH) until 64 turns were 
completed. The needles were removed after locking the wires in place with Sally Hansen Xtreme 
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Wear #100 Invisible (sku number 693955, CVS, Woonsocket, RI) brand nail polish as a suitable 
substitute for nitrocellulose-based coil dope. The choice of nine needles lead to approximately 
half the wire estimated as being in the close wound condition (d/s) = 1, and the other half with 
(d/s) = 0.5 with regards to proximity effect calculations from the Medhurst data. The potential of 
using more spacing elements during the coil winding to investigate proximity effect mitigation 
and SNR effects was not pursued. Nevertheless, with the close wound condition being the most 
unfavorable for proximity effect, it is suggested that more spacing elements be used when 
winding to ensure a greater percentage of the wire enters the (d/s) = 0.5 condition.  
The basket weave outperformed the best solenoid coil. For (D ⊥ H), both the NMR signal 
and the noise for the basket weave H showed significant improvement. While SNR ∝ Q  only if 
B1 and coil inductance L are maintained constant (341), examination of signal improvement from 
increased Q is still useful. The higher value of Q for H did not fully account for the greater 
signal, which was 0.0806 compared to 0.0796 projected from D according to Signal ⋅ QB QS . 
We speculate that the higher turn density of the basket weave enhanced detection of the magnetic 
flux due to closer proximity of more turns to the sample, as such dipolar magnetic fields decay 
inversely with the cube of the distance. Lower noise was measured for the basket weave despite 
close winding of the wire, normally the condition for maximum proximity effect. Noise lower 
than the solenoid implies lower total effective resistance ζRC than the solenoid despite a greater 
number of turns and their associated resistance. Consequently, the winding geometry of the 
basket weave, similar to the case with crystal radio coils, demonstrates a coil geometry benefit 
regarding proximity effect that exceeds the effect of the coil having 2.21 times the number of 
turns of the solenoid. Crystal radio coils were therefore found to be of benefit to MR on both the 
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basis of signal and noise. To the best of our knowledge this work is the first report of using 
basket weave RF coils in magnetic resonance. 
 
2d. Multi-layered solenoids 
Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction states that the induced electromotive force 
emf = −n ⋅dΦB dt , the product of the number of turns n and the time derivative of the magnetic 
flux. This product was shown previously to permit nearly field independent NMR signal 
sensitivity without reference to noise (282). An obvious method of obtaining more emf in the 
situation of fixed coil length is use of a multilayer coil design. However, it has been 
demonstrated for thick, single conductors that SNR does not improve with multilayers (367), an 
observation in accord with the theoretical model that SNR should decrease with increased layers 
for thick conductors (371). Although written for solenoid microcoils, the premises of the model 
and the boundary conditions have validity for larger scale solenoids. This model also predicts 
that SNR improves with multilayers provided the conductor thickness is on the order of the skin 
depth, a situation which could obtain when Litz wire is used provided the improvement is 
applicable on the strand level rather than the Litz bundle level. The strand level premise was 
tested (340), but the second layer was found to be of no benefit, instead decreasing the SNR 
compared to single layer coils of approximately the same number of turns regardless of layer 
spacing to mitigate proximity effect. Importantly, the solid wire (367) and Litz wire (340) coils 
were tested at low detection frequencies and therefore utilized many turns n. Similar to emf, the 
conservative electric field EC scales with 𝑛 ∙ 𝐵!  (264), with the result that low detection 
frequency coils maintain high electric fields. Consequently, multilayer coils were tested with a 
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copper tape Faraday shield to ascertain whether the loss of SNR was an electric field 
phenomenon inducing undesirable currents in layers. 
 
Table 7. Faraday shield results for square RF excitation pulses with 8 averages. 
Coil 
Reference 
Coil Combination 
Diameter 
(mm) 
Length 
(mm)  
Number 
of Turns 
Q 
Factor 
τ90° 
(µs) 
Noise 
(µVp-p) 
NMR 
Signal (a.u.) 
A Inner 42 45 36 80 70 0.073 0.0739 
B Outer 51 45 36 52 118 0.049 0.0432 
C Inner+Outer 42/51 45 36+36 50 88 0.045 0.0588 
D Outer+Shield 51 45 36 36 142 0.055 0.0361 
E Inner+Outer+Shield 42/51 45 36+36 39 107 0.043 0.0478 
 
The experimental setup for electric field testing involved two solenoids (Table 7) wound with 
175/46 Litz wire. The phantom of 1.0 g of sodium 1-13C-acetate was used with RF parameters of 
a square RF excitation pulse, 1 k complex points, 10 kHz spectral width, and 500 ms acquisition 
time for 8 signal averages. When tested in combination, the coils overlapped each other and used 
a series connection of the wire. The inner coil in isolation (A, Table 6) produced the highest 
signal. When tested in combination with the outer coil (C ⊥ A), despite the increased number of 
turns less NMR signal was detected. This decrease was in close accord with signal loss 
proportionate to Q loss, or 0.0584 projected signal according to SignalA ⋅ QC QA . Adding a 
Faraday shield between the coil and sample (D ⊥ B) decreased coil efficiency. Use of a shield 
between layers (E ⊥ C) also resulted in decreased coil efficiency. No combination of coils and 
shielding was found to improve coil sensitivity beyond that of the detection coil in isolation (A). 
For the conditions of the test, Faraday shields did not alleviate the loss of SNR that occurs with 
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multilayer solenoid coils, indicating that the loss is not an E-field problem. In view of the 
previous multilayer tests (340, 367) and the solenoid microcoil theory (371), it appears from 
these tests that conductor thickness of Litz wire should be assessed on the overall bundle level 
rather than the strand level. 
From the points mentioned above (Sections 2a – 2d), it is apparent that many variables must 
be balanced to achieve a RF coil that performs well. The inductance, resistance, number of turns, 
available space, and coil wind must all bear due consideration. The coil must conform closes to 
the sample to maximize signal, which has the additional benefit of minimizing the influence of 
coupling of the coil to the surrounding RF shield, gradient insert, or magnet bore. Generally one 
seeks to fulfill the formula of [minimizing resistance] while [maximizing inductance] while 
[maximizing turns], which can also be stated as [minimizing R] while [maximizing turn 
density]— something at which basket weaves excel. The MR sample itself must also be taken 
into consideration. For small animals, the interaction of detection frequency ω0 with coil 
geometry and spatial constraints will typically result in too many turns and too little space, which 
prevents the use of parallel winds. For this situation the crystal radio coils represented by the 
basket weave form an optimal solution. On a larger scale as for human subjects, nearly the 
opposite set of constraints obtains: too few turns and a plenitude of space. In such situations, use 
of thicker wire and parallel winds become feasible means of increasing the SNR. 
 
3. Experimental limitations and their SNR correction factors 
Experimentally the SNR for prepolarized 1H and 13C at 0.0475 T was found to be almost 
identically 40% of the SNR available at 4.7 T. The theory presented in Eq. (3.93) indicates that 
on the basis of frequency and coil efficiency differences alone, the detected signal should 
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demonstrate at least equal sensitivity. In order to account for the sensitivity difference between 
theory and experiment, the sources of SNR gains and losses must be accounted for, which are 
inherent in the variables of Eq. (3.93). The correction factors are presented in Table 8. 
 
Table 8. Correction factors for SNR0.0475T/SNR4.7 gains and losses, Eq. (3.93). 
Source of SNR Loss (>1) & Gain (<1) (Factor) 1H 13C 
~100 fold frequency difference 3.16 3.16 
Coil coupling Q reduction 1.69 1.58 
Litz RC reduction (RC*ηLitz) 0.66 0.93 
Utilized Litz stranding gauge GS, Eq. (S20) 1.14 1.00 
Deviation from optimal coil wire length 1.32 1.85 
Increase in RSTS at 4.7 T, Eq. (S17) 0.78 0.91 
Use of solenoid at 0.0475 T vs. saddle at 4.7 T 0.32 0.32 
RF preamplifier noise figure 1.12 1.12 
Proximity effect ζ 1.58 1.58 
Coil temperature 1.03 1.03 
Coil diameter 0.91 0.47 
Predicted SNR0.0475T/SNR4.7T (all factors included) 0.45 0.46 
Experimental SNR0.0475T/SNR4.7T 0.41 0.40 
 
The 1H detection frequency ratio between the 4.7 T scanner and the 0.0475 T scanner was 
200.24 MHz / 2.02 MHz, so that with the ω01/4 frequency dependence for hyperpolarized MR, 
Eq. (3.93), ~100 fold frequency difference resulted in a 3.16 fold SNR loss. The 1H detection 
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175/46 Litz wire had a calculated resistance reduction factor ηLitz = 0.44, and the 13C 20/44 Litz 
wire ηLitz = 0.86, resulting in SNR gains of 0.66 and 0.93 respectively. The exact wave 
propagation velocity dependence for Litz wire constructions is not known, and was assumed to 
be that of bare copper wire, or factor α = 0.95 times the speed of light. Given this velocity factor, 
the optimal wire lengths for the 0.0475 T MR scanner resonant frequencies were 1H = 14.10 m 
and 13C = 56.07 m. The detection coils used 8.04 m and 16.43 m respectively. The solenoidal RF 
coil efficiency factor is 3.09-1 compared to a saddle coil. The 0.0475 T MR scanner system’s 
narrow-band Miteq preamplifiers have a vendor specification of noise figure nF = 0.5 dB. From 
perusal of commercial vendor information, a good preamplifier at high field has nF = 0.4 dB, and 
a very good one nF = 0.3 dB. nF = 0.4 dB was used to account for the difference in scanner 
preamplifier noise figures. Other Table 8 factors are described in the following subsections. 
 
3a. Coil coupling losses 
Loss of Q due to close proximity to the RF shield was measured to account for coil coupling 
losses. An Agilent E5071C network analyzer was used to obtain the measurements. In the 
presence of the RF shield, the low field probes were tuned to the resonant frequencies of the 
0.0475 T MR scanner and matched to -21 dB. The detection coil shielded Q measurements were 
Q1H = 62.0 and Q13C = 28.0. The RF shield was then removed and the probes re-tuned to the 
resonant frequencies and re-matched to -21 dB. The unshielded Q measurements were Q1H = 
196.0 and Q13C = 77.3. As 𝑆𝑁𝑅 ∝ 𝑄 (247, 340) and Q losses from coupling should amount to 
no more than 10% (247), the coil coupling loss factors calculated as 0.9 ⋅Qunshielded /Qshielded  
were 1.69 and 1.58 for 1H and 13C respectively (Table 8). 
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3b. Increase of 4.7 T RSTS term 
From Eqs. (S17) and (S18), the peak-to-peak noise measurements in Table 9 yield root-
mean-square ratios NC/(NC+NS) leading to coil noise fractions of 0.76 and 0.92 for 1H and 13C 
respectively in Table 10. The coil resistance fractions in Table 9 demonstrate good agreement 
between the two independent measurement methods. As Q measurements are more standard, 
these measurements were used for the coil noise fractions, which constitute the SNR gain factors. 
 
Table 9. Calculation of RS loss factor and resulting RC factor at 4.7 T. 
Q Measurements Spectroscopic Noise Measurements 
Value 1H 13C Value 1H 13C 
QUnloaded 104 99.6 NS + NC 40 94.8 
QLoaded 69 89.9 NC 23 80.5 
QL/QU 0.66 0.90 NC/(NS+NC) 0.58 0.85 
RS = % RC 0.22 0.09 RS = %RC 0.24 0.13 
RC = 1 - RS 0.78 0.91 RC = 1 - RS 0.76 0.87 
 
3c. Stranding gauge effect 
Litz wire stranding gauge selection implicates two potential sources of gains and losses– the 
effective Litz resistance reduction factor ηLitz directly and indirectly the length of wire 𝑙 used in 
construction of the coil through interplay of Litz bundle diameter and coil geometry. For 
example, the experimental 1H coils used a gauge less than ideal due to immediate commercial 
unavailability of the proper 48 AWG stranding gauge for ω0 = 2.02 MHz. Thus, losses were 
increased over the optimal stranding gauge according to Eq. (S20) as  
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 GS =
loptηLitz,exp
lexpηLitz,opt
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
1/2
 . (S20) 
As available through HM Wire International, 48 AWG stranding permits a 225 strand bundle 
with a 0.686 mm mean diameter, compared to the experimental 175 strands / 46 AWG of 0.737 
mm mean diameter. The 225/48 conductor length used for the 1H detection coil would have been 
lopt = 9.29 m instead of lexp = 8.04 m, and ηLitz would have been ηLitz,opt = 0.41 instead of ηLitz,exp = 
0.44. 
 
3d. Proximity effect calculation 
As mentioned previously, proximity effect according to the Medhurst data (29) depends upon 
two variables: the wire diameter-to-turn spacing ratio (d/s) and the coil length-to-coil diameter 
ratio (lC/dC). The detection coils had a (lC/dC) ratio of approximately 1.25. The proximity effect 
in the close wound condition (d/s) = 1 becomes worse for decreasing (lC/dC) ratio. Since it was 
estimated that approximately half the coil had (d/s) = 1 and the other (d/s) = 0.5, in order to avoid 
too favorable an accounting for proximity effect the Medhurst table entries for (lC/dC) = 2 were 
used instead of (lC/dC) = 1. For lC dC( ) = 2  a fitting function to the (d/s) values yields the quartic 
polynomial 
 ζ ds
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ = 1.028 − 0.523
d
s
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ + 6.806
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⎞
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2
− 8.767 ds
⎛
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⎞
⎠⎟
3
+ 5.565 ds
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
4
.
 (S21) 
ζ(1) = 4.11 and ζ(0.5) =1.72, yielding a total proximity effect for the detection coils of 2.50. An 
ideally spaced solenoid with 3 wire radii between centers (247) would have total proximity 
effect, Eq. (S21), of ζ(2/3) = 2.21. 
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To summarize, some SNR losses such as high preamplifier noise figure can be eliminated in 
low field, but proximity effect associated losses of multi-turn solenoid are unavoidable. When 
using optimal proximity effect of 1.31, Table 10 (29) for equally spaced wire for lC dC( ) = 2  
using optimal Litz wire with RC ⋅ηLitz  reduction by 0.66, 100-fold frequency ratio and use of 
solenoid vs. saddle RF coil geometry, it is indeed possible to achieve higher SNR in low field 
regime than that of high field, Table 10. 
 
Table 10. Correction factors for SNR of optimal RF coil under conditions of ω0 (low field) = 
0.01*ω0 (high field). 
Source of SNR Loss (>1) & Gain (<1) (Factor) Factor 
100 fold frequency difference 3.16 
Litz RC reduction in RC ⋅ηLitz  0.66 
Use of solenoid at low field vs. saddle at high field 0.32 
Proximity effect of multi-turn solenoid ζ 1.31 
Theoretical SNRlow field/SNRhigh field 1.13 
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5.75 mT PHIP polarizer and low-field preclinical MRI imaging system 
A 5.75 mT electromagnet-based polarizer was used to produce hyperpolarized (HP) 
contrast agents (HCA) imaged at 47.5 mT. Magnet temperature (and hence reaction temperature) 
can be varied to allow studies of reaction kinetics; a 73 °C reaction temperature was used in this 
study for preparation of hyperpolarized 1-13C-succinate-d2. The device is fully automated with 
graphical user interface interaction of the user through open-source computer software with the 
polarizer controller unit in similar fashion to previously reported work (313). The valve manifold 
and chemical reactor resemble those of a previously detailed polarizer (281). The reactor is 
mounted inside a dual channel RF probe (Figure 66) with separate RF circuits optimized for each 
frequency of 61.3 kHz (13C) and 245 kHz (1H) (282), a configuration that permits greater 
sensitivity compared to operation with a single, dual-tuned coil (281). The B0 magnetic field is 
generated by a simple, solenoid design. The solenoid consists of 574 turns of 20 AWG magnet 
wire (P/N 40480, 20-HAPT-200, MWS Wire Industries, Westlake Village, CA) wound in a 20 
in. length single layer on a G12 fiberglass tube (P/N G12-4-VL, Rocketry Warehouse, 
Hollsopple, PA), which has a 4.025 in. outer diameter and 24 in. length. 
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Figure 66. 5.75 mT electromagnet polarizer and 47.5 mT imaging system showing details of the 
experimental setup of the polarizer, the imaging system, the PHIP probe used, the SABRE 
transfer pathway through Earth field, and the HyperBridge/HyperGate pathway used for 1-13C-
succinate-d2 transfer via the magnetized path. 
 
Low-field NMR spectra and images were acquired using a 47.5 mT MRI scanner (Figure 
66) composed of a 47.5 mT (2.020 MHz proton frequency) permanent magnet Halbach array 
(Magritek, Wellington, New Zealand) equipped with a custom 3-axis gradient coil insert 
(Magritek, Wellington, New Zealand) having an 89 mm clear bore. Prospa software (version 
3.12, Magritek) was used to acquire images and spectra with a Kea2 NMR spectrometer console 
(Magritek, Wellington, New Zealand) equipped with the imaging module option. The RF 
Magritek 47.5 mT magnet with
3-axis gradient coil insert and
 in-house imaging rf probe(s)
Automated 5.75 mT PHIP polarizer
Removable magnetic
storage volume
HyperGate
47.5 mT low-field MRI pre-clinical system
Magnetic transfer line
HyperBridge
Magnet entry for PHIP rf probe 
PHIP rf probe
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amplifier used was a custom-made dual-channel version of a BT00250-AlphaS (Tomco 
Technologies, Stepney, Australia). The gradient coils were driven with two dual-channel 
gradient amplifiers (P/N 8205, AE Techron Inc., Elkhart, IN), which have a 100 A maximum 
current capability per channel. The 47.5 mT magnet operates at 35 °C (stabilized to <0.1 °C) 
constant temperature to eliminate B0 field drift. Further details of the imaging system and RF 
probe construction are reported elsewhere (337). Briefly, the X-H and H-X RF probes consisted 
of detection RF coils optimized for the resonance frequency ω0 (2.02 MHz for 1H, X channel 
tuned to 0.508 MHz for 13C). These RF probes have 1H and 13C detection sensitivities ~40% (for 
hyperpolarized contrast agents) that of a small animal 4.7 T commercial MRI probe (Doty 
Scientific) with identical RF coil ID (337). 
 
Hyperpolarized Contrast Agents (HCAs) Production and Transfer 
SABRE pyridine (Py) hyperpolarization is described in the main text. The prepared 
solution (Py with SABRE catalyst in methanol-d4) was placed in a 10 mm NMR tube. The tube 
was placed at the center of the PHIP polarizer’s solenoid electromagnet (with the RF probe 
removed) operated at ~60 °C for the duration of continuous parahydrogen bubbling to shield the 
sample from significant heating (i.e. < 40 °C). Ultra-high purity parahydrogen gas with >90% 
para- state (116) was bubbled through the solution for two minutes to produce hyperpolarized 
(HP) pyridine (133, 367). Following the polarization procedure, the NMR tube was transferred 
through Earth field to the 47.5 mT imaging system. The elapsed time for the transfer process 
from cessation of parahydrogen bubbling to sample insertion into the H-X imaging probe of the 
MRI system was ~12 ± 2 s. Transfer path (HyperBridge and HyperGate) details and arrangement 
of the PHIP polarizer and low-field MRI system are shown in Figure 66. 
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1-13C-succinate-d2 contrast agent was produced using the Goldman polarization transfer 
sequence (231) and HCA preparation steps reported in (281). Rh(I)-based molecular catalyst 
(372, 373) in aqueous medium was prepared in accord with a previously developed protocol 
(197) with further details of the catalyst preparation steps given in (193). The 1-13C-fumaric 
acid-d2 substrate concentration was 30 mM, and the Rh(I) catalyst concentration was ~5.3 mM. 
HP 1-13C-succinate-d2 was produced inside the PHIP polarizer, and tested for percent 13C 
polarization in situ, i.e. quality assurance (QA), using a 30° RF excitation pulse. HP 1-13C-
succinate-d2 was then ejected from the polarizer, and passed through the HyperBridge and 
HyperGate (Figure 66 and Figure 67) directly into a 15 mL polypropylene Falcon tube (part 14-
959-70C, Fisher Scientific) residing in the magnetic volume assembly (Figure 67) situated 
adjacent to the low-field MRI system. The Falcon tube was located on a loading tray inside the 
magnetic volume assembly. Following transfer of tracer from the polarizer, the tray was then slid 
into the X-H RF probe with the hyperpolarized contrast media centered in the imaging volume 
ready for acquisition. The 1-13C-succinate-d2 had a 30 mM concentration (45 µmoles) in 1.5 mL 
water. 
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Figure 67. Magnetic devices for HCA transfer from the PHIP polarizer into the low-field MRI 
system. (A) The removable HyperGate (magnetic volume of ~1 ft3) assembly allowing handling 
(e.g. placing in the Falcon tube, mixing with other solutions and potentially in vivo 
administration in small animals) of the hyperpolarized contrast agent (HCA) before HP sample 
insertion into low-field MRI system. (B, C, D) A representative segment of the 2 m-long 
HyperBridge linking the polarizer to the low-field MRI system from various perspectives. 
 
During the transfer process from the PHIP polarizer to the low-field MRI system, HP 1-
13C-succinate-d2 passed through the HyperBridge (Figure 66 – Figure 68) with a minimum 
magnetic field strength of 14 ± 0.5 mT (Figure 68) along the transfer line to the Falcon tube 
located in the magnetic storage volume (see Figure 66 – Figure 68). Near the edge of the 
magnetic volume the agent is modeled to have experienced a minimum field of 4 ± 0.5 mT 
before reaching the final tube location in a field of 6.5 ± 0.5 mT. The latter field strength from 
the HyperGate superimposed on the fringe field from the 47.5 mT Halbach array was present 
during all subsequent handling prior to insertion into the imaging system. Although the HP 1-
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13C-succinate-d2 agent was subjected to a variety of magnetic field strengths and gradients due to 
field variations along the transfer path of the HyperBridge prior to insertion into the imaging 
system, no (potentially depolarizing) zero-field crossings were present as confirmed by a 
gaussmeter– all field measurements were verified through use of a LakeShore 410 gaussmeter 
(P/N 410-HCAT, Lake Shore Cryotronics Inc, Westerville, OH) as being within ±0.5 mT of the 
modeled magnetic assembly field plots (Figure 68). All field simulations were performed with 
BiotSavart software (Ripplon Software, Inc.) and post-processing was performed with MATLAB 
(Mathworks, Inc). 
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Figure 68. Simulated magnetic field plots of HyperGate and HyperBridge. (A,E,I) 3D rendering 
of the HyperGate and a representative section of the HyperBridge. (B→C→D) The HyperGate 
magnetic field simulation model, the resulting contour plot at the center of the volume and the 
magnetic field plot. (F→G→H) HyperBridge axial field simulation model, magnetic field 
contours, and magnetic field plot. (J→K→L) HyperBridge transverse field simulation model, 
magnetic field contours, and magnetic field plot.  
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The RF cables and NMR console transmit/receive (T/R) duplexer connections had to be 
switched from the PHIP RF probe to the X-H imaging RF probe after HP 1-13C-succinate-d2 
production and in situ detection in the PHIP polarizer. This switching process commenced after 
ejection of the HCA from the PHIP polarizer. The contrast agent in the Falcon tube was 
immediately inserted into the H-X RF probe and stored in the imaging system’s 47.5 mT B0 field 
until completion of the cabling changeover. The total process time from the production in the 
PHIP polarizer to the beginning of MRI imaging was ~22 ± 2s. 
 
High-Q RF coils at low resonance frequencies on MRI imaging 
A key metric of MRI RF coil performance is the quality factor Q (ω0/Δω0) of the RF 
receive network, where ω0 is the resonance frequency, and Δω0 corresponds to the -3 dB 
bandwidth of the matched RF circuit resonance at the detection frequency ω0. The use of high-
sensitivity coils implies a high Q, which limits the maximum spectroscopic imaging bandwidth 
SW. For example, the RF circuits used here had Q values of 62 at 2.02 MHz and 28 at 0.508 
MHz corresponding to Δω0(-3db) of 32 kHz and 18 kHz respectively. As a result, the presented 
study utilized the nearly maximum (i.e. without significant imaging artifacts and signal 
attenuation) imaging spectral widths (SWs) of 20 kHz and 10 kHz, respectively. These values of 
20 kHz and 10 kHz were less than the corresponding Δω0(-3db) values of 32 kHz and 18 kHz 
respectively (363). A high SW is desirable to enable a large imaging matrix. Large imaging 
matrixes are required for high-resolution MRI imaging using large field of view (FOV). For 
example, the 1H images shown in Figure 43F and Figure 44C utilized a SW of 20 kHz and an 
imaging matrix of 256 x 256, or 78 Hz/voxel, which is only slightly greater than the measured 
FWHM of 50 Hz measured as 1 𝜋 ∙ 𝑇!∗. In case when the SW per voxel should be less than the 
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FWHM, it would result in significant imaging artifacts (i.e. blurring). The corresponding 13C 
values (Figure 45) were FWHM = 10 Hz and SW = 39 Hz/voxel. The imaging parameters used 
were clearly near the theoretically acceptable limits, indicating further need for higher imaging 
SW in order to improve imaging resolution, albeit the signal can be corrected numerically in 
post-processing (351, 374). High-SW imaging at low frequencies is challenging to realize within 
the constraints of the hardware used here owing to the probe Q factors. However, the use of 
high-Q (low-SW) RF coils is advantageous from the SNR perspective. A potential solution to the 
contradictory requirements without loss of SNR as noted by Baudin et al. (363) is RF probe Q-
spoiling by active feedback to increase the imaging bandwidth at low resonance frequencies. 
This approach also mitigates unwanted radiation damping due to RF coil coupling to the sample, 
which increases with increase of Q value (363, 375, 376). Such Q-spoiling is certainly an 
advantageous solution to the dilemma of maximum SNR at low resonance frequencies, as it 
enables low-field MRI using both high-Q RF probes and high-SW imaging. 
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